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Fixed Resistors. 
No. Ol~~ru. Amp.s. ~. J. 
721 ·:; 2 1 6 
735 '75 2 1 6 
TO. 1"5 2 1 6 
723 2 I 1 6 
724 3 I 1 6 
725 5 ·s 1 9 
726 7'5 ·s 1 9 
727 10 ·s 1 9 
728 13 ·s 1 9 
729 20 '2) 2 0 
73) 26 '2) 2 0 
736 40 '23 2 0 
731 43 '2) 2 0 
m 55 '25 2 0 
No. 718. Screw Holder on Ebonite 

Base, with instructions l r6 
No. 720. Bra~ Shorting Plugs, to 

lit Screw Holders, three 
in carton 116 

The Dual Rheostat. 
No. 222. Dual Rheostat, ) .J;) ohms, 

for mounting on any panel, 
from i • tot· in thicbl!$5, 
with drilling template 7/6 
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Burndept Components 
for convenient and 
reliable filament control 

THE Burndept Components for filament 
control deserve the attention of every 
constructor who wishes to equip the 

instruments he builds in the best possible way. 

It is most convenient to have your set fitted with 
Burndept Fixed Resistors, which each consist of a 
definite amount of resistance wire wound on a fibre 
rod and are made in thirteen values from 0'3 to 55 
ohms. They may be used in series with, or in place 
of a rheostat. When it is desired to use a new or 
diiferent type of valv--, one has only to insert the 
correct Resistor in the Screw Holder, no other 
alteration being necessary. Further particulars of 
Burndept Fixed Resistors will be sent on request. 

A very useful component is the Burndept Dual 
Rheostat, which can be used to control either a 
bright- or a dull-emitter valve. The first half of the 
element is wound to a resistance of 25 ohms, and 
the second half, to a resistance of 5 ohms. The 
whole 30 ohms resistance is used to control a dull
em· tter valve, and the 5 ohms resistance a bright 
valve. Contact is perfect and the movement of the 
brush practically noiseless owing to the special con
struction o~ the former on which the wire is wound. 

Purchase B arndept by its name
substitutes are not the same. 

BURN DE PT 
BURNDEPT LTD., Aldine HoUJe, Becllord Str~, Strand, London, W.C.2 
Ttlepholll!: Ccrrard ~72 Ttktratnl: "Buandept, Westrand, London." 

l.EEDS : 1 ?. Buin.t>all Stteol (near CitrS<!uat<l. BIR.\f!NGHAM t Winchastet Hou... V'actoria S'I!We. 
MORTIIAMPTON : 10. ThoDral>etY. CARDIFF ' 67, Q.-. Street. 
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Should 

O.KCE more the question has 
been raised, this time in the 
House of Commons itself, ·by 

Capt. I an Fraser, as to whether 
permission can be given for broad
casting the proceedings of our 
legislature. In particular, Capt.. 
Fraser asked whether the House 
could b€ given the opportunity of 
deciding the desirability of giving. 
permission to the British Broad
casting Company for the broadcast
ing of the forthcoming speech of 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
on the introduction of the Budget, 
and if they would consider the 
question of permitting certain pro
ceedings of the House to be broad
cast. The Prime Minister, in reply
ing, answered the first part of the 
question in the negative, but con
sidered the time had come when 
the whole question should he 
discussed, and for that pur
pose stated he was thinking 
of setting up a select com
mittee of both Houses. 

\Yhether or not such a committee 
can be truly representative of public 
opinion is open to doubt, but, in 
any case, it is well to consider 
some of the points arising when 
we discuss the broadcasting of 
speeches and debates. Compara
tively few people have ever set foot 
inside the Houses of Parliament, 
and the parliamentary reports and 
news presented to us by the news
papers are very cleverly prepared 
so as to give us the gist of the 
news in a compact form. For this 
reason some people have gathered 
the impression that it should be 
possible for the B.B.C. to switch 
on to 'A'estminster and give us, say, 
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Parliament be Broadcast? 
half-an-hour or an hour of brilliant 
debate full of interest, and touching 
on a wide variety of important 
subjects. It is very easy to dis
cover how erroneous such an 
impression can be by exammmg 
the volumes of. Hansard, which 
give the verbatim reports of all 
parliamentary proceedings. These 
will show that many hours each 
week are filled up with speeches of 
no great importance, and that the 
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breezy and interesting · quarter
column reports that you may haYe 
read j.n the morning's paper may 
be a clever condensation of a 
speech lasting half-an-hour or even 
an hour. 

Another point is that a large 
part of the proceedings of both 
Houses is of very little interest to 
the general public. In order that. 
suitable announcements can be· 
made it is nec,essary to arrange 

special broadcasting items some 
time beforehand, and it would take 
a more clever organiser than any 
we have yet met to predict a week 
or so in advance the particular 
subject to be discussed by our 
legislators. Then, again, there io 
the question of the time when 
important· speeches are generally 
broadcast. Members of Parliament 
generally find that their consti
tuents are most interested in ques
tion time, for during this period 
a number of interesting subjects 
are touched upon, and the replies 
are generally given by well-known 
ministers. Question time is from 
2.4_') to 3·4S p.m., which immedi
ately indicate~ the impracticability 
of broadcasting this particular sec
tion of parliamentary procedure. 
Again, the most important speeches 
are generally delivered bBtween 4 
and 7 p.m., or after 10 p.m. ; 
neither of these periods would be 
particularly suitable for broad
casting. 

Finally, to deal with the first 
half of Capt. Fraser's question. 
Budget speeches are usually long 
and take anything from ~~ to 2 

hours. Frequently the speech is 
completed about the time the city 
man leaves his offir.e, and often 
before he gets into his train he is 
able to buy a pa1.er with a full 
report. 

It is highly probable that if at 
any time the proceedings of the 
House arc broadcast, there will b€ 
great competition to make a speech 
during the broadcasting period. 
It would be only human nature for 
members to endeavour to impress 
their constituents at such a time. 
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§ Making a Start § 
B • T . . .1-H 

A FE\V readers have recently 
written to me complaining 
that these articlc5 on trans

mission are not appearing every 
week. In justice to myself I 
ought to explain that as the 
articles are based on practical 
experiments and arc not merely 
a rehash of articles published 
elsewhere, they cannot be pro
duced very rapidly. Further
more, certain apparatus I had 
on order, or being constructed 
for me, and used in the tests, 
has only recently been delivered. 

c 
Fig. 1.-The filament transformer 

connections. 

Before discussing the use of 
alternating current as a filament 
and plate supply of a wireless 
transm'itter, I perhaps should
mention that the transmitting 
set already described, without 
any modifications, using the 
M.L. anode converter as H.T. 

A filament lighting 
transformer with centre 
tappings. Note the 
careful insulation. 

supply, with a L. S. 5 dull-emit
te,r power valve and an input of 
approximately ro watts, I have 
already communicated with Bel
g-ium,· Italy, Holland, Denmark, 
Sweden and Finland, the com
munications being· in every case 
replies to calls from those 
counti-il'S. The clista11L'e from 
my station to Finland is well 
over a thousand miles, and sig
nals were reported R6 by two 
stations there. 

An Interestin2 Test 

Readers of TVireless lVeekly 
will remember that there ap
peared in the daily Press some 
weeks ago an account of com
munication by a British amateur 
with Mosul, Mesopotamia, when 
an important messag-e was trans
mitted from that place to London 
via the Br.itish station. Hearing
a CQ call from Mosul on the 
evening of March 19, I started 
up the generator and replied, 
thinking that possibly my signals 
might get through. Capt. Dur
rant of GHH immediately 
answered, and we inter-changed 
signals quite easily. I do not 
kiww the exact distance from 
\Vimbledon to Mosul, but if you 
examine the map you will see 
that it is practically all overland 
and approximately 2,3oo miles 
away. 

ID ransmiSSlOD 8. 
0 

The Use of A.C. for Filament ~ 
and Plate Supply. 8 

0 
By PERCY W. HARRIS, ~ 

M.I.R.E., Assistant Editor. ~ 
0 
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A.C. Problems 

Many reade1·s have an alter
natmg current supply in the 
house and are anxious to build a 
transmitter which will utilise this 
current for both filament lighting
and plate supply. I have often 
heard it said that the man who 
has A.C. in the house is exceed
ingly lucky in so far as wireless 
transmission is concerned. A 
brief examination of the position 
will show that it is by no means 

~ 
Fig. 2.-/ncorrect balancing due to 

position of filament resistance. 

a simple matter to construct a 
really efiicient C.\V. transmitter 
with A.C. supply. Furthermore, 
the expense is quite considerable. 
It may sound expensive to buy 
a t\\'enty-pound motor generator 
to run from an accumulator so 
as to provide pure D. C. :for your 
transmitter, but by the time you 
have purchased the necessary 
equipment to give a proper 
supply with A.C. you wil! not 
have spent less. 

Filament Supply 

The simplest problem is that 
of lighting the filaments by A.C. 
For this a step-clown transformer 
is neeclecl, the input side being, 
of course, wound to the voltage 
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~ In previous articles the con- : 

§
8 struction of a transmitter : 

13 

using D.C. supply has been ~ 
~described. In this article the ; 

8 ,problem of using alternating · 

B .current throughout- is tackled ~. 
8 ~ 
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and periodicity of the supply and 
the output giving the voltage to 
suit the filament of the valves. 
If you examine Fig. 1 you will 
see that the transformer there 
used has a centre tapping on the 
winding connected to the fila
ment. The reason for this is 
that each end of the fila
ment, when the A.C. supply is 
used, will become alternately 
positive and negative. If the 

A. C. MAINS. 

Fig. 3.-Correct pla.::ing of filament 
control rheostat. 

neg-ative side of the hig-h-ten
sio-n supply were connected to 
either side of the filament per
thanently, the effect would be to 
provide a plate voltage relative 
to the negative· end of the fila
ment which would have super
imposed on it a voltage change 
due to the variations of the A.C. 
supply to the filament. If, for 
example, we consider a plate 
voltage of SGO with the negative 
side of this supply connected to 
one end of the filament, then the 
voltage applied to the plate (con
sidered in relation to the nega
tive end of the filament) would 
vary between soo and perhap;, 
so6 (for a 6-volt filament) at the 

Rear view of the filament transformer. The H.T. transformer is 
similarly made. 

frequency of the supply. This 
would give a very annoying 
ripple. By making a. centre tap
ping on the filament winding this 
trouble is eliminated. The con
densers shown shunted across 
the filament can be of a value of 
.oo2 ,uF, and serve to keep any 
radio - frequency current from 
passing throug-h the windings of 
the transformer. 

Position of Filament Resistance 

As this centre tapping is put 
there for the purpose of balanc
ing, it is obvious that if \Ye in
sert a filament resist«.nce in one 
or other filament leg, the balance 
will be upset. For this reason 
it is generally considered deS:r
able to place any variable resist
ance for controlling the filament 
voltage on the mains side, but, 
unfortunatelY, it is not easy to 
obtain a suitable filament resist-
ance for this purpose. Many 
experimenters, however, g·et 
fairly satisfactory results by plac
ing the filament resistance in the 
usual position. The current is 
certainly more easily controlled 
here. A method "'hich I intend 
to apply, and which, to the best 
of my knowledge, has not so far 
been suggested, is to mount two 
filament resistance bobbins on a 
single shaft with separate con
tacts. There will then be a fila
ment resistance in each filament 
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leg and both will be simultane
ously varied. In this \\'ay it 
should be possible to preserve the 
balance. Suitable bobbins for 
this purpose are made by The 
Radio Communication Co., Ltd., 
for their Polar bobbin rheostats. 
They should be very easily adapt
able by the transmitter. 

Insulation 

vVhile the transformer used for 
lighting the transmitting valve 
filament needs no special insula
tion other than that suggested by 
rthe voltages used, the trans
former used for lighting the fila-

Rz 

Fig. 4.-A suggestion for filament 
control. 

ments of the rectifying valves is 
quite differently situated. This 
is a point \\'hich is often ovcr'
looked by the beginner in trans
mission. To understand the 
position clearly we must consider 
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Fig. 5 which shows hm": a 
rectified plate supply is obtamed 
from an A.C. transformer fed by 
the mains, and stepping up the 
voltage to something suitable for 
the transmitting valves used. We 
will assume for the sake of argu
ment that the mains are 240 volts 
and that we require something 
approaching 1 ,ooo volts for the 
plate of the transmitting valve 
used. For efficient working we 
naturally require to utilise both 
halves of the A. C., for which 
purpose we require a transformer 
with centre tapping·. If \VC re
:}Uire 1 ,ooo volts, then the total 
voltage across the terminals of 
~he transformer should be 2,ooo 
or 1 ,ooo volts on each side of the 
centre tapping. By examining 
the diagram you will see that 
each end of the high-voltage 
winding of the transformer is 
connected to a plate of a two~ 
electrode rectifying valve. Such 
valves are manufactured commer
cially, and are obtainable from 
the Marconi Company and the 
Mullard Radio Valve Company. 

Double Rectification 

\Vhen the filaments are suit
ably heated current will pass 
one way between the plate 
and the filament, but not in 
the reverse direction. If now 
we take a wire from the common 
filament connection and another 
from the centre tapping of the 
transformer, we shall have the 
necessary positive and negative 
leads for supplying our transmit
ting valve. Each end of the 
transformer becomes alternately 
positive and negative, and when 
it is positive then current will 
pass between the plate of the 
valve and the filament, and 
through the common lead. 
When it becomes negative 
no current will pass, and 
thus we have a series of pul
sations of current in one direc
tion, there being one pulsation 
for each half cycle. Thus with a 
so-cycle supply we shall get 100 

pulsations of direct current, the 
connection to the filament being 
positive and that to the centre 
tapping of the transformer being 
negative. 

An Important Point 

We naturally light the filament 
of the rec6fying valve by A. C. 
stepping the main voltage down 
to something suitable, and thus 

you will see by examining the 
drawing that, by assuming that 
one side of the mains is connected 
to earth, as is frequently _the 
case the filament of the rectify
ing 'valve is at something ap
proaching 1 ,ooo volts above 
earth potential. This should be 
very carefully noted, for filament 

EARTH 
POTENTIAL. 

+ 

Fig, 5.-Showing necessity for good 
insulation on filament transformer 

for rectifying valves. 

resistances and all the parts con
nected to the filament will be 
exceedingly dangerous to touch. 
Not only this, but the windings 
of the filament transformer used 
for the rectifying valve will have 
to be very highly insulated. The 
actual voltage available for the 
valve will be in the case just de
scribed 1 ,ooo volts less a certain 
voltage lost in the valve i'tself. 
This will not be a very high 

A.C. 
MAIN$. 

Fig. 6.-An arrangement sometimes 
used for economy. 

percentage if suitable valves are 
used. 

Filters 

You will notice that in the 
leads from the centre tapping of 
the high-voltage transformer is 
a section marked F, this letter 
standing for " filter." If we are 
to obtain something approximat
ing to our D.C. the ripple of 
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the supply must be smoothed out, 
and for this purpose we require 
a device known as a filter. The 
design of filters is a complex 
matter, and the perfect filter has 
yet to be designed, but some
thing giving a close approxima
tion to the ideal, so far as prac
tical transmitting work is con
cerned, is not too difficult to 
devise. The trouble is that a 
filter suitable for one circuit may; 
be totally unsuitable for another,, 

Telephony Filters 

Thus, as will be explained when 
we come to deal with telephony,, 
a filter which works excellently in 
a telephony circuit using choke 
control is totally unsuited to a 
circuit using grid control. For 
C. W. signalling the filter can: 
be a relatively simple matter. 
Suitable tran'Sformers for trans
mission work are generally 
made to order. My own fila
ment transformer illustrated at 
the head of this article was 
designed and built by the Zenith 
Manufacturing Company, of 
Willesden, for an input voltage 
of 220 (so cycles) and an output 
voltage of 6. This company has 
also built for me on exactly 
similar lines, so far as the ap
pearance is concerned, a high
voltage transformer giving 2,ooo 
volts across the terminals of the 
secondary winding and with a 
central tap. A 1 ,ooo volts sup
ply is thus obtainable for the 
rectifying valve. Notice the 
careful insulation of the terminals 
on the filament transformer. The 
reason for this will be gathered 
by those who have followed the 
explanation just given. The cost 
of these transformers, by the 
way, was in the case of the fila
ment transformers £2 rss., and 
the H. T. transformer £6 r6s. 
Both will carry enough energy 
for a roo-watt transmitter if 
required. 

·The cost of equipment can 
be lessened by having one trans
former with both plate supply 
and filament supply windings on 
the same core. Indeed, it is 
possible to obtain transformers 
which have three windings, one 
for the transmitting valve fila
ment, one for the filament of the 
rectifying valve, and one for the 
plate supply. It is generally 
more satisfactory to have 
separate transformers, although 
they cost a little more. 



Professor Goop at Work 

A S I entered Professor 
Goop's wireless den the 
other day I saw signs 

which !told me that he was hard 
at it. Upon the table before him 
lay coils of wire, condensers, 
valves, terminals, batteries, and 
all the bits and pieces required 
far wireless experiments. He 
was bending over something 
when I came in, and as his back 
was towards me I slapped it 
with my usual hearty bonhomie 
in order to apprise him of my 
presence. I did not know that 
he ~was soldering; I had no in
tention whatever of driving his 

• I slapped his back in my 
usual hearty way • • 

nose into the contents of the tin 
of flux that was before him. All 
this I explained "vhilst the Pro
fessOl· was engaged in removing 
the unwanted adornment from his 
face. He took my handkerchief 
for the purpose, as he had not 
one of his own. This, I thought, 
was a little hard, as I had only 
just borrowed it from Podclleby. 
Still, noblesse oblige. A fellow 
like Poddleby 'vould have been 
quite nasty over the flux incident. 

Boys will be Boys 

Not so the Professor. He 
merely beamed at me over his 
glasses, and said that boys would 
be boys. When you are just 
about to be forty this kind of 
thing is music in your ears. 
" Anyhow," I said, " the least 
I can do is to lend you a hand; 

two heads are alwayE. better than 
one." 

Convincing Proof 

" On the contrary," smiled 
the Professor, " 1two heads are 
precisely the same as one. This 
I will demonstrate to you. The 
proof that 2 equals I is by no 
means original, but you, I am 
sure, "·ill not have come across 
it, and certainly you will not be 
able to pick the obvious holes in 
it.'' Fearing that he had taken 
leave of his senses, I thought it 
best to humour him by begging 
him to proceed. Here is his 
proof:-

Let a= b 
Then a' = b 2 

ab = a" = b2 

a• - b" = a" - ab 
(a + b) (a - b) = a (a - b) 

a+b'Fa 
2a = a 
2 = I 

I have since proved this pro~ 
position to my bank manager. I 
suggested that as doubling ob
viously made no difference at all 
he should forthwith multiply by 
two the amount standing against 
my name in his books. He con
sented with alacrity, and handed 
me a little slip on which was 
pencilled " 0 jD £2 qs. 3d." 
Some people are so mercenary. 

The New Idea 

But to return to the Professor. 
.I learnt that he had just been in
spired ,\"ith an idea for a wave
trap, but could not quite see how 
to work it out. Some of the 
greatest thing·s arise from small 
causes. The Goop- \Vayfarer 
\Vave-trap, o.f which it need only 
be said that it has all others 
beaten by ten leng-ths and then 
some, came into being purely and 
simply o\\·ing to my chancing to 
smite the Professor on the back. 
My offer of help was accepted. 
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Epoch-making Discoveries 

We collaborated. By this time 
you know the epoch-making 
nature of the inventions that are 
to be anticipated when our great 
brains are waving as one. I 
need hardly remind you of what 
the Goop-W'ayfarer 76r, the 
Milligoommcter, and the Rever
sodyne, to mention but a few of 
our efforts, have accomplished for 
the furtherance of wireless as a 
popular hobby. We have taken 
this noble science forward by 
leaps and bounds, leaving in our 
train an ever-growing queue of 
wireless widows. 

He sustained a badly 
bruised nose 

The Professor's Scheme 

" This question of trapping 
waves," said the Professor, 
'' has never been tackled pro
ped y. Let us think for a 
moment about trapping in gene
raL ~'hat has mankind been 
endeavouring· to trap with 
greater or less success ever since 
he left the tree-tops, took to 
wife-beating, and became civil
ised? '' '' l\Iice,'' I answered, 
after a moment's hard thought. 

The Common Mouse-trap 

" Exactly," beamed my col
league. '' The common mouse
trap is a perfect example of 
man's ingenuity. Though it is 
unimposing in appearar1ce and 
without mechanical complica
tions, it delivers the goods each 
morning. Now v.:hat we require is 
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a wavetrap upon the same general 
principles.'' We then fell to dis
cussing the question in order to 
see whether we could not devise 
a means of giving the idea a 
practical form. The problem of 
the best bait to use was a diffi
cult one, and it was only by dint 
of strenuous brain work and of 
unceasing experiments that we 
arrived at the solution. 

The Theory 

\Vhat does a wave-trap do? It 
mops up interfering signals. 
What is an interfering signal? 
One that you don't want; often 
it takes the form of a cornet solo 
from Manchester superimposed 
upon a snappy talk on Chest Pro
tectors from Bournemouth or 
something like that. To devise 
an efficient means of trapping, it 
is first of all necessary to have 
an insight into the little ways 
of signals. The waves that you 
do want endeavour by every 
means in their power to avoid 
doing their lawful \Vork. They 
do all that they can to escape 
without making the close 
acquaintance of your valves or 
your crystal. Interfering waves, 
on the other hand, behave in pre
cisely the opposite way. To them 
the supremest of all delights is 
to dance upon the grids of valves 
or to go pushing and bustling 
through crystals, making all the 
noise that they can on their way. 
The only satisfactory method of 
dealing faithfully with oscilla
tions of both types is to make 

·use of low cunning. · 

The Bait 

As interfering signals desire 
above all things to get bu'-y with 
their victim's receiving gear, the 
obvious way of getting even with 
them is to allow them to encoun
ter a crystal on their journey 
from the aerial. Thinking that 
they have arrived at the real 
scene of operations, they immedi
ately begin to do their worst. The 
wanted oscillations, on the con
trary, see the crystal, and give it 
the widest possible berth. They 
rush forward, believing fondly 
that they have escaped once 
more, only to find when it is too 
late to turn back that the path 
that they are following leads 
them straight into the receiver. 
A device designed upon these 
lines would, as you will readily 

perceive, put it across both 
classes of signals with no mean 
success. It was thes.e considera
tions that led us to adopt the 
crystal as our bait. We tried 
hundreds of different kinds, in
cluding Gottafrite, Glaxo, Merri
anbrite, Kruschen and Bonzolite. 
But we have found that there is 
nothing to touch as a wave-trap 
bait a carefully selected fragment 
of synthetic Nitinite. 

I or eonneelion it~ 
lose~ D 
l3 l'i:.. _...-:;;;~:,..::--./-----~ 

!1.1.1 
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The Coop- Wayfarer Wave-trap 

Practical Details 

The finished trap, details of 
which are shown in the accom
panying diagram, is easily con
structed in the home ,,:orkshop. 
The body of the trap consists of 
the metal frame, in which are 
mounted the trapdoor C and the 
chokes marked F. The aerial 
lead-in is attached to the terminal 
marked A, whilst to that seen at 
B is attached a wire running to 
the aerial terminal of the set. No 
other connections are necessary. 
The trap is set by mounting the 
suspended crystal E, and subse
quently fixing the trapdoor in the 
open position with the aid of the 
hook D. The set is then tuned 
in the ordinary way, the trap 
needing no attention since it is 
entirely self-acting. 

Immersing the trap in 
a bucket of water , 

How it Works 

Wanted oscillations observing 
the crystal pass through the 
metal frame of the trap and out 
at the terminal B. But interfer
ing oscillations entering at A 
immediately scent the bait. They 
pass across the surface of the 
trapdoor, whence they travel via 
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the hook D to the crystal. Here 
they congregate, building up an 
ever-increasing mass of electrons 
until finally the trap door is 
sprung by their weight. Owing 
to their being now surrounded by 
chokes they are unable to escape. 
They therefore remain until the 
foll()IW'ing morning, when they 
are drowned by immersing the 
trap in a bucket of water. 

Results 

The exhaustive te~ts which we 
have made show that the Goop
Wayfarer Wave-<trap never fails 
to do what is claimed for it, pro
vided that it is intelligently used. 
Unlike other traps it will stifle 
the mush of Northolt, and even 
atmos-pherics. A little practice 
is required in setting the trap, 
but this is merely a matter of 
time and patience. In the whole 
course of our experiments the 
Professor lost only two fingers, 
though I must admit that he also 
sustained a rather badly bruised 
nose on the occasion when he en
deavoured to satisfy himself that 
the specimen of crystal in use as 
a ba1t was perfectly fresh. 

Serving a Double Purpose 

It should be noted that the 
Goop-vVayfarer Wave-trap may 
be employed to serve a double 
purpose. If the crystal is treated 
with cheese it becomes Tri
Nitigorgonzolite (HF2 L3 B4), 
which is just as attractive to mice 
as it is to unwanted signals. The 
wave-trap therefore, in addition to 
its usefulness as a signal-purifier, 
will rid the wireless table once 
and for all of those little pests 
which work such havoc with the 
insulation of our leads and are so 
apt to choose our spare induct
ances as resting-places. 

WIRELESS WAYFARER. 

APRIL 
.. Modern Wireless." 

In this issue will be found full COD• 
struc:tional cl.mil• of bow to make five 
diBerent sets :-

An Experimental Supersonic 
Receiver. 

The " General Purpoae " Three• 
valve R~t!eeiver. 

A " Drawing-room. " Two-valve 
Receiver. 

A Selective Singl .. valve Receiver. 
A Crystal Receiver. 

In addition to tbese, full conotruc:tional 
details are pven for the buildiog of a 
"Split Secondary Tuner." Other articles 
of extreme interest are the Zurich 
Broadcasting Station, the Use of the 
Potentiometer, Eclipse and Radio Re
ception, etc. etc. 
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Random Technicalities 
By PERCY W. ffARRIS, MI.R.E. 

Ass,slant Ldtfor. 

A s you will have seen 
from the correspondence 
columns, t\YO or three 

readers have written concerning 
the notes I gave recently regard
ing the effect of one set upon 
another and the strang-e increase 
of aerial current iH my trans
mitter when the r,eceiver in the 
house was suitably adjusted. 

* * 
Once having discovered the 

rffect of adjusting the receivers in 
the house when transmitting, I 
am no11· able to set them so as to 
g·ive the maximum aerial current 
in the transmitter, with a result 
that I am obtaining an efficiency 
l)f transmission 11·hich exceeds my 
g-reatest expectations. Indeed, ·I 
am wondering whether gas pipes, 
electric light 11·ires. and ether 
metal \\·ork in the house are not 
1 very vital factor in reception, 
md it is possible they may ex

plain why such totally different 
results are obtainable in different 
houses, whereas the aerials are 
very much the same in each case. 

When both an indoor and an out
door aerial are available it \Yill 
sometimes be found that the in
doot· aerial can be used as an 
earth connection acting· as a 
counterpoise. Readers who ha\·e 
both kinds of aerial are recom
mended to try this arrang·ement. 
The other evening when I \\·as 
conducting some tests \Yith 
FNYVF in Stockholm, he told me 
that he was using an outdoor 
aerial with an indoor counter
poise ! He was using an input 
power of 20 \\·atts with a 1\I ullard 
o J 20 valve fed from the 440 volts 
D.C. mains. His signal strength 
was good, although there \\·as a 
certain amount of swinging·. Per
sonally, in spite of ,,·hat has been 
written in so many quarters, I 
find a direct earth, efficiently de
sig-ned, quite satisfactory. As 
soon as I can, I \\·ant to try some 
co~nparati1·e tests ,,·ith a counter
poise. 

have previously alluded 
in these columns to the lack of 
vision shown by many '' ireless 

A section of the Exhibition recently held by the Schools Radio Society, 
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manufacturers. This is particu
larly the case of valve-holders. 
Anvone who has used the .o6 
amp. type of dull-emitter valve 
knows that whatever it5 advan
tages may be, it is most irritat
ingly microphonic-that is to say, 
a slight jar or vibration makes 
the valves ring in the most un
pleasant fashion. The obvious 
thing to do is to mount these 
valves on some kind of shock
ab5orbing mounting. There are 
dozens of kinds of valves, hun
dreds of different makes of low
frequency inter- valve trans
fot·mers, and-how man1 anti
vibration valve sockets? · There 
ought to be dozens. The one or 
tw01 that exist are much too clear 
for the ordinarv man, yet the 
maker~ cannot jJossibly l:atch up 
with the demand for a long time 
to come. 

* * * 
There is also a great deal of 

room for experiment in the pro
duction of high-frequency inter
valve transformers. Two or three 
years ago a \\·ell-kno\\·n experi
menter in the north devised the 
disc type of plug-in transforn1ers 
and ;vas to the best of my knm\·
ledge the first to realise the value 
of using the ordinary valve 
sockets for the purpose. These 
transformers were demonstrated 
at a meeting of the Radio Sociey 
of Great Britain by Mr. Campbell 
Swinton, and were copied very 
extensively. Such transformers 
are now obtainable from a large 
number of firms, most of ,,·hom 
have copied one another. Later 
a firm introduced the barrel type 
of plug--in transformer, in which 
primary and secondary winding-s 
were alternative and stag-g-ered 
in relation to one another, so 
thaJt the coupling- in between the 
primary and secondary winding 
was looser than that obtainable 
with the orig-inal plug--in type, 
where one winding- was directly 
super-imposed on another. 
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I think I mav claim to be the 
first to popularise this type of 
transformer, and I have watched 
with interest how one firm after 
another has made a slavish copy 
of the original design. 

* * 
N O\V there are do7ens of pos

sible ways of winding high-fre
quency transformers, and I am 
quite sure that any experimenter 
who has settled down to seriously 
consider the problem will produce 
something far better than either 
the disc or the barrel type. Sets 
using high-frequency amplifica
tion are becoming increasingly 
popular. Here is a wide field 
crying for investigation. A few 
hours before writing this article 
I received a further batch of 
plug-in transformers, from still 
another firm which has done 
nothing more than copy previous 
designs-gauge of wire, depth of 
slot, degree of staggering, every 
electrical feature has been repro
duced with the fidelity of a 
Chinese artist. 

* * * 
Good as they are, these plug-in 

transformers seem to vio.Jate 
every low-loss principle we can 
think of. Double their efficiency, 
and you will effect a huge im
provement in long-distance recep
tion. 
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·························································································· . . . . . . 
: A Multi-Circuit Connector : . . . . . . . . .......................................................................................... 

T I-I E problem which has pre
sented itself to experi
menters for some time past 

is an efiicient multi-connector for 
use when wiring up experimental 

Constructional details of the 
connector. 

circuits. The gadget must be 
quick to manipulate as wel! as 
practical. 

The idea described in this 
article overcomes the usual diffi
culties which accompany several 
of such devices obtainable. 
Those who use receivers such as 
the '' Omni '' should find the 
idea extremely useful. 

Details are shown in Fig. r. 
First procure some f-in. or l!-in. 

diameter' brass bar, and cut off 
several pieces R- in. Tong 
Shoulder a t in. of the piece 
down to a 4 B.A. clear diameter 
and then thread. Make a 4 B.A. 
tapping the other end to a depth 
o.f t in., and finally cut a slot as 
sh,)wn to clear No. rS or 22 

gauge wire according to which it 
is desired to use for making con
nections. 

Application 

To put the multi-connectors in 
use, each component is equipped 
or mounted upon the panel with 
them. It will be seen that on 
inserting a wire in the slot of one 
connector it is firmly secured by 
the overhead connector or ter
minal. Where multi-connections 
arc made from one point, the 
connectors are built up one upon 
the other, so that there is a 
different wiring plane in each 
case, thereby making crossings a 
simple matter. A further point 
in favour is that the wire holds 
each connector in a fixed po·si
tion, no lock-nut therefore being 
required. The general appear
ance is also neat and business-
like. H. B. 

Our photograph shows a two-valve receiver made from Radio-Brix doing good work in the Sahara desert. 
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'il ~ 

i A Filter Circuit for Loud-Speakers 1! 
~ ~ 
~ By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL. ~ 
'il 'il 
'il An easily constructed unit 'il !· particularly useful in cases f 
~ in which loud-speakers have ~ 
~ to deal with large inputs. ~ 
'il ~ 
'il 'il Ill 'l@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@[ij:[j iill 
IEJ tB 'f'l 'il 
~ ~ r1indings of the instrument.~ ~ 
~ ~ There are two methods by which~ 1 
'il 'il this may be accomplished, and J 'il ! ~ they are as shown in Figs. 1 and ~ ~ 
~ 'il 2. In the first case a resistance~ ~ 
'il ~ is connected in series in the plate 'il The components mounted beneath 'il 
'il The filter circuit unit is of small ~ circuit, . and in . the second case~ the panel. ~ 
~ dimensions. 'il the resistance IS replaced by a fill 'il 
'il fill choke. The great disadvantage0fill 'il 
Q@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@c!P@O . . @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@c!P@Q 

F OR some reason or other 
the amateur has never pro
perly appreciated the value 

of filter circuits. Time after 
time we see the delicate windings 
of a high-resistance loud-speaker 
placed directly in serie~ in the 
plate circuit of the last valve 
\\·ith the steady anode current to 
that valve co1;sequently flowing 
through them the whole time the 
set is in use. Now this steady 
anode current in cases where a 
power valve of low impedance is 
used in the last stage may be 
''cry considerable, and as the 
loud-speaker is operated not by 
the steady current but by the 
variations in current, all that is 
required is some method by which 

LOUD SPEAKER. 

TO SET. 

The wiring of the unit is extremely 
simple. 

these fluctuations or impulses 
may be C011lmunicated to the 
loud-speaker without the steady 
current passing through the 

of the resistance method IS that . 
the H. T. value must be suffi- ohms, and for all practical pur
cient to maintain an effective poses may be ignored. Referring 

HT+ to Fig. 2, the current variations 

Fig. 1.-A simple filter circuit using 
a resistance. 

applied potential on the plate of 
the valve in order to ensure 
efficient operation notwithstand
ing the drop in volts across the 
r,esistance itself. \Vhen a power 
valve is used and the value of 
the resistance is high this drop 
may be very considerable. It is 
necessary for the value of the 
resistance used to be big h in 
order that the voltage variations 
across it should be sufficient to 
maintain the requisite current 
variations which operate the 
loud-speaker; hence it may be 
necessary to increase the H. T. 
value to between 200 and 300 
volts, or by nearly 100 per cent. 
This has obvious disadvantages, 
and for this reason alone the 
choke method is more popular. 

The Choke Method 

The resistance of a choke is 
very low as compared with an 
anode resistance of, say, so,ooo 
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in the anode circuit of the valve 
V I set up varying voltages across 
the choke which maintain the 
variations in current necessary to 
operate the loud-speaker which is 
shunted across the choke. No 
steady current will, however, 
pass through the windings owing 
to the I ,uF condenser, hence 
when no signals are being re
ceived no current is flowing in 
the shunt circuit at all. 

The Circuit Used 

The unit about to be de
scribed is a simple arrangement 
utilising the choke method. 

LOUD SPEAKER. 

TO SET. 

Tltis figure gives the panel 
dimensi~ms. 

The following components are 
required, but it is obviously not 
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essential that those makes speci
fied should be used :-

One box, size 4t in. x 4! in. 
and 3t in. in depth from the 
underside of the panel (Car
rington Manufacturing Co.). 

One ebonite panel, 4t in. x 
4! in. x ! in. (Peter Curtis). 

One choke (Burndept). 
One r f!F condenser (T.C.C.). 
One clip-in condenser and clips 

(McMichael). (The size of this 
condenser must be found by 
experiment.) 

. Four terminals. 
Six No. 6 B.A. screws and 

nuts, and some square section 
wire. 

One set of Radio Press panel 
transfers. 

Value of Choke 

The choke used is a Standard 
Burndept No. 453, and has a 
value of 20 Henries. Its impe
dance at a frequency of 200 
cycles is, neglecting resistance 
and capacity, approximately 
25,000 ohms, this being a suffi
ciently large value in this par
ticular case for efficient working. 

The Condensers 

The Mansbridge type condenser 
may have a value of either 1 or 
2 f!F, and there is sufficient 
clearance in the panel layout if 
the latter value is preferred. The 
actual construction is quite 
simple, and can be easily followed 

HT.+ 

Fig. 2.-A filter circuit of the choke 
variety. 

from the drawings given. The 
value of the small clip-in '' tone 
control " condenser may be ex
perimented with until the best 
reproduction is obtained. Some 
loud-speakers require a value of 
.• 002 or .004 f!F, whilst others 
may require a larger condenser 
of about .01 pF. 

If the value is too low th_e tone 
:will be " thin," and if it is too 

INPUT 
TO 

11/fPUFIER 

+--------~--~-+--~~~--~-+------------~-+~ 

L.T. 

Fig. 3.-A typical amplifier circuit showing the connections to the 
filter. The resistance R3, shown dotted, may be also tried. 

high speech and music will be 
" muffled." 

Position of Unit 
The filter unit is connected be

tween the existing loud-speaker 
terminals on the set and those on 
the loud-speaker, and the correct 
terminals may be clearly seen 
from the photograph and draw
ings, those two which should be 
connected to the existing ter
minals on the set being marked 
" To set." 

Impedance 

A filter circuit of this nature is 
valuable in cases where the input 
to the loud-speaker is great, and 
a suitable amplifier circuit is 
shown in Fig. 3· For good 
reproduction the impedance of 
the primary T1 of the first trans
former should match that of the 
detector valve. In those cases 
where the amplifier circuit is con
nected to a receiver already fitted. 
with a condenser across the ter
minals the condenser Cr may be 
omitted. In the event of there 
being no condenser included in 
the receiver the inclusion of the 
condenser Cr becomes a neces
sity for successful results and 
should not be larger than neces
sary to give efficient reaction 
control, and in most cases a 
value of .ooo3-.ooo5 f!F will be 
ample. The . sM 0 resistance 
R3 shown clotted across the 
secondary T 4 often improves 
quality, but is not always neces
sary. The filter circuit is shown 
in the plate circuit of the last 
valve, and should be quite clear· 
from the diagram. The values 
of H. T. voltage and grid-bias 
marked are not to be taken as 
applying in all cases, and,_ of 
course, vary with the type of 
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valve used. They should always 
be adjusted in accordance with 
the maker's instructions. 

:······································ ··: 
; Annual American ; 
: Radio Exhibition : . . . . .......................................... 

The fifth annual radio exhibi
tion, and the convention of wire
less amateur operators, opened 
auspiciously at the Hotel Penn
sylvania, in New York, with a 
large number of exhibitors and 
much new apparatus of various 
sorts. Fiftv-five radio manufac
turers and 'dealers showed re
ceivers of the latest types. 

The exhibition, given under 
the auspices of the Executive 
Radio Council of the New York 
district, has been given a dis
tinct! y educational aspect by the 
many attempts which are being 
made to instruct the public in 
the use and the actual working- o.f 
the sets on \\·hich thev listet1-in. 
Lectures ,,·ere arra;ged and 
motion pictures shown to explain 
and make clear the qualities of 
various well-known circuits. 

The most striking feature of 
the exhibits was the preponder
ance of low-loss instruments and 
components among the new ap· 
paratus offered by the manufac
turers. Up to a few months ag·o 
this side of radio was largely 
neglected by the American manu
facturers, but now it seems that 
the possibilities of increased effi
ciency in selectivity, range, and 
sig-nal strength with the use of 
low~Ioss components have been 
recognised and quite properly 
stressed. The exhibits also in
cluded many low-loss sets of the 
strictly commercial types. 
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An easily construclecl unil 

which both new and old 

experimenters will find of 

considerable asaistanee in 

the conducting of their 
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= experiments. 
== The termiRal boarcl mounted in The connections beneath the panel ~ 
= its box. are of the simplest. _ 
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W HEN trying out experi
mental circuits it is fre
quently found necessary 

to connect several wires under 
one terminal with serious '' over
crowding " resulting. Further, 
when it is desired to change one 
connection, all the others fall 
out ; certain wires which have no 
business to do so may touch, 
with disastrous results to valves, 
batteries or temper. 

Construction 

The little panel shown in 
the photograph was prim
arily desig·ned for use as a 
'' bridge '' in making some re
sistances. By connecting the 
battery and galvanometer across 
th~ corner terminals respectively, 
as shown in the diagram (Fig. 2), 
four pairs of terminals are left to 
which the various ,resistances may 
be connected. It was desired to 
make a s.et of res.istances, and as 
the writer had a resistance box 
th<~ following procedure was 
adopted. A piece of 32 S. W. G. 
Eureka wire was obtained about 
3 ft. long, and was stretched 

Fig.l.-Dimensions of the panel. 

between two nails on a wooden 
boanl, two leads being soldered 
to the ends. Across this the 
galvanometer shown at G in Fig. 
3 was connected, ,while the two 

,ends were als.o connected :together 
and to one si<ie of a small 
battery. 

Centre Point 

'flhe other side of the battery 
was connected to a short piece of 
ce>pper wire, which was mov,ed 
about near the centre of the 
resistance wire till a positi'On wa·s 
foun,d where no ,read)ng was 
obtained on the galvanometer; 
'Dhis was the exact centre of the 

Fig. 2.-lllustr«ting the e&rutectiens 
fer mea~H~ring resisfazu:es. 

resistance. A lead was. soldered 
t•) t1lis point, and carefully 
checked to s·ee that !'he resi~tances 
of the two halves were still equal. 

Connections 

This resistance •vas then con
m·cted 'to the connecting board, as 
shown in Fig. 2, thus forming 
two of the arms of the b-ridge. 
T:he resistance box formed one of 
the other arms, and the resistance 
being made was connected at X. 
The res'istanccs J-equired were 
r ohm, ro ohms, IOO ohms, and 
I ,ooo ohms. Of these the two 
Jow value ones were wound with 

sss 

copper w·ire, and the other two 
were wound wit1h .resistance ,,·,ke. 

It was first ascertained whidh 
way the needle of the galvano
meter swung when the unkno\\"n 
resistance was too high, then, the 
resistance per r oo ft. of the wire 
being known, a length was 
measured off in excess ·Of the re
sistance required. 1lhis wa:s 
graduaUy reduced a little at a 
time, taking a reading every time 
tilil a point was reao'hed \Y.hen the 
galvanometer remained srtation· 
ary with the resistance connected 
at X, the desired value included 
in the resi·stancc box, and the key 
K closed. The unknown reSiist
ance X was novv exactly equal 1:0 
the value shown on the resistance 
box. The wire forming tlhe re
sis-tance was now doubled back on 
itself and wound on to a little 
cardboard former, as shown in 
Fig. 3, so that it should be as 
nearly non-inductive as po<ssible. 

Damp-proof 
The resistance was then dipped 

in molten wax to damp-proof it. 
The same procedure was followed 
tin each case, and once a couple of 
resistances were made i<t was pos
sible to get a I o to I ratio by 
connecting these in the app.ro-

~K ~ ...._£1'105-

Fig. 3. -Showing how the zero point 
is found and how to wind the resist• 

ance on the former. 

priate manner in place of the long 
single wire resistance. 

The dimensions of the panel 
used are shown in the figure, 
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and owing to the lay-out mis
takes in connecting up are 
practically impossible. A piece 
of ebonite 5 in. x 5 in. x f in. 
was obtained and terminals 
mounted on it as shown, three 
being placed in each corner 
spaced I in. apart. All three 
terminals in each group are con
nected together, and by this 
means many connections going to 
the same point can be made. 
Single connections are easily 

changed over without disturbing 
others. The panel was mounted 
on a wooden frame made of i in. 
wood, which was just cut square 
and screwed, the frame being 
deep enough to clear the ends of 
the terminals. 

Tlhis has been found a very 
handy little panel for other uses 
than bridge work, and as all the 
" bits and pieces " are to be found 
in the junk box its only cost was 
a matter of half an hour's time .• 

.......................................................................................... . . . . 
: Grid Choke Rectification : . . 
: : • A Note • . . : : ·························································································· 
SEVERAL letters have been 

received by us in connection 
with my article on g>rid 

choke rectification. It would 
appear that several other investi
gators have used this method 
with success, and some claim 
patent protection. 

It will consequently interest 
them, and also our readers, to 
note that the general principle of 
using a choke coil instead of a 
gridleak is outlined on pages 3I9 
and 320 of the Admiralty Hand
book of Wireless Telegraphy, 
I92o. The special circuits given 
in our article in question are, 
however, not described in this 
Admint!ty Handbook. 

Reflex; Circuits 

A very interesting sidelight on 
the whole question is the posi
tion of reflex circuits in which 
the secondary of an iron-core 
t1·ansformer is in the grid circuit 
of a high-frequency amplifying· 
valve. It is ,well known that 
when a valve is near the oscilla
tion point in a reflex circuit of 
this kind, there is always a great 
tendency towards buzzing, and I, 
and others, have given several 
explanations for this, but hitherto 
this new explanation has been 
ignored, although it explains the 
phenomena of buzzing in some 
cases. 

Intermittent Oscillation 

very tight, or where certain 
special values of grid condenser 
and grid leak are employed. In 
these cases the negative potential 
on the grid builds up to such a 
point that oscillation is stopped, 
the electrons on the grid then 
leaking away again, and oscilla
tion recommencing. This pro
cess produces an audible note. 

ST100 

This leaky grid condenser 
rectification effect is often obtain
able on the STroo and other re
flex circuits, the symptoms being 
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that the experimenter gets a~ 
good results, or nearly aS' good 
results, with the crystal detector 
out of circuit as when the 
detector is used in the ordinary 
way. This is due to the first 
valve acting as a detector, and 
it wil! be appreciated that the 
iron~core choke coil formed by 
the secondary of the iron-core 
transformer acts in much the 
same way as a gridleak, thus 
providing efficient rectification on 
the first valve . 

Buzzing 

This trouble would theoreti
cally be eliminated. by giving the 
grid of a valve a negative grid 
bias, and in actual practice this 
often reduces the tendency to
wards this form of buzzing, and 
also lessens the rectification 
effect of the first valve. 

Grid Bias 

It should, of course, be remem
bered that any grid bias on the 
grid of the first valve should be 
accompanied by a suitable 
adjustment of filament current 
and anode vo<Jtage, otherwise 
rectification due to bends in th~ 
anode current curve will be pro
duced. 

JoHN ScoTT-TAGGART. 

It is that the secondary of the 
transformer with its condenser 
acts as a leaky grid condenser, 
with the result that the inter
mittent oscillation effect takes 
plal'e, just as it often takes 
place in the case of an oscillat
ing valve where the reaction is 

Our photograph shows the microphone which has been 1'nstalled 

above the pulpit at the Noire Dame, Paris. 
886 
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A useful switch for series or 
parallel connections. .............................. 

T I!HE was when the only 
variable condensers manu
factured were very expen

stve instruments made with the 
greatest precrswn. I have one 
before me as I write, for which •n 
1919 I .paid no less than £s ! At 
that time this was not at ?JI an 
out of the way figure for a good 
variable condenser with a capa
city of . oor flF, and I do not 
rrhink that there was a sing-le pat
h:rn of the same capacity avai;
ablc at much less than half thio.; 
amount of money. Then came a 
great change. The growing popu
larity of wireless as a hobby 
induced manufacturers of all 
ki·nds to turn their attention to the 
output of components. Competi
tion became fierce and prices 
dropped rapidly. 'lhe question of 
e.fficiencv did not receive the con
siderati~n that it deserved, and 
constructors were content to fit 
their receiving sets with almost 

,; Hefpf endjJ/oles ,- Wol/5 Jf6. thick 

Fig. 1 .-Illustrating the insulation 
often provided between the fixed and 

moving vanes. 

a:I'lything provided w.ith fixed and 
moving plates which looked like 
a. variabJc condenser. The state 
of affairs. persisted :for some tiree 
and tkn people began to give 
rJ?ally close attention to the vari
ous q:uestioms affecting the effi
ciency of condensers. So long as 
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How many have purchased cheap variable condensers and regretted 

it ? That it is. not necessary to discard specimens of proved 

deficiency, however, is indicated in the following article, in which 

various methods of improvement ClJ'e described. f 
•••••••••• ••++-++ .................................. . 

•the reception of our own broad· 
c~sting stations was al! that W;!S 

rlt•sired very fair results could be 
obtained with condensers that 
\1 ere only moderately good; but 
\\hen telephony from the enitcd 
St~ltes \\as heard for the first 
time in this country every real 
etthusiast desired to be able to 
pick up the American stations on 
fz~vourable evenings. Broadcast
ing- stations were inaugurated all 
0\·er the Continent of Europe :so 
that those \vho could not manage 
the trans-Atlantic ranges of 3,ooo 
miles or more had yet plenty of 
npportunities of testing the long 
di~tance qualities of their receiv
ing sets. But perhaps the 
g·reatest event of all £rom the 
condenser point of view was. the 
coming of shot1:-\vave transmis
sions from America, from the 
Continent, and from amateurs. 
Ever\·one desired to be a!Dle rto 
pick "up these signals---and there 
i-. noth.ing to equal the ultra
short waves for showing up un
sati,factory variable condensers. 

Discarded Condensers 

Th(>re must be thousands of 
"·ireless folk who have upon their 
si-elves varying numbers of con
densers w.hich have been dis
carded owing to their being 
defective in some way. Such is 
ce·riainly my owri case, and as I 
have been ·spending some time 
recently .in giving these old ser
vants a new lease of usefulness, 
an account of the methods by 
means ef which they were 
rescued from the· scrapbox may 
be~ of use to many readers. Those 
\l·ho happen to have condensers 
not of the best design in use on 
tl'eit receiving sets will fin.cl that 
the hints given in this article will 
']H·lp them very greatly to effect a 
comiclct·able improvement in their 
results. Let us take, in !!he. first 
place, the question o£ metal end 
pi<:ces. Condeasers. constructed 
in this way may be thoroughly 
efficient if very great care has 
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been g1ven to their design. Fig. r 
shows. a sectional diagram of a 
cheap condenser which f pulled to 
pieces n~cently. The spindle 
carrying the moving plates passes 
through insulating bushes fixed 
into both top ar~d bottom end 
pieces, which arc of aluminium 
~ in. thick. The " walls " of the 
Upper hush are I /I 6 in, thick, 
whilst those of the !owe;·. are 
a.bout 3/32 in, Now as the fixed 
plates are in dircc:t electrical con
tact with the metal end pieces this 
means that between the spindle 

CENTRE LINE 

Fig. 2 .-Ebonite top end plates may 
be coft&tructed CH MOWn above. 
The measurements gioen may be 

mocl:ified if necessary. 

carrying the moving plates, and 
the end plates in contact with 
the fixed, we have a thin layer 
of material with a high di
electric coeffieien<t and a low 
faetor of efficiency. As. compared 
with a.ir the dielectric constant of 
·ebonite is a little over 2; this 
means that the capacity betweet~ 
the .spindle and the end pieces is, 
owing to the presence of the 
bushes, rathe1· more than double 
what 'it would be if the two were 
separated by air. But the dielec
tric efficiency of ebonite, by which 
is meant its power of preventing 
1osses is only about 70 per cent. 
of that of air. To make matters 
worse rhc bushes in the condenser 
un~er description, like many of 
thos:e of cheap make, were made 
not of good ebonite but of some 
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form of moulded composition witli 
very poor insulating properties. 
In a condenser of this kind the 
losses will be large-and it must 
be !'emembered that the higher the 
frequency the more serious w.ill 
they be. As a matter of fact this 
condenser was completely useless 
bebw rso metres. Further, the 
minimum capacity will be high, so 
that the tuning range when it is 
used with a fixed inductance will 
be very limited. Toshowwhatcan 
be done by a few simple alterations 
I may say that this particular 
condenser is now working- most 
satisfactorily on a s:hort-wave set. 
This result was brought about 
chiefly by scrapping the metal end 
pieces and replacing them with 
ebonite. 

Ebonite End Plates 

Fig. 2 shows the layout of a 
top end-plate cut from a piece of 
ebonite measuring 3~ in. by 
3t in. The centre line is first of 

0 8.A. rAPPED. 
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Fig. 3.-The bottom end plate should 
be constructed in a similar manner 
to the top end except as regards sizes 

of holes. 

ail marked with a scriber, as 
shown in the diagram, and the 
plate is then cut out and trimmed 
up. All the corners may be 
rounded off if desired. On the 
centre line t in. from the front 
edg-e make a punch mark, and 
us.ing this as centre describe a 
semi-circle with a radius of 
slightly under rt in. At the 
point 'vhere the circumference 
cuts the centre line make a second 
punch mark, and from this 
measure chords 2 in. in length 
punch marking at the points 
where the straight lines cut the 
circumference. Make the central 
hole \Yith a ~ in. dril! and the 
other three wi:th a No. 26 drill. 

The Bottom Plate 

Tap these latter 2B.A. The 
bottom plate (Fig. 3) is made 
to precisely the same dimen
sions, but the drilling is different. 
The central hole has to be 

tapped oB.A. lf you have not a 
tap of this size available you will 
probably be able to find some 
friend who has, or you can get 
the job done at a garage or cycle 
shop. 

I 
MOVING 
PLATES. 

/SPACERS. 

Fig. 4.- The insertion of extra 
spacing washers allows plates to be 
discarded, thus providing a lower 

capacity. 

Before assembling the con
denser with its new end pieces 
consider the question of its maxi
mum capacity. In the early days 
of w.ireless it was fashionable to 
fit to receiving sets an A. T. C. 
with a maximum capacity of .oor 
p.F and a dosed circuit condenser 
of .ooos p.F. Except for fairly 
1ong wave work these capacities 
are .too big. The suitable sizes 
for ordinary reception are from 
. ooo4 to .ooos /lF for the A.T.C. 
and .ooo2 or .0003 p.F for the 
secondary condens.er. If the con
denser under t·econstruction has 
too large a maximum capacity for 
your present requirements it is 
quite an easy matter to reduce it. 

Decreasing the Capacity 

The average variable condens-er 
with a reputed maximum capacity 
of .oor p.F has 25 fixed and 24 
mov.ing- plates--the exact number 

I TOP ENO PIECE I ,.,. A 
8 e --
c c; 

J D D 
11 BOTTOM ENO PIECE • <UIE Et&:O 

Fig. 5.-Manner of reassembling 
the fixed plates. The usual third 
support is omitted in the figure for 

clearness. 

depends partly upon the thickness 
of the spacing washers. If you 
desire to halve this you should 
reassemble .Leaving out 12 fixed 
and 12 moving plates. We can-
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not usually reduce the total depth 
of the condenser from top to 
bottom since the spindle cannot 
be shortened unless the workshop 
boasts a lathe. It is, of course, 
possible to buy ready-made 
spindles wW1 square portions of 
varying lengths; but there is 
really no need either to shorten 
the s:pindle or to buy a new one. 
Fig. 4 shows a simple way out of 
the difficulty. In this figure a 
spindle designed to carry twelve 
plates is show:n with only eight 
mounted upon it. The plates are 
brought approximately to the 
middle of the spindle by using 
suitable numbers of spacer 
washers above and below them. 

Reassembling Fixed Plates 

And now for the fixed plates. 
We s1hall find in the firs.t place 
that new pillars are required 
owino· to the fact that the ebonite 
end pieces are very much thicker 

Fig. 6.-By cutting the fixed plates 
in the manner indicated, a square• 

law effect is obtained • 

than the discarded metal ones. 
These should be cut from 2B.A •. 
·Situdding, care being· taken to see 
that the piece used is perfectly 
straig-ht, and to be on the safe 
side 'they should be made, in the 
first instance, ~ in. longer than 
the old ones. Any surplus can be 
cut off with a hacksaw after the 
condenser has been assembled. 
Screw the pillars into the top end 
piece and lock them with the nuts 
A A in Fig. 5· In the central 
hole of the top end piece place a 
-1\ in. brass bush, such as can be 
bought from almost any wireless. 
shop for a penny. On to the 
pillars run the nuts B B (Fig. 5) 
and put on the first fixed plate. 

Adjusting the Plates 

Now insert the spindle into the 
bush and you will get some idea 
of the distance from the top end 
piece at which the first fixed plate 
must be set. Do not bother to get 
it exactly, just obtain a rough 
idea and adjust the nuts B B 
accordingly. Put on the remain.. 
ing- fixed plates with spacer, 



washers between them, and when 
a,ll are in place screw on the nuts 
cc. 

Final Adjustments 

Into the oB.A. hole in the 
bottom end piece screw the metal 
seating £or the end of the spindle 
taken from the bush of the dis
carded metal plate. Insert the 
spindle into the top plate. Put on 
the nuts D D, then the bottom 
piece, and lastly the nuts E E. 
By means of the nuts B B and 
C C you can now raise or lower 
the fixed plates upon the pillars 
unti,l the spindle goes properly 
home. It should be cen~tred up hy 
getting the bottom end piece pro
perly level with the aid of the nuts 
D D and E E. vV.hen this has 
been done fine adjustment of the 
fixed plates must be made by the 
nuts above and below them. 
Lastly, the plates must be 
clamped tightly. 

Another Improvement 

Before the fixed plates are 
assembled you may, if you feel 
so disposed, improve the shape of 
your fixed plates by cutting· a 
piece from each, in the way shown 
in Fig·. 6. This will not give you 
a genuine square law effect unless 
you are lucky enough to strike 
the exact curve required, but it 
will impmve the usefulness of the 
condenser by enabling you to 
obtain finer adjustments on the 
lower part of i1ts scale. The best 
way of making this cut is as 
follows. Make a template of 
cardboard or of metal of the shape 
which you desire the plates to 
assume ·when they have been cut. 

Cutting Out 

Clamp all the fixed plates to
gether by passing· 2 B. A. _screws 
through the holes in them, and 
with the tC'mplate and the scriber 
mark on both the outer plntes the 
line of the cut that has to be 
made. Put the plates into the 
vice, scrte\\. them up tightly, and 
"·ith a ieweller's ha{'ksaw take 
out the. "greater part of the un
desired metal. Finish up with an 
old D file-do not use a new one 
for aluminium clogs up files and 
renders them rapidly useless for 
cutting harder metals. 

Uncertain Contact 

If you assemble your condenser 
in the ordinary way, using a spiral 

spnng washer between the top 
end of the spindle and the brass 
bush in the end piece, the odds are 
that vou wi.ll find when vou come 
to use it that the contact between 
the spindle and the terminal to 
which the lead running to it from 
the inductance is attached is of 

Fig. 7.-A piece of springy metal 
bent to a suitable shape replaces a 

spring washer with advantage. 

rather a " chancy " kind. It may 
be excellent for a day or h\·o, but 
at the end of that time as likely as 
not click5 or scraping noises .will 
be heard at certain settings of the 
condenser. By far the best type 
of spring washer is that shown in 
Fig. 7· This is very easily made 
in the workshop. Take a piece of 
springy sheet metal about i\ in. 
in width and bend it round a 
small piece of wood i in. thick. 
DriM a zB.A. clearance hole right 
through and remove :the wood. 

Removing All Doubt 

Trim up any rough edges with 
a fine file. A suggested method 
for absolute contact 1s that 
sho·wn in Fig. 8. A short 
piece of 4B.A. studding is in
serted through a clearance hole in 
the lower end piece and is locked 

SOLDER. 

4.6.A. 
5TUODINC. 

Fig. B.-Illustrating the first process 
in making a pigtail connection for 
the moving vanes of a condenser. 

by means of two nuts. Next a 
strip of copper foil j in. in length 
and rather less than i in. wide is 
cut out. One end of this is 
soldered to the spindle, as shown 
in the draw,ing·, and the knob is 
then turned in a clockwise direc
tion so as to ,,·ind on the copper 
strip tightly. When allowed to 
uncoil a little it will assume the 
shape of a watch spring, and the 
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free end is soldered to the 4B.A. 
studding. \Ve have thus an 
absolutely pos1trve contaot 
between the spindle and the stud
cling, and if the external lead 
is soldered on to the latter there 
need be no fear that clicks or 
scratching noises due to uncertain 
contact will occur. \\'ith a spring 
connection of this kind it is essen
tial that the movement of the 
moving plates should be confined 
to a turn of 180 degrees, for 
otherwise the copper strip may he 
broken or wrenched off. · If, 
therefore, you wish to be quite on 
the safe side you may make a stop 
by drilling a small hole through 
the spindle and inserting· into it a 
piece of stiff wire \\·hich ''ill 
engage \\·ith a stop pin set in the 
bottom end piece. 

Worth While 

The-se are the main improve
ments that can be effected in the 
home workshop in va1·iable con
densers whose design was origin
ally defective. None of the johs 
suggested takes long to carry out, 
and it is well worth while "to do 
so, for by a Little trouble a poor 
condenser can be so improved that 
it becomes quite a useful member 
of your wireless outfit, and even a 
very bad one indeed mav be made 
to render good service. · 

.......................................... . . . . 
! The Eiffel Tower and : 
~ " Wireless Weekly " • . . ·········································· 
T HE importance attached to 

the publication by H'ire/ess 
TT'eehly o·f the programmes 

of Continental and Amerit·zm 
broadcasting stations, is dearly. 
indicated bv the announcements 
broadcast f;·om the famous Eitlel 
Tower Station on Sunday, 
·March 22. During· the pro
gramme the fnllmving· announce
ment in English am! in French 
\vas made:-

'' ~-e have a special message 
for our British listeners. \\' e 
have made arrangements with 
the interesting periodical H' ire
less lf"ecklv for the exclusive 
publication ·of our programmes, 
and we advise those listeners 
interested to buv this weekly 
paper, on sale ~very \;Vednes
day." 

The announcement was 
repeated on Sunday, March 29.: 
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The design adopted results in a handsome and pleasing appearance 
of the finished instrument. 

F OR g·eneral reception a 
three-valve receiver consist
ing- of one hig-h-frequency 

valve, detector, and one note-
mag-nifier cim be made to 
g-ive very good results. A 
receiver of this type. ho\\-
ever, may be limited in its 
usefulness on the broadcast band 
of wavelengths, unless it pos
sesses a fair degree of selectivity 
and is at the same time stable. 

Instability 

Even \Yith a sing-le stage of 
high - frequency amplification, 
using· the ordinary tuned-anode 
or tuned-tran"former coupling-, if 
these circuits are of minimum 
high-frequency resistance and the 
losses are small, considerable 
trouble due to self-oscillation and 
instability may be experienced on 
account of the feed-back through 
the inter-electrode capacity of 

the valve. unless some form of 
damping is introduced. This 
may take the form of a slight 
positive bias on the grid of the 
hig-h-frequency valve, or of a 
stabilising· resistance in the anode 
circuit of the valve. The intro
duction of damping·, however, is 
unclesir4ble on acco~mt of tiH~ 
inevitable reduction of selectivity 
and degree of amplification. 

Stabilising Methods 

There are, however, other 
methods of stabilising· high-fre
quency valves which do not 
depend upon the introduction of 
damping· into the grid or anode 
circuits. Conspicuous amongst 
these are the T.A.T. svstem, 
;;pplicable to multi-sta;~·e- high
frequency amplifiers, and the 
popular Neutrodyne as applied to 
tuned-anode coupling·. 

Another method is the series-

This photograph gives a general view of the back of the panel and 
the arrangement of the components on the baseboard. 

~-O<MQM 
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A ilik11r®® c V~ 
wn~ll\1 §®Irll®~ c 1 

By D. l11 S. 1 

Among the better k·nor.'Jm n~ 
in high-frequency amplifier 
ment produced by Mr. f 
known as series-tuned-al 

embodied ·in the rece 

tuned-anode coupling described 
by Mr. A. D. Cowper in Wire
less TVeekly some time ago. By 
this means a good degree of 

\ 
The theoretical circuit diagram, c. Th 

position of-the 

amplification with complete sta- $ 
bility may be obtained, and the 
selectivity is of a high order. 

Circuit Arrangement 

This type of coupling form$ 
the basis of the H. F. circuit 
used in the receiver to be 
described. By reference to the 
circuit diagram, it will be seen 
that a direct-coupled aerial cir
cuit is employed with ordinary 
parallel tuning, the earth end of 
the aerial coil being taken to 
L. T. -. Provision Is also made 
for series tuning if this is desired. 
The tuned-anode inductance L2 is 
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~nw® IR{®~®nw®If 
r \\llilll®cdl c Ailll @dl ® 
'IARW, B.Sc . .. 
)tlwtJB,of obtaining stability 
s is the interesting arrange
r'· D.! Cowper,. M:Sc. a_nd 
~ae couplzng, thrs bezng 
iver described below. 

connected as shown in series 
with the anode of the high-fre
quency valve VI and the grid 
condenser of the detector valve 

e chief feature is the unconventional 
anode coil L2. 

.. 

V 2, and is tuned by the variable 
condenser C2 of .ooo3 f!F maxi
mum capacity. A radio-choke 
coil L4 is provided, for which a 
·No. 250 plug-in coil or a Gam-
15rell F may be used. Reaction is 
!)15tained bv coupling to the aerial 
co'i! a smail coil L3 correctly con
rieded in the anode circuit of the 
detector valve. 

Receiving the Long Waves 

For long-wave reception a 
single-pole, single throw switch 
SI is connected, so that resist
ance coupling may be employed 
by changing over the switch, 
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With the coils removed, a clearer conception of the layout is obtained. 

removing the coil L2, and insert
ing a shorting- piug. \Vbcn 
changing over from the short to 
the long wavelengths, it will be 
found necessary to reverse the 
connections to the reaction coil, 
assuming that they were cor
rectly connected to give the 
desired reaction eJiect on the 
shorter wavelengths when using 
the series-tuned-anode arrange
ment. 

Switching Out the Last Valve 

For the purpose of cutting· 
out the note-magnifying- valve, a 
double-pole, double-throw switch 
S2 is connected in circuit as 
shown. By this means tlie tele
phones are connected ei thcr in 
the anode circuit of the detector 
valve or the last valve, and with 

the switch in the position for 
uo,ing two valves only, the fila
ment circuit of the last valve is 
automatically broken. Allow
ance is made for separate high 
tension on each valve, and this 
arrangement will be discussed 
later on under the operation of 
the receiver. 

Shunting the H.T. Battery 

It will be noted that no fixed 
condensers are shunted across 
the high-tension battery; these 
arc not included in the set, as it 
is often more convenient to make 
up a special unit for this purpose 
so that it may be used in con
junction \Yitb any receiver. In 
any case, it is good practice to 
provide fixed condenser..; of, say, 
2 f'F across each portion of the 

The wiring appears much simpler upon obtaining a closer view. The 
method of securing the telephone condenser clips is clearly shown. 

i!Mi !!SI 9EC 
8gx 
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high-tension battery, that is, 
between each tapping and hig-h
tension negative. 

Selective Reception 

\Vhile only a direct-coupled 
aerial circuit is used, the selec
tivity possible with this receiver 
is such that the author has been 
able to listen to Manchester (on 
375 metres) _at about eight miles 
from 2LO (on 365 metres) with 
practically no interference from 
the latter, the tuning being· 
extremely sharp. 

Design Adopted 

The general design of the 
receiver may be seen from the 

in a circuit of this type to have 
the aerial and the anode coils 
arranged well apart so as to 
avoid or minimise any coupling 
between them, and for this 
reason the anode coil is mounted 
on the panel on the right-hand 
side, so that it is at right angles 
to the aerial coil. The radio
choke coil is suitably disposed 
inside the cabinet. 

The filament resistances used 
are of the dual type, thus per
mitting either bright or dull 
emitter valves to be used. The 
three control knobs and dials for 
these are seen along the bottom 
of the panel. The two con
denser dials, that on the left for 

- 18" l' ._H~ ~-":-6- ~"~-&k-~~--
~ -J3JI~-t;z·--;~~~~-~T-;:-;:t12~112"-~l~~&t~ .m· 

z -v~L__-~.----- -- ______ r-i!_~----------------~-

This diagram should be followed when constructing the terminal 
strip for the battery connections. 

photographs; a vertical panel 
and loose baseboard arrange
ment \Yith a terminal strip for 
battery connections at the rear 
has been adopted. The whole is 
arranged to slide into the 
cabinet, the back of ,,-hich is cut 
awa v at the bottom to receive 
the ·terminal strip. The ter
minals seen on the left of the 
panel are for aerial and earth 
connections, while those on the 
right are for the telephones or 
loud-speaker, the " positive " 
tag of which is connected to the 
upper terminal. 

It will be seen that plug-in 
coils are used for the induct
ances the two-wav coil holder 
attacl;ed to the c<tbinet on the 
left being· for the aerial and the 
reaction coils. It is important 

aerial tuning and on the right 
for anode tuning, and the two 
switches, one bet\veen the con
denser dials being· for the 
chan~-e over to resistance coup
ling for long wavelengths, \Yhile 
the one further to the right 
serves to cut out the last yalve, 
complete the panel layout. The 
remainder' of the components are 
mounted on the baseboard so 
that the valves are enclosed 
within the cabinet \\·hen the set 
is in use, access to the inside 
being given by the hinged lid. 

Component List 

As to the components 
required, the following· is a com
plete list, together with the 
names of the manufacturers ·of 
those actually used. 
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Strict adherence to the parti
cular components specified is not, 
of course, necessary, and any 
similar components of good make 
may be substituted. 

i ebonite panel, I8 x 7 x t 
in., guaranteed free from surface 
leakage (that used is " Para
gon "). 

I ebonite terminal strip, I8 x 
2 x -tin. (" Paragon "). 

3 dual - type rheostats 
(l\IcMichael). 

I two-\\·ay coil holder (Burne
Jones). 

r coil socket for panel mount
ing with shorting plug· (\Vood
hall}. 

I coil socket for baseboard 
mounting (Burne-Jones). 

I .ooos 11F variable square law 
condenser (Bowyer-Lo\\·e). 

I .ooo3 11F variable square law 
condenser (Bo\\·yer-Lo\Ye). 

r S.P.D.T. switch, lever type 
(Utility). 

I D. P. D. T. s\\·itch, lever type 
(Utility) 

I low-frequency transformer 
(Grelco, by Grafton Electric Co., 
ratio 4 :I). 

I grid-leak ( 2 !\In ) and grid 
condenser (.ooo3 11F), mounted 
(lVIcMichael). 

I .002 pF fixed condenser, clip
in type, mounted (McMichael). 

I clip-in condenser with clips 
(McMichacl). (This is placed 
across the output terminals, and 
the best value should be detet·
mined by experiment.) 

I anode re<;istance Ioo,ooo 
ohms (Md1ichael). 

3 antiphonic valve holders 
(Burndept). 

I3 terminals. 
One packet Radio Press panel 

transfers. 

18" ----~------------------->ol 

Alt necessary dimensions are given in this figure, which should be followed carefully when drilling the panel, 

8g2 



Square section tinned wire for 
wiring. 

A suitable cabinet (Cameo). 
Some brass screws and two 

angle brackets for securing the 
panel to the baseboard are al!?o 
required. 

Drilling the Panel 

The first operation in the con
struction of the receiver is the 
marking out and drilling of the 
panel. If the latter is of guaran
teed ebonite this may be pro
ceeded with at once and the posi
tions for the drilling centres care
fully marked out on the back of 
the panel in accordance with the 
drilling diagram. If the vari
able condensers are of the same 
type as those in the actual set 
the drilling templates supplied 
with them should be used to 
determine the positions for the 
holes required for fixing. 

Cutting Slots 

In the case of the switches the 
metal plates may be used as tern-

plates according to the maker's 
instructions. The slots in the 
panel through which the switch 
levers have to pass are conveni
ently made by drilling· two suit
able sized holes at what are to 
be the ends of each slot and 
using an ordinary hand fret-saw 
to cut away the unwanted 
ebonite; if this method is not 
favoured a series of holes may be 
drilled closely together along the 
length of the slot and the surplus 
ebonite removed with the aid of 
an old pocket knife and a thin 
file. 

To find the positions for the 
holes for the two fixing·· screws 
for the rhcostats the best plan is 
probably to drill the centre 
clearance holes, then place the 
rheostats in position ancl use 
them as templates. The holes 
arc then drilled in the panel and 
tapped to take the 4 B.A. fixing 
screws, or, if desired, clearance 
holes may be drilled and their 
fixing nuts used on the front of 
the panel. 
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Mounting the Parts 

If a little care is tak~n no 
difficulty should be experienced in 
these operations, and when alt 
the holes have been drilled (in
cluding the countersunk holes for 
the wood screws to secure the 
panel to the baseboard, and those 
for fixing the angle brackets) the 
various components should be 
mounted. The clips take a fixed 
condenser across the output ter
minals, and· are clamped tightly 
under the fixing nuts of the latter, 
as will be seen from the photo
graphs. 

Attention 5.hould next be given 
to the mounting of the remainder 
of the components on the base
board. The disposition of these 
may be gathered from the wiring 
diagram and from the photo
graphs. The terminal strip is 
then marked out, drilled, and the 
terminals mounted on it ; this 
strip is attached to the rear of 
the baseboard \vith the aid of 
four ~-in. wood-screws. 

+J +z +, + + 

The drilling diagram, The leads on the actual receiver are in most cases much shorter than they 
appear here. Blueprint No. 109 B is obtainable, price la. 6d. poat free. 

~3 
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Wiring 

All ts now ready for the wiring
up of the receiver. This should 
present little difficulty if the wir
ing diagram is consulted in con
junction with the photographs. 
The first operation should be to 
make the connection between the 
earth terminal and the filament 
resistances. This is done before 
securing the panel to the base
board, and here it may be men
tioned that the soldering tags on 
the filament resi,.tances for this 
connection are so bent as to allow 
for ample dearance bet,,·een this 
wire and the baseboard \\·hen the 
panel is subsequently secured in 
position. With the panel secured 
the remainder of the \Yiring may 
be carried out. 

Methods of Tuning 

\Vhen the receiver has been 
completed and the \\·iring· checked 
to make certain that this is cor
rect, the necessary connections 
may be made to try the set out. 
For a preliminary test cut out the 
last valve by switching the double
pole switch over to the left. For 
parallel tuning the aerial is con
nected to the terminal marked 
AI, earth to E, while A2 and E 
are joined with a connecting link. 

Suggested values for the coils 
for the lower broadcast band are 
No. 3S, Gambrell A, or the 
equivalent for the aerial, No. so 
or a B for the anode inductance, 
and a No. 2SO or F for the radio
choke. For the hig·hcr wave
length B. B. C. and Continental 
stations a No. so or B in the 
aerial and a No. 75 or C for the 
anode may be used. For series 
tuning the aerial is connected to 
A2, earth to E, and A I left un
connected. The mo:;t suitable 
coils for reception of a g-iven 
station are best determined by 
trial. 

Reaction Coil 

For reaction only a small 
coil rs required on the 2SO
to 6oo-metre band, and a 
Gambrell "aj2 " or " a" 
has been found to give very 
smooth contro-l, andi only a small 
effect on the tuning ,when the 
coupling was varied. First tune 
i·n the local station by varying 
the two condensers simultane
ously until each circuit is tuned to 
resonance and .the station is l1eard 
at maximum strength. Then 
bring the reaction coil gradually 
nearer tOI the aerial coil and ob-

serve whether the set begins to 
oscillate. This test should be 
made carefully so as to cause a 
minimum amount of interference. 

Obtaining Reaction 

If the set cannot be made to 
oscillate reverse the leads to the 
reaction coil. To facilitate re
versing these leads they should be 
provided \\-ith Clix plup,-s, the two 
leads from the reaction coil
holder being taken to two Clix 
sockets mounted on a short strip 
of ebonite fixed "·ith small angle 
brackets to the inside of the 
cabinet on the left. Final 
adjustments should be made 
of the filament temperatures 
and of the H. T. vo.Jtages 
applied to• the first t\,·o valves so 
as to secure the best operating 
conditions. It will be noted that 
when onh· t\yo valves are used 
the deteC'tor . valve receives its 
high-tension supply from the 
tapping- marked HT + 3· Thus 
the tapping HT + r for the first 
\'alve should be adjusted and left, 
then with t\\-o valves in operation 
the best position for the HT + 3 
tapping is found. The HT + 2 

tapping is given this same value, 
so that \Yhen the third valve is 
swi:checl on the H.T. voltage on 
the detector valve remains sensi
bly the same, and all that is 
necessary then is to plug-in the 
HT + 3 tapping at the correct 
voltage for the last valve. On 
switching back to two valves the 
HT + 3 tapping is plugged-in at 
the former value. This mav 
sound complicated, but in actu..i'! 
practice is a simple operation, and 
is very quickly c1one. The fila
ment resistance for the last valve 
is adjusted and left set, as also 
is the grid-bias. 

Valves 

As far as valves are concerned 
ordinary gener-al purpose valves 
may be used, either bright or 
dull-emitters, but for the third 
valve the use of a small-power 
valve of the B4 or B6 type is 
recommended. A point to notice 
when changing over to resistance 
coupling· for long wavelengths is 
that a higher voltage should be 
applied to the HT + I tapping to 
allow for the drop across the 
resistance. 

Careful Tuning Required 

After a little practice the !land
ling of the receiver \vill be found 
to be comparatively easy, and 
once the local station has been 
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tuned in searching is best carried 
by slowly rotating the dials so as 
to keep the two circuits in reson
ance. Here it may be mentioned 
that unless each circuit is accu
rately tuned to the wavelength it 
is desired to receive nothing will 
be heard except possibly the local 
station, which in the majority of 
cases it should be possible to 
eliminate when the final tuning 
has been made. 

Results 

The actual receiver when 
tested on a good out>.ide aerial at 
about eight miles from 2LO gave 
very satisfactory results. All of 
the B.B.C. stations, with the ex
ception of Cardiff, and most of 
the Continental stations were re
ceived very well, many of them 
justifying the use of a loud
speaker when using three valves, 
in particular Brussels, Zurich, 
Munster, Ecole Superieure, Bel
fast, Eiffel Tower, Glasgow, 
Bournemouth and Birmingham. 
In some cases fading was expe
rienced, and on o-ther occasions 
interference from " mush " and 
" X's" spoilt the quality of the 
reception. The local station and 
sXX are, of course, received at 
excellent 1oucl-Sfll'<lker strength. 

Shortly after midnight one 
Sundav a church service was· 
heard ~n two Yalves. This proved 
to be from \\,'(; Y, but reception, 
on the whole, was marred bv 
atmospherics. Later on \\:BZ 
was received at much better 
strength as conditions seemed to 
have improved, and speech and 
music were 1 eceived at good 
strength on the 'phones using 
two valves. For a short period 
moderate loud-speaker reception 
\\"as possible using three valves, 
but after a time the station faded 
away, and was barely audible on 
the head-'phones. 

~~~ ..c:>oo-..c:>oo-~..o-o-~~ 

Super-Heterodyne enthusiasts 

should not miss the important 

article by 

Mr. G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., 

in the April issue of 

~~;·::~;~·~·;~~ I 
~~..o-o-~~-o--o-~~ 
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Mr. Theodore Ostman, U20M, with his SO-watt transmitter, which 
won first prize at the fifth Annual Radio Exhibition, New York. 

T HE reception conditions 
this week are again charac
terised by the monotonous 

and exceptionally heavy " X's " 
and "mush" which frequently at
tain intensity usually associated 
with midsummer. To the average 
listener these conditions have to 
be accepted as a more or less 
inevitable blemish on his broad
cast enjoyment, but as time goes 
on, and people begin to " think " 
radio, there is undoubtedly a 
feeling of surprise that, in all the 
great achievements in radio 
during- recent times, very little 
appears to have been done in the 
direction of bringing some means 
of " X " elimination within the 
reach of the average listener. 

Atmospherics 

lt may be stated definitely and 
without fear of contradiction that 
no greater problem confronts the 
radio engineer than the elimina
tion of atmospherics. A tremen
dous amount of work has been 
done, as the matter is of far 
greater importance in connection 
with commercial radio services 
than in the broadcast services, 
and, although the work of the 
Marconi Company in this coun
try, of Weagant and McCaa in 
America, has brought the solu-

tion very much nearer, yet the 
means employed are not at all 
adaptable to the average broad
cast receiver. 

High Speed ~orse 

Perhaps the greatest damage 
which " atmospherics " cause 
when insufficiently eliminated is 
in the reception of high-speed 
automatic transmissions in 
Morse at the rate of I so or 
more words per minute. At 
these speeds a heavy crackle of 
" atmospherics " may very 
easily blot out several consecu
tive words, or so disfigure the 
'' tape '' as to make ,the message 
unintelligible. 

The aim of all the researches 
in the matter is to raise what is 
called the Signal /Static ratio 
(" Static " being another ac
cepted term for " atmospherics " 
or '' X's ''). 

The latest figures of the efforts 
of Dr. Gelen McCaa in America 
claim that under a given set of 
conditions this ratio of audibility 
was increased from rj2.4 (static 
stronger than signal) to 246/ I 
when using his apparatus. These 
figures are remarkable, and 
although it is not possible to go 
into details of the apparatus and 
methods involved it may be 
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By W. K. ALFORD. 

Review of reception for week 
ending March 22. 
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stated that the whole idea is very 
much less complicated than many 
of the previous attempts at solv
ing the problem. There is, how
ever, a simple means of partially 
overcoming the trouble, which is 
within the reach of everybody 
possessing a receiver having a 
stage of H.F. amplification. The 
H.F. valve is made to act as a 
" limiter " ; in other words, it 
responds more readily to the de
sired signal than to the stronger 
" atmospherics," and this condi
tion is broug-ht about by dim
ming the H.F. valve to the cor
rect degree and then retuning 
the set. Very many people are 
aware of this useful feature, 
though few know quite what is 
happening. 

The New 2LO 

Much interest has been at
tached to the testing of the new 
London broadcasting station, 
and the method employed in the 
later tests of switching over from 
the old to the new station has 
considerably assisted everybody 
in making comparisons. 

Differences in Reception 

At 35 miles I find that very 
little difference is noticeable in 
actual " aural " reception with a 
three-valve receiver, although a 
micro-ammeter used to show the 
rectified current through an or
dinary crystal receiver gives just 
over two microamperes more for 
the new station than the old. The 
parasitic noises over the longer 
land-line from the studio appear 
to have been very succe~sfully 
eliminated, and the transmissions 
fully maintain the excellent stan
dard of the old station. 

B.B.C. Conference 

Regarding the recent confer
ence of representatives of the 
broadcasting companies of vVest
ern Europet it is to be hoped 
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that some agreement was arrived 
at to prevent the overcrowding 
on the broadcast band, which is 
so rapidly approaching a serious 
magnitude. 

Wavelengths 
Whether the shifting of the 

wavelength of three British 
stations (notified recently, . but 
eventually cancelled) in favour of 
a Norwegian station was clue in 
any measure to this conference 
one cannot say, but it is to be 
hoped that an all-round '' re
shuffle " of wavelengths vvas not 
suggested or upheld, otherwise 
we shall be embarrassed by this 

sort of thing whenever a new 
station comes on the scene. 
After all, one would expect that 
a certain proprietary condition 
would exist in regard to wave
length for stations which have 
been working for a long time, 
and the British listening public 
have had the unfortunate experi
ence • of one attempt at '' re
shuffling " which raised such a 
storm of opposition. 

It is to be hoped that the 
deliberations of the above-men
tioned conference will be made 
public, as they most assuredly 
should be. 

............................................................................................ . . . . 
i A High-Tension Battery from i . . 
i Flash-Lamp Cells i . . . . ............................................................................................. 
T HERE seems to be a pretty 

general complaint nowa
days that high-tension bat: 

teries are not what they used to 
· be. Batteries are used for a few 

months, after whi-:h there seems 
to be a lamentable absence of 
volts in them. Many amateurs 
are now making up their own 

The assembled battery. 

H. T. units from flash-lamp cells, 
and one method of doing this is 
shown het·ewith. Say a roo-volt 
battery is required, t\\·o dozen 
flash-lamp cells will be needed ; 
these will give a total voltage of 
approximately 108. They can 
be made up in a block th1·ee cells 
wide by eight deep, placed so 
that neg·ative and positive con
tacts are next to each other, as 
indicated in the sketch. These 
are then connected together as 
shown by short lengths of wire. 

Connecting Up 

Square tinned wire will be found 
very useful for doing this, and 
when the unit is completed it 
can be tied together with string 
and dipped for a moment into 

melted paraffin "·ax. This will 
not only make the unit into a 
solid block but ''"ill also help to 
seal the cells and prevent evapo
ration. If desired, of course, it 
may be placed in a wooden case. 
Tappings can easily be taken by 
using spring clips instead of 
wander plugs, and these make 
an excellent positive contact. 

Dead Cells 

\Yith thi!> type of H.T. battery 
it is a "imple matter to remove 
dead cells and replace them by new 
ones. The battery \\ill thus be 
kept up to the mark, and faulty 
cells that may be creating a high 
internal resistance in the bat
tery or causing noisy operation 
of the set are easily removed. 

A \\·arning here {dll not be out 
of place. Do not buy cheap 
Continental batteries, though 
they may look good and give a 
full reading \Yhen ne\\·; most of 
them run down rapidly, and 

~____.....~HORT.~. ~. ,1 
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How the cells should be connected. 

though cheap to buy \Yill prove 
expensive in the t'lld. 

Testing 

When testmg a high-tension 
battery or single cells do not use 
a flash-lamp bulb. The current 
taken is unduly heavy and will 
materially shorten the life of the 
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cells. Also a volt meter used 
for testing them should have a 
high resi~tance or else the same 
!Will apply. If a large condenser 
is placed across your H.T. bat
tery make sure that the insula
tion is good, a condenser of the 
type generally used for this pur
pose has been known to pass 
quite a reasonable current. 

Dust 

Keep dust away from the top 
of your H. T. battery; it provides 
a leakage path, especially in 
damp weather, that helps to run 
down the battery, and also may 
help to spoil the silent back
ground that is so desirable a 
feature for the reception of dis
tant transmissions. 

. ........................................ . . . . . . . 
: A Soldering Hint : . . 
: : . . .......................................... 

T HE chief difficulty when 
soldering is to keep the iron 
really clean and the solder 

running properly. Now the 
flux u~ually used by tinsmiths is 
" killed spirits," but this is quite 
unsuitable for actual use on wire
less work. It has the property, 
however, of keeping the iron per
fectly clean and makes the solder 
run well. The writer, therefore, 
always has a pot of this flux on 
hand, in which the iron is dipped 
every time it is taken off the gas, 
while the paste flux is used 
actually on the job. By thi;; 
means soldering becomes not 
onlv easier but quicker, and the 
iro~ is always kept bright. At 
the same time the use of killed. 
spirits is quite a good indicator 
as to the heat of the iron. The 
best heat to work at is when the 
iron makes a kind of whistling· 
noise \Yhen it is dipped in-, 
thoug-h if it spits and sizzles 
loudlv it \\·ill do. 

To make " killed spirits " ob
tain two or three pennyworth. of· 
spirits of salt from your local 
oilshop, tog·cther with a penny
\\·orth of zinc nails. Put the 
spirits in an old jam pot and drop 
the nails in. Place it outside on 
the window ledl!·e till it ceases to 
effervesce. \\'hat is left of the 
zinc nails should be left in the 
solution, and it is now ready for 
use. 

C. P.A. 
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A Handy Switching Unit 

The switch is both compact and 
easily made. 

W HEN comparing out dif
ferent pieces of apparatus 
it is ·extremely useful to 

1have some form of two or three 
pole doubl~-throw switch handy 
which is provided \Yith good
s-i;:ed terminals. to \Yhich connec
tions can be made. The \Vriter 
having need of such a S\\·itch 
promptly looked through the 
·' junk box " and found an old 
three-pole " Utility " switch that 
was not in use. This was 
nmunted up on a piece of ebonite, 
a~ shown in the drawing and 
nine terminals fitted, three 'along 
the top edge, and three along 
each of the sides, either set of 

Fig. 1.-The arrangement for com
paring two variable condensers. 

\vhich could be connected in turn 
to the three middle terminals. 
This., therefore, constituted ·a 

· A useful switch may be used for a variety of purposes and 

calls for very little skill in construction, 

three-pole two-way switch. The 
wiring up is quite straight for
ward, rhe three centre contacts 
O:l •t•he switch were connected to 
the top row of terminals, and 
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Fig.la.-The connections when com• 
paring two anode coils. 

those on each side of the switch 
t·> the three terminals near to 
them. The ebonite panel was 
then mounted on a little wooden 
bas.e by means of a couple of 
screws <.tlong the lower edge of 
thr ebonite. 

Uses 

This switch has many uses, 
and a few of them are shown 

Fig. 2.- When comparing trans
formers the above connections are 
used. 

here. Fig. r shows how it can 
b.~ used to compare two variable 
ccndensers in a receiving circuit. 

Comparing Components 

If the value of one is known an 
approximate value can be found 
for the other one. In a slmila·r 
manner two coils can be com
pared, for instance, in a tuned 
anode circuit by connecting the 
anode of the valve and the H. T. + 

tl> two of t!he centre contacts of 
the S\vitch, and the two coils to 
be compared to the two corre
sponding- contacts on either side. 
The tuning range of the two coils 
can be compared, as well as their 
efficiency, etc. 
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The connections behind the panel may 
be followed from this drawing. 

Fig. 2 shows how it can be 
used to compare two inte.rva.J.ve 
transformers. A double-pole 
double-throw sw.itoh is an absolute 
n~ecessity if comparative readings 
of any value are to be obtained, 
as the amount of time elapsing 
between the disconnecting of one 
transforme.r and the connecting 
up of another is ouite sufficient 
to falsify any observations made 
for not only is the ear unable t~ 
retain the exact volume and 
quality for comparison, but also 
t•hc strength and character of 
the received signal may have 
altered cons·iderably. 

Fig. 3.-Showing how two valves 
may be compared, 

Comparing Valves 
Fig. 3 shows how two valves 

n:ay be compared in any given 
crrcuit, and, if desired, a reaction 
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coil may be placed in series ibe
tween the points marked with a 
cross and coupled to the aerial 
coil. In this case a condenser 
will be requir.ed across the 

'phones of approximately .oor 
pF capacity, no doubt many 
other uses \\~ill be found for this 
'Useful little component by !'he 
·c1--perimenter in his workshop. 

:··················· .. ····································································: . . 
i Wireless Telegraphy and Signalling Bill i 
: : .......................................................................................... 
T HE Council of the Institu

tion of Electrical En
gineers have addressed a 

letter to the Postmaster-General 
in \vhich it is pointed out that in 
the Council's opinion some of the 
provisions of the Bill are of far
reaching importance, at'ld unless 
modified will prove a hindrance 
not only to wireless teleg-raphy 
and radio science, but also to 
electrical and physical re~earch 
and to the progress of electrical 
science general! y. 

The Council urge that it should 
be made clear that the \vords 
" any apparatus for wireless tele
graphy " do not apply to such 
apparatus except in connection 
1.vith wireless telegraphy, inas
much as many pieces ·of appara
tus, such as condensers, crystal 
detectors, valves, ete., are now in 
common use in physical labora
tories and by electricians gener
ally for quite other purposes than 
wireless telegraphy. 

The Council strongly recom
mend that all regulations made 
bv the Postmaster-General under 
Clause 3 of the Bill should, 
before being placed before Par
liament, have been previously 
submitted to a statutory Ad
visory Technical Committee for 
their- consideration, such a Com
mittee to be representative 
" inter alia " o.f the Royal 
Society, the Institution of El~c
trical Eng-ineers and the Radio 
Society of Great' Britain. 

Clause 7 of the Bill which 
applies the provisions of the Bill 
to the use of etheric waves for 
the transmission of energy, 
might greatly interfere in direc
tions quite outside its object, 
namely, to prevent interference 
with wireless telegraphy. It is 
suggested that for this clause a 
new one be substituted, render
ing liable to penalties anyone 
using electro-magnetic radiations 
of the !adio frequencies corn-
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monly used in wireless telegraphy 
in such a way as injuriously to 
interfere with the wOl'king of 
authorised "·ireless telegraphic 
stations. 

.......................................... . . . . 
E ST140 in South Africa ; . . . . .......................................... 

Sm,-1 herewith wish to let you 
know ·the results which I am at pre
sent obtaining with the ST140 
(" More Practical Vah·e Circuits "). 
On various occasions I have tried 
numerous four-valve circuits, but 
ha,~e never obtained the results I 
do now with this wonderful ST140. 
These are the results : Oape Town, 
distance approximately 950 miles, 
loud-speaker strength; Durban, 450 
miles, loud- speaker strength. 
KDKA, Pittsburgh, on three vah·es, 
is received at comfortable 'phone 
strength any time from 1.15 a.m. till 
2.15 a.m., and on Sunday mornings 
from 3.30 a.m. till 6 a. m.; the 
distance is S,ooo miles, which I 
think is really wonderful reception 
at this distance. 

Wishing your excellent papers, 
Wireless Weeklv Modem Wireless 
and The Wirele~; Constructor e\·erv 
success.-Yours faithfully, " 

TOMMY H. C.\R;>ON. 

Johannesburg, 
South Afdca. 

Our photograph shows the prize winning exhibit at the Schools Wireless Exhibition which was 
reported upon in our last issue, 
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" THE FOREIGN RADIO 
TIMES'' 

Sm,-1 should like to express my. 
g1'eat appreciation of Wireless 
Weehlv and also The Wireless Con
structor. In the former I consider 
The Foreign Radio Times is an 
excellent feature, but personally I 
would like Hih·ersum to be in
cluded. 

If it is impossible to publish the 
complete programmes for the en
suing week, and if the various 
foreign stations included in your list 
have regular fixed times for their 
transmissions, it might perhaps be 
of value to listeners to have the 
times of the transmissions given (for 
the following week) even if details 
llf programmes we1·e not available. 

I must say I thought the list 
which you published recently, giving 
a note of all the times through the 
day and a note of the foreign trans
missions occurring at each time, was 
very excellent, as with that, at any 
time one wished, one could see at a 
glance what stations were trans
mitting. 

I might mention that. I have re
cently made up the " Simplicity " 
Three-Valve Set (Envelope N.o. 3 
by G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.), which is 
a great· success, and am now busy 
on the construction of the A.B.C. 
\V;:m~trap, · described in Envelore 
No. 6 bv the same author.-Yours 
faithft1fly, · 

\VALTER G. BucKELL. 
London, E.C.3. 

Sm,-I notice with interest your 
innovation, The Foreign Radio 
Times. 

In my opinion it would be far 
more useful if you we1·e to publish 
it as an ent irel_v separate periodical. 
It could then be more complete and 
contain programmes for the whole 
week, published a few days before 
the first programme for the benefit 
of readers abmad. ' 

In this way it would not encroach 
on your space, which I would not 
like to see done, as in my opinion 
Wireless TV eeldy 'is far the best of 
your three reriodicals. 

Might I add that the set I use 
out here is the original " TI·ans
atlantic Three " described by :\lh·. 
Percy W. Harris in November, 1923, 
M'odern Wireless with which 

Chelmsford is audible all over a 
medium-sized room on a small 
Brown loud-speaker without any 
LF. valves, the distance being 
about I,ooo miles !-Yours faith
fully, 

H. c. GRANT VVATSO:<i'. 
Lisbon, Portugal. 

The school set at the 
Michael Farad ay 
Boys' School, the 
set being the 11 All 
Concert-de-Luxe" 

Sm,-May I congratulate you on 
your excellent new supplement, The 
Foreign Radio Times, now arpear
ing in Wireless Weekly. 

It must be a boon to thousands 
of listeners-in, who before found a 
difticulty in identifying the pro
grammes from the various foreign 
stations. 

l\iay I suggest that in the near 
future it is published as a separate 
journnl on the same lines and at the 
same price as The Radio Times, fo~ 
as such I am sure it would reach 
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a far larger public than it does as 
a supplement to Wireless Weekly. 

I wish it; all the success it de
serves.-Yours faithfully, 

I. A. W. 
London, S. \V.6. 

SIR,-I think the supplement that 
you are now publishing in Wireless 
TV eekly sufplies a definite need of 

1the amateur wireless .enthusiasts. 
I have found it of great use this 
week-end trying to get Continental 
stations on the wavelengths you 
have given and thus saved much 
time in exper,imenting. 

I note that you are only giving 
programmes for five days, and 
wonder whether a full week may 
be given shortly, and also the pro
grammes for Spain-Radio-lberica. 
-Yours faithfully, 

D. M. Hucims. 
RomfonL 

A READER'S COLLECTION 

SIR,-I hope the photograph en
closed will me of interest to 
you and your readers. l\Iy wife 
sprang a surprise on me by having 
them photographed quite unknown 
to me, because she was of an 
opinion I should like to see my 
family altogether, and ,,·here the. 
money goes; of course, that ·is just 
like a woman. Well, Mr. Editor, 
now we have the photograph I will 
endeavour to explain to you what is 
on show. You will notice I have, 
to my mind, two improved cabinets 
which gi,·e a pleasing appearance, 
and also otTer protection to the 
valves ; one is on the right, a 
finished two-valve, with dull-emit
ters, and on tlfe left, unfinished, 
waiting for a circuit, is of the 
sloping type with a fender on top. 
The finished sets are the STroo, 
made according to Mr. Percy W. 
Harris's description, in back-
ground; two-valve by Stanley 
G. Rattee; one-valve-i.e., Simp
son, and amp!Hying crystal set, all 
of Modern Wireless; in addition 
the " Simplicity," which has left 
for a holiday. They have all turned 
out top-hole, and work a loud
speaker 23 miles from 2LO. The 
cabinets, I might m_ention, are made 
of teak.-Yours fmthfully, 

w. w. F!GGINS. 

.Brentwood. 
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THE RESISTOFLEX RECEIVER 

SIR,-1 enclose two photographs 
of the Resistoflex receiver, and 
I must say the reception and purity 
of tone, .as well as the volume are 
marvellous. Previously I have ex
perimented wuth the ST34, but to 
my way of think,ing the Resistoflex 
is far and away above that. 

Considering \Ve are 30 miles from 
2LO, it renders with the purity of 
an unamplified crystal, and is quite 
easy to tune.-Yours faithfully, 

ERNEST \VATTS. -
East Grinstead. 

A SINGLE-VALVE RECEIVER 
FOR KDKA 

SIR,-1 feel I must write and tell 
you of the excellent results I am 
obtaining with the KDKA single
valve t·ecei,·er described by Mr. Stan· 
J'ey G. Rattee in the last number of 
'Modern Wireless. 
- ii have long been interested in 
~hor.t-wave rec_eption, but since my 

II took the remainder of the wire 
over from the coils and fixed ~t 
round the top of the wooden parti
tion of m\· cubicle bv the aid of 
drawing-pins. This was to functi.ln 
(ot· not!) as the aerial. I made an 
('arth connection by winding a piece 
of bare wire round the hot-water 
pipes, and concealed the set under 
my bed. From 9 r-m. to 10 p.m. 
I picked up se,·eral French and 
other amateurs, one particularly 
being quite loud. At r r. 15 sharp I -
tuned in KDKA quitP ('asily, and 
followed the whole of his dinner 
con-cert. He was not what one 
might call loud, but perfectly dis
tinct; I could follow eYery wot·d 
he said, and the music was quite 
clear, especiall~· a piece from " Die 
Mcistersinger." Since then I have 
not had another oprortunity of test
'ing the set, but all should go well 
after such an eminently satisfactory 
''_maiden .voyage." 

Incidentally, the valve used was' 
a Cossor Pr, which is nearh· two 
years' old, and had only · aboU:t 

An interesting collection of Radio Press sets made by Mr. Figgins, 

purse ·is not too well-lined, I have 
been unable to find a cheap enough 
design. However, when I estimated 
that this set would not cost me 
more than r2s. 6d., I deoided to 
make tit straight away. All I had 
to buy was some ebonite, a grid
~eak and condenser, a .ooor mfd. 
>eondenser, and a .os mfd. Mans
bridge condenser. I stdpped an old 
;0005 mfd. Yariable condenser of 
some of its plates, to bring its capa
citv down to the required value. 

1 then put the set together, 
exactly as described in Modern 
'Wireless, being extremely careful to 
keep the panel free from flux by 
putting parer underneath all the 
connections when soldering. 

The Mansbnidge condenser, which 
is to shunt the H. T. and L.T., has 
not yet anived, and I do not know 
·what difference to expect in results 
when it is fitted. The onlv other 
(lifference to the specificationis that 
of r8-gatige wire _for the coils in· 
stead of r6-gauge. 

As soon as I had the set ready 

r8 volts potential applied to the 
plate. w.ishing you the best of suc
cess with your most excellent jour· 
nals.-Yours faithfully, 

" ScnooLBOY." . 

SIR,--The recei,·er described by 
Mr. Stanlev Rattee in vour cur
rent issue .of Modem H\reless is 
easy to build and high!~· cffioient. 
KDKA on 68 mett·es is received, 
as stated by l\'ir. Rattee, at loud 
telephone strength with perfect 
clearness and free from atmos
pherics. 

Thank ~·ou.-Yours faithfully, 
CEciL E. BA:>:BtTRY (l\Iajor). 

l\Iarden Hill, Hertford. 

THE TRANSATLANTIC V. 

Sm,-Kno\\'ing that vou like to 
hear of results obtained bv readers 
of Radio Press sets, I an1 writing 
·to let vou know mv results with 
the Transatlantic V,· by l\Ir. Percy 
Harr.is (Modern Trireless, June, 

900 
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1924). Hav.in.g constructed the set, 
'I had excellent result-s as far as 
the first three va!Yes, but on switch
ing over to L.S. nothing came 
through. On entirely retuning on 

The " Resistoflex" made by 
Mr. Watts 

both condensers or potentiometer, 
results were obtained for about 
5-10 seconds, after which the set 
choked up and the trouble could 
only be- remedied bv switching ofi 
for a few mom-ents. 

EYentually the trouble was put 
right by changing the So,ooo ohms 
anode resistancPs for ones of IOo,ooo. 
I ha\·e now got a set ,,-hich I con
sider unsurrassec\ fur all-round 
efficiency, and I think that thanks 
are due. to Mr. Harris on the de
sign. I am usin~ the spec.ified 
components except for a Burndept 
potentiometer in place of the 
:Igranic and a Burndept switch for 
the Utilit\·. The fullowing are the 
stations I have recei,·ed at my home 
on the Eastern edge of the New 
'Forest, rS miles from 6B:\I. These 
are all on a large Amplion loud
speaker: 6BM. London, Chelms
ford, Oardiff. Manchester, Belfast, 
Newcastle, Birmingham, Radio
Pari"s, PTT, Petit Par,isien, Madrid, 
Hilversum, Hambur.g. Frankfurt, 
Leipzig, Nuremburg. 

WBZ was recently brought in 
on 'phones connected to L. S. 
terminals and using fiye Yalves. 
·Music, followed by Hm·vard and 
Yale baseball results. Quite loud 
dnd dear, but jammed by dreadful 
morsc from Niton, 1.\V. I am 

An !Jnderside of panel view of 
Mr. Watts' receiver 

using two Cossor H.F. plain top, 
Cossor detector and tvio Marconi 
D.E.sB. Hoping this letter may 
interest your ·readers (I myself am 
a regular reader of your three 
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periodicals), and wishing you the 
best of luck.-Yours faithfully, 

Winchester. H. C. HAMILTON. 

mum phone strength from the local 
station is the chief aim. 

novice among novices, that the 
signal strength lost on the " 24 " 
tapping on the above circuit could 
possibly have been regained and 
perhaps exceeded by extending the 
tor end of the coil without the 
inclusion of the condenser. 

It seems to me, admittedly a 

[The first 8o,ooo ohms resistances 
were obviously faulty, as very little 
difference should be noted in mak
ing the change.-Eo.] 

AN IMPROVED TWO-VALVE 
RECEIVER T 

SIR,-I have built the Improved 
Two-Valve Receiver described by 
Stanley G. Rattee in Modern Wire
less of January, and can easily tune 
in Radio-Pal'is, 6BM, sWA, sNO, 
School of Posts, Paris, and Swan
sea. I might mention that I am 
delighted with the set.-Yours faith
fully, 

Fig. 1.-The first circuit used by 
Mr. Warren. 

I am led to think this because 
some time ago I constructed a 
crystal set (from Wireless TFeel<ly) 
made with a " Harris " X former 
and r6 gauge wire, three slots of 
20 turns each, and found it func
tioned best as in Fig. r. Up to 
then it was the best I ha\"e con· 
structed or tried. Recentlv, how
ewr, at the request of a friend, I 
made up a cheap set and cut out 
the condenser as in Fig. 2. 

To my complete surprise, this 
gaYe a slightly better signal strength 
than the X coil set, using identical 
detector, phones, aerial and earth. 

Kid welly. E. T. s~rART. 

AUTO-COUPLING 
Sm, - Mr. Kendall 's recent 

articles on the efficiency of coils 
have been very interesting and 
,jnstructive, especially that in 
Wireless Weekly, March 4, giving 
the results obtained with the auto
coupled circuit. 

It seems to me, theJ-efore, that 
further experiment is required, and 
unfortunately I do not possess the 
measuring instruments, or I think I 
should experiment with the circuit 
of Fig. 3· 

Possiblv vou will be abl-e to sav 
" no goo"d ;, at once; on the other 
hand, if you do try it, something 
mav be found out. 

May I suggest this hardly went 
far -enough! And I crave for more 
for this reason. Stress seems 
always to be laid on " Selectivity," 
which for the valve user is essen
tial, but is not so necessary for the 
crystal user. For him the maxi-

Fig 2.-The second arrangement 
tried by Mr. Warren. 

thanking you for these excellent 
art,icles from which I have benefited 
tremendously.-Yours faithfully, 

H. w. WARREN. 

The COLVERN BRINGS IN THE DISTANT STATIONS 

FitaColvern 
Independent 

Vernier 

lt gives you 
Fine Tuning 

f ........... . 

1ii6 

/or very accurate H.F. work 
Users of H.F. Receivel'l!ll appreciate how 
extremely diffiault it is to bring circuits 
tnto resonance. The large tuning condenser 
which permits only a comparatively large 
variation of capacity tends to make the accu
rate balancing of circuits a matter of chance, It 
fa quite simple when searchJng for Distance 
Signals to pass over the correct dial reading. 
but if you use a low maximum capacity 
condenser which gives you very fine tuning, 
it will come as a pleasant surprise ius& how 
easily you eau. &one in weak signals. 

Fine tuning control reduces the search 
for distant ltatJons to extreme 
elmpUcity. U.se the Colvem only 
across reaction, ftt one In parallel with 
your large tuning condensers and you 
will demonstrate how extremely sen· 
sitive your set la to fine control. 
Remember that a vernfer should 
not be in as.soclatfon w1th the main 
condenser. 
Pit an independent vernier : :vonr 
dealers sell them The Colvern. 

CDLLINSON'l_PRECISION hOREW CD.LTD. N.~~~oD&ld Rd.,T'!'t1,t1;'!m~~.f.":~~~: 
Barclays 

THE 

THE advantage that a Radion Panel confers on 
a Receiving Set is much more than merel,r 

adding a gold case to a watch, Rather, is it 
comparable to the addition of that delicate com
pensating balance wheel mechanism which ensures 
split-second accuracy. If you aim at 1 oo per cent. 
efficiency for your Set you'll naturally start with a 
Radion Panel. With dials to match, 

f]J 
Radian is available in 2 I different sizes in 
black and mahoganite. Radian can also b1 
supplied in any special size. Black rd. per 
square inch, mahoganite zt,d. Ptr sqUR.re inch. 

RADION 
American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd. 
HtaJ OtCce: t3a Fore Street, Depots: 120 Wellington Street, Glascow. l 

U" n6 Snow Hill, Birmingham. 
London, E.C. Z Irish Agents: 8 Corporation Street, Belfast~ 

gox. 
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NOTE : Where it is intended that 
the tuner shall be permanently ad-

. justed to one wa,·elength it is, no 
doubt, desirable to omi.t the tuning 
condenser altogether, and use a 
finelv adjustable inductance, so that 
the maximum p.d. may be obtained 
to operate the valve or crystal. 
Practical considerations, however, 
usually aemand that it shal~ be pos
sible to cover a wide band of wave
lengths easily, and therefore a tun
[ng condenser is used. We hope to 
publish further results of simple 
tests on these circuits at an earlv 
date.-Eo. -

A CHALLENGE 
SIR,-As one of many of your 

Belfast readers who were interested 
in Mr. S. A. Booth's challenge to 
Mr. Haddick in \'OUr issue of Feb
ruary 25, I and- others should be 
very glad to know from either of 
these gentlemen whether the test 
has been carnied out or not, and if 
so, with what result. 

Surelv if Mr. Haddick's claim is 
correct; he will have no hesitation 
in accepting Mr. Booth's challenge, 
thus benefiting the Hospitals Wire
less Fund to the extent of 2os. 

My own personal opinion is that 
~1L _Ha~dick has a rather strong 
tmagmatwn, or perhaps he has onlv 
been rehearsing a vivid dream. Of 
course, if the test has been carried 

out with success it is up· to Mr~ 
Booth as a sportsman to report the 
result.-Yours faithfully, 

T. H. HousToN. 
Belfast. 

A READER'S EXPERIENCE ON 
SHORT WAVES 

SIR,-In your issue of Wireless 
Weekly, No. 21, Vol. 5, it is stated 

D 

Fig. 3.-The circuit suggested by 
Mr. Warren. 

that the famous Reinartz, working 
in conjunction with other experi
menters in America, had discovered 
that verv short waves, below 30 
metres, ·would not travel in the 
dark. I do not propose to contra
dict this statement, as I am not 

Don't leave it to . chance 
make your set SELECTIVE-use 

''7 angent" Tuning Coils 
The Unshrouded Coil with the guaranteed LOW SELF CAPACITY. 

Figs. l>elow are taken from N.P.L. Report, copy sent on request. 

Coil No. - - I 2S I 
seucaPa.ciu I 1 

in Micro·Micmfarada 

Price - - -

Obtainable from all good clealers
:: RDy ctifficulty-write aa. :: 

GENT&CoLTn(.!;2.) 
Manufacturing Electrical En~neers 

PARADAY W'ORKS. 
LEICESTER 
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suffidently expert in radio to pit my 
knowledge against that of such 
experimenters as John Reinartz, 
but I would like you to know the 
follow.ing : About four or fh·e weeks 
ago, whilst experimenting on .what 
I thought was 20 metres, I ptcked 
up faint, clear music, and I re
peatedly heard the call-sign WGY. 
The music was remarkably pure 
and free from distortion, atmos
phenics were almost inaudible, and 
the reception was entirely free from 
the noise which has recently made 
itself troublesome on the 40-90 
metre band. I inf01·med my radio 
friends that I had heard a verv low 
harmonic of WGY on ahout 20 

metres! Your issue, No. 19, VoL 
5, surprised me when it stated 
\VGY had been down on 15 metres, 
but I did not communicate with 
you as I thought it would not be of 
sufficient interest in view of recent 
amateur short-wave successes. I 
now feel that it mav interest vou. 

The circuit used "was that ·of the 
" Low-loss Tuner," by Mr. Percy 
W. Harris, but was panel-mounted 
and onlv one vah·e used. The valve 
was a Myers bt'ight-emitter, and I 
find it the best for short-wave work
ing. Coils used were one 3-in. turn 
in aerial primary, three turns aerial 
secondarv and five turns re,action. 
The condenser was .0003 I'F and of 
€heap make. I was not using ex
tension handles, and the slightest 

RIGID AS A MOTOR WHEEL. 
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movement of my hands upset the 
tuning, which was exceedingly fine. 
I held the station for about t\':t'nty 
minutes with varying success, and 
then on attempting to '' step it 
up,,' I lost it completely. The time 
was between 2 a.m. and ·3 a.m., 
G.:vl.T., but I forget the actu.~l 
date, ,as I did not take note of 1t 
because I believed it was merely an 
hmrrfonic. My aerial is about 35 ft. 
long, single, and is about 40 ft. high 
at free end. 

Although I have not since heard 
WGY on this wave, I am of the 
opinion that it is rather soon to 
settle definitely anything about very 
short waves, as their behaviour is 
verv erratic. 

ft may also interest you to know 
that, using the same coils, I have 
heard WIZ clearing traffic by mOl-se 
to LPZ (Buenos Aires), and I have 
written to the United States Naval 
Research Laboratory at Washington 
(NKF), for whom I am'' loggihg," 
to ascertain his (\VIZ's) position 
and wavelength. He comes in very 
strong with and without aerial and 
earth. 

I would like to thank you for the 
" Low-loss Tuner," as it converted 
me to short-wave working. I 
would strongly recommend it to 
those who have not yet tried work
•ing short waves, as, apart .from 
morse, KDKA comes in with a 

roar. I have arranged low-capacity 
coil-holders and can use the set for 
any wavelength.-Yours faithfully, 

PAL'L 1\'IARSHALL 

Dublin. 

GRID- CHOKE RECTIFICATION 
SrR,-I have read with interest 

your article •in March I 1 issue of 
Wireless lV eekly under the subject 
of Grid-Choke Rectification. 

I beg to inform you that some 
months ago a patent was taken out 
by me covering this means of recti
fication, and as I am about to take 
out complete letters patent, you will 
be helping me if you could inform 
me whether this method has .!Jeen 
previously used and/ or patented. 

I have been experimenting for the 
past I2 months with this particular 
circuit (Fig. 8 in your article) and 
have gone into the most exhaustive 
comrarisons with the leaky grid 
rectification, and have found that, 
given proper values to inductances, 
capacities, etc., this method is 
infinitely more effici"ent than the old 
one. 

Results obtained so far are as 
follows : Local Liverpool station, 
five miles away, full loud-speaker 
strength, using 6o volts H.T., 
B.T.H. B5 valve. Manchester, 35 
miles away, good loud-speaker 
strength. Four German stations, 

" Now, it is qtl-ite a different story. 
He has fitted 'KUMFI' De 
Luxe Ear Pads to the 'phones, and 
all that Father can find time to say 
is ... SH' ••• SH' ••• SH' !!!" 

The new " KUMFI " De Luxe 
antiseptic Ear Pad is a soft, 

velvety pad that just covers the ear piece 
of the headphone, and entirely prevents 
that uncomfortable pressure on the ears 
and enables you to listen-in for hours 
without discomfort. 

Wireless Weekly 

Brussels and Bournemouth clearly 
audible over room I5 ft. square, and 
America on every occasion the test 
was made. 

Should you be able to give me any 
information as to· previous [nvesti
gations of this particular circuit, I 
shall be very greatly obliged. 

Thanking you.-Yours faithfully, 
PmuP W. LAcE. 

Spital, Cheshire. 
P.S.-Should you be interested 

further, I am quite willing to give 
you particulars as to values of 
capacities, inductances, etc., to ob
tain the best results from this very 
interesting circuit. 

[Please do so. See my note else
where as to originality of the choke 
in place of the leak.-Eo.] 

SINGLE-VALVE RECEIVER FOR 
KDKA 

Sm,-I have constructed the 
single-valve receiver for KDKA, by 
Mr. Stanley G. Rattee in the cur
rent issue of Jlf.odern Wireless, and 
have found it a great success. I 
have used it four nights and have · 
successfully heard KDKA's trans
mission I I. I5 p.m, to 12 midnight. 
The absence of mush and X 's is 
truly remarkable, and fading is only 
slight. 

Thanking you;-Yours faithfully, 
W. HAYNES 

Portsmouth. 

Low in 
-but 

cost 
high 

in efficiency 
In the H. type Igranic Vario
meter you have an instru
ment to please not only by 
its highly selective tuning 
when used in aerial, second
ary, tuned anode, rejector or 
selector circuits, but also in 
its very low cost of rof •• 
The approximate wave-length 
is rso-6oo metres when used 
with a P.M.G. standard aerial. In addition, it shuts out exterior noises, 

and prevents moisture collecting on the 
diaphragms. Each pad is antiseptic and •Ku M Fl• self-adhesive, and can be fixed or removed 
witllout the slightest difficulty-no heating 

2Je ...Cu:xe or damping is ;;:;d. 
Ask your dealer about it. 

Write for List Y52. 

'!~'!~~ 1~'3~·= 
par~d pad-can be had from 
Wireless Dealers, or POST 
FREE from the makers on 
receipt of I/3· 

A.'de ST. DALMAS 
& eo., LTD., 

LEICESTER. 
Ci>s 

IGRANIC Radio Devices 

include: 
Honeycomb Dnolateral Calls, 
Fixed Condensers, Variable 

·condensers, Filament Rheo
stats, Interval Transformers, 
Variometerc;, Vario-couplers, 
Bi-plu-;! Coil Holders, Tri-plng 
Coil Holders, Battery Potentia
meters, Vernier Friction 
Pencils, Electric Soldering 

Irons, etc .• etc. 
carry the IGRANIC 

guarantee. 
Works : BEDFORD. 

GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTI..E. 
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Apparatus 
we have teSl:ed 

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor. 

"R.G." Strip Coil 
Messrs. Faulkner & Co. ha\·e sub· 

mitted a set of plug.,in tuning in· 
ductances, from the customary 
No. 25 to the No. 200, for our trial. 
These are of a very interesting 
type, in which a genuine effort has 
been made to produce a coil of really 
low high-frequency resistance by the 
use of copper strip, spaced laterally 
as well as insulated between layers 
by paper dielectric, and wound in 
the form of flat spirals. The result 
is certainly a coil of unusually low 
resistance, small reaction-demand, 
and good seleotivhy, in the lower 
members of the series. But the 
writer did not expect, from first 
principles, and from an elementary 
consideration of the usual distribu
tion of high-frequency currents in 
adjacent conductors (espeoially when 

in the form of strips with successive 
layers wound closely together in 
spiral form), that such an arrange· 
ment would show a materially de
creased resistance below that of e.g. 
No. 22 or 20 S.W.G. wire properly 
air-spaced, so as not to crowd the 
maJor portion of the current flowing 
to a minute portion of the outer 
skin at the outer edges of the spiral 
(as undoubtedly must occur here). 
Actual comparison showed that this 
a priori reasoning was sound; the 
coils did not exhibit any lower re
sistance than a coil of the type indi
cated, though both reaction-demands 
and selectivity were considerably 
more favourable than ,in the aver· 
age fine-wire commercial coil. As 
usual, there was less difference 
noticeable in the larger coils and at 
lower frequendes, where H.F. re-

sistance is so much less serious a 
phenomenon. 

It is evident that great care must 
be taken with these coils to keep 
them very dry on account of the 
heavy dielectric losses in the mass 
of paper 1nsulation if any damp 
penetrates the latter. 

The tuning range, on trial, with 
a P.M.G. aerial and .ooosi-'F 
(actu.al) tuning-condenser in parallel, 
together with inevitable casual 
panel and distributed capacities, was 
found to be :-No. 25, I,I6o-goo 
kilocycles; No. 35, I,040·77o kc.; 
No. 40, 86o·6oo kc.; No. so, 68o-
48o kc.; No. 6o, soo-410 kc.; No. 
75, 400-325 kc.; No. wo, 375-230 
kc.; No. 150, 26o-172 kc.; No. 200, 
204-130 kc.; covering therefore the 
range of wavelengths for practical 
reception from 26o to 2,300 metres 

W·--make 
. that Super-Heterodyne 
lhis better. BRITISH way 

new T nonofonner Units for 
r-Hetetodyne Circuits are the 

9owyer-Lowe contribution 
to wire!- pro,ress. They are 
built expressly for use with British 
Valves, wltich have less intemal 
_.ity and more stability than 
for~ makes, so that it has been 
possible to increase the transfonner 
amplibcation and yet obtain greater 
purit~ !'f simals and quieter 
funchorun~ than has previously 
been possible. 
On test a six-valve set fitted with 
these transfottners gaVe greater 
amplification and selectivity than a 
oev<n-w., instrument with forcign 
transformer units. 
Th~ Bowyer-~e Units work at 
approximately 150 lc.c. and pass 
ouflicient side bands to prevent all 
distortion. 

Every set is individually tested and 
matched at the same peak frequency 
so th.1t an unequivocal guarantee of 
performance can be ~ven. To 
eliminate all c:ha.nce of short-circuit· 
ing, every translormet is tested at 
500 volts between windina'S. 

The complete set consis~s of an 
Input Filter Transformer with the 
pnmary tuned by a .0005 M.F. 
fixed condenser. and three Inter
stage T ransfonners. A matchina 
number is fixed to all transformers 
and the condenser so that purchasers 
may assure themselves that they are 
buyini a perfectly· uniform set. 

The T ranslonner Cases are of 
Polished Grade " A " Ebonite, all 
terminals being clearly marked. 
\Viring diagrams and layout are 
supplied with each set. Ample 

ouwlies are available and should be 
ordered direct if not obtainable 
locally. 

Price £4: 0 : 0 
the Set of Four. 

OSCILLATOR COUPLER 
In addition to the Supe.
Heterod.yne Transformers we 
have introduced an Oscil!ator 
Coupler Unit to cover the 
broadcast band with a .0005 
Variable Condenser. The 
coupler comprises grid and plate 
coils, together with coupling or 
pick-up coil and is fitted in an 
Ebonite Case unifonn in size 
and shape with the T tans· 
formers, except that it has six 
terminals. Price £1 : 0: 0 

.Bowygr,.,Lowe Tested 

Intermediate Wavelen!!tll 
H.F. TRANSFORMERS 

aQWVER-LOW& (;0. LTO. RADtO WORK$ I.E:TCHWORTH 
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with adequate overlap, and giving 
good choice of reaction-coil at all 
points. On account of the low 
H.F. resistance of the short-wave 
coils, a smaller size than usual of 
reaction-coil could be sometimes 
chosen, particularly when using a 
se~ics tuning condenser. Similarly, 
the No. 25 coil \Vould oscillate on 
an ael'ial with which no oscillation 
at all could be obtained with the 
ordinary tyre of coil. \Vith a .0003 
1-'F tuning-condenser and casual 
capacities alone, as in a secondary 
grid coil or tuned-anode, the No. 6o 
amply covered the whole short
wave broadcast belt from 58o to 
1,130 kc.; the No. 75 with a .oooz 
p.F covered about the same belt, 
fmm 570 to 940 kc., and can, there
fore, be used ,in this position for 
othe1- than the short-wave relays. 
5XX and Radio-Paris came in very 
well on the No. 200 with No. rso 
reaction and direct coupling. 

The coils are well made and 
highly finished. The coil base is of 
a cercamic material, and is rather 
brittle; care should be taken not to 
attempt to force the plug in an m
fi:tting holder. Provided that it is 
kept very dry, we have no hesitation 
in recommending, from our tests, 
this interesting type of coil, which 
represents a distinct step in 
advance towards a really low-loss 
plug-in inductance. 

Back-of-Panel Coil-Holder 
A new pattern of two-coil-holder 

for mounting behind the panel made 
bv the Grafton Electric Co., which 
has been already noticed in these 
columns, has been submitted for our 
comment. In this later pattern 
(\vhich is similarly of the one-hole
fixing variety) an extension sleeve 
has been fitted to the central 
column which carries the fixed coil
holder and the co-axial spindle on 
which the moving coil-holder rotates. 
Both coils are thus carried well 
awav from the back of the panel, 
the nearer fixed coil having a clear
ance of some ~~ in., and hand
capacity effects are very much 
reduced. Otherwise the instrument 
is of similar design and finish to 
that already reported on. 

Hewetson Crystal Detectors 
\Ve have received from Messl-s. 

Hewetson, Son & Co. some samples 
of crystal defectors of the conven
tional cat-whisker and galena type, 
the one pattern for panel-mounting 
in a vertical position, the other of 
horizontal arrangement already 
fitted on a small insulating base 
and provided with micrometer 
adjustment. Both have the essen
tial parts of the mechanism enclosed 
in glass tubes. 

The vertical type ris on a circular 
base just over r!i in. diameter, to 
be secured on the panel by means 
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of a back-nut on a substantial brass 
column and by a screw which also 
holds the crystal-cup and provides 
the electrical connection to the 
latter. It stands about 3 in. high 
overall. The usual universal joint 
and sliding adjustment is provided 
at the top for the whisker-hold~r; 
the universal joint is tightened by 
means of a large milled head nut 
which, when removed, allows of the 
dismantling of the instrument and 
of free access to the crystal cup. 
The cr\'Stal is to be held bv an 
annular- screw-cap or cover, \vhich 
has an aperture of less than ~ in. 
diameter. This appears to be on 
the small side, since so small a 
surface of crystal 1s exposed for 
the exploration of the whisker, 
which will verv soon wear the sen
Sitive spot in the nightly setting. 
On trial, the holder worked freely 
nnd without shake; the whiske-r 
\\·as observed to be of a favourable 
t\·pe and fineness. 

The horizontal type has again the 
usual sliding and universal ball-and
socket movements; but the crvstal 
holder (of the same type as in the 
other instrument) has an indepen
dent fine adjustment in the form of 
a small longitudinal movem~nt 
given by a micrometer scre\i;, and 
controlled b\' a second insulated 
knob on the- Opj'ositc end from the 
whisker-holder. The whole springs 

HAWK COILS Another Guaranteed BRETWOOD Speciality 
is our improved 

ANODE RESISTANCE 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 

Efficiency 

Strength 
Prices below WATERPROOF 

Capacity 
Damping Effects 

Resistance 

Coil 
Wave Length using ·o01 Variable Con-

denser in Parallel PRICE. 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 

13 - - 2/-
25 895 190 2/4 
30 435 240 2/4 
35 515 380 2/6 
40 680 370 2/8 
50 835 485 3/-
75 1250 600 3/4 

100 1820 815 3/10 
150 2800 960 4/8 
200 8100 1870 &/4 
250 8750 2200 &/8 
800 4500 2800 8/-
400 4950 2500 8/6 

Sold by all Wireless Dealers 

Sole Manufacturers 1 

The Ha k C 11 0 ST. MARY'S ROAD, 
W 0 0.' SURBITON, SURREY. 

gos 

(Patent No. 224,295) 

which gives accurate readings consistently 
from ro,ooo ohms to over roo,ooo ohms. This 
BRETWOOD Component is particularly 
suited for the STioo circuit (lv.!odern Wireless), 
the super~scnsitive circuit (Popular Wireless), 
and for resistance coupling, etc. 

It is constructed on the same principles 
that have made BRETWOOD Components 
famous, and, of course, it carries the BRET
WOOD Guarantee. Price 3s. Postage 3d. 

BRETWOOD LTD., 
12.-18, London Mews, Maple Street, 

London, W. 
All Bretwood specialities are obtain
able from most Wireless Dealers. 

BRETWOODc~inSWITCH 
Bretwood Specialities are known throughout 
the wireless world to be the last word in scientific 
achievement, and constructors will welcome news 
of a further Bretwooll Product, an Anti-Capacity 
Switch, the principal features of which include:
Absolute freedom from capacity effects-Perfect Contact
Workmanlike finish and neatness of appearance-Simple single 
hole fixing and Easy to make wiring connections. Special 
spring loaded bal1s in the base make the Bretwood PRICE 
Switch wonderfully smooth in aetion and ensure 5/ 
clean and perfect electrical contact at all times. 
Jt is confidently offered to wireless constroctore • 
as the Anti-Capacity Switch par excellence, and of 
course it ca.rrles the famous Bretwood Guarantee. P1J1Cage 3d. 

BRETWOOD GRID LEAK. 
Patent No. zz~,zgs. 

Used and recom
mended everywhere. 
Price 3/- Postage 3d, 

BRETWOOD 
PATENT VALVE HOLDER 
Fix this efficient com
ponent and get maxi
mumresults. Positively 
no leakage or capacity 
effects. Perfect con
tact. Can be mounted 
on front or back of 
panel. 
Price 1/9 Postage 3tl• 
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"L!t of place for dismantling and 
n !WWal of the crvstal, etc. It is 
prO\·ided with two substantial ter
minals on the insulating base. The 
latter is nearly 4 in. long by I~ in. 
\\·ide, and can be used on the table 
fur experimental work. On trial, 
the fine adjustment de\·ice was 
found to gin' excellent critical set
ting of the whisker, with the neces
sary light pressure from the springy 
whisker fitted. \Ve should hm·e 
liked again to ha vc seen a larger 
lT\·stal cup fitted for regular use. 
A Knob and Scale-Fixing Device 

Most experimenters have experi
enced from time to time the annov
ing habit that knobs and scales 
show of working loose on their 
spindles, when trust is perfot-ce 
placed in the jamming action pro
duced by screwing the knob hard 
down un to a lock-nut on the other 
side of the scale. Verv few knobs 
and scales are fitted ~with proper 
substantial set-screws to obviate 
this difficulty, and when so fitted 
there is a tendency to injure the 
thread of the spindle, and also to 
make fine adjustment of the zero of 
the scale a matter of some pre
cariousness. To overcome this 
diflicultv Messrs. Grafton Electric 
Co. ha\·e re<;ently brought out a 
simple lock,ing device fitted to a 
finely finished knob and bevel scale 
of the usual type, and for arplica
tion to the ordinary No. 2 H.A. con-

denser spindle. This device, which 
we have had an qpportunity of 
putting to a severe test, has a small 
conicnl split sleeve, operating after 
.the manner of an ordinary draw-in 
dr,ill or brace-chuck, by being pulled 
up into the conical central bore ·of 
the bevel scale (provided for this 
purpose with a substantial boss), by 
means of a wide bure nut mounted 
in the knob itself, and which screws 
over the end of this sleeve. When 
applied on either a smooth or 
screwed spindle of the corresponding 
size the split sleeve grips the spindle 
firmly, when the scale ,is held· 
stationary and the knob screwed 
down hard, and this without turnin~ 
the spindle itself. Accordingly the 
knob and scale can be secured 
firmly without disturbing the setting 
of the instrument, and the scale set 
to zero with equal ease. There is 
not the same tendency to loosen 
other nuts and fiUings on the same 
sr,indle (especially on a variometer 
spindle in the home-made variety) 
as with the older device of famming 
lock-nuts. \Ve can strongly recom
mend this simple and cffPctive 
device. 

Audio Choke 
From Messrs. Grafton Electric 

Go. we have rece,ived a sample of 
their audio-frequency choke for filter 
circuits and for choke-capacity coup
ling in general, etc. This is uniform 
in size and build with the large ne\\" 
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patterns of L.F. transformers of 
the same make recently reported on 
in these columns, the only apparent 
difference being that there are but 
two terminals in the place of four. 
The same generous and well de
signed magnetic circuit is used, and 
the makers claim that there are no 
less than 3o,ooo turns of wire on this 
choke-coil. 

Tested practically in choke-capa
city coupling, it was immediately 
apparent that the high inductance 
provided, together \Vith the generous 
iron core, gave sufficient impedanc-e 
over the whole of the a\·ailable 
audio-frequency mnge, so that there 
was no distortion noticeab-le at all 
traceable to the choke. Wi,t11 an 
efficient transformer-coupled three
vah·e circuit in the outer sub
urbs, using this choke-coil ,in the 
usual type of filter-circuit across the 
loud-sreaker, on the extremelv criti
cal test of Paderewski 's piano· recit::d 
from 2LO, magnificent rendering 
was given o\·er the whole piano 
range, from the high runs in the 
treble to the thunderous bass, at an 
intensity which taxed the rapaoities 
of a small po\\-er valve with ample 
H.T. \·oltage and 8 volts grid bias. 

\Ve ciln strongly recommend this 
large, finely finished instrument for 
such purposes, and as an insurance 
against brt>akdo\\·ns in the fint> wind
ings of telephones and loud-speakers 
when !wan• anode current is used. 

WIRELESS BATTERY SERVICE 
1Aualitu COMPONENTS 

for Back of Panel Mounting 
(DEPARTMENT\ 

BATTERIES LOANED FREE 
Charges for service only. Service comprises: Charging 
accumulator, free delivery and collection. Payments 
to be made one quarter in advance. 4 volt 80/40 amp. 
6 volt 6oj3o amp. 
Fortnightly exchange (4 volt only) ... 
Weekly exchange (4 or 6 volt) 
Weekly 2 Batteries 

15/- per quarter. 
18/9 " 
31/3 " 

Ser'£1ice 1e•ithin IS miles of Charing Cross. 

AUTO MECHANICAL RECTIFIERS LTD., 
Wireless Battery Service Dept., 

91, TABERNACLE STREET, E.C.2. 

&ac/ays 985. go& 

~RADIO_~ 

2 -COIL HOLDER 
with plug terminals 
for 

Anti -Capacity 
VALVE HOLDER 
with red insulated bush 
to plate socket. Price 2/-, 

post 2d. 

tAualifU BASKET 
\U..BMlliL~ COIL HOLDER 

Price 1/3. post 2d. 
If your dealer cannot •llPPlu, we send post free if you mention his nam~ and address. 

GOSWEL•.. ENGINEERING CO., LTD. 
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1. 

Liberal Trade Terms. LIST FREE. 'Phone. North 3051. 
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::,UPPLIED BY RADIO PRESS SERVICE DEPT., LTD. 

D. M. B. (RICHMOND) has 'is most undesirable .from the point opinion with regard to the efficacy 
built a two-valve and crystal reflex of view of distortionless low-fre- of such a device. 
receiver employing a form of the quency amplification. Better results 
Grimes circuit, in which both the would probably be obtained by the 
valves act in a dual capacity, use of the conventional arrangement 
so that two stages of high-frequency of a variable high resistance con
amplification are provided and two nected across one or more of the 
stages of note magnification. He tuning circuits. For example, a 
finds the set extremely unstable, val'iable anode resistance might be 
the main trouble being self-oscilla- connected directly between the aerial 
tion at high frequency. He asks and earth terminals, and if this does 

not givt" a suitable degree of control 
for any suggestions for stabilising another might be connected across 
this receiver, and suggests that he one of the tuned inter-valve coup
should insert a potentiometer to lings. 
control the grid potential of the 
two valves. 

The earth arrester spark gap was 
originally used as a means of dis
pensing with a change-over switch 
from a combined transmitting and 
receiving ,installation, the apparatus 
consisting of an exceedingly short 
spark gap placed in series in the 
earth lead, across which the strong 
transmitting current jumped in a 
series of sparks. The received sig
nals, however, were, of course, un
able to jump this gap, and so passed 
through the receiving apparatus 
which was connected in parallel 
with the gar. Such an arrange
ment is a decidedly difficult one to 
arrange in a really efficient manner, 
since in most cases the earth arres
ter gap itself forms a condenser of 

The method suggested by our cor
respondent is not one which we 
\Vould recommend, because it in
volves the placing of a positive bias 
upon the grids of the valves, which 

T. M. E. (DROITWICH) has been 
informed that instead of using an 
earthing switch as a protection 
against lightning, he can quite 
easily make for himself an earth 
arrester spark gap, and asks our 

Wireless Gramophone Loud Speaker. 

TheOulce~Cone 
is a Link between Your Wireless Set 

and the Gramophone. 

The PRECISE SUPER MULTI FORMER 
One )Instrument Which Does the Work of Four. 
Replaces all long wave transformers in any type or 

The Duice Tone is NOT AN ATTACHMENT. It is used 
simply by placing the needle of the gramophone on the 
vibrating reed of the Dulce Tone. It does not require the 
removal or change of any part of the machine. Dulce 
Tone can be used and then laid aside as easily as a record 
-in fact, the operation is virtually the same. Hence, it 
does not reduce the use or availability of the gramophone 
for the playing of records. 

modification of the Superheterodyne circuit. This 
instrument has met with the unanimous approval of 
noted radio experts and is already demanded by the 
public which is rapidly learning of' its superiority 

'over the conventional type ofSuperheterodynetrans
former. It cuts in half the time and eliminates all 
trouble in building a Superheterodyne and insures 
the builder of successful results due to the short con
nections that are required from the instrument to 
the respective valve sockets thus preventing the 
experimenter from unconsciously causing undesirable 
coupling between circuits. 

Price £4 17 6. 

.................................... 
FREE GIFT 

To all purchasers of either of 
the components advertised, 
sending the name and address 
of their local dealer, we will for
ward post free a dainty nickel
plated match box holder and 
ash receiver for car or home use, 

Fully illustrated constructional booklet including sold in the Motor Trade at 
fMu!ILa sgizhel'n dSrapweingHeton

0
d building the S/- 7/6 each. 

c u 1 u r er yne , •••• ••••• ,, ,, , , , , •••, •••,,,, ••• ,, •• 
N.B. All our products are fully tested and guaranteed by our Principal, 

C. G. Yokes, A.M.I.Mech.E, etc. 

C. G. VOKE.S & COMPANY, 38, Conduit St., Regent St., 
Telephone: Gerrard 4693. W.l. 

Price £2 10 0. 
ModelS, for use on 
all Gramophones 
except Vi c tor 
Victrolas, on which 
Model V is used. 
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quite considerable rapacity with its 
attendant losses. It is, no doubt, 
feasible to make such an appliance 
reasonably efficient, but tits difficulty 
from the· point of view of the ama
teur constructor does not seem to us 
to justify the trouble involved. 
Somewhat similar devices are upon 
the market, and may be put"'chased 
at quite rea'>onable prices, but they 
do not, of course, completely isolate 
tlw receiving apparatus from the 
aerial itself in a wav that a double
pole change-over sw-itch does. 

H. A. (TRURO) a$s for general 
advice for the construction of a 
complete receiving equipment to 
give him reliable signals from 
Chelmsford, with the minimum of 
inti!rferenee from shipping. He 
states that his experience shows 
that a irame aerial will be practically 
essential, and he is prepared to 
build quite a large one. 

vVe fear that our correspondent 
will find that a rathet· lat·ge number 
of valves will be needed to give him 
anything like good signal strength 
from a frame aerial in Cornwall, 
since we have had numerous reports 
that in the Truro area sXX is ex
tremely w-eak, an easier station to 
r-eceive being Radio- Paris. The 
frame may be of 8 ft. diameter, 
with twenty turns of wire of a 

R..uJIO PR~!~.~~!~~~~~. NUMDER 8, r...ol/6 
TO MAKE A ONE VALVE 
llEFLEX RECEIVER 

lly NEIIBCNTK,St.HI4NI 
E\1ttPV POI.IBL£ Ol.fAf&,, OIYSM 

gauge not less than No. IS. Tl1e 
spacing between turns should not 
be less than ! dn., and the usual 
attention should be devoted to the 
careful insulation of the winding. 
Since our correspondent informs us 
that he has achieved a reasonable 
amount of success by means of a 
high-frequency amplifier containing 
three stages of resistance capacity 
coupling, following upon a special 
ultra-selective tuner, we think that 
the same amplifier might be used 
with the frame aerial, although the 
amplifier itself does not assist the 
actual selectivity of the frame. Three 
high-frequency · valves should be 
ad-equate with the addition of tw<J 
stages of low-frequency for loud
speaker work. 

H. R. H. N. (N. 16) asks what is 
meant by an " artificial " aerial. He 
also wishes suggestions for experi
mental transmission work. 

An '' artificial aerial " is a com
bination of inductance, rapacity, and 
resistance, giving the same general 
electrical eff·ects as an ordinary 
aerial, but so clispused t-hat it does 
not appreciably radiate energy. Such 
arrangements are useful in experi
menting with transmitting circuits, 
but it must be underslood when 
using them that it 'is impossible to 
estimate such values as range of the 
set, quality of modulation, etc. The 

RADIO PRESS ENVELOPE No. S. 8. 

HOW TO MAKE A ONE VALVE 
REFLEX RECEIVER 

By Herbert K. Simpson 
l/6 NET. (Post free rfg) 

This envelope contains full and elaborate sheets of instructions, 
two full-size blue prints, three sheets of photographs on art 
paper and a sheet of working drawings. 
An ideal one valve set for working a loud-speaker up to 10 miles 
from a broadcasting station. Strong 'phone signals are obtain
able from many stations. 

Obtainable from all Newsagents, Bookstalls, local Wireless Dealers or direct 
from the Publishers. When ordering direct be sure ani qwte EnveiJJpe No. S. 8. 

go8 
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following are lines of research suit· 
able for experiment in transmission. 
(I) The best arrang-ement of wiring 
and earth connections. (z) Methods 
of reducing loss at the leading-in 
insulator. (3) Various forms of 
countei'poise with and without an 
earth connection at the same time. 
(4) Circuits which are not affected 
in their oscillation frequency by 
variation in aerial resistance, 
height, etc., due to swaying in the 
wind. (5) Short-wave transmission 
below 200 metres with a view to 
finding best radiation methods. 

B. L. T. (LLANELLY) experiences 
difficulty in obtaining a critical 
adjustment of reaction. 

Your set appears to be suffering 
from a trouble known as overlap, 
for \vhich you should apply the 
usual remedies. These are as fol
:lows :-Trv different makes of 
valves fm· 'the rectifier, and vary the 
plate voltage and. filament current 
·of the high frequency and rectifying 
vah·es separately. You might also 
try varying the value of the grid
leak. The " howls " which vou 
haw heard are. of course, quite nor
mal in such a receivet·, but yours 
appears to be somewhat uncontrol
lable. \Ve think that when vou have 
conect,•d this difficultv vou will be 
able to tune in other broadcasting 
stations. 
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A SELECTION FROM CONTENTS 
HOW TO MAKE : 

An EKPerimenter'• Supenonic Receiver. 
G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. 

A General Purpose Three-Valve Receiver. 
By A. Joh010n~Randall. 

A Drawinr·Room Two-Valve Receiver. 
By John Underdown. 

A Simple Sdec:tive Set. 
By A. D. Cowper, M.Sc. 

A Cryetal Set for Comparative Terts. 
By A. S. Clark. 

A Split Secondary Tuner. 
By John W. Barber. 

The Zurich Broadc:uting Station. 
By C.pt. Plurre, B.Sc. 

Using the Potentiometer. 
By R. W. Hallows, M.A. 
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In P assiDI". 
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ADVERTISEMENTS ArRJ!. IST, 1925 3 

W HAT are the latest improvements in Radio; how far has so-and-so invention 
been developed and how will it a/feet or inRuence listeners-in ~ 

What new circuits have been devised ; what additional benefits are to be derived 
from their adoption) What it a suitable set for me to build nut. or how un I 
11Ullce use of my components? All these, and many other questions of an analogout 
character. are fully dealt with in the Splendid New Issue of .. MoDERN Wuu:u:ss" 
now on sale throughout the country. Thit. )·our fa,-ourite journal. excels itself 
by its fearleu originality and exceptional brilliance ditp)ayed in the current number, 
which includes articles from writers whoce names are household words. These 
expertl contribute a really interesting, instructive and po,.erful work for the genenl 
benefit of the Radio public. 
AU experimente01 will appreciate a seriout endeavour on the part of G. P. Kendall. 
B.Sc., to assist their entry into the field of superheterodyne reception. which is very 
little known to most British enthusiasts. The article is entitled " An Experimen
ter' a Supenonic Receiver," and the set ... hich is described in full detail, is 
thoroughly practic:al and effective. lt is especially designed to facilitate general 
experimental work on the superheterodyne, and is used by the author himself for 
th•s purpose. 
Reade01 desiring to construct a uteful set without delving unduly into the intricecies 
of wireless technique have been fully provided for by A. D. CowPER. M.Sc .. who 
describes "A Simple Selective Set." This receiver, u its name implies. ensures 
selectivity, and its construction should be well within the capabilities of the modest 
enthusiast. 
ln addition to this, there is an intereatin11 article by PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E. 
(Assistant Editor) giving most valuable advice to those who, owing to lack of in• 
formation on some minor poinu. have hitherto hesitated to step into the field of 
constructors and cxperimentera. 
Tbat other grades of our readers have been tuit.ably provided for will readily be 
seen from a brief glance at the Contents selection. 
li you contemplate a new receiver, or an addi tion to your existing set; if you wish 
to augment your knowledge of wirelcn or teat a new circuit," MoDERN WIRELESS" 
will show you how. and. moreover. in the most interestin111 and economical manner. 
Buyyourcopylo•Jay. /tiaaallOOJaaacouraeofWireleu. 1/•percopy. 
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4 'VI RELP.~S VVEEKLV ADVERTISEMENTS 

Sterling radio has a place in 
outdoor life, for everywhere 

, , , ::: on sunny days it is ready to 
, provide the constant charm 
/V' of music, song and speech. 

~·/'~~~~,;~ On the river, in the garden, 
.#~\".:<~ ' .''~~ by the sea- what P!Ospects 
:'\:..~ . ~ of happy pleasures 1t opens 
¥~ ...__ . Ji up for spring and summer ! 
.:~ ' ~."':~~ .... 

7 ' .:;. ...-., , _., Convenient apparatus giving per-
,.,..~ .; ;.·~~h:"·''·'~ feet results will enhance the enjoy. 

"/ it!. 
11~:.; !11'' 1 '7 ment of broadcast reception- that 

,;:;:_ , '
1
Y.I(. is why the Sterling way is the 

~· sunny way in radio. 

Test the truth of this claim where 
you will, for Sterling products 
have a world-wide reputation for 
unfailing efficiency and convenient 
simplicity. Dealers everywhere 
are ready to demonstrate. 

SterlinR publication No. 
364c gives full partic
ular$ of Sterling Ra.dio 
apparatus. Ask your 
dealer ]or a ct>py. 

\. 

AJot. o/ STERLING TBLBPHONB AND ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
UG· %1%, TotteDham Coun Road, LoDclOD, W.l Wor u 1 DACENHAM, ESSEX 

The 
STERLI NG 
"D I NKIE " 
Loud Speaker 
Thr little ltllow wit!. t!.e 
l0<1d Yoico. A loud 
•pulr:C"r \ll;ithout c~\1&1 ia 
i ta cl...... Small in •iu 
but bit in "olume--tmall 

~!'&.!tie~~~ :•,~" d :-!~t~ 
d .. rlr, loudr, and in 
pcrf<ct tone oll tl 11 
i • b r o adcau. l n 
brown lint«! 30/ 
finl o h. • 

PRICE 

The 
STERLING 

"BABY" 
LoudSpeaker 
Tho moot p opu la r 
entertainer i n t he world. 
eivinw a mple 'tolutnc 
lor aU ut u.al rc:quire:
mc.nt• and. • reprodue· 
Lion t ha t ia contit ttntly 

r:t~!~~. "id .. P~'t-:':~ 
~!t:lr~ni,h5 51-

PRICE 

A PRIL 1ST. 19 25 

A hict.lr tfGci<nt o~•• rocciv..,. .;.;.,, aolenclid 
rau.lta eftee 1t ~ontickrabte da.t.anc:~ u.nd• la •o..ar· 
able corulitiortt. T he. tuninl' Wlita a"ail&We for t hil aet 
<OVd a W11V<·baad of 27S-i600 £ 7 7 0 
mdta. With B~B.C. coll. but ! ! 
•ithout a« ... oriea. PR ICE 
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~ Burndept Jea4 again! 
A Short Wave Receiver for 50-150 metres 

----arr HER£---~ 
I To BURNDEPT LID., Aldine House, I I Bedford Street, Strand, Loaclon, W.C.2. 

I 
Pleaso send me Publiratlon No. 6<), I 
giving full J'Mllcular~ 11f t hu new 
Ethnphonc ~h .. rt \\'aye Rcrcivcr. I 

I Ni\\IR........................... .. .. ... ........ .... ........ .. .. I l ~~··~~-- ~- ·:·· ......... ········ ...... . I 

T HE Ethophone Short Wave Receiver has been 
produced in order that anyone who can handle 
an ordinary broadcast set can receive ultra 
short waye transmissions with ease and certainty. 

The use of short waves is decidedly on the increase, 
and as ordinary receivers are not quite suitable for 
such wave-lengths the introduction of an instrument 
specially designed for the purpose will be welcomed. 
Tht instrument has a wave-length range of so-150 

metres, covering amateur radio telegraphy 
stations and KDKA, the renowned Pi ttsburg 
bro'\dcast station which transmits nightly on 61 
metres. Any e\'ening anywhere in Great Britain. 
it is easy to log dozen:. of American amateur 
stations, and, after II.JO p.m., KDKA will be 
rrcct\'rd at full telephone c;trength, and at loud 
~pl·akcr strength when a one or two valve 
amplifier is used. The new Ethophone model 
will be found all t hat can be desired by the most 
Pxpcricnccd amateur. It is quite simple to 
opl-rrl.te, the controls being four in number-two 
tuning condensers, a special vernier condenser so 
arranged that tuning in a 6o metre station is as 
ea~y as tuning in a 400 metn• station on an 
nrdinary set, and a reaction control. A singlr 
.;witch controls the lighting of the two \•alves
detcctor and low frcqUl·ncy amplifier- and giYe5 
two separate waYe-kngth ranges of so-too and 
Xo-rso metres. No plug-in coils arc required. 
Tlu• pand of the Ethophonc Short Wave R eceiver 

-. ftr1' from untidy wires, as all terminals arc 
pJact•d conveniently at the back of the C'\binet. 
This receiver matches the Ethophone Power 

Amplifier (Mark IV) with which it forms a four valve short 
wave receiver of enormous range and power. 

IVrtll for pnrticulars of this new Brmrdepl lnstrumenl. 
Etbophooe Short Wove Receiver (No 1540), so-150 metres, without 
valves or batterie' ... . ... ... · · ... £17 10s. Od. 

MarconL L1cence, £1 ss. 
Etbophooe Power AmpUfler, Mark IV (No. 1520), two-valve type, 
without ' •alves or battencs . ... £22 Os. Od. 

)(arcom Licence, £1 ss. 
Purchas1 Bur r:dept b1 its name-s:cbsti/ll(tS nr• ff< I tire snme. 

BURN DE PT 
Wffffl 
~i~$~ ~~~./.~~~~~ 

BURNDEPT LTD., Aldine House, Beclford St., Straacl, Lon6ctn, W.C..Z. 
Telephone: Gerr&rd 90P Telegrams: Burndcpt, West rand, London. 
LEEDS: 12, Baainghall Street (near City SquP,..,). 
CARDIFF: 67, Queen Street. NORTHAMPTON: to. The Drapery. 

I DATa..................... " Wire!- w«11:11,u 1/4{.•- ·'-:J;;;;;;;;;;;B;;;;l.R:;;;;;;;'.f;;;;I;;;;N;;;;G;;;;HA;;;;;;;.~;;;;{;;;;: ;;;;'>;;;;V;;;;in;;;;e;;;;h;;;;e';t;cr;;;;;;;H;o;u;se;,;';'i;ct;o;ri;a;Sq;:;u;ar;e;.======;,t;::;:;; L-.-------
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N OW that broadcasting is no 
longer a novelty, but has 
settled down as a regular 

and much appreciated ingredient 
of our daily life, it is weH to con
sider whether an effort should not 
be made to place summer-time radio 
on a proper footing. Mere state
ments that " this will be a radio 
summer ! " or pretty pictures de
picting dances on lawns will not 
carry us very far. The public as a 
whole must be educated up to the 
important advantages of radio as 
a summer-time amusement. 

So far, the public has not 
evinced any special interest in 
portable sets, although we beLieve 
that last year some of the best 
known commercial makes sold very 
well, and the Radio Press portable 
designs were made up in consider
able numbers. In the main, however, 
the broadcast listener prefers to 
use his wireless at home, and 
if he has a set using telephones, 
then the warm weather will soon 
bring home to him the inconveni
ence of wearing headphones in the 
dining-room when the rest of the 
family are sitting in the garden. 

There are at present on the market 
a number of exceilent loud-speakers, 
which, used with suitable receiv
ing gear give a reproduction which 
pleases the most fastidious. Most 
loud-speaker manufacturers adv.er
tise their products in such a way 
as to appeal to the more experienced 
listener. The beginner with a 
crystal set glances at the advertise-

····· 

Summer-time Radio 
ment, and says to himself : " That 
is no good for me. My set will not 
work a loud-speaker." There are 
still thousands of people who do not 
realise that the attachment of a 
two-valve amplifier to a crystal set 
will, in the great majority of cases, 
give ·full loud-speaker strength and 
admirable quality. 

Of course, the B.B.C. must 
do their part. For the summer 
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period there should be a thorough 
reviSIOn of the lecture programmes 
to make them suitable for the time 
of the year. Important items 
should, we think, be placed towards. 
the end of the programme as 
in the early hours of the 
evening most people are likely 
to miss them. 

At this time of the year hun
dreds of thousands of people are 

J 

wondering where to go, . for 
their holidays. The town authori
ties at the great seaside resorts 
are nowadays fully alive to the 
importance of publicity. Why 
not run a series of evening talks 
explaining the advantages and 
facilities of the various watering 
places? On one evening, for 
example, we might have a twenty 
minutes talk on the merits of 
Brighton, while on another evening 
a speaker connected with some re
sort in North Wales might 
explain the charms of his par
ticular locality. There should 
not be the slightest difficulty in 
obtaining the right speakers. 
Again, this year thousands of 
new motorists will be on the 
road. There might be a weekly 
talk from each of the main 
stations on suitable trips in the 
locality for half-days and week
ends, the state of the roads, 
and other such matters. 

Finally, there will be this year 
still more dances in the open
air, to the music distributed from 
loud-speakers. Cannot the Savoy 
Band be persuaded to give us a 
few new tunes? We believe the 
British Broadcasting Co. pay quite 
a considerable fee for the privilege 
of broadcasting these bands, and 
this fee, of course, comes from funds 
contributed by the public, and 
the public is getting just a 
little tired of the present well
worn tunes. 
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"r-------. HE Oxford boat is 
sinking!'' 

By this brief 
but dramatic state
ment from three 
loud-speakers, the 

hundreds of spectators in the 
Cambridge enclosure at Dukes 
Meadows were informed of the 
unfortunate end of Oxfo-rd's hope 
of victory in the race. 

M.L. Etona 

The words were actually 
spoken by our representative on 
board the motor-launch Etona, 
following the competing crews, 
and, by means of a low-power 
short-wave transmitter on the 
launch and a temporary receiv
ing station with loud-speaker 
equipment in the enclosure, every 
incident, from the "toss for posi
tion " to the time when the 

The wireless launch which followed the competing boats. 

Cambridge bo-at passed the 
winning post, was faithfully 
reported. 

Although wireless telegraphy 
has been employed previously on 
similar occasions-the last ·two 
races being reported by means of 

The receiving apparatus installed in the van at the Cambridge enclosure. 

a 

So-metre spark transmission
this was the first time the spec
tators heard the spoken words of 
an actual eye-witness of the race 
from start to finish. . Judging 
by the cheers which greeted the 
various announcements, the 
method was successful and 
appreciated. 

The Arrangements 

The complete arrangements 
were undertaken by Radio Press, 
Ltd., in co-operation with Burn
dept, Ltd., at the request of Mr. 
H. E. Morrison, the President of 
the Cambridge Boating Club, 
who, owing to ill-health, re
signed in the early stages of the 
crew's training. Mr. Morrison 
himself contributed largely to the 
success of the radio undertaking 
by facilitating arrangements and 
personally assisting in the several 
preliminary tests. He will be 
seen at the wheel of the launch 
in the above photograph. 

The Technical Aspect 

Apart from the practical or 
utility side of the matter inJ 
which radio telephony may be 
regarded merely as a means to a 
certain end, the technical aspect 
is interesting, and the writer 
purposes giving a brief descrip· 
tion of the apparatus employed, 
together with an account of the 
tests made and the incidental 
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indicate plate and grid currents 
to the valves and filament volt
meter, being fitted to· the left. 
hand unit, whilst the tuning, 
reaction nnd modulation adjust
ments with high-frequency am
meters to indicate the currents in 
the aerial and closed oscillatory 
circuit are in the right - hand 
unit. (See photo of transmitter 
on this page.) 

Call-Sign 

The transmitting apparatus and batteries on the launch. 

Special permission for both 
stations was, of course, obtained 

difficulties encountered and 
overcome. 

The technical organisation and 
responsibility for the success of 
the undertaking was in the hands 
of Capt. R. Tingey, Chief of the 
Radio Press Service Depart
me.nt, assisted . by the present 
wnter. All the apparatus used 
was supplied by Burndept, Ltd., 
who courteously arranged that we 
also had the valuable assistance 
of two members of their experi
mental staff-Mr. ]. H. D. 
Ridley (who will be. remembered 
in connection with long-distance 
transmission and reception) and 
Mr. S. Hills. 

The Transmitting Station 

The small motor-launch did 
not afford manv facilities in the 
way of aerial 'erection, but, as 
will be seen from the photo
graph, we managed a small but 
serviceable two-wire aerial 
attached to spreaders and sus
pended between two light wooden 
masts, each about 9 ft. hig·h. 

The Aerial 

The two wires were joined in 
the usual " V " to a single wire 
down-lead connected to the 
aerial terminal of the trans
mitter. It was subsequently 
found necessary to add an exter
nal aerial - tuning inductance, 

and during the race a peculiar 
incident occurred in which this 
inductance figured largely; but of 
this more anon. 

The earth connection was 
made to the frame of the launch 
engine. An alternative '' earth," 
consisting of a coil of bare 
copper wire trailing in the water 
over the side of the launch, was 
also tried, but did not prove any 
advantage. 

The Transmitter 

The transmitter itself con
sisted of two separate but inter
connected units ; the oscillator 
valve, control valve (each a Mul
lard o.4o) and sub-control or 
speech amplifying valve (D. E. s), 
together with milliP neters to 

A general view ol the receivin1r station and si~rnal mast. 

3 
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from the Post Office authorities, 
and the call-sign 2CU was 
iUlotted to the transmitter. That 
many local amateurs searched for 
and found the transmission was 
clearly shown by the " chirps " 
of oscillating receiving sets heard 
at the receiving station. With 
the exception of one offender, 
however, who interrupted once or 
twice, we were pleased to find 
that, during the ,whole of the race 
period, receiving sets in the 
vicinity were kept under proper 
control. For this sporty con
duct, our thanks to those 
concerned. 

The Receiving Station 
The Radio Press. delivery van 

for'med a suitable shelter for the 
receiving apparatus, which con• 
sisted of a newly designed short
wave receiver and power ampli
fier-both by Bumdept, Ltd.-

operating three Ethovox loud~ 
speakers. 

The receivell", which includes a 
detector valve (D. E. 3B) and 
low-frequency amplifying valve 
(D. E.3), is capable of tuning~in 
wavelengths from so to ISO 

metres, and, in conjunction w~th 
a single-wire aerial from the van 
to the crossbar of the signal 
mast shown in our photograph, 
gave excellent reception, the two
valve power amplifier with D.E.s 
valves being readily switched <m 
when full loud-speaker strength 
was required. The receiver unit 
alone on a six-foot vertical aerial 
wire and usual earth connection 
will bring 111 KDKA quite 
readily. 

The Earth 
The " earth " consisted of 

about 20 feet of bare copper wire 
placed beneath newly laid loose 

testing the transmitter. Note the aerial inductance 
referred to in the article. 

The writer on the launch during 
the trial run. 

turf alongside the van. For the 
actual race period the three loud
speakers were placed at some 
little distance from the van, one 
being inside a marquee about 40 
yards from the receiver, a second 
being suspended horn one of the 
guy ropes of the signal mast, 
whilst the third loud-speaker 
stood on top of the van. This 
gave a satisfactory distribution 
of sound over the whole enclo
sure, speech being clearly audible 
at about 3S yards from each 
loud-speaker. 

Preliminary Trials 

In order to ensure success, 
several tests were made. In the 
first place, the receiving appara
tus was temporarily installed in 
the Leander Club House and a 
short transmission made from 
the launch in the river, followed 
by a full-course test, with Capt. 
Tingey operating the receiver in 
the Club House and the writer 
transmitting from the launch. 

In addition to slight trouble 
with the microphone (readily rec
tified on conclusion of the run), 
cl.ifliculties occurred apparently 
due to (a) engine vibration of ~ 
complete transmitter; (b) eng]ne 
noise entering the microphone, 
ood (c) magneto " click." 

Further trial and examination 
eliminated the first-named trouble. 
The second was · overcome by 
inserting a wad of cotton· wool 
into the mouthpiece of the micro
phone, but the magneto noise 
was never completely cut out, and 
was apparent during the final 
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transmission, but not. to an ex
tent which interfered with 
reception. 

A peculiar effect was noted 
during the run. As the launch 
passed beneath any of the 
bridges, the reading of the aerial 
ammeter dropped slightly and, 
at the receiver, speech volume 
decreased considerably, the effect 
being that of shutting and re
opening the doors of a cabinet 
gramophone. 

Having made the small but 
necessary improvements on the 
faunch, the van receiving station 
was set up in its proper position 
in the Cambridge enclosure, and 
a further full-course test at speed 
indicated that everything was in 
wm·king order. 

The Race 

Making an ·early start on .the 
day of the race, the van receiving 
station was erected, the loud
speakers placed in position, and 
tests were made with the launch 
in the river at Putney. Shortly 
the spectators commenced to 
assemble, and the many ques
tions asked showed the interest 
which the van and its equipment 
evoked. 

Tests 
Half-hourly tests were con

tinued up to 2.30, and at 2.45 
the loud-speakers were switched 
on; a preliminary announcement 

was made from the van by means 
of a local microphone, after 
which announcements were made 
by wireless from the launch as 
events at Putney required. 

The rule that each boat must 
abide by its own accidents ; the 
result of the toss; the launching 
of the boats ; .. were announced in 
turn, and then " They're off," 
which called forth a cheer. 

State of Water 

Indicative of the state of the 
water is the fact that no sooner 
had the wireless launch got 
under way than a quantity of 
water was shipped which drenched 
the transmitter and operators, 
and the separate aerial tuning 
inductance already referred to 
had to be carefully dried during 
the actual transmission. As this 
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kind of thing cannot be done 
with impunity on a wavelength of 
I I 3 metres ( ! ), the speech was 
temporarily broken and had to 
be relayed to the loud-speakers 
via the local microphone in the 
van. 

Following the statement that 
Cambridge were well away and 
leading by 2t lengths came the 
announcement which commences 
this article and, of course, after 
that the excitement of the race 
was unfortunately gone. 

Altogether the wireless under
taking was a distinct success. 
Possibly its utility was empha
sised owing to the mishap to the 
Oxford boat, as it afforded the 
only means of informing the 
anxious spectators " what had 
happened to Oxford." 

·························································································· . . . . . . 
· A Simple Dial Indicator i 

: . . ·························································································· 
A POINT which is often 

ig·nored in the assembly of 
receivers is the mounting 

upon the panel of an indicator, 
whereby the position of the 
variable condenser dial may be 
easily and accurately read. 

A neat device for this purpose 
is now on the market, but those 
who desire to make one will find 

MPP£0 4. B.A. 

Constructional and explanatory 
details of the indicator. 

the idea shown in Fig. I simple 
and efficient. 

Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin on the occasion when the Premier broadcast 
from 2LO on behalf of funds in aid of a club for working girls. 
Mr. Baldwinpaid a visit to the van receiving station on Boat Race day. 

All that is necessary is to tap 
a 4 B.A. hole in the panel at a 
distance from the variable con
denser spindle hole, equal to the 
radius of the condenser dial plus 
half the diameter of the head of 
the 4 B.A. countersunk screw
head. The tapped hole is then 
countersunk to a depth equal to 
the depth of the head of the 
screw. Whatever the distance of 
the underside of the condenser 
dial from the surface of the 
panel, the screw may be adjusted 
to suit, as shown. The slot in 
the head of the screw acts as a 
reading line in conjunction with 
the scale of degrees on the panel. 
The head of the screw may be 
treated with black enamel to 
make the slot stand out clearly 
if desired. H. B. 

5 
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Reception Conditions Week by Week 
By W. K. ALFORD. 

Review of reception for week 
ending March 29. 

1' HERE is every indication 
that the stable and good 
conditions existing during 

the winter months have now 
come to an end, and from now 
on we may expect that really in
teresting long-distance reception 
will be very spasmodic, although 
undoubtedly there \\ill be much 
speculation as to \Y hat will hap
pen during the summer to ~he 
ultra short wavelengths wh1ch 
travel better in daylight than 
darkness. KDKA, East Pitts
burg, whose strength seems to 
have been on the increase since 
the beginning _of the year, with 
less of his periodic fading, is now 
showing distinctly the coming of 
summer conditions (speaking, of 
course, from the radio stand
point) in the form of very accel~t
uated fading, and great dis
tortion clue to that very techni
cal phenomena known as 
'' night effect.'' 

Signal Strength and Interference 

Even our own broadcasting 
stations, when received at dis
tances over 200 miles, are be
ginning· to show distinct " sway
ing '' characteristics. Glasgow, 
rL _ cived at about 30 miles from 
London, at Camberley, was par
ticularly noticeable in this 
respect, although, as he is very 
often partially submerged in a 
welter of " mush," which is 
constantly changing .its intensity, 
it is somewhat difficult to recon
cile how much of the pheno
menon is definite! v attriblitable 
to the signal and l;O\\' much due 
to the changing interference. 

Experiments on Fading 

During- the winter of a year 
ago the write1· was endeavouri.ng 
to measure, as a comparative 
figure, the maximum. and mini
mum strength of dtstant tele
phony stations when fading was 
present. Although the quanti
tative results were not of very 
great value, it was definitely 
established that whenever fading 

The transmitter usE.d for reporting upon the progress of the Boat 
Race. Capt. R. Tingey, of the Radio Press Service Department, may 

be· seen on the left, in the dark overcoat. 

takes place, the observed " bear
ing " of that station from the re
ceiving station ('hanged by an 
amount considerablv in excess of 
the errors ,,-hich C'xisted in the 
direction-finding system em
ployed. I have discussed this 
matter with many p'eople, and 
the general comment is that this 
phenomena is more or less to be 
expected, but it would be very 
interesting to know whether any 
experimenters with fairly large 
" loop '' aerials have noticed the 
same phenomena. 

Overcrowding 
A week or two ago I com

mented at some length on the 
overcrowding which was rapidly 
assuming abrming ''dimensions'' 
on the 300 to soo metre broad
cast band. On further investi
gation as to the number of sta
tions audible near London on 
this ban cl I recognised 3 7 
different stations mostly easily 
readable on the receiver used, 
and the majority were crowded 
together on the lower end of the 
band. It appeared quite strik
ing that the smaller stations of 
'' relay '' class should be so 
much stronger in proportion to 
their size as compared with 
the s;o-called '' main '' stations. 
The small stations m Germany 

6 

are particubrly noticeable in this 
respect, but it shoul(l bl: under
stood that the po\Hr rating· is 
differl:nt to that adopted in this· 
country, being the number of 
watts delivered into the aerial. 
Thus a zso-\\·att German station 
puts 250 \vatts into the aerial, 
but a British station of the same 
nominal rating only about roo, 
the efficiency of input to output 
being probably of the order of 
so per cent. 

At the time of writing, a 
great number of people are 
grumbling· at the B.B.C. on 
account of the unfortunate break
down of Chelmsford on the night 
of March 28. A very sincere 
apology \vas made by Capt. 
Eckersley, and his remarks vvere 
worthy of consideration by all 
those whose listening-in suffered 
by the occurrence. It shoulc;l be 
remembered that Chelmsford is 
the most powerful broadcasting 
station in the world, and it is a 
remarkable thing that Chelms
ford should have been able to 
supply almost as regular trans
missions as the smaller stations 
while its eng-ineers have been 
virtually using the station for re
search work on the hitherto prac
tically unexplored field of high
power telephony transmission. 
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How to Charge Accumulators 
By C. P. ALLINSON. 

The problem of accumulator 
charging is ever present and the 
following article gives a solution 
to those readers who are so 
fortunate as to have a D.C. light
ing system for the house supply. 

= 

= = 
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decide what method to employ. 
There a.re two chief methods that 
may be used in charging accumu
lators from the mains. One of 
these is to make up a charg-ing 
board bearing three or four lamp-

i:llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilliii 

HE amateur living 
in a house where 
the electricity sup
ply is direct current 
is fortunate indeed, 
for he is then 

more easily able to charge his 
own accumulators. The methods 
to be here described are only suit
able for use with direct current 
supply, and should your mains 
provide you with alternating cur
rent other means must be em
ployed. In order to ascertain what 
your supply is the electricity 
meter s110uld be examined, and it 
will either be found stamped on 

Fig.1 shows a suitable arrangement 
for the charging board. 

the case or else engraved 
metal plate which bears 
particulars. 

Methods to Use 

on a 
other 

Having ascertained that the 
supply is direct current (gener
ally called D.C.), it remains to. 

holders in which lamps may be 
inserted, thus regulating the 
amount of current passed through 
the accumulator. 

A Charging Board 

The appearance of such a board 
is shown in Fig. I, and it will 
be seen that to it is attached a 

_c\§'f§'§ !1 
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Fig. 2.-The circuit of the charging 
board illustrated in the previous 
figure. 

length o,f flex and an adaptor 
plug. This plug is placed in an 
ordinary lampholder in place of 
the lamp, thus connecting the 
board to the mains, a switc'h and 
fuse aiso being placed in the cir
cuit. The materials required can 
be obtained from the nearest elec
trician and will be : I imitation 
teak block (I 2 in. x r 2 in. will 
be found a useful s·ize), three or 
four batten lampholders, the 
number depending on the size of 
the accumulator to be charged, I· 

fuse. box, I tumbler switch, 
4 terminals, a length of flex, and 
ari. adaptor plug. 

The Fuse Wire 

The layout shown in the sketch 
and the wiring diagram in 
Fig. 3 may be carefully fol
lowed. It will be found neoes
sary to drill holes in t'he bfock te 
allow the connections to lamp
holders, etc.' to be made, for 

7 
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which insulated \Yire should be 
used. On consulting the circuit 
diagTam, a further guide to wir
ing up this board will be found. 
The fuse \\1ire used should be able 
to carry about 5 amps., which will 
give ample protection in the event 
of a short occurring while yet 
allowing as much current to be 
pas<Sed as will be necessary to 
charge most accumulators. 

Testing the Unit 

Having completed the con
struction of this unit, ,jt should 

Jb AfAI/YS. 

+ -
/ 

""" • 
FusE. 

ki~H. 
~ --

I-
' 
Fig. 3.-The wiring of the charging 

board should be carried out with 
insulated wire. 

next be tested. Proceed as 
foLlows : Insert the adaptor tin a 
lampholder with the current 
turned off, insert a ~afilll> in one of 
the lampholders on the board, 
short t'he two output terminals 
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·with a piece of ,,·ire, and S\Y,itch 
on the current to the board. 
S\Yitch on the tumbler S\v1itch 
on the board, and if the 
lamp lights all is \\·ell. Sec that 
it lights in all the holders, and if 
it doe5 so the board is ready for 
use. The next thing; to do ,is to 
determine the polarity of the out· 
put terminals, and this may be 
done with a pole finder. The 
simplest method, perhaps, is one 
that involves no more than a cup 
of \\·ater and a pinch of salt. 
Put the salt in the water and with 
the current switched off insert 
tn-o pieces of \\·,ire into the water, 
these wires being connected to the 
two output terminals. They 
should be fai·rly close together in 
the water but not actually touch
ing. N O\V insert a !.amp in one 
of the hold11rs and switch on the 
current. A large number of 
bubbles will be seen to form on 
one of the wires. This is the 
negative pole. The two bare 
ends of the wires should not be 
handled while the current is on or 
a severe shock may be receiYed. 

A voiding Shocks 

In order to avoid any possible 
risk of shock, you should find out 
whether the positive or negative 
of your mains is earthed. In 
most D.C. systems it is the nega
tive, and if thi<S is so you should 
connect the charging board to thr 
mains so that the positive lead 
goes to the terminal which is 
connected to the S\Yitch. Then 
with the switch in the " off " 
position you are not likely to get 
a shock owing to an accidental 
short to earth, as the neg-ative 
lead, which is not broken, is 
already at earth potential. 

If the adaptor plug is reversed 
in the lamp holder, the current to 
the board will also be reversed. 

An Economical Method 

The. other method of charg-ing 
an accumulator from D.C. mains 
is to link it in with the house 
Jig hts. This is by far tbe 
most economical method (pro
viding· that you can get at 
the main house fuse, as di>.
tinct from the compatiy's main 
fuse, which is sealed), as it uses 
exactly no extra current. What 
does happen, however, is that the 
house lights are dimmed iu511: a 
trifle while an accumulato~ is on 
charge. The difference "is, how
ever, hardly noticeable, and is 
only perceived at the moment the 

battery is swi-tched in, ·when a 
slig-ht- drop in bPightness 1s 

noticed. 
Precautions 

The circuit is that shown in 
Fig. 4, and is shown pictorially 
in Fig. 5· The hvo leads to the 
board are taken from one of the 
fuses as shown in Fig·. 5· A B 
j_, the fuse wire, which 1s 
removed, the tw"o leads to the 

v· 
- SWITCH··---- + 

.. 

2WAY 

JJMn> 
TIJ At:CUNV~ATOR 

Fig. 4 shows the circuit when the 
accumulator is linked in wilh the 

house lights. 

board bein-g taken from the two 
terminals to which it is con
nected. Her-e, again, care 
shoUJld be taken as to the polarity 
of the leads. Suppos.ing that the 
nega<tive is earthed, the leads 
s1hould be taken from that fuse 
where the lead nearesrt to the 
main sv.nitch is negative. Then 
an accident;:l'l short to earth of the 
po:s1itive lead on the charging 
board will not blow the main 
fuses. 

Mounting the Components 

The comp-onents necessary to 
construct this board are : 1 imita
tion teak block (6 in. square will 

Fig. 5.-A pictorial representation 
of the Fig. 4 circuit. 

be large enough), a fuse box, I 

two-way tumbl.er switch, some 
flex, some 7 j 22 insulated cable, 
and 4 terminals. The switch and 
fuse box are mounted on the 
board, smaH holes being drilled 
as before to allO\v the leads to 
come through and make the 
necessary. connections to these 
and the terminals. A glance at 
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the wrrmg diagram in Fig. 6 
should make these quite clear. 
The positi01n in which the switch 
shorts the two input terminals to 
the board through the fuse, \vlhich 
should be :sufficiently heavy to 
pass a]] the house-lighting cur
rent, should be marked " off " 
and the other " on cha.rge." 
Place t:he s,witch in the '' off '' 
posr1tron, sw.itch off the main. 
switch, and comiect the two leads 
to the terminals in the main fuse 
box, usi111g the 7/22 ·insulated 
cable. The fuse wire is of course 
removed, and the leads -should 
have the polarity shown in the 
c-ircuit and wiring diagrams, t:his 
being the correct scheme of con
nections to employ when the 
negative pole of the supply mains· 
is earth2cl. There wilJ then be no 
risk of shock ,,-,hen handling the 
output termunals when connecting 
or disconnecting an accumulator. 
Mark tJhe correct polari>ty of the 
output terminals, for with this 
method of charging, as the board 
is always left connected, the sign 
of the terminals wiJ,l always be 
the same. With t.he switch in 
the " off " pos,Jtron, the main 
switch may again be closed and 
the board is ready to do its work. 

Connections to Accumulator 

When connecting an accumu
lator which is to be charged tlw 
positive terminal of the battery 
should be connected to positive of 
the output terminals and neg-ative 
to negative. If the connections 
are wrongly made the accumula
tor will become discharged m
stead of charged. 

Charging Rate 

\V c may now consider the ques-
1ion of the charging rate. \Vith 
charging· board No. r con
structed, we may vary the 
amount of current passed by 
inserting a larger or smaHer 
number of lamps into circuit and 
also by employing- lamp~ of 
higher or lower wattage. Assum
ing that the voltage of the mains 
-is 240, an approximate guide to 
the current taken by various 
lamps is as f01llows : A 30-c. p. 
carbon filament lamp takes just a 
fraction ov,er t amp., a 10o-watt 
metal filament lamp takes ·4 amp. 
and other wattage lamps in pro
portion. If a very heavy charg
ing current is required the old
fashioned radiator bulbs may be 
used, these bulbs takii-111g over an 
ampere apiece. 
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House Lights 

With charging board No. 2 

·1lhe char~ing current will depend 
on the number of lights on in the 
house. There is little risk that 
the current pas.s·ed wi:ll be too 
he<1.vy even for a comparatively 
small accumulator, as with the 

TCJ l"t/SE BCJX. 

+t t-
L I 

~G I 
~ ri!S£. 

~ l 
l t 

t-
TO ACCI/1'/ULATOR. 

Fig. 6.- The connections when 
utilising the house lighting. 

. 

present low-consumption metal 
filament lamps the usual amount 
passed by the house lights seldom 
exceeds 2 amperes. 

There is no harm, however, in 
giVIing an accumulator a long, 
slow charge; it is a rapid charge 
which caus-es accumulators ro 
deteniorate. As long as the maxi
mum rate given by the makers 
i:s not exceedt>d t:he actual charg
ing rate is not usually very 
important. There is one excep
tion, however, and that is wi·th 
.rtg~ard to the firsrt charge of an 
accumulator. Here the figures 
given should be more strictly 
adhered to. 

Service 

In order to get the best service 
and longest life out of accumu
lators they should be carefully 
looked after. One of the most 
important points is to see that 
they are not allowed to discharge 
below a certain point. A reliable 
voltmeter should be obtained and 
used, and the voltag-e of the cells 
(i.e., the single· cells) should not 
be allowed to drop below 1.8 
volts. \;vhere dull emitters are 
u~ed it is an easv matter to run 
an accumubtor t;o low, as these 
v<dves will frequently function 
far below therir normal rating·, and 
there is no warning, as there is 
.in the case of bright emitters by 

a falling off in signal strength, 
that the acoumulator is run down. 

The dectrolyte or acid iP the 
cells should also be kept up tf:o the 
correct level, that is, i in. to 
l in. above .the top of the plates. 
A certain amount of ''later io: lost 
by evapo!·ation, and this must be 
['eplaced perioclical'ly w.ith dis
tilled water; tap water should no-t 
be used. If, however, some of the 
acid gets :spilt :it should be re
placed by di:lute sulphur.ic acid of 
the correct specific grav1ity. 

Charging should be ca-rried on 
til! aJI the celis gas freely, and the 
add almoSit becomes a milky 
colour due to the large numbers 
of small bubbles present. The 
terminals should be smeared with 
vaseline so as to protect them 
f!1om the acid, for once they -start 
corroding it is usually a difficult 
matter to stop. 

Sulphating 

Accumulators should never be 
left standing· .in a discharged con
dition as they will be liable to 
sulphate. \Vhen this occurs a 
white depos.it will be seen on the 
rlates, and owing to the fact that 
.ead sulphate is insoluble either 
in water or sulphut;ic acid, it is 
difficult to cure this trouble short 
oi taking the accumulator to 
pieces and scraping the plates. If 
only slight traces of sulphating 
have appeared it can sometimes 
be cured by giving the accumula
tor a very slow charg-e, then 
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emptying the acid out and filling 
the ceils v.ith distilled water. The 
!terminals should now be shorted 
and the accumulator left to stand 
for 48 hours. It i!l then fi!Jed 
with fresh acid and the proces:s 
repeated if necessary three or 
four times. 

When mixing acid care snould 
be taken to add the acid to the 
water, and not vice versa, other
w.ise the intense heat generated 
may cause the acid practically to 
explode with risk of serious 
:injury. If acid gets S~pilrt: on the 
clothes ammonia .should imme
diately be pour-ed on so as to 
neutralise the acid; failing 
ammonia, bicarbonate of soda 
may be supplied till the fizzing 
stops. 

Acid 

The specific gravity of the acid 
should be tes.ted periodically by 
means of a hydrometer. The 
most convenient type is the bulb 
hydrometer, which draws up acid 
rinto a glass tube which contains 
some form of indicator. The 
specific gravity can then be read 
oft and more acid or more water 
at~ded according to the reading 
obtained. With a fully charged 
accumulator the acid should have 
a density of I. 220 unless the 
maker giYes other figures. 

The cells should be examined 
occasionally to sec ,if there is 
any sediment at the bottom 
below the plates. 

During the session just ended the Breconshire Education Authority 
has held wireless classes at Ystradgynlais, Swansea. Our photo
graph shows a practical class with some of the apparatus used, 

several Radio Press designs being apparent. 

9 
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The B.T.H. B4 valve, a small 
power valve of th<: dull~emitter 

type. 
[J •••••• · ................................................. o 

ONE of the most serious 
problems that the amateur 
has to contend \Yith is that 

of magnifying -sig-nals in such a 
manner that the output from the 
telephones or loud-speaker will be 
a faithful reproduction qf the 
original signals transmitted from 
the Lroadcasting station. 

There are two methods by 
which signals may be magnified. 
One of these is termed high
frequency amplification and the 
other low-frequency amplification. 

Amplification of Signals 

High-frequency or radio-fre
quency <!mplification is fim;ply 
the amplification of s.ig·nals at 
their fundamental frequency, and 
low or audio-frequency amplifi
cation is the mag-nification of 
signals after rectification, or, 111 

an undistonted reproduction of the 
original, as, for instance, it 1s in 
cases where crystal rectification is 
employed, or in a stable valve 
receiver in which reaction is 
applied in an intelligent manner. 

Three Methods 

In considering low-frequency 
<~mplification we have the choice 
of three methods. 

i. Transformer coupling. 
.i.i. Choke-capacity coupling. 
ii·i. Resistance-capacity coup

ling. 
The most popular of these is 

without doubt the first method' 
in \vhich the ~alves are coupled 
by means of iron-core trans
formers, the chief reason being 
pr·obably t'he high amplification 
obtained per stage. 

L.F. Transformer Design 

The probl.em of :transformer 
de~ign is a very difficult one, but 
manufacturers have now realised 
that the magnifying of Morse 
signals is a very different matter 
to that of amplifying speech aJ;J.d 
music, and there are now several 
very eflicient transformers on the 
rnarkert. To be efficient a trans-

..14CI( IRO Y. 

e 

--
Fig. 1.-A two~stage transformer~coupled amplifier circuit suitable 

for use where large volume is required. 

other words, the method by which 
the volume of the audible signals 
is increased. 

ln this article I shall deal briefly 
with the latter method, and I shall 
assume that the actual input at 
the termina,Js of the amplifier is 

former must have a very large 
number of turns in the primary 
v.':inding, and this is particularly 
the case \VIhen the preceding 
valve has a high impedance. The 
i.ron core must he sufficiently l-arge 
to ensure that the iron losses are 

:ro 

a minimum, and the insulation 
res-istance between windings and 
between windings and core must 
?e high. Unfortunately, as we 
mcrease the number of turns so 
Wt increase the distr~buted capa
city of the windings, and at the 
same time the bulk of the instru
:m:nt. To prevent breakdown, 
w1re of a substantial gauge must 
be used, ancl the turns must be 
very carefully wound to prevent 
actual movement in the field and 
consequent breakage through 
chafing. The use of thick wire, 
again, means an ·increase in bulk, 

H.T. Ell 

PR. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the significance of 
the voltage amplification factor 
Vo!V; 

hence it will be seen that to keep 
the size of the transformer within 
reasonable limits the design must 
necessarily be a compromise. 
The theoretical amplification of a 
transformer is usuallv measured 
as the voltage amplifi(:ation o.f the 
transformer plus the valve; that 
is, the ratio V)V, vvhere Va is 
the voltage acros.s the secondary, 
which is applied to the gricl of the 
following valve, and V, i~ the in
put voltage between gricl and 
filament of the preceding valve, 
as shown in Fig. 2. 

Amplification Curves 

For a transformer of first-class 
design a good average figure is 
30, and for faithful reproduction 
there should be no variation in 
this value at different frequencies; 
in other words, our curve of 
Va/V1 plotted against frequency 
must be a straight line parallel 
to the frequency ax•is. The im
pedance of the valve wjll aff·ect 
the sihape of this curve, and with 
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An article, dealing with some aspects of low-frequency 

amplification, which will be found particularly valu

able to those who desire pure reproduction. 

a ........................... • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •o 
a transforme-r of unknown char
acteristics it is often possible to 
.illljprove quality by changing the 
rtype of valve used. Makers of 
good instruments will supply 
curves of their transformers 
obtained wit'h valves of known 
characteristics, and it is there
fore poSI:;ible with a little thou.ght 
to design an amplifier using this 
method of coupling that is cap
able of g-iving exceedingly good 
reproduction. Even with the best 
transformers, and with valves of 
suitable impedance, good repro
dt:ction V•:i!J not be possible unless 
the valves used are capable of 
.handling the input energy, and 

Fig. 3 illustrates the choke-capacity 
method of coupling. 

unless they are operated at the 
correct point on their character
istic by the application of the 
proper neg-ative grid bias for the 
value of H. T. voltag-e specified 
by the rriaker. A good form of 
Ilmplifier circuit suitable for loud
speaker work in larg·c rooms is 
shown in Fig. I. The first trans
former should be one specially 
designed for use in the first stage 
lmmediately following the detec
tor valve, and its primary should 
have a high .impedance, particu
.Jarly if the detector valve is of the 
R type. The method of connect
~ng the 0. S. to grid, as shown, is 
not necessarily the correct one in 
all cases, and it is wise to try the 
effect of reversing the windings. 

Tone and Volume Control 

The cofldenser C, will not be 
necessary in cases where a tele
phone shunt condenser is already 
employed in the existing receiver, 

and which should at all times be as 
small as is consistent with efficient 
reaction conrtrol. Quality may 
often be improved by shunting a 
fixed resistance RI of .5 M 0 
across the secondary of the second 
transformer, and by making the 
res,i,stance variable between, say, 
zoo,ooo and soo,ooo ohms a con
venient control of volume is 
obtained. A condenser js not 
shown across either of the jacks, 
as this should be treated as a 
separate tone control unit for best 
results, and its value is dependent 
upon the type of loud-speaker 
used. 

Choke-Capacity Coupling 

The second met!hod of amplify~ 
ing audible signals is by means of 
choke-capacity ooupling. Pro
vided the choke has a sufficiently 
high impedance very good repro
ducrtion mav be obtained but the 
amp!,ificatio'n is not so great as 
with transformer coup:I.ing, and is 
slightly better than that obtain
abl.e wit-h resistance coupLing 
using ordinary valves. 

F.ig. 3 shows a simple theoreti
ca1 diagTam illuSitrating choke 

f-4§~un 

c25pF 

·25T0·51f.n 

The Mu/lard D.F .A.4 valve1 
a type of valve suitable for 

resistance amplification. 

D••••••••••••••••••++++o 
L= inductance of the coi,J m 
Henries. 

Referring to the theoretical 
diagram, the voltage amplifica-

tion will be equal to ~o =M. 

If ,u=voltage a~plification 
factor of rthe valve used. 

R. =impedance of the valve, 
then, 

Vo p.Z 
M=v, = .JH." + zi 

neglecting the resistance of the 
ohoke. 

Let us now take a few value~ 
w show how M varies with Z. 

Let p. = I o (for good R type 
valve p. is between 8 and w), 
and R. = 3o,ooo (this is about 
right for an R valve), then taking 
Z as Io,ooo ohms we have 

,-----"111.1.t--. 
~-·•· I , _______ ...) 

2 f 

I 
I , 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I _,_ 

Fig. 4.-A typical choke amplifier circuit. The best values for the 
condensers shown dotted should be determined by experiment. 

coupling. Now the impedance Z 
in ohms of an inductance is given 
by the expression 

Z=21rjL ohms, 
(as"uming pure inductance). 
where /=frequency in cycles, and 

!II 

M 
10 X 10,000 

-../(30,000)'+(10,000)' = 
3 approx. 

If we take Z as 6o,ooo ohms we 
get: 
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10 X 60,000 

M= ,J(30,000)2 + (60,000)' = 
9 approx. 

Hence by increasing our im
pedance to 6o,ooo ohms or twice 
that of the valve, we have multi
pLied M by three. We can there
fore obtain, by using an impe
dance of the above value, a theo
retical voltage amplification of 
·r"rr that of the valve itself. 
This i·s the lowest value we can 
use with safety, a:o with !.ower 
values than this our amplifica
tion frequency characteristic 
curve would be irregular owing- to 
the amplification of some fre
quencies more than others. 

Inductance of the Choke 

In the equation Z = 2 rr f L 
knowinrr Z we can now deter
mine L:" 

·5 MO. The latter value is 
usually quite satisfactory, and 
gives slightly better signal 
strength. Any valves may be 
used, and the H.T. voltage and 
grid-bias should be ~1djusted in 
accordance with ·,he maker's 
instructions. In the case of the 
choke Zv in some receivers a 
small fixed by-pass condenser \vill 
be connected across the existing 
telephone terminals. Upon add
ing a choke amplifier, this value 
should be decreased to about 
.ooor ,uF, or to the smallest value 
that vYill give adequate reaction 
control. The use of a larger con
denser '"ill tend to cut down the 
higher speech frequencies ancl 
distortion \vill result, ancl for the 
same reason the self-capacity of 
the choke itself should be as 
small as possible. 

/.?O.V. 

. IOO,OOO.w 

-~ 
Fig. 5.-An amplifier circuit embodying resistance coupling. Suit

able values are indicated where possible. 

If Z = zrrjL 
and, assun1ing f = 200 rv , 
then, 

L = !:..._ = 6o,ooo 
Zrrj 2 X 3·!4 X 200 

approx. 48 Henries. 
The smallest value for our 

choky .will therefore be about so 
henries, and using this value we 
shall obtain good amplification 
and little distortion. As we in
crease the impedance beyond the 
value given, the voltage amplifi
cation· will only increase very 
slowly, but, from the ·point of 
view of purity alone, it is advis
able to use the largest possible 
value, always. taking into con
sideration R., the plate-filament 
impedance of the valve. 

Values of Components 

A typical choke amplifier cir
cuit is shown in Fig. 4· The 
values of the coupling· condensers 
should be about .25 ,uF, and of 
the grid-leak resistances from .25-

Resistance-Capacity Coupling 
The third method of amplifica

tion is that in which \YC replace 
our choke-coil by a resistance, 
and it is termed resistance-capa
city amplification. As the impe
dance of a pure resistance is the 
same at all frequencies it will be 
seen that we can easily amplify 
the received signals without the 
slightest distortion, but unfortu
nately resistance amplification 
has certain disadvantages. By 
inserting a resistance in series in 
the plate circuit of a valve as 
shown in Fig. 6, there will be a 
drop in voltage across the resist
ance equal to I x R where I = 
steady anode current in amperes, 
or I x T ,ooo ·in milkimperes and 
R = resistance in series "·ith the 
anode of the valve. Hence to 
operate the valve at its proper 
working point, we must increase 
the H.T. voltage accordiagly. 
Suppose R = Ioo,ooo ohms and 
I = one milliamp. Then IR 
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I 
= Ioo,ooo x = 100 volts, 

I,OOO 
which is the total voltage drop 
across R when the steady anode 
current is I mfa. If the value of 

,.-------- H.T. + 

Fig. 6 shows the connections for 
resistance-coupling. 

R is decreased then M, which is 

equal to ~: , will be smaller, so 

that, although we may decrease 
our voltage drop by making R 
smaller, we shall at the same 
time decrease :VI, as will be 
shown . 

Theoretical Considerations 

Now for a change in V1 of 
one volt we shall obtain a change 
i:1 voltage in the anode circuit of 
Vi X fl> where as before ,u=volt
ag-c amplification factor of the 
valve. The current la in the 
anode circuit· as the result of 

V ., vi x 11- . 
i lS R. + R' where R a = plate-

filament impedance of the valve. 
But the voltage across R= la x R 

Vi X p.. X R . 
Ra + R = V~, prov1ded C 

is made sufficiently large. 
Since 

V- VIXp..XR 
o- Ra + R 

A well-known lorm of anode 
resistance. 

Vo p..R 
V Ra+R =M. 

· Taking ,u=Io and Ra'=3o,ooo 
ohms as in the case of the choke 
amplifier,and R the external resist-

. ance in the plate circuit as so,ooo, 
we have · '· 

M = IO X so,ooo = 6 2 
30,000 + so,ooo . 5 
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Ag-ain, taking R as 10o,ooo 
ohms, we see that 

M = 
IO X !00,000 

--------'----=7·7 
30,000 + !00,000 

Ther·efore by increasing- R we 
increase M, and when R is in
finity M=,u. 

It will be seen that the ampli
fication obtained with resistance 
coupling- is not quite so great as 
that obtained with choke coup
ling using the same valve, but 
fo-rtunately it is now possible to 
procure valves specially designed 
for resistance amplification such 
as those of the D. E. sB type 
which have a ,u=zo, and a plate
filament impedance of about 
3o,ooo ohms. 

Substituting these figures m 
our equation, and taking R as 
I 2o,ooo, we get 

M= 20 X rzo,ooo = 16 
30,ooo+rzo,ooo 

a very good value, and one which 
in practice gives excellent results. 

Practical Details 
vVith this type of valve a suit

able H. T. value/ is I 20 volts with 
about 1.5 volts grid-bias. The 
method of coupling the plate of 
one valve to the grid of the suc
ceeding valve is by means of a 
condenser C as in choke-capacity 

couplmg, the function of this 
condenser being merely to act as 
a '' stopping '' condenser, that is 
to prevent the steady plate volt
age from acting directly on the 
grid, while at the same time 
communicating to it the voltages 
set up across R as the result of a 
variation of V1, The value of 
this condenser is not critical, 
but it is essential that the 
voltage Vo should be as 
near ·as possible equal to that 
across R for all frequencies, 
and for this purpose the re-

I 
actance Z1rjC , where C= capa-

city of the condenser in Farads 
should be small. It has been 
found that a very suitable value 
is .25 ,uF, but in many cases 
values as low as .or ,uF may be 
used without noticeable effect 
upon signals. The grid-leak 
resistance should be kept low, say 
·5 to .25 MO, and this will be 
found very advantageous in cases 
where the insulation of the con
denser C is _not perfect. Let us 
suppose tha.t the effective ap
plied pdtential at 1the plate of the 
valve is roo volts, and that C has 
a resistance of so MO and 
r=z MO. Then in these ci.rcum
stances a positive potential of 
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2 
3.8 volts will be X IOO = 

52 
applied to the g-rid of the succeed-
ing valve. · 

If r = .25 MO the positive 
potential due to the defective in
sulation of C will only be half a 
volt. It will therefore be seenl 
that in the second case the be
haviour of the valve will not be 
affected so seriously as it would 
be in the first case. Fig. 5 shows 
a typical amplifier circuit employ'
ing resistance coupling-. 0\ving 
to thei.r hig-h fl and general suit
ability for this class o•f amplifier 
valves of the D. E. sB or similar 
type are indicated, while in the 
last stage a small power valve of 
the B4 type will handle all the 
energy necessary for good loud-
speaking. A common plate' 
potential of r 20 volts will give 
good results with the proper grid
bias. It is essential that Cr 
should be small, and .ooor ,uF will 
in nearly every case be found 
sufficiently large for effective re-· 
action control. If a condenser is 
already shunted across the exist-· 
ing telephone terminals in the set, ' 
Cr will not, of course, be neces-' 
sary, but the above remarks re- I 
garding the value of this shunt 1 

condenser still apply. 

Our photograph shows the engine room at the well-known Nauen Station. 

·IJ 
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Tragic 

'Midst a concert, a hubl1y of 
Bosham 

Rem,oved all his val·ves for tu 
wash 'em, 

His missis cried "Jack, 
If you don't put 'em bach, 

I'll fetch a coke hammer and 
squash 'e11L" 

T I-IAT beautiful little poem 
sums up in fiv-e sho··t but 

· pregnant lines the story of a 
tragedy which is taking place 
everywhere in the once happy 
homes of England. \Vomen, you 
s·ec, have no real ~oul for wire-

Removed all his valves 
for to wash 'em 

l·ess. They simply \\ant to hear 
the mus·ic that pours from the 
spout of the loud-speaker. The 
fact that this mus,ic comes from 
Madr-id, or Rome, or Kbcl, or 
some other distant place with an 
unpronounceable name, means 
nothing whatever to them. Also 
they hate interruptions. Sup
pose, I mean, that having tuned 
in London you observe, \\·hilst a 
sonata, or some other form of 
noise .is in full S\\·ing, that you 
arc using an aerial coil of too 
small a size. \'our \\·hole soul is 
revolted, for you perceive at once 
that you arc breaking one of the 
c<,rdinal rules by employing too 
much parallel capacity. It does 
not matter in the least that music 
is coming in perfectly well. You 
would as soon be seen us·ing· an 
A. T. I. of this kind as you would 
·wearing shepherd's ·pilaid trousers 
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ott.ings 
... .-:.___by the way 

witJh evening dress. or a bowler 
hat to surmount tennis flannels. 
These things simply are not done. 

A Problem 

It is here that we come upon a 
problem, which besides making 
wireless extremely diflicult for 
such purists as you and myself, is 
threatening to shatter the domes
tic peace of ail kinds of house
holds. X. 1has observed that his 
A.T. I. is incorrect. Obviously he 
cannot go on using it. Mrs. X., 
on the other hand, is listening 
entranced to the strains of Pitta
pattaski's Suite 111 Jl Flat for 
seven trombones, two steam 
whistles, and a klaxon horn. X. 
cannot bear the ~igh t of the 
offending inductance, whilst l\Irs. 
X. will probably foam at the 
mouth and bite pieces out of the 
hear thrug if the music ceases for 
a moment. \V hat is X. to do? 
Frankly, I do not know. 

Expensive 

One solution is for him to set 
his jaw firmly and to carry on 
with the alteration, having first 

·stopped his cars with pieces of 
felt extracted from a valve box. 
This, however, comes cxpcr.sive 
in he a rthrugs. If :\1 rs. X. is 
using headphones instead of 
listening to the loud-speaker it is 
just possible to solve the problem 
by the exercise of a little skill. 
X. should flick out one of the 
high-tension >vander plugs, re
place it and remove it again, 
taking great care that she does 
not see. As she tears the 
'phones from her ears he should 
then explain, going, if possible, a 
little pale, that the set has been 
struck. by lightning and that it 
wiii take him a few minutes to 
set matters right. Provided that 
the high-tension b:~ttery i'; big 
enough, his better half \Yill 
probably swallow this statement 
without any difficulty. In any 

I4 

case, she wii.l be too stunned to 
offer any effective resistance. 

Worse and Worse 

Though I confess that I cannot 
myself find a satisfactory solu
tion for the loud-speaker part of 
it anyho\\', the first problem that 
I have set you is a comparatively 
easy one as compared with the 
next. Having left poor X. guess
mg we will now worry Y. for a 
\'ihile. Y. is \Vhat we may caii, 
i,1 the beautiful language of 
Americ:1, a " DX Bug." L,ike 
X. he has tuned in some nearby 
broadcasting station which is 
performing an apparently endless 

These things simply 
are not done 

piece. Like him, too, ·he pos
sesses a wife who adores this 
kind of thing. In the midst of 
the piece he suddenly remembers 
tl~at a new Czecho-Slovakian 
station. opened on that particular 
evening, and on referring to his 
watch he sees that its initial 
transmi5sion will end in five 
minutes. \Vhat is poor Y. to do? 

Speed Work 
Here I confess myself com

pletely beaten, and I think 
that the odds are tha:t he 
will not hear Czecho-Slovakia. 
Then there is Z., who has 
a perfectly understandable pas
sion for logging the greatest 
number of stations in the shortest 
possible time. Ot~ the word go 
he twiddles rapidly, and gives 
you two bars from zLO. This is 
1'o1Iowed by someone cleariog his 
throat in Manchester, two or 
three syiiables fmm Bournemouth 



and the first " peep " of the time 
signal from Newcastle. He gives 
simiJar sl!latches from Glasgow, 
Belfast, Birmingham, and Aber
deen, and then goes abroad, be
ginning with a word or two from 
IB.russels and running through 
the gamut of the French, Ger
man, Spanish and Italian 
:stations. All this is sheer joy to 
him, but Mrs. Z. '\Viinces visibly 
at every flight that he makes. If 
she hears half a dozen notes of a 
song from Breslau it is sure to be 
jus.t the thing that she most wants 
to hear, and it does not console 
her in the least to hear a violin 
in Rome five or six seconds later. 

A Menace to Wireless 

All this, I think, constitutes. a 
very grave menace to the pro
gress of the wireless experi
menter. Different men try dif
ferent expedients. Poddleby, for 
example, devotes the earlier part 
of each evening to what he vul
garly calls" tripe." That is, he 
tunes in zLO, and, leaving Mrs. 
Poddleby enraptured, goes to a 
distant part of the house where he 

~7' 

i • , Mrs. Poddleby knocks 
on the bedroom floor • 

busies himself with soldering jobs 
and things of that kind. At about 
ten o'clock he tells Mrs. Poddle
by that she is looking tired, and 
sometimes succeeds in getting 
her to retire. As soon as this has 
been achieved out comes his 
wavemeter and off he goes on 
tour, via the ether, to distant 
places. You might think that 
this arrangement would work 
perfectly. It would, I think, if 
Poddleby would use headphones. 

Bald-headed Results 

Being bald-headed he finds the 
pressure of the bands most un
comfortable, and therefore makes 
a practice of listening always by 
means of the loud-speaker. As his 
set is a fairly large one the wave
meter naturally produces . a cer
tain amount of noise from it, 
when tuning to the desired wave
length has been accomplished. 

Rappings 

He has usuaMy not been at 
:work for more tha:1 a quarter of 

an hour when Mrs. Poddleby 
knocks on the floor \vith the 
heel of a slipper, and on his 
running upstairs, informs him 
that she cannot sleep on account 
of the din that he is kicking up. 
He therefore lays the wavemeter 
aside and does his searching with
out <ilt. So far so good. But you, 
who have brought in foreign 
stations, knmv what it is. You 
no sooner get hold of Barcelona 
than you must needs perform 
prodigies of tuning to bring him 
up to full loud-speaker strength. 

Temptation 

This produces more raps on the 
floor, and makes matter:> ex
tremely difficult. Poddleby, of 
course, cuts out his last note 
magnifier and promises not to do 
it again, but when he gets hold 
of another station the old ins,t:inct 
exerts itse.Jf, and despite the loss 
of the note magnifier the loud
speaker is soon d-oing itself pnetty 
proud, whilst the slipper is once 
more at \\Cork. · 

To the Rescue 

I was pondering these things 
very deeply in my mind (having 
myself on the previous night pro
voked as many raps as would 
have satisfied even the most con
firmed table turne1·) as I walked 
up to visit Professor Goop to see 
whether by laying our heads to
gether we could not arrive at 
some solution of the most press
ing problem of the day. The first 
laying together of our heads 
near! y made stretcher cases of 
both ·of us. The Professor him
self answered my r,ing at his 
door, and upon entering I tripped 
over little Bingo, dropping my 
hat on the floor. The Professor, 
who is renowned for his old
world courniness, stooped down 
to pick it up. I did the same 
thing at the same moment, with 
the result that our craniums (or 
crania, if you prefer it so) came 
into violent contact. When we 
had recovered a ,liale I told the 
Professor about X. and Y. and 
Z. nnci Poddleby and myself, and 
he told me about himself. After 
a little thought the Professor's 
face suddenly lit up. " What is 
wanted," he said, " and what 
you and I must ,busy ourselrves 
about devising is a simple 
sifencer." " My good friend," I 
cried, " many brains even greater 
than ours have set themselves the 
task of silencing women and have 
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failed dismally. Think of 
Socrates and the rest. Do not !et 
us follow in their footsteps." 
The Profes~or explained that 
what he meant was not a wife 
s)!encer hut a set s,ilencer. 

The Loud-speaker Silencer 

And so it is that we are ;-:ow at 
work upon one of the gTeatest of 
the great inventions that. we have 
given to an astonished ,,·orld. 
This is the loud-speaker silencer, 
which we believe will make mat
ters plain sailing for all wirele:>s 
enthusiasts in days to come. It 
is ceriain to have an enormous 
sale, for it wil! be a very great 
!help indeed to picking· up weak 
and distant transmissions. Just. 
imagine the conversation of your· 
fellow wireless men i<l a few 
months' time. " I g-ot WGY 
perfectly at three o'clock this 
morning." " Could you hear 
what Le was saying?" ''No, 
of course not; I was using- a 
silencer." Besides conducing· to 
domestic peace the silencer is 
guaranteed so to muffle call
signs, that it is the easiest thing 
in the worlcl to mistake, for ex-

• . Silencing the loud-
speaker 

ample, 2ZY for \VBZ. \Vhen 
U!>ing it there is not the slig·htest 
need to stretch vour conscience, 
as, if I know a·nything of you, 
you have done pretty frequently 
'in the past. The device is not 
yet perfect, though we are un
ceasingly at work upon it. 
Shortly I hope to give you full 
particulars, but meanwhile you 
will find an old sock rammed 
down the throat of the loud
speaker wonderfully effective. 

WIRELESS WAYFARER 

0~~~ 
R.S.G.B. will be held at the g 
Institution of Electrical En- 3 
gineers, Savoy Place, Victoria g 
Embankment, W.C.2, at ~ 

6 p.m., April 8, when Mr. 0 
E. C. Atkinson, M.A., will 8 
give an address upon., Home- 8 
made Components and Sets, 0 

() 
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This compact little set permits comparative tests to be made with 
three different forms of aerial coupling. 

observation of the 
wavelengths used by 
the B. B. C. an cl of 
those stations given 
in The Foreign 
Radio Times, indi

cates that for successful recep
tion-that is, reception free from 
,interference-more and more at
tLntion must be paid to the in
creasing of the selective proper
t:es of receiving sets, and when 
one cou:1ts the number of trans
mitting "ta:tions which work be
tween the wavelength band of 
Joo-soo metres, it seems ~:lmost 
:iucredible that \\"e are still con
tent in the majority of cases to 
use the s.ingle tuned aerial circuit 
with its \Ve'li-known abs,ence of 
s<:Mctivity. 

Interference 

\Vhen confronted with any 
par't,icular interference elimina
~ion problem, there is always to 
be decided the mean~ wh~reby 
the elimination may be effected, 
and ruling out the possibility 0f 
wave-traps in that the quesrtion to 
he decided is one of general im
provement in selectivity of the 
receiver to permit any given S:ta
\~On to be selected, to the exolu
Si!On of others, rather than the 
9,tting out of a loca'l station, then 
1lhe adoption of some form of 

loose-coupling or semi-aperiodic 
arrangement is advocated. 

Probably the most commonly 
used is the ord,inary loos,e
coupled method, in which both 
aerial 1.nd closed circuits are 
tuned_, but -there are, ·without 
doubt, certain disadvantages with 
this form of coupling, which go 
to make the tuning of Llistant 
stations a rather tedious business. 

Split Secondary Tuning 

To overcome these defects 
" split !'econclary " tuning may 
be used, and the advantages and 
clisa:clvantages attendant upon 

Fig. 1.-With the plugs inserted in 
sockets 1 and 2, direct coupling 
results as above. 

tl·ese two methods were explained 
by me in an article upon " Split 
Secondary Tuning " in the Feb
ruary 18 issue. 

Another arrangement by which 
selectivity may be obtained is 

~llij QB :riQjN-SW 
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.k®Jrn©lll 
Direct and Semi-Aper:i« 

By STANLEY G. ~TT. 

With the number ft!n"broat 
almost month by mtmth, t 
elimination and the metl, 
suited to personal requ 

engaging 

that known as semi-aperiodic 
ae1ial tuning, which has much to ,/ 
commend tit, in that it is consider- \ 
ably easier to handle than either 
the ordinary loose-coupling or 
" split secondary'' arrangements 

Fig.2.-The positions of the plugs as 
seen in the first photograph give 
semi-aperiodic. aerial coupling. 

at the same time giving quite 
good signal strength and s.elec
tivity with only one circuit to 
tunc, as will be seen upon look1ing 
at Fig. 2. Thoug-h this arrange
ment wiil be found easier 'to 
hhndle than the two methods pre
viously mentioned it is still 
Ut<tcking that sjmplicity given by 
direct coupl:ing, and for that 
reason auto-coupling, though 
little used, has only to be experi
mented with for its advantages 
to be appreciated. 

Auto-Coupling 

In this connection readers wiU 
rtmember that \1r. G. P. Ken
dall, in the March 4 issue, 
published certain darta relative to 
acto-coupling, at the same time . 

I .,, 
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llnrrn~ rrw~1tlTh@@~ 
;>dtt! Methods Compared. 

E:E, :.M.J.R.E., Staff Editor. 

lcastiitg stations. increasing 
·he 'problem of interference 
tod ol aerial coupling best 
·irements are subjects of 
r· interest. 

~~<,0..0.~~ 

' I 

explaining its advantages over 
the more usual form of coupling. 

Those readers who are victims 
to interference, and who do not 
quite know which form of coup-

Fig. 3.- Auto•coupling as shown is 
obtained with the aerial plug in 
socket 3 and earth plug in 3. 

l.ing to adopt to bring about their 
fr6ledom, wm find in the receiver 
liiMustrated a means whereby they 
may make quick comparative 
tests be'i\veen t'he ordinary direct
coupling and semi-aperiodic aerial 
and auto-coupling, using the 
ordinary plug-,in coils. 

Conditions 

In the experiments conducted, 
'deta,ils of which are given below, 
·the aerial used was a full size 
'aerial, so ft. high, at Clap
ham, S.W., somewhere about 
3 miles from 2LO, and the station 
chose11 as the objective was 
Cardiff on 351 metres, a ~tation 
always difficu'Lt to receive upon 
tbis aerial. In the first tesrt a 
No. 35 coil for aerial tuning with 
a No. so for reaction, were used 
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A view of the wiring of the receiver, which also shows how. simple 
is the constructional work. 

with direct coupling, and it was 
found that 2LO was audibl.e at 
good strength practically all 
.round the condenser scale, 
making the tuning of any other 
station w.ithout interference a 
physical impossibility while 
using the 35 coil. During an in
terval of 2LO, Cardiff was tuned 
in at a ~trength cons.i~Stent with a 

Fig. 4.-The circuit of the receiver, 
Three distinct forms of tuning 
are obtained with the aid of the 
sockets 1, 3 and 3, 

single vaive receiver, but wa:s 
completely lost when 2LO re
sumed its transmitS•5ion. The 
nception of the Manchester 
•station also suffel!'ed in the same 
\vay. 

The next experiment involved 
the use of semi-aperiodic aeria•l 
coupl.ing and with a No. 35 as 
L2 (see Fig. 2), a No. so as Lr, 
w;ith another No. so as L3, the 
tuning •.>f Cardiff was again tried. 

Loose Coupling 

It was fopnd that by tuning to 
2LO and separating L~ and Lr 
b) abo~rt 75 cleg·rces, 2LO was 
stiil fairly well audible without 
-the use ;1£ any reaction. As any 
attempt at loosening the co<.ipling 
between L2 and Lr still further 
merely made the set oscillate, the 
tuning of Cardiff was tried with 
the coils as indicated, and though 
sWA wa<> audible the very weak 
!!ignals w'ere stoill jammed by 
2 LO' s transmission. At thi,s 
stage the No. 35 coil was changtd 
for a No. 25, and the co:.~pling 
tightened a little, with the result 
that though tuning was consider
ably sharper and reaction adjust
ments always upset coupLing ad
jtt~Stment, the tuning of s W A, 
'\\1ithout interfer·ence from 2LO, 
was accomplished, but only with 
extreme difficulty and patient 
operation, any loosening of aerial 
coupl.ing causing •the set to oscil
~ate, and any variartion of reaction 
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disturbing the adjustment of 
coupling with consequent inter
ference from 2 LO. Thoug·h with 
other aerials in districts not so 

Lz with a proportionate increase 
in the size of Lr reduced signal 
strength quite audibly. Simi
lcr•ly, t.he substit~tlion of home-

it is not suggested tihat they wild. 
prove to be the best on any aerial 
other than that upon which these 
e:xperiments wer·e conducted, and 
for that reason various coils 
should be tried both for the auto
coupled arrangement and semi
aperiodic coupling until the moslt 
stnitable values a:re found. After 
hail£ an <hour's experimenting it 
will be quickly reaJised that for 
the particular aerial ~n use there 
i<; a definite value for the coil L2 
in both cases, for a compromise 
of signal strength and selectivity, 
the same remarks applying also 
to the coupling between Lr and 
Lz. It may be said, however, 
that the smaller the value of Lz 
!Jhe higher the selectivity of the 
receiver, and consequently the 
h3 rder is the set to tune. 

Three Forms of Tuning 

With the coils removed, this dose-up photograph shows the panel 
arrangement in detail. 

The advantage offered by the 
rlittle set illustrated is that the 
t!-.ree different forms of coltpling 
mentioned may be tried by simply 
changing the position of t\\ o Clix 
connections and inserting suitable 
coils in the three-way coil-holder. 

near to zLO the behaviou,r of this 
s.:1me ci~cuit is all that could be 
dt·~ired, when used in conjunction 
with the good low resistance 
aerial referred to the tuning of 
any station other than London 
w.ith the coils as given was a task 
calling for considerable experi
ence and untiring patience. 

Another Method 
A third experiment '"as 

made, this time using auto
coupling·, with a view to 
tuning 5 'V A under the same 
conditions, and once the best 
~·i:.·es of coils wet·e found the 
O{jeration of the set, with the 
complete elimination of zLO, was 
a comparatively easy bus.ines.s, 
comparing very favourably with 
tlhe simplicity of the direct coupled 
method of tuning sWA during 
intervals of zLO. 

Degree of Coupling 
As indicated by Mr. KendaH, 

ithe fact that there is a defined 
optimum value for. the aerial 
li:Oupling turns was most marked, 
and after a number of coil 
changes, with L2 and Lr at 
iflght angLes to each other, it was 
foond that a suiJtable value for L1. 
was a Gambrell A used with a 
'l'lio. 35 as L2. or, if the coupling 
!W:as tightened somewhat a Gam
brell " a " could be used for L1. 
~ny reduction in the siz_e Olf coil 

made coils smaller than an A also 
gave poor results·. 

It must be remembered by 
n.aders that though these coil 
sizes are given, and may be tried, 

6* 

Looking at the photographs 
showing the front of the panel, 
the left hand coil socket is for the 
reaction coil L3, whilst the centre 
and right hand sockets arc for the 
Lr and Lz coils respectively. 

The aerial and earth terminals 
may be s•een on the left of the 
panel, whilst the telephone ter
minals may he seen on the right, 

All necessary dimensions are included in this diagram, which should 
-be"fotlowed durinzThe drilling operations. 

,18 
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the battery terminals being fitted 
t0 a separate panel secured to the 
back· edge of the baseboard. 

To the right of the three-way 
coil-holder and above the filament 
rheostat will be noticed three Clix 
adaptors, numbered r, 2, 3, 
whilst ;n 2 and 3 are two Clix 
"plugs," the plug on the left 
and in ocx:ket 2 being connected 
to the earth, whilst the other in 
the socket numbered 3 is connec
ted to the aerial. Upon looking 

at the circuit diagram it will be 
seen that these Clix adaptors are 
again indicated by r, 2, 3, whilst 
the two Clix " plugs " are repre
sented by arrow heads; it will 
be noticed from the circUJt dia
gram that if we connect the 
aerial to r and the earth to 2 the 
circuit becomet5 the direct-coupled 
arrangement shown in Fig. r. If, 
Ol' the other hand, we connect the 
aerial to 3 and the earth to 2 we 
have the semi-aperiodic arrange-

This diagram of the wiring of the set should be followed with care. 
The dimensioned drawing included in the diagram shows how the 

battery terminals are arranged. 
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ment given in Fig. 2. Similarly, 
by connecting the aerial to 2 and 
the earth to 3 we convert the cir
cuit into one employing auto
coupling·. 

Components 

For the benefit of those readers; 
who wish to build this little set 
the following are the materials 
and components required, all of 
which are easiiy procurable from 
wireless deaiers :--

One three-way coil-holder (that 
illustrated in th~ photograph is a 
Magnum). 

One ebonite panel measuring 
6 in. by t) in. by 3/16 in. (that in 
the original set is a Rndion 
mahoganite pancl). 

One strip of ebonite + in. by 
r% in. by t in. 

One du-,! r:1costat ;:"lk:\Iichael). 
One grid leak (2 mcgohms) and 

condenser (o.ooo3 ,u.F) unit (lVIc
:\1ichael). 

One fixed condenser, o.ooor ftF 
c:.pacity (DubilierJ. 

Eig-ht terminals (the four used 
on the front panel arc oxy-copper 
finished to :11atch tlw malmg-anite 
panel, and supplied by Grafton 
Electric). 

One box · and baseboard 
(Cameo). 

One \·ariable condenser, ''.0005 
,u.F (in the ot-iginal set the con
denser ust:d is a " Dial-o
denser,'' supplied hy Pu:-table 
Ctilities). 

One Yah·e holder (that in the 
photographs is a Burndept anti
phonic holdc·r). 

Three Clix adaptors and two 
Clix plug·s (Autoveyors). 

One set of Radio Press p:1nel 
transfers. 

One \'<ilve \\ imlo\Y ( Crafton 
Electric). 

The Panel 

All nccessarv details for drill
ing the ranel- arc given in the 
iilus,[ration sho\ving the 1:c.yout, 
and after mounting the com
ponents in accord.mce \\'ith the 
photograph'- given, the panel 
should be secured to the base
board in the manner shown in the 
photographs by mrans of three 
wood scre\\'s. The terminal strip 
with terminals mounted should be 
fitted to the baseboard on the 
opposite side, then the grid leak 
and condenser unit and valve
holder should be mounted upon 
the baseboard. The actuai wir
ing up of the receiver, and the 
rr.anner of connecting- the coil 
s10ckets may be dearly followed 
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from the photographs slwwing 
the back of the panel, and also 
from the practical illustrations of 
the wiring scheme in.general. 
Operating with Direct-Coupling 

The s.implesrt manner in which 
the receiver may be used is to 

For the reception of sXX or 
Radio-Paris, Lr should be a 
No. I_so coii with a No. 200 for 
reaction. 

Tuning 

vVith s.uitable coils chosen for 
the wavelength desired the opera-

A very clear conception of the wtrrng may be gathered from this 
photograph, while the relative positions of the components on the 

- baseboard may also be seen. 

employ direct coupling,. in w:hich 
case turn the filament resistance 
to the " off" position, and after 
the aerial, earth, batteries, tele
phones, and valve have been 
ac:ded, the Clix connected to the 
'lerial terminal is inserted in 
socket I, and the Cl1ix conr.ected 
to the earth tcrm:nal is conr.ected 
to socket 2, thu·;·ma-king Lr the 
aerial inductance <lnd L3 the re
action coil; the coil socket Lz 
may b~ neg-lected for thc time 
bejng-. 

In order to tune to the TI.B.C. 
stations us.ing wavelengths up to 
400 metres a No. 25 or 35 coil 
should be used for Lr (dep':"nding 
upon the aerial), and a No. so for 
reaction; for wavelengths above 
400 metres and belm\· _=;oo metres 
a No. so coi1 should be used for 
LI, with a No. 75 for reaction. 

tion of the receiver is the same as 
any ordinary straight circuit sin
gle valve set employing reaction, 
and in view of the common use of 
this circuit the actual procedure 
of how to tune such an arrange
ment is not dealt with. Should 
the reader, however, be unfami
liar \Y~th how best to go about 
things then it is suggested that 
he read the article \Vritten by me 
for the February is-sue cf the 
T.Vireles.> Constructor, \VIhere the 
subject is dealt with at some 
,length. 

Semi-Aperiodic Aerial Coupling 

For thi~ arrangement of coup
ling the terminal connections 
remain the same, whilst the plug 
which is now in socket r is 
moved to socket 3, and the plug 
in socket 2 remains where it is. 
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An examination of F~g. 3 will 
1MQW that the aerial coil is now 
L2, whilst •the secondary coil is 
LI tuned by the condenser C I, 
Lj, as before, being the reaction 
coil. 

Coil sizes for use with this 
arrangement a:-e, in the case of 
Lz, best found by experiment, 
using for the shorter B.B.C. 
·wavelengths Nos. 2S, 3S o•· so; 
for Chelmsford and Radio-Paris 
a No. I so coil should be em
ployed. Tk' secondary coil 
should, in the case of wave
lengths up to 400 metres, be a 
No. so or 75, with a No. so for 
n:action. For wavelengths up to 
500 metres the secondary coil will 
be a No. 7S, with reaction as 
before. For the reception of 
sXX or Radio-Paris the SECond
ary coil will be a No. 200 or 2 so, 
wfth a No. I so or 200 for reacti~n. 

Using a suitable combination of 
coils, set L3 at right angles to 
LI and L2 near to Lr, and tune 
with the condenser C I until 
!Signals me heard at their loudest; 
if no signals :1 re heard at all vary 
the coupli1ig between Lr a:1d L2 
either one way or the other, at 
the same t.ime tuning upon the 
condenser until the best ~csults 
are obtained. 

Reaction 

With signals tuned to their 
loudest in this way bring the re
action coil nearer to Lr. at the 
same time making sJight adjust
ment upon the variable condenser. 

YVhen using this method of 
coupling, in tlie majority" of cas.es, 
selectivity is obtained by keeping 
thp size of L2 as small as pos-

Showing the connections to lhe 3-coil 
holder. The Clix marked 1, 2 
and 3 represent the adaptors 
fitted to the panel and numbered 
similarly. 

sibJ.e and 1the distance between Lr 
and Lz as great as the strength of 
the wanted signals will al:low. 

(To be concluded.) 
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By JOHN W. BARBER. 

A descriptive article upon how a 
hole may be drilled in a common 
window pane for the fixing of a 

suitable insulator, 

rr7"-----HE q,uestion of a 
suitable lead-in in
sulator is one which 
confronts the wire
less man at some 
time or other, be 

he either a '' broadcast listener '' 

Wireless W eelUy 

(commonly abbreviated to 
B.C.L.), or be he one of the 
transmitting brotherhood, and the 
answers to the question, as given 
in different cases, vary tremen
dously. In one cas~ we may find 
an ebonite tube coming in 
through a hole in the window 
frame, carrying a brass rod 

Illustrating the insulator in position. 

The necessary drill. 

threaded at each end, connection 
being made by means of ter
minals screwed on to the rod, 
while in another the lead-in con
sists of a length of heavy rubber
covered cable brought in through 
the top of the window, which 
must therefore be kept a little 
way open--often a disadvantage 
in winter-time. 

A Flexible Lead-in 

Another form of lead-in insu
lator which has bce:1 evolved, 
and which has an appeal to those 
who do not de~ire to drill holes 
in the woodwork of a window 
frame, consists of a strip of 
coppet, perhaps one inch wide, 
covered each side by a strip of 
some insulating material. Two 
terminals are provided, one at 
each end, for connections, and 
the insulator is placed at the 
bottom of the frame, and the 
window closed clown upon it. As 

the total thickness of the insu
lator is not more than ~ in., the 
window is not prevented from 
shutting satisfactorily, . 

Window Insulators 

None of these schemes, how
ever, appealed to me, and I en
deavoured to find some simple 
method of making an efficient 
job. of it, when the idea struck 
me of bringing the lead-in 
through the centre of the window
pane. This was many months 
ago, and until recently I had 
been trying to find an easy way 
to drill a hole through the ghss 
without removing the pane. The 
solution was the advent of the 
Silvertown window-pane insula
tor, which is seen in the photo
graphs accompanying this arti
cle. These exccilent accessories 
are sold complete with the neces-

of all, a piece of wood must be 
procured, and a f-in. hole is 
drilled in it, in such a position 
that when the wood is rested 
against tl1e window frame the 
hole in the \vood is in register 
with the desired position of the 
hole in the glass. \V hen the 
actual drilling through the glass 
is in progress, by far the most 
satisfactory way is to get some
one to hold the wood in position, 
as there is then no tendency for 
the drill point to cause the wood 
to wander. The carborundum 
powder supplied is then mixed 
up with a liltle turpentine, the 
paste being- then fed to the 
copper drill, which is fixed in the 
hand-drill in the usual manner. 

Drilling 

The point of the drill is passed 
throug·h the hole in the wood, and 

The parts which go to make the complete insulator. 

sary drill and grinding powder, 
and may be fixed in a very short 
time as described later. First 
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the handle of the drill is turned, 
feeding the point from time to 
time with fresh paste. No pres-
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sure must be put upon the drill, 
especially when the hole is near
ing completion, as if this rule is 
ignored there is a possibility of 
damage occurring. The process 
of drilling in my case took about 
ten minutes, but in no circum
stances should this operation be 
hurried. 

Fitting 

The insulator itself is then dis
mantled, as ·seen in the third 
photograph, and the rod is placed 
through the hole in the glass, ,with 
the skirted portion on the out
side in such a manner that the 
rubber-covered portion of the cen
tral rod is through the hole. The 
cone-shaped portion· removed pre
viously is now replaced, and the 
terminal collar screwed on and 

tightened up. Do not be afraid 
to tighten this up, as its effect is 
to bring the two portions of the 
insulator together, and as these 
are faced with a rubber ring no 
damag·e will result. Finally the 
terminal lead is replaced, and the 
lead wires joined up. 

In cases where the window 
consists of two portions, opening 
vertically, it is advisable to have 
the insulator near the bottom of 
the lower half, in order not to 
interfere with the opening of the 
window. 

This type of insulator will be 
found very eflicient, inasmuch as 
advantag·e is taken of the high 
insulating properties of glass, 
while the skirted portion ensures 
that some portion of the insula
tor will be always dry. ............................................................................................. . . 

0 • 
0 • 

~ An Emergency Two-Coil Holder i . . 
0 • 
0 0 .................................................................... ························ 
V ERY often the need is 

found for a tuner which can 
be made quickly and easily, 

and that shown in the diagram 
will fulfil such requirements. 
Apart from some odd pieces of 
wood and cardboard and a few 
screws, the only thing required 
is some insulated wire to wind 
the coils. 

Construction 
The diagram will make the 

construction quite clear : A and 
B are t\vo pieces of f-in. wood 

about 2 in. by 6 in., the lower 
piece being screwed to the bench 
or other convenient support, and 
the other piece fixed to it by 
means of a 4 B.A. countersunk 
bolt, which moves easily in a 
hole drilled in A, and has two 
fixing nuts locked on it. Washers 
are used to give a clearance of 
about ! in. between the two 
pieces of wood. 

Coils 
The two coils are screwed to 

the pieces of wood in the posi-

The studio at CNRA, Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada. The bell 
shown in the photograph is characteristic of all C.N.R. stations. It 
is a standard locomotive bell at present in use, and is rung at the 

opening of the programme. 
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tions shown, and the top coil may 
be swung away from the lower 
one, thus giving a good control 
of coupling. The coils may con~ 
veniently be of the basket type
wound on cardboard formers, 
t. e., five or seven slots are 
cut radially in the piece 

WAJifERJ 

I 
/r, .. Woo;~_0 __ ~-_-_-~_-_-_----'~

hKtNG JrREH<P / , 

Illustrating the principle of the 
two-coil holder. 

of circular cardboard from 
the circumference to about 
i in. from the centre and the wire 
wound in and out of these. Ap
proximately the same number of 
turns as required on an ordinary 
plug-in coil plus about 15 per 
cent. will give .the same wave~ 
length range when tuned with a 
variable condenser. It is, how
ever, an easy matter to add or 
take away a few turns in order 
to get the right wavelength. 

A. S. C. 

······················································ . . . 
L~.~~ .. ~~.~.~.~~:.~~ ... ~~~~~.~:.~~~~ .. ~ 

Readers of Wireless Weekly 
will be interested to learn that 
Radio Press, Ltd., have ar
ranged, in conjunction w~th the 
patentees, to give public demon
strations of the Hale-Lyle system, 
which aroused so much interest 
in this month's H7ireless Con
structor. The system can be 
heard in operation any day during 
broadcasting· hours at Baltic 
House, Leadcnhall Street, E.C., 
by any reader producing a copy 
of TVireless. TVeekly, M ode m 
TFircless, or The vVireless 
Co11structor . 
...................................................... . . 
· Radio Press Motor Club ! . : ...................................................... 

The inaug-ural meeting of 
Radio Pre . .;s l\Iotor Club took 
place on Tuesday, March 3 I, in 
the company's oflices at Bush 
House. This club has been 
formed as one more branch of 
Radio Press social activities, and 
has as its object the organisation 
of outings, etc., for those of the 
company's staff who own motor 
vehicles. \Vith an initial mem
bership of nearly a score, and 
promises of m<tl~Y further enrol
ments in the near future, the 
club is anticipating a very 
successful season. 
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I T was desired to mount up a 
valve specially for the recep
tion of very short waves, and 

to do this it was intended to take 
off the cap. Now came the ques
tion of mounting the denuded 
valve in a suitable manner. The 
following method was finally 
adopted:--

A piece of. cardboard tube 
about i in. greater in diameter 
than the valve and about 1 in. 
longer was obtained. The base of 
the valve was next removed. 

Removing the Valve Cap 

This was done by unsoldering 
the wires where they are soldered 
on to the valve legs and straig-hten
ing them out; next the cap was 
gently \Varmed in the flame from 
a methylated spirit lamp till the 
cement with which the cap was 
fixed became soft. The cap :was 
now pulled off by rotating it 
gently backwards and forwards 
and pulling at the same time. 

Protecting the Valve 

The valve was next wrapped in 
cotton wool and placed inside the 
cardboard tube so that the end 
with the leads just protruded. A 
hole of the same diameter as the 
outside of the cardboard tube was 
cut in a piece of ±-in. ebonite, so 
that one edge of the hole was 
£ in. away from one edge of the 
ebonite. Next four copper strips 
were cut ~· in. long x t in. wide, 
gauge 22 copper sheet being 
used. 

Connections 

These \Yere drilled throug-h the 
centre with a 6 B.A. clearance 
hole and .mounted opposite each 
other as shown in the figure. The 
cardboard tube with the valve 
inside it was next fitted into the 
hole in the ebonite and the ebon-

ite was fixed to a small ,wooden 
base ']; in. thick with a couple of 
screws, and a small screw was 
driven through the far end of the 
cardboard tube into the base, 
thus fixing it in position. The 
leads from the valve were next 
soldered to the respective lugs, 
the other ~ides of which were 
tinned for connections to be 
soldered on. 

Short Grid Lead 

The grid lead was placed at the 
bottom so that a very short lead 
could be obtained from the grid 
condenser to the grid of the 
valve. 

' VIILYE SOCKETS 
SCREW£[) IHTO 
PANEL 

Figs. 2a and b illustrate two forms 
of anti -capacity panel mountings. 

The completed mounting is 
shown in the figure and proved 
most successful in use. 

Anti-Capacity Valve Holders 

If it is not desired to take such 
drastic measures as removing the 
base or cap of the valve, the valve 
may just be mounted inside the 
tube· and leads soldered direct to 
the valve legs, or else some anti
capacity valve mounting may be 
w~ed. 

The First Method 

One method is to drill four 
holes into the panel or valve shelf 
correctly spaced and tap them out 
with the right thread so that four 
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valve pins can we screwed direot 
into the ebonite. A hole can 
now be drilled in the centre and 
four cuts made with a hack-saw 
blade between the legs as shown 
in Fig. 2. The hole should be 
about £ in. in diameter; this 
will not weaken the ebonite to 
any appreciable extent. Another 
method is to drill four holes with 
a 4 B.A. clearance drill and 
mount four pieces of springy 
brass, as shown in the figure, so 
that they press against the valve 
legs when the valve is inserted. 

A Further Suggestion 
A third method is to cut a 

thread on the top end of four valve 
sockets and screw them into the 
panel ; they can then be screwed 
in so that they do not quite come 
up to the surface of the panel, 
and so also form a safety holder. 
The usual threaded legs can be 
cut off so as to reduce the total 
amount of metal, and leads sol
dered on direct. The appearance 
of this holder is as shown in 
Fig. 2b. 

vVith all these valve-holders 
the sockets used should be as 
thin as pos~ible, and those with 
6 B.A. threaded legs are to be 
preferred. 

~tf.~<?--o-cN::>c;>-.0-0'~~ 

OUR NEXT ISSUE. ~ 
In next week's " Wireless 
Weekly," Mr. G. P. Kendall, 
B .Se., will contribute a further 
article upon the subject of 
"Auto-Coupling." Another 
article of interest to the ex
perimenter will come from the 
pen of Mr. Percy W. Harris, 
M.l.R.E., the subject being, 
" Which is the Best L.F. 

Transformer?" 
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Some brief news concerning what is happening in the wireless world. 

0 N the occasion of the visit -
to this country of American 
wireless amateurs in April, 

it has been deciqed to give in 
their honour a dinner which will 
be held in London under the 
auspices of the Transmitter and 
Relay Section of the Radio 
Society of Great Britain. The 
function will take place on April 

24, and those members of the 
T. & R. Section of the Radio 
Societv of Great Britain who are 
desiro~s of attending are invited 
to send their names to the Hon. 
Secretary, T. & R. Section, the 
Radio Society of Great Britain, 
53, Victoria Street, S.W.r, with
out delay. Tickets will probably 
be r 2s. 6d. each. 

Our photograph shows M. Trocme at the Eiffel Tower reading out the 
weather forecast, which is given daily frotn that station, 

His Majesty's Postmaster
General recently received a depu
tation from the Radio Associa
tion on the subject of the pro
posed wireless legislation. The 
deputation, which was headed by 
Lt.-<;:ol. L'Estrange Malone, 
consisted of Prof. A. M. Low, 
D. Se., and Messrs. Douet, H. J. 
Hinks, and R. R. Pecorini. 

In replying to the various 
points raised, Sir William 
Mitchell Thompson agreed that 
sympathetic consideration should 
be given to the Association's sug
gestion for a reduction of the 
penalties for listeners-in. 

The Association's Fellowship, 
acquired by examination, to
gether with the degrees of other 
scientific bodies, would be taken 
into consideration when the grant 
of an experimenter's licence was 
under revievv. The subject of in
terference from power stations, 
etc., was also raised, and Sir 
William expressed the hope that 
the Post Office would be able to 
come to some satisfactory work
ing arrangement with the autho
rities concerned. 

The Post Office do not wish to 
treat the broadcast service as a 
substantial source of revenue to 
the State, and will give every 
consideration to' the possibility 
of reducing the licence fee as the 
number of licences increases. 

* * 
The British Horological Insti

tute announces that a debate will 
be held at the Institute, 35. 
Northampton Square, London, 
E.C., on Wednesday evening, 
April 22, at 6. 30 p.m., on the 
subject of Wireless Time Signals 
and the most desirable type of 
\transmission code from the point 
of view of the watch, clock and 
chronometer manufacturers in 
the British Isles. 

The debate will be 
members of the 
Others interested in 
portant subject will 
welcome. 

open to 
Institute. 
this !m
also b~t 
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THE FOREIGN RADIO TIMES 

SIR,-Many thanks for including 
in Wireless Treehlv details of 
the Continental programmes. This 
is a feature which I and mv 
friends appreciate very much. May 
I suggest that, .as you have a 
limited space at your disposal for 
The Foreign Radio Times, you 
eliminate from the list those sta
tions from which a regular recep
tion cannot be guanmteed. I would 
suggest that you delete Rome and 
the American stations and include 
Brussels, Hilversum, Madr~d, and 
Frankfut·t. I sincerely hope that 
vou will continue to include The 
Foreign Radio Times in Wireless 
Wee1?1y. 

I should like to take this oppor· 
tunity to thank Mr. Percy \V. Hanis 
for designing the " Transatlantic 
V." The rurity of reproduction by 
this receiver is excellent. I can 
" tune in " practically all the Con· 
tinental stations, most of them on 
the loud-speaker. I listen regularly 
to Vienna, Zurich, Voxhaus, 
Munich, 1 'Ecole Superieure, Petit 
Parisien, Radio Paris, Brussels and 
Madrid. 

I have recently added Mr. John 
Scott-Taggart's method of aerial 
trap-tuning to my set and find its 
inclusion a great adv~ntage. It is, 
however, abs.olutelv essential for 
efficient tuning by· this method to 
use a vernier condenser. I find that 
a station can be tuned in and out 
by the vernier alone; also, the loss 
in signal strength us very slight. I 
use an ebonite low-loss former with 
five turns in the ae!'ial and fifty in 
the trap circuit using No. 36 d.c.c. 

I have also been successful in 
making some H.F. transformers as 
described by Mr. Donald Straker 
in Wireless Weeklv for December 10 

and 17. I have found a constder
able increase in signal strength, 
showing a marked superioritv over 
bought transformers I used pre
viously. I tried a step-up ratio with 
success, giving 38 turns [n each 
winding of the primary and 6o in 
each of ·the secondary, using No. 36 
d.s.c. A simple method of wind
ing is first to file each slot V-shape, 
then tap the centre of one end of 
the former to take a valve leg. The 
former can then be held in the 
chuck of a hand dri11, which is 
placed in a vice. The bobbin of 

wire •is placed in line with the slots 
and the winding can be carried on 
yery rapidly, one former only taking 
from 10 to 15 minutes. 

The best of luck to all your pub
lications.-Yours faithfully, 

J. H. BoRRILL. 

Grimsby. 

Sm,-I am 'vriting to say how 
much I appreciate your new feature, 
The Foreign Radio Times. I think 
there are many who will be glad 
to have the detrrilecl foreign pro
grammes, and shall be pleased when 

Mr. Hunt's Four• Valve Family 
Set. 

the whole week's programme is 
given. Could it not be published 
separately?-Yours faithfully, 

TIIO~IAS WALKER. 
London, W.g. 

Sm,-Ailow me to congratulate 
you on your supplement to Wireless 
Weekly, The Foreign Radio Times, 
which is a great help in identifica
tion of foreign stations. Hoping 
that vou will include WBZ, KDKA 
and Hih·ersum as regular features. 
-Yours faithfully, 

F. RomNsON. 
Stockton-on-Tees. 

TO THE" F.R.T." 

Sm,-Just a few verses dn tribute 
to your new venture in Wireless 
Weekly. 

'It is what many of us have been 
long on the look-out for, myself 
included.-Yours faithfully, 

NORA WILD!!. 

Brighton. 
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When on to Italy you've got, 
And sav " what's all this tommie 

rotl 
Can .it be news? or is it rhvmes? " 
Consult The Foreign Radio "Times. 

This supplement the "F. R. T." 
Is in the Wireless We-ekly . ... 
Don't worry who sang so and so, 
'Twill tell you .all you want to 

know. 
When tuned on Eiffel Tower Paree, 
You hear an unknown melody. 
Don't argue w.ith your family, 
Consult the handy " F. R. T. '' 

NORA WILDE. 

ENVELOPE NO. 2 
SIR,-The keen interest which you 

have shown from time to time in 
your readers' work has prompted 
me to send you a photograph of 
my set. 

With the " Four-Vah·e Familv " 
Receiver, using three B.T.H. Bs's, 
and in the last stage .a B4, with a 
gr[d bias of 6 volts, I have swept 
the British broadcasting and a large 
quantity of foreign stations. 

With a tapped H.T. I use so volts 
on the first two valves; that is, the 
" H.F. " and "detector," 6o volts 
on the first "L.F." stage and 120 

volts on the last stage. 
A variable leak across the second

ary winding of the last transformer 
has turned my loud-speaker results 
dnto perfect reproduction. The cabi
net contains the necessary batteries, 
thereby making a set, which you 
can use without bcing a nuisance 
to everyone else on account of the 
batte"ry leads and batteries taking 
up so much more room. 

Wishing Wireless 
Modem Wireless, and The 
Constructor every success, 
Yours faithfully, 

Tl' eekly, 
Wireless 
1 am-

VIVIAN B. HUNT. 
S tratf ord-on-Avon. 

THE "ALL-CONCERT " 
RECEIVER 

Sm,-May I be allowed to compli
ment you upon the efficiency of the 
·" All-Concert " receiver. 

;As one who has ,tried .sever~l 
three-valve circuits, including 
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" supers," I can honestly say, t_hat 
for simplicity, freedom from notses 
and sweetness of tone, I have not 
found anything to beat it · Further
more, the first night that I tried _it, 
11 received WGY, New York, qutte 
clearlv, and that on about 30 to 40 
volts -H.T. Since then, which is 
onlv about a month ago, I have 
received WGY five times, WBZ 
once, and KDKA once; in fact, each 
time I have tried to get them I 
have been successful, with the ex
ception of one occasion, when con-, 
ditions were particularly bad. 

I can of course tune in anv sta
tion in the British 'Isles and France. 

Incidentally, I may say that I get 
Liverpool and Manchester (\vhich is 
approximately 40 miles awav), and 
Chelmsford on a big loud-speaker 
with -sutticient volume to be heard 
all over the house. Of course, it 
is onlv fair to sav that I use a 
power" valve, as the L. F. amplifier, 
with separate H.T. and grid bias. 

One very good point about this 
circuit I find is the selrctivit)·; I am 
able to cut Liverpool clean out on 
3 IS metrPs and tunc-in to I:eeds
Bradford on 3 ro metres, \nthout 
any \\'3\'e-trap. 

In wiring up, I followed the ad
vice ven· carefully with regard to 
the "rid- leads, keeping them ex
rtrem~h- short, and I attribute much 
of the- efl1ciencv of mv set to that 
fact. · 

Trusting that the above remarks 
have been of interest, I am-Yours 
faithfully, 

J. MARSH. 
South port. 

SINGLE-VALVE RECEIVER FOR 
KDKA 

Sm,-With regard to the " Single 
Vah·e Receiver for KDKA" 
described bv Mr. Stanlt>v G. Rattee 
in the March issue of Modern Wir<~
less, allow. me to say \V hat a good 
little set this is. 

The fit·st night I tried it I· 
switched on about I!.30 p.m., and 
\\'ithin one minute I was listening 
to the orchestra at KDKA. I tried 
again the next night, ana was 
equally successful; being able to 
tune-in to KDKA 1mmediateiy_ 

On both nights there was almost 
a complete absence of atmosphe!'ics, 
but a great deal of fading. Condi
tions were far from ideal for long
distance reception ; in fact, I was 
unable to receive any American 
broadcasting at all on an " All
Concert De Luxe " Receiver that 
has received Amer.ica on the loud
speaker previously. 

I would like to s.a\· for the benefit 
of other listeners that KDKA closes 
down from 12. IS to 1.30 a.m. 
(G.M.T.). 

Thanking you for this splendid 
little set.-Yours faithfully, 

J AMES A. TuRNOUGH. 
Rochdale. 

Sm,-I understand you are in
terested in hearing reports of the 
performance of sets designed in 
your papers, and I feel that very 
great credit is due to Mr. Rattee for: 
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his short-wave receiver for KDKA 
in March Modern Wireless. 

I made this single-valve set up 
one afternoon and was able the 
same night to tune [n KDKA ":ith
in a minute of switching on. Smce 
then it is possible to hear very cle~r 
speech and music during the Amen
can dinner hour, with some fading 
at times. 

By coupling up this se~ to a 
2 L. F. amplifier one can eastly hear 
the voice in a fait'-sized room on a 
loud-speaker. 

Havinc< been a constant reader of 
"' b . your papers since the very egm-

ning, I am particularly keen on the 
set in question, which [s the first I 
have assembled exactly to schedule 
so far as lav-out is concerned, 
and thoroughly agree that it 
pays to follow this point exactly 
and probably to adhere to the 
specified components, if identical 
t·esults are to be obtained to those 
in the original •Set. 

I tuned in WGY testing recently 
about r a.m. and got a violin solo 
and orchestral accompaniment quite 
well. 

I have also had successful 
results \vith experimental sets of 
STioo, ST34, ST75, STrso, and 
am now working a 2 H.F., D. and 
I or 2 L.F. as drsired, using the 
T.A.T. scheme. This has produced 
some most satis.factory results on 
the loud-speaker, some European 
stations coming .in at times full 
strength. WBZ on two nights in 
succession was quite good, though 
reception was somewhat difficult 
owing to mush from some C.W. 
and spark stations. 

With manv thanks for your 
assistance, and whilst looking for
ward to future articles on really 

The Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley, who was Chairman at the mass meeting of the Wireless League. 
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short-wave work, offering you my 
congratulations.-Yours faithfully, 

RICHARD B. GARRARD. 
Boxmoor, Herts. 
P.S.-Aerial is now single wire, 

hand-drawn 7/22 copper, 30 ft. 
average height and P.i\I.G. length, 
in a valley, but well insulated at 
both ends. 

A LOW-LOSS TUNER FOR 
SHORT WAVES 

Sm,--After reading the article on 
a " Low Loss Tuner for Short 
\Vaves," by Mr. Percy \V. Harris, 
I decided to construct same as 
described in November 19, 1924, 
issue. 

I used an American Tool Co.'s 
condenser, as no Sterlings were 
available, Phillips' am\ " Cossor" 
valves as det. and L.F. respec
tively. The "Phillip's," I might 
state, requires no grid-kak. The 
wire used in coil construction was 
14 gauge, d.c.c. 

I tried the set out in the evening, 
and was able to receive two New 
Zealanders (amateurs) about 7 p.m. 
while still daylight (the sun had 
only just gone down). I closed 
down at 7.30 p.m. and started again 
at 8.30 p.m. Two Victorian 
amateurs were then heard till I 
closed down at 9 p.m. 

Unfortunately, the construction of 
1his receiver was finished 24 hours 
too late for the test transmissions 
from KDKA, Pittsburgh, but I 
have no doubt that this station 
would have been heard if I had 
finished building the rece·iver in time. 

Trusting the above is of .interest 
to you, and wishing Wireless 
Weekly every future success.
Yours faithfuHv 

Es'~roNo A. TuRNER. 

Victoria Park, \V. Australia. 

AN AUSTRALIAN READER'S 
RESULTS 

Sm,-It mav interest vou to have 
a letter of -a~'preciati,;n from a 
South Australian amateur who has 
been making up various circuits 
which have been published in ~·our 
excellent magazines. After trying 
several simple circuits I tried the 
STioo, and got exc<>llent r<>sults 
with the headphones, but distances 
are so great out here that a bigger 
set is absolutelv necessary. Ade
laide is 250 miles, Melboui·ne about 
450, Sydney about 65o, and Perth 
I ,zoo. Since then I ha\·e made up 
the circuit pubiished in Jllodcm 
TFireless. The STroo with an extra 
stage of high frequency, and 
although at the time of writing it 
is the middle of summer, I get Syd
nev at full loud-speaker strength, 

Tuning and 

Fine Selectivity use 

"Tangent" Tuning-Coils 
The Unshrouded Coil with a guaranteed LOW SELF CAPACITY. 

A copy of the N.P.L. Report sent on application. 

CoMPLETE{ 4 Concert Coils {W/L 250 to 1180)-16/- the set. 
SETS 11 Concert Coils {W/L 250 to 2500)-67/- the set. 

Obtainable from all good dealers-any difficulty, write w 

GENT&CoLTn(.~.) 
Manufacturing Electrical Engineers 

FARADAY WORKS. 
LEICESTER 
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hearing the reports of the Test 
Match, which report would not have 
reached us here until a week later, 
as we only have one mail per week. 

When in Adelaide I found that 
the electric tram lines and alternat
ing current produced a very bad in
terfering hum whiCh made the set 
unworkable, so introducing C.A.T. 
was tried, with the result that it 
made the set practically nois~less as 
regards the interference from the 
above. 

As soon as I get the chance I am 
going to try the T.A.T. method of 
H.F. amplification. Out here it is 
<~xtremely hard to .get all the dif
ferent parts needed, so I have bad 
to make a great many myself, and 
in this connection have found the 
weddv paper, Wireless Weekly, 
im·aluable. 

Wishing your periodicals all the 
luck.-Yours faithfullv, 

A. ·s. HAwKER. 

Port Augusta, 
\V est A ustraHa. 

SELECTIVITY 
Sm.-I t may be interesting to you 

to know of some results I have 
obtained after reading the article on 
seh:ti\·itv bv l\1r. G. P. Kcndall. 
I had i1i use the " Long-Distance 
Single Vah·e Receiver," which I 
constructed from an article by i\Ir. 

RIGID AS A MOTOR WHEEL. 

J_ 
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T<>hn W. Barber in the Christmas 
":umbet· of Modern Wireless. The 
results I obtained were extremelv 
good, but, due to my I ack of skill, 
I thin;{, I could ne\·er make a suc
cess of the loose-·coupling. After 
reading Mr. Kendall 's article I made 
a special tuner. I first wound a 
6o-turn coil on a 3!,-in. cardboard 
cylinder, tapped every 10 turns with 
" Clix," then a plain 75-turn coil 
mounted to slide in and out of first 
coil. Using the tapped roil for 
aerial and plain coil fur re,ctction, I 
connected up and commenced turn
ing the condenser. The result sur
prised me. At almost every degree 
a fresh station seemed to come in. 
London, my near<:>st station, came in 
with more strength than I ha\·e ever 
heard before, then Bournemouth, 
Newcastle ahd Aberdeen, all at 
decent 'phone strength. Glasgo\\' 
also came in, but faded awa\·. For 
these I used 40 tmns, \\Jth the 
aerial plugged iri on the twentieth. 
By using so turns I was able to get 
Belfast and anotlwr station I w.a~ 
unable to get the call sign of. I 
also during the ewning got at !cast 
11\-c different foreig-n stations. all at 
readable 'phone strength. I do not 
pretend these n·sults are \·ery mar
vellous; probably much better 
results have bePn obtained with a 
single valve, but as I know nothing 
about wireless except what I learn 

d~ualitu 
~RADIO_~ 

ELECTRIC 
SOLDERING 

SET. 
Works from any 
wireless accumu
lator. 

Complete, as illus
trated, with full 
instructions. 

5/6 
Postage 3d. 

from Wireless Wee/;:lv, Modern 
Wireless and The Wi~eless Con
structor and handbooks, I think the 
fact that thev were obtained, and 
obtained easilv, first trial, makes it 
well worth the experiment, especi
ally as the tuner costs considerably 
less than plug-in coils. 

Wishing your papers every suc
cess.-Yours faithfullv, 

·H. \VALLIS. 
Horley. 

A DOUBLE CIRCUIT NEUTRO
DYNE RECEIVER 

Sm,--Re the " Double Circuit 
Neutrodrne " 2-valve set described 
by 1 ohn. U nderdown in November, 
1924, Modern Wireless, I con
structed this set shortly after seeing 
it, and have had excellent results 
from it. 

At the beginning I had rather a 
diffirulty with regard to the loose
coupling, but soon acquired the m-t. 
Sn far I have had the following 
stat>ions, all at good phone strength, 
and speech wa;; clearly understood : 
5SC, sNO, 2EH, 6BM, 2ZY, 6LV, 
Bdfast, sWA, Brussels (SBR), 
Ecole Superieur, Hamburg, Breslau, 
Madrid, 5SA, sUU. and the Liver
pool Harbour Board com·ersing 
with the Crosby and Formby Light
ships. I think this is a very good 
record indeed for a two-valve set. 

111/lllllllll/111 
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I am situated nine miles north of 
Liverpool Station and my aerial as 
25 ft. high, 75 ft. long and 25 ft. 
lead in. 

It does not aetuallv work a loud
.speaker, ,although speech can be 
heard about 6 ft. away. L'iverpool 
Station can be heard w,ithout aerial 
or eat-th, and louder than a crrstal 
set. For long range I think -this 
set is the best possible for two 
valves. 

Wishing Wireless TF eekly, 
Modern Wireless and The Wireless 
Constructor e\·ery success.-Yours 
faithfully, 

1. ERic BEYES. 
Li\·erpoo!. 

AN AERIAL HINT 

Sm,-In vour " Information De
partment " · in :\'larch 18 issue of 
your paper, we notice a query from 
" A. S. 0." (Tonbridgc) who is 
having clitllcultv with the stretch
ing and cnntt·ading of his .aerial 
halvards in fine and wet weather. 

Perhaps the following simrle hint 
mav be found useful by " A. S. 0." 
and other readers who are troubled 
in the same manner. We do it our
selves, and rustomers of ours who 
ha\·e donp it :1re quite pleased. 
Now for the hint :-

Attach to the loose ~end of the 
halyard a weight of, say, 3-5 lbs., 

llillllllllllllll 

COMPONENTS for PERMANENT RELIABILITY 
Finston Fixed &: Variable Square Law O<>ndensers &: Variometers 
The Finston Fixed Condenser is the onlv u one hole'' fixing condenser on 
the market and is guaranteed within 5 o/o of stated capacity ; no wax is 
used, therefore climatic conditions have no ill effects upon them. Buy one. 
Test one. It will prove our statements and thoroughly satisfy you. 
If your dealer cannot supply Finstott Components, send your order to us together 

with his name and addres'>, please! 
LIGHTING SUPPUES CO., 2, Finsbury Ave., London, E.C.2. 

Barclays 1000 

BROKEN VALVES MADE EQUAL 
TO NEW IN FIVE DAYS. 

Guaranteed to give Satisfaction or Money Returned. 
No gas, fire or lamp needed. Always ready, no waste; 
a joint is made in a few seconds. The soldering bit 
being of carbon it requires no cleaning or tinning. 

BRIGHT EMITTERS 6/6 (Money should 
be enclosed 

FOUR ELECTRODE 8/· w; t h valves.) 
1/ vour d6aler eannol mpply, soD Bend po&t /rt6 if gou mention hll '"""' and f'l4cbw1, 

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1. 

Liberal Trade Terms. LIST FREE. 'Phnne: North 3051. 

Send to :-ECLAT ELECTRIC MANFG. Co. LTD., 
Spencer Works, 

SPENCER HILL RoAD, WIMBLEDON, S.W.J9. 



this will keep the halyard tight 
under all circumstances; in wet 
weather when the rope contracts it 
pulls the weight up a little way, 
and in fine weather when the rope 
lengthens the weight pulls it down, 
with the result the aer•ial is always 
taut, and there is not so much " fad
ing " in reception. 

The writer attached the weight to 
his halyard about 6 ft. from the 
ground, and it consists of an old 
7-lb. paint-tin with a wire handle; 
the tin is filled with sand, but water 
or anything else would do. The 
tin .is secured to the halyard by 
some twine, which can easily be cut 
or undone whenever I w~ant lhe hal
yard clear to run through the pulley 
at the top of the pole, to examine 
the aerial, etc. It is not, of course, 
necessary to put a weight at the 
" lead in " end of the aerial. 

Re sui·table halyards :-My ex· 
perience of galvanised rope for hal
yards is tl:iat they are a nuisance; 
they .are very awkward to use in 
case you want to drop your aerial, 
and thev soon rust awav. I find 
good, half-inch rope good enough 
for most aer•ials; and for preserving 
i.t, get a stiff brush and some reli
able brand of wood rreservative, 
and rub the preservative well into 
the rope. This is much less 
" messy " than melting tar, and 
whereas it is often difficult to get 
good tarred rope, you can get wood 

preservatives at any good paint or: 
ironmonger's shop. And if the pole 
itself has not already been painted 
a coat or two of preservative before 
it is erected will treble its " life." 

Trusting that tl.e above hints may 
be useful· to you and your readers. 
-Yours faithfully, 

FAIRFIELD MFG. Co. 
Liverpool. 

A CRYSTAL SET 

Sm,-Having recently constructed 
the crystal set as descr[bed by Mr. 
P. W. Harris in the issue of Modern 
Wireless for September last, I think 
that the following excellent results 
obtained mav be of some interest to 
your readers. 

The undermentioned Morse sta
tions on 6oo metres were received, 
after dark, whilst lying in the Firth 
of Forth, the receiver being used in 
conjunction with a small shir 's 
aerial :-Gibraltar, Oporto, Santan
der, Finisterre, Bordeaux, Genoa, 
Cape Sperone (Sardinia), Sailer 
(Majorca), Gothenburg, Copenhagen 
and Hangii (Finland), in addition, 
of course, to most of the neare1· 
Continental Morse stations-on the 
broadcast wm·elengths Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, Dundee and Aberdeen 
gave good re suits. 

All the above stations were re
ceived direct on the crystal, no 
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amplification of any descript•ion 
whatever being used either before 
or after rectification. 

Using a 100 ft. '' loft " aerial at 
Ilford, zLO givesquite good results, 
whilst Channel and shipping sta
tions come in very well. The earth 
is in tliis case on the water main. 
-Yours faithfully, 

F. C. A. F. 
Ilford. 

THE R.S.G.B. AND THEW. T, 
AND SIGNALLING BILL 

The following is a copy of a let
ter which the Society has sent tc 
the P.M.G. :-

WIRELEss TELEGRAPHY AND 
SIGNALLING BILL. 

DEAR SIR,-! have the honour to 
inform you that the Council of the 
Radio S-ociety of Great Britain have 
considered the provisions of the 
above Bill, which is now before 
Parliament, and desire to submit to 
you a Memorandum upon the Bill. 
At present the Memorandum is 
being considered by the representa
tives of the Affiliated Wireless Socie
ties throughout the country, but it 
will be forwarded to you at the 
earliest possible moment.-! am, 
Sir, your obedient servant, 

(Signed) H. A. RocK, 
For Hon. Secretary. 

-ue~~" til'~-ft. 1o build 
.1• " rru 3 • a beller 
Super~ Heterodyne 

The complete set of Bowyer
Low9 Intermediate Wave
length H .F. Transformers 
comprises : 1 Input Filter 
Tran~<former, with a ·0006 
Dubilit>r Fixed Condenser for 
tuning the primary, and 3 
IntersUtge Tmnsformers. 
Each set is matched and sold 
complete in boxes with Full 
Instructions for M a king a. 
Seven-Valve Super-Hetcro~ 

dyne Receiver, at the excep· 
tionally low price of 

Given free with every set have less internal capacity Although the Bowyer • 
of Bowyer - Lowe Super - and more stability than Lowe Units cost less than 
Heterodyne Transformers foreign transformers make those of for.eign makes, 
are complete instructions, allowance for. they give results surprising 
wiring diagram, and pro- Bowyer-Lowe Sup e r- in their purity and quiet 
gressive assembly photo- Heterodyne Transformer f · unctionmg .no less than 
graphs from which any Units are all matched in 
wireless amateur can make complete series so that in their range and selectiv· 
a Seven-Valve Super- each set is guaranteed to ity. The complete set, 
Heterodyne Receiver of function perfectly at the used according to the 
the latest design. same peak frequency. A free instructions . given, 
With these Transformers matched .0005 Fixed Con- will enable you to build 
a Six-Valve Super-Hetero- denser is supplied with a Super-Heterodyne Re
dyne gave better results every set. To eliminate ceiver of finer performance 
than a Seven-Valve in- all chance of short - cir- than any you have seen. 
strument with foreign cuiting every transformer No type of receiver is so 
Transformers, because the is tested at 500 volts be- interesting to make and 
new Bowyer-Lowe Unit tween windings. Each use. Start building yours 
is built expressly for use transformer is fitted in a on the Bowyer· Lowe plan 
with British Valves which case of Grade "A" Ebonite. to-day. 

24 
A special Oscillator Coupler 
Unit, uniform in size and 
shape with the Transformers, 
to cover the broadcast band 
with a .0005 Variable Con
denser iB also supplied at the 
cost of £1. 
The Series of Transformers 
with Oscillator Coupler in· 
eluded coat& 

!5 Bowyer-lowe Tesled 
Intermediate Wavelenglh 
H.F.)TRANSFORMERS 

BOWYER·l.OW!i CO. 1. TD,-l.f.TCHWOR.TH., 
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Apparatus 
we have teSl:ed 

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor. 

Brackets for Transatlantic Four 
Receiver 

Messrs. '' A. V." Wireless Com
pany have submitted for our .inspec· 
rtion a sample of the strong iron 
bmckets they are supplying for use 
dn the well-known " Transatlantic 
Four " Receiver designed by Mr. 
Harris; the purpose of these is 
to carry the strip of ebonite on 
which are mounted the valves and 
transformers at the rear of ,the set. 
These br-ackets are to be affixed 
directly to the panel by suitable 
bolts, and the makers claim that this 
not only facilitates the w,iring-up of 
the receiver but also holds the front 
panel very securely at right angles to 
the base·board. A slight rearrange
ment of the transformers and block
ing condensers is then necessitated. 
The brackets are of substantial 

build, finished neatly in b1ack 
enamel, and drilled for the necessary 
holes for screws and bolts; the price 
is also moderate. We understand 
that similar :bmckets .are supplied by 
the same firm for other types of ver
tical panel receivers. 

The " Radiotester " 
Messrs. The British & Colonial 

Industries Association, Ltd., have 
submitted for our inspection and 
trial an ingenious little instrument 
having for its purpose the facilita· 
tion of the process of testing for 
faults and so on, in the complex 
electrical circuits, which make up a 
modern radio receiver. This 
" Radiotester " consists of a small 
case, measuring 4 in. by z£, which 
is carded by an elastic strap on the 
wrist of the operator; in the case 

is enclosed .an ordinary 4! volt flash
lamp battery. A lamp·bulb is 
arranged on the upper side to indi
cate the completion of the circuit; 
two telephone terminals are pro· 
vided for connecting up the head
phones in certain tests ; also a 
coup1e of flex connections, 2 ft. in 
length, carrying sharp·pointed elec
trodes, one of these being double
ended. Insulating sleeves are pro
vided for these electrodes for 
protection when not actually dn use. 
In order to maintain the sharp • 
points a slip of emery-paper i!l 
affixed to the side of the box. The 
needle-sharp points can thus be 
used even on ordinarv [nsulated 
w;ire, readily penetrating the insu
lating covering. 

One of the contact points on the 
double-ended electrode makes con-

Get this 
Pilots 
Chart MAXI MU M M I N I M U M 

'"rH IS 32-page Booklet contains illustrations •nd specifications 
1 -Of more than 30 different Receiving Sets that can be built 

at hotne by anyone-no matter kow inexperienced. Send for 
it to-day and read how little you need pay for a firat-clau 
Receiver auch u the famous S.T. 100 01" the 3 
Transatlantic V. No one nee::! be withoqt a good d 
Valve Receiver on account of expense when Pilot 
Sets for home constructors cost so little. · 

Typical Pilot Receivers 
shown in the Pilot Ch•rt 
All Concert P., 

Lux e. 
S.T. 100. 
All Britain. 
Family 4-Valve. 

Transatlantic V. 
7ValveTAT. 
Anglo·American 

Six. 
Etc., etc .• etc. 

• 

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd. 
lfflm<Me: 

LONDON-
62, High Holbom, W.C.l, 

WALTHAMSTOW-

Rt~;.tered Office>, Mail Order cS Showroom; 

71~ City Road, London, E.C.l 

l'JI,li6U 

280, Wood Street. 
l'LYMOUTH-

<l., Bank of E11.gl&md Pl&ce. 
LIVIilRPOOL-

4, Ma.JLeheater Street. 
CARDID-IlJ., QuoeaSt. 

Efficiencu Capacttu 
Damping Effects 

Strength Resistance 
Pricss below WATERPROOF 

con 
Wave Length uolng "001 Variable Con-

denser In Parallel PRICE. 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 

18 - - 2/-
25 395 190 2/4 
30 485 2.0 1/4 
35 515 860 2/1 
40 680 870 2/8 
50 835 485 3/-
75 1250 600 3/4 

100 1820 815 3/10 
150 2300 960 4/8 
200 8100 1870 1/4 
250 8750 2200 l/8 
300 4500 2300 ,,_ 
400 4950 2500 l/1 

Seld by all W"nless Dealers 

Sol& Mmcujacturers r 

The Hawk Coil Go., ST. MART'S ROAD., 
SURILTOR, SURREY. 
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nection with the lamp (and 'rhones 
if in use) via the enclosed cell ; the 
other cuts out the cell, as when 
testing L.T. grid-bias, and tapped 
H.T. batteries which provide an 
external E.M.F. 

It is evident that a verv varied 
list of practical tests can be carried 
out with this equipment, with the 
minimum of trouble and time ex
pended. There is no need to sl c•p 
for the purpose of affixing leads, 
connecting up a spare cell, lo,;king 
out some kind of current indicator, 
etc., when a fault develops 2nd 
a svstematic search must be under
tak-en to locate it in a receiver. The 
telephone is sensiti\·e enough to in
dicate leaks and short circuits even 
of great resistance, and to give some 
indication with condensers of 
moderate size 'Vhen these are in 
order. i\ comprehensive pamphlet 
is enclosed in the case which will 
instruct the less experienced as to 
the many possibilities of this sanple 
and effective testing outfit, w~1ich 
we can thoroughly recommend. 'I he 
rrice is very reasonable .. 

An Electric Soldering Set 

At first sight it would appear as 
if an attempt to operate an electric 
arc, as a source of heat in soldering 
operations, from the ordinary small 
4- or 6-volt L. T. accumulator, was 

at least inviting catastrophies, 
though such experiments might 
have the approval of charging sta
tions. However, in actual trial, 
this bold venture proves to be not 
only practicable, but actually to sim
plifv the business of soldering con
nections in a radio set so much that 
it might also be claimed to make it 
a pleasure. Messrs. Gosweil Engi
neering Co., Ltd., have sent for trial 
samples of a small, very inexpensive 
equirment packed in a neat wooden 
box with supplies of flux and solder, 
etc., all complete, which enables the 
operation to be performed with only 
a moderate sized 4- or 6-\·olt accu
mulator for " power-station." The 
pseudo-arc (it is not a genuine per
s-istent arc, as there are not the 40 
volts or so available to maintain it 
in air) is struck between a carbon 
electrode and the work. The for
mer is secured in a convenient 
holdet·, with flex connection to be 
put on the negat·ivc terminal of the 
L.T. accumulator. The positive 
pole of the accumulator is connected 
bv another flex to the wire or ter
n1inal to be soldered. By . gently 
stroking or light tapping of the work 
with the negative electrode an inter
mittent arc is obtained, sufficient to
gether with the development of 
enough local heat by the resistance 
of the bad contacts· made here, to 
heat the metal abm·e the cbmpara-

WIRELESS BATTERY SERVICE 
(DEPARTMENT) 

BATTERIE~ LOANED FREE 
Charges for service only. Service comprises: Charging 
accumulator, free delivery and collection. Payments 
to be made one quarter in advance. 4 volt So/40 amp. 
6 volt 6oj3o amp. 
Fortnightly exchange (4 volt only) 
\Veekly exchange (4 or 6 volt) 
Weekly 2 Batteries 

15/. per quarter. 
18/9 .. 
31/3 .. 

Service within 15 miles of Charing Cross. 
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tivel_v low melting-point of comnwn 
solder. A touch of fluxite and the 
application of the stick of solder will 
then give an easily-produced, cJe,J,l, 
sound joint. if the work is reason
ablv clean alt·eaclv. There is but little 
lost heat; tirr;e is enormouslY 
economised; the work is kept rlcari, 
and .is actually heated •in a rartly 
reducing atmosphere (for the arcs 
emit a certain amount of c~u-bon 
monoxide through the consumption 
of the carbon); there is no mess, ami 
no equipment is needed beyond the 
usual accumulator of a valve set and 
this small box, 8 in. by 4} in., which 
contains all the necessarv matPri;d. 
Preliminary tinning of wires, etc., is 
clone with delightful ease, it wa" 
found, in a small carbon crucible 
that is connected to the positive poL' 
for this purpose. Using a four-volt 
accumulator, it was found in exten
si,·e tests that the average cun·eut 
demand (during the few seconds of 
actual heating of a junct.ion, €tc.) 
was 4 amperes, rising momentarily 
to 8 amperes if too close contact \vas 
made and held, or if the carbon elec
trode was dipped in the molten sol
der on a joint. The resistance of 
the electrodes and leads prevents too 
great a rush of current: At the 
same time it is evident that the 
equipment should not be used on 
very small accumulators, such as the 
ten ampere - hour type, except, 

Another Guaranteed 
BRETWOOD Speciality 

is our improved 

ANODE RESISTANCE 
which gives accurate readings consistently 
from Io,ooo ohms to over Ioo,ooo ohms. This 
BRETWOOD Component io particularly 
suited for the STtoo circuit (Modern WiY~Iess\, 
the Super-Sensitive circuit (Popular Winless , 
and for resistance coupling, etc. 

AUTO MECHANICAL RECTIFIERS LID., 
Wireless Battery Service Dept., 

91, TABERNACLE STREET, E.C.2. 
BRETWOOD 
GRID LEAK 

It is constructed on the same principles 
that have made BRETWOOD Components 
famous and, of course, it carries the BRET· 
wooD' Guarantee. Price 3s. Postage 3d, 

BRETWOOD Patent VALVE HOLDER. 
Fix this efficient component and get maxi
mum results. Positively no leakage or 
capacity effects. Perfect con tact. Can 
be mounted on front or back of panel. .llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll .. 
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Patent No. 224,295/23, 

Used and recom. 
mended everywhere. 
Price 3/- Postage 3d. Price 1/9 Postage 3d. NEW VALVES FOR OLD! 

Whenever your valves bum out or lila"'ents 
are damaged in any way, send them to us 
and we will repair them equal to new, Per• 
feet reception is guaranteed with our repaired 
valves, which are returned to you 

BRETWOODCAP~iTYSWITCH 
,... _____ ..., 
I PRICE I 

:6/6: 
~ Post FREE ~ 
I (Bright : 
: Emitters) , 
'-------' 

WITHIN SEVEN DAYS = ::: 
:;:: 

D.E '06, 12/6. D.E 2v. '25 to '3 amp., 10/6 ~ 
Price I,ist for Power Valves on application, -

Liberal discount to Wireless Agents, Ter1111l on application, ~ 
TheNorth London Valve Repairing Co. ~ 

22!, Cazenove Road, Stoke Newington, N.16. E 
WE ARE AI.WAYS AT YOUR SltRVICE. ~ 

•lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli!IIIIIW!IIIlllllliiUUulUUIIIIIIIIIIliiiUIIIIIIIIIIUllliiiiUilrilll. 
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Constructors will welcome news of a further 
Bretwood Product. an Anti-Capacity Switch, the 
principal features of which include:-
Absolute freedom from capacity effects--Perfect Conta.et-
Workmanlike finish and neatness of appearance-Simple single 
bole fi-xing and Easy to make wiring connections. Specla.l 
spring loaded balls in the base make the Bretwood PRICE 
Switch wonderfully smooth in action and ens1ll'6 

5 
I 

clean and perlect electrical contact at all times. 
It is confidently offered to wireleBB constructors • 
as the Antl·Capacity Switch par excellenu, and of 
course it can1ea the famous Bretwood Guarantee. Post.ags 34. 

Ill lllililliiliiifllillilliiliillfili lll!iilli!llililil!liilllllli 
BRETWOOD LTD., 
12-18, London Mews, Maple St., London, W. 
.A.ll Bretwood specialities are obeainablejrom mod Wire!. SI Dealers 

Barclays IOO.fo 
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perhaps, in an emergency. A hu·ge 
accumulator such as is used for 
multi-\·alve sets with bright-emitter 
valves would not be aflected b,· this 
current demand, and se,·pral .joints 
could be made for a consumption of 
current equ<~l to th:lt of an hoiJr's 
normal listening. For hastv repairs 
when awav from the home work-

[J 

shor the outfit should Le im·aluablc. 
\Ye <an strongly recommend thl' set 
provided that too small a batten· be 
not used with it, .-tnd feel assured 
that if electrical soldering were 
widelv practised there would be lPss 
general aversion to this method of 
making really sound, permanent 
electrical connections. 

••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . . . . . . 
i Charged Snow i . . . . . . .......................................................................................... 

O N Sunday afternoon, !\larch 
22, on coming in after a 
slight fall of snow, I was 

surprised to hear a series of 
clicks emanating from the corner 
of the room, where a two-valve 
set was located. Thinking it 
was the accumulator gassing, I 
lifted the vents, but the noise 
persisted and seemed to come 
from within the set itself. I 
touched the aerial terminal-the 
one on the aerial side of the con
stant aerial tuning condenser
and received a sufficient shock to 
make me jump. This occurred 
some time after the fall of snow 

and when to all appearances the 
day was a fine spring day. Re
moving the aerial and touching it 
on the earth terminal, it was 
found possible to get a series of 
sparks and shocks if the aerial 
was touched. I then fitted a 
" Static Arrester "-a neat little 
adjustable gap--between the 
C. A. T. terminal and earth, and 
found after a further slight fall 
of snow that by adjusting the gap 
a spark r-r6 in. long could be 
obtained, and that by gradually 
decreasing the gap the rate of 
sparking increased until, \\·hen 
almost touching, a noise from the 

THE 

Air 
•• VARIC" 

Spaced V ariometer 
Panel Mounting 
Type S.P ... 10/

Wavelensth 250-650 
Metres. 

Table or Panel 
Mounting 

Type S.T ... 12/6 
250-650 Metres. 

April 8, 1925 

···············~::·;;:·~········ .. ····i 
: ......................................... 

The Query Department is n,-,w 
re-o~ened to accept readers' queries. 
Readers are advised that a charge 
of 2s. 6d. is made per ql.testion, and 
a stamped, adclressed envelope 
should be enclosed. 

0 

loud-speaker like 
multi - cylinder 
resulted. 

the firing of a 
petrol engine 

A similar charging of the 
acr'ial !took place after several 
slight falls of snow, but when 
this latter turned to sleet the 
phenomenon ceased. 

J. lJ. 

················································. 
The Wireless Constructor. 

-$:-0--0-

A Free Bluepr_int of a 

Three-Valve PORTABLE 
RECEIVER, 

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E· 
Will be GIVEN AWAY in the 

MAY ISSUE. 

ON SALE APRIL 15. 

Type L.T ... 15/-
580-2,300 Metres. 

The result of extensive experiment and research, the "Varic" 
Variometer is designed on scientific principles, combining maxi
mum mutual inductance with absolute minimum self c.;~pacity. 
No mouldings a re used, the coils being self-supporting and wound 
with a very heavy gauge wire, thus keeping down High Frequency 
Resistance. 

The "Varic" Variometer has bearings of unique design, forming 
perfect electrical contact between Stator and Rotor, whilst ensuring 
that the Rotor "Sta-ys Set." 

THE real wireless enthusiast goes over his 
Set inch by inch. Shortening a connection 

here-replacing an inefficient component 
there, he knows that success depends on the 
most careful attention to seemingly insignificant 
details. Such men are now standardising on 
Ra:dion as the panel material de luxe. 

In short, the "Varic" Variometer has been constructed to give 
High Efficiertcy, Sharp Tuning, 
Low SeU Capacity, Big Signal Strength: 

VARIC LTD. 
'Phone: Bedford 879, 

CASTLE HILL, 

BEDFORD 

(jf 
Radian is available in 2 I di!f~ent sizes in 
black and makoganite. Radion can also be 
supplied in any special size. Black Id. per 
square inch. mahoganite r3'd.per square-inch. 

RADION 
American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd. 
Hea3 Office: I3a Fore Street, 

London, E. C. 2. 
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IJepols: izo Wellington Street, Glasgow. 
116 Snow Hill, Birmingham. 

Irish Agents: 8 Corporation Street, Belfast. 

Gilbert Ad. 2655 



SUPPLIED 

J. Q. R. (ROMFORD) has built 
a three-valve receiver consisting 
of H.F. amplifier, detector, and 
L.F. amplifier, the high-frequency 
valve being coupled to the detec
tor by means of a large vario
meter, providing a tuned anode 
circuit. In the anode of the 
detector valve there is another 
large variometer which it is 
intended shall provide reaction 
effects, and our correspondent 
finds it impossible to stop the set 
from oscillating and asks for our 
advice. 

Our correspondent's circuit dia
gram shows that the connection 
from the lower end of the tuned 
aerial circuit goes to the L.T. nega
tive terminal, the filament rheostat 
being connected in the negative 

Wireless Weelilr 

BY RADIO PRESS SERVICE DEPT., LTD. 

lead. No potentiometer is pro
vided, and there is thus no means 
of preventing the set from oscillat
ing when the first variomder bdngs 
the anode of the high frequency 
valve into tune with the aerial cir
cuit. Such circuits will often oscil
late quite freely upon aerials of 
reasonablv low resistance, e\·en 
when no second variometer is pro
vide-d in the anode circuit of the 
detector val\ie for the express pur
rose of producing react,ion. This 
assumes, of course, that the vario
meter is sufficiently largf' to tune 
to the desired wa\·elength without 
the aid of a parallel condenser, and 
our correspondent informs us that 
he has obtained a sufficiently large 
instrument of American manufac
tun:. In such a circuit some means 
of contmlling the degree of reaction 

is most essential, and we would 
suggest that a potent,iometer be 
introduced to control the grid poten
tial of the first valve. Alternatively, 
the second variometer might be re
placed by an ordinary reaction coil 
coupled to the aerial tuning induct
ance, so that reversed reaction might 
be employed if desired. 

L. U. J. (BRENTFORD) finds 
that whenever he lifts the cat
whisker off his crystal detector 
he hears a steady buzzing noise, 
and he inquires whether this 
is normal. He is using a simple 
form of crystal set. 

The buzz in question arises from 
induction effects from alternat,ing 
current mains, and is quite a normal 
symptom in a crystal receiver. So 
long as the cat-whisker is pressing 

L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS. 
THE RENOWN 

Is made in any ratfo you desire and, H you require an Intervalve Transformer for 
general work, we see to it that you get an Instnrment that is soundly constructed, and 
Is really designed for the work it has to do. 
With its large initial diameter of bobbin, its good hefty soft iron core, its inftnity 
Insulation resistance, its great number of turns, you have an instrument that will gtve 

~~~ti~e t:~~f:~~o;e~!c:n:~rtftY~loth P!~~u~~g~es:o~r~fC:~~~~~!j!r iU~O:~~l: !~ 
audible range. In fact in the •• Renown " you have an Intervalve Transformer that 
will help you to attain a more distortionless reproduction by the loud speaker. than 
any other transformer proferred to you to-day. Furthermore: You may prove it for 
~~:~~est!'~~t a::J!:';~~~ gBie~~unity of returnlng it to us within 14 days, a.fter 

Ratios 5 : 4 : 3 : 2 to 1. Price 8/4 Post Fr<'e. 

We are still repairing ANY MAKE of ~nterva.lve Tral)l!former with our 
efficiency equal to new guarantee for 5/- Post Free. Delivery 8 days. 

Creating a Market 
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO., Hay Street, PORTSMOUTH. 

The "WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR" 
has amply fulfilled its mission in 
Wireless. A new demand has been 
created from a large section of the 
public not previously catered for. This 
is amply proved by the fact that the 
"Wireless Constructor" has a circulation 
greater than that of all non-Radio Press 
wir~less publications added together. 
It IS, therefcre, only pointing out the 
obvious to claim that your advertisement 
should also be included in its columns. 
Next issue closes /or press April 18th. 
For rates write Advertisement Managers: 

Barclays Advertising, Ltd., 
Advertising Consultants & Contractors, 

Bush House, Strand, London, W .C,2 
Telephone: City 9911 (Extn, 9). 
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WIRELESS VALVES 
Guaranteed Osrams "C" Type, R.A.F. Surplus, 
The cheapest high-frequency valve on the market and 

the most satisfactory as a detector and amplifier. 
Adaptor /or same 1/- each. 

5 '· each 4 for 19/-, postage paid, at 
1 I Buyers' Risk. 

J. MARTIN BLAIR, 
Amberley House, Norfolk St.,Strand,London, W,C.2 

Phone . Central 

SEND A SUBSCRIPTION 
!or your favourite wireless journals. Promptly delivered, post free. 

Modern W~ Wireless Weekly The Wireless Coostructor 

Twelve months 15/- Twelve months 32/6 Twelve months 8/6 
Six months 7/6 Six montiL' 16/3 Six months 4/8 

RADIO PRESS Ltd. (Dept.S .), Bush House, Strand, London, W .C.2. 
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upon the crystal the telephone cir
cuit is virtually short-circuited by 
the tuning indutltance, so far as low
frequency currents are concerned. 
1It seems that when the cat-whisker 
is lifted the low-frequency induction 
currents find a pass through the 
windings of the telephones and 
through the capacity of the body of 
the orerator, and thus produced a 
buzz. 

M. R. L. (BRISTOL) asks for 
information with regard to the 
low-frequency side of his 4-valve 
receiver. When using only one 
stage of L.F. amplification signal 
strength and quality are good. 
On switching in the second L.F. 
valve, however, very little increase 
in signal strength is obtained, 
and bad distortion is noticed 
which cannot be removed by 
any adjustment of grid bias or 
high tension voltage. If, however, 
he turns down the filament of 
the first L.F. valve 'there is a 
soft " plop " and the quality 
and volume of signals improved. 
DiffeTent valves have been tr-ied 
without effecting a cure, and the 
placing of a milliammeter in the 
plate circuit of the first L.F. 
valve shows that there is a sudden 
change in anode current when the 
" plop " occurs. 

The trouble of which you com
plain is due to low-frequency oscil
lation occurring when the second 
stage of the low-frequency amplifi
cation is switched in. This is show
ing ~tself, however, in an unusual 
form, as usually this form of oscil
lation is accompanied by a high
pitched whistle. As you. are using 
a common H.T. positive lead for 
the two stages of L.F. amplifica
tion we would advise you to rlace a 
fixed condenser of 2 f'F capacity 
across this and the H.T. negative 
leads. The two L.F. transformers 
should be placed well apart with 
their cores at right-angles. The 
effect should also be tried of con
necting the two cores together, and 
connecting them either to earth or 
L.T. negat\ve or H.T. positive. 
Further means of effecting a cure 
may be found in reversing either 
one or the other of the windings of 
the first L.F. transformer, and you 
should also try connecting various 
resistances across the secondarv of 
the transformer. The value o( this 
resistance mav be between Ioo,ooo 
ohms and half a megohm, as high a 
value as possible being prderabl)· 
employed, as othen,·ise a loss in 
signal strength may result. 

H. C. (BLOOMSBURY) has 
a 2-valve set, H.F. and detector, 

Aprtl 8, 1925 

which has suddenly ceased to 
function. 2LO is now barely 
audible, and changing over the 
valves makes no difference to 
the results. On changing the 
valves back the grid-leak was 
accidentally short circuited, and 
it was noticed that the filament 
of the detector valve then burnt 
very brightly. 

The fact that short-eircuiting the 
grid-leak causes the filament of the 
valve to burn more brightly shows 
that this filament is lying on the 
grid of the valve. As your grid
leak is connected to L.T. positi,·e 
when this component is shorted, 
that portion of the filament between 
<its point of contact with the grid 
and the positi,·e lead is also shorted, 
and the rest of the filament therefore 
burns more brightly. It may be 
possible to make the vain· sen·ice
able again in the following manner. 
Determine at \vhat point the fila
ment is m:1king contact with the 
grid. Remove the vah·e from its 
socket. and hold it with this point 
uppermost. Light the filament by 
means uf t\YO leads taken from the 
accumulator and tap the bulb of the 
valve snwrth·. In this manner \'OU 

'Tlay succeed in separating the fila
ment from the grid and put the 
valve b:~ck ag;lin intn use. 

ENVELOPE N99 CONTAINS ALL THE NECESSARY INSTRUCTIONS WITH 
WORKINC DRAWINGS. BLUE PRINTS &c;, FOR MAKINC THE ABOVE 

BLUE PRINT SINGLE VALVE SET BLUE PRINT 
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A
LABORATOl<Y in a single cabinet. These few words sum up the 

Omni Receiver, full constructional details of which appear in the 
Rad io Press Envelope ~o. S5. 
The Omni Receiver was designed by John Scott-Taggart, 

F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., to enable the really keen experimenter to have a 
l'abinct wireless receiver which could be w1red up to almost any circuit in a very short 
time--the set, however, always retaining its neat outward .tppcarance. 
The raising of the hingl·d lid of the cabinet discloses a pand on which have been mounted 
so wcll-!>paccu terminals. and that is the key to what has hitherto brcn considered an 
im·,racticabh: problem. The Yarious components are mounted behind the front panel, and, 
g nerally spt•aking, the connections of Pach 1·omp0nent arc taken to the terminal panel . 
. \ fter the Omni Receiver has been completed, it is possible and an easy matter for any 
wireless enthusiast to try out and compare practically any new circuit, or variations in 
old circuits, by simply raising the lid of the cabinet and connecting up. It is advisable 
to ucw mbbrr covered flex for the purpose. 

Evt•ry terminal on the panel under the lid of the Single Valve Reflex ST 34, ST.IS· ST 75. ST 100. 
cabinet i~ nu m be red, nnd n lmy is supplied. Using It is simply a mnllcr of connc.:liug terminals 
th~o: numbered k<'y it is an easy matter for the 51-50, 5l·lll, 50·4l, de. From time to time 
cxpcrimunterorcven bt:'ginnertowireupand test new keyecl cirruih will appear in the Radii> 
the following n circuits, given in the envel<•pe:- Prcs.s pu blil-atiuns, principnllr If "tins If etkly. 
Ca:_v't~l, ('rystal nnd 1 LF., Crystal an_p 2 L .. F., No wireles~ cuthusin't hlwuh.l w wi1hout an 
1 H .l•. Crystal and 1 L.F., H .F. Crystal and Omni R<'C<'ivcr, the Rccciwr you can wi re at 
!I L.l'.,Dcl~lorand 1 LF.,Det~torand z L.F., will, always ready £or future experiment<;. 

Tlr1 Radio Prus Etavelof• No. Ss contains full ~onstrudim1al d~Jail•, Blrtt·Prtnts, Photographs, Dial'ams, / 
1\ey ,hatls, a transfer of key n1nnbers for the terminal panel, together w1th useful hitrts and tips frw the 
comtroclnr and nrany pages of intuesting information, 1Xfttrtments. et •. , ~hou1ng the ··normous advantages 
;ucd possibil1lits op1ned oul to ou:ners of tire Onmi Reuiv•r. Obtamab/1 /riJm ull .\'tusagents, Bookstalls, 
loculiVtrdtss /Jeul"l or direct fro•n tire Publisl•t!rs. When orderin& drrtcl be <ure and quote Cnt·d~e No. S<. 

2f> 
Post F' tt 

119 1Rabio ~teas, 1tb. 
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W .C.2. 

~ 
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.. WtRELESS \ VEEK LV ADVERTISEMENTS 

THE RIGHT 
CONSTRUCTION 

Electrical Transformation does not necessarily imply real TONAL 
BEAUTY. 

That means .that although you can obtain a transformer to give you 
the ~orrect raho of trans~omta~ion, the lovely ton~s of fine singing or 
mus1cal performance rccetved m low-frequency rad1o do not retain the 
attendant overtones or harmonics which make REAL MUSIC. 

The chief cause of this loss is high self-capacity. 
In the R.I. Transformer you have the Right Construction for 

T ONAL BEAUTY. 
(1) Because the sectional method of winding the Primary and 

Secondary coils gives the extremely low self-capacity 
of ONLY 18 micro-mlcrofarads . 

(2) Because the inductive values of the Primary and Secondary 
coils are correct for the telephonic or audible frequencies . 

(3) Because the iron circuit has high efficiency. 
(4) Because the heavy walls of insulation between coils give 

freedom from breakdown. 
T n no other transformer on .the market can you find these superior 

POINTS OF CONSTRUCTION. 
For the man who wants REAL RADIO MUSIC there is 

only one transformer worth buying 

T HE R.l. T RANSFORMER 
PRICE 25/-

Write for /he Nt111 R./. Catawgtte. 

12 HYDE S'!' OXFORD S'! LONDON w .c.1 

Co11tractors to the Admiralty aud all GovemmeuJ Departments. 

Prtoted for t he P roprirwn. RADIO Puu. Ln., Bll5b Boue, Aldwyeb , W.C.2 .• 07 Till Av&lllll PUll !L. OpcoU GIU .t Soo, Ltd.), ~. Dn1r7 
tau. i.oodon W.C.2. Publiehed on Wedoreda7 or f&Cb week at 3, Bolt Court. Pltel Street, London. E C.4 Addrea for babscnptlona and Bdhorlal 
Qlmmuoieatlon& :-BIHb Iloase. Strand, London, W.C. AdYtrhsemut ~laOJitftl'll : Bun..ua A DVUTIIII<O Lto, Bub Roue. Straodl Loodoa, 
W C.2 Registered as a new~~r and for tra1l4111156loo b7 Canadian Magaz ine Post . Seb8crlpt1on rattc ·-3216 IIU anna111, 16 3 for ala 
li>ODlbJ pOI~ fre6. Sole Atrtota for Autralula :-Ooaoos .t GOTCII (AQ4tralaalal. LTD. For Canada :-hiPill l~ NIWI Lro. Por 8oatA &frlca •-
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I Fixed Resistors. 
I Ne. 1: 1: 
1 724 

725 1 7216 1: 1: 1: 
1 732 

Ohms. 
•J 
'75 

1'5 
2 
3 
5 
1'5 

10 
13 
20 
26 
40 
48 
55 

AmpJ. 
2 
2 
2 
I 
I 
·; 
·; 
·; 
'5 
'25 
'25 
'25 
'23 
'25 

'· J. 
1 6 
1 6 
I 6 
1 6 
1 6 
1 9 
t 9 
I 9 
I 9 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

No. 718. Screw Holder, on Ebonite 
Base, with instructions 116 

No. 72». Brass Shortinr Plura. to 
fit Screw Holders, three 
in carton 1/6 

I The Dual Rheostat. 
I Ne. 222. Dual Rheostat, 5-30 ohms, I for mounting on any panel, 
1 from i •to t• in thickneu, 
l with clrillinr template 7 6 

"'-------- _r 
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Burndept Components 
for convenient . and 
reliable filament control 

THE Bumdept Components for filament 
control deserve the attention of every 
constructor who wishes to equip the 

instruments he builds in the best possible way. 

It is moat convenient to have your set fitted with 
Bumdept Fixed Resistors, which each consist of a 
definite amount of resistance wire wound on a fibre 
rod and are made in thirteen values from 0'3 to 55 
ohms. They may be used in series with, or in place 
of a rheostat. When it is desired to use a new or 
different type of valve, one has only to insert the 
correct Resistor in the Screw Holder, no other 
alteration being necessary. Further particulars of 
Bumdept Fixed Resistors will be sent on request. 

A very useful component is the Burndept Dual 
Rheostat, which can be used to control either a 
bright- or a duB-emitter valve. The first half of the 
element is wound to a resistance of 25 ohms, and 
the second half, to a resistance of 5 ohms. The 
whole 30 ohms resistance is used to control a dull
emitter valve, and the 5 ohms resistance a bright 
valve. Contact is perfect and the movement of the 
brush practically noiseless owing to the special con
struction of the former on which the wire is wound. 

Purchase llurndept by its name-

s ubstitutes «re not the s«me 

BURN DE PT 
BUltNDEPT LTD., Aldine House, Bedfori Street, Strand, L.ndon, W.C.% 
T tkphone : Gerrard 9072 T ekgrcnu : " Burndept, W estnnd, London ... 

LEEDS : l l Buinlhall S<rMt (noor Cit1 ~. IIIRMJHCHAM t Winehoot., Houoe, V'ldOrio ScJuue. 
N~N 1 10, Tho~. NEWCASn.E : 17, UsloStroet CAJU)IFF ; 67, o--StnoL 
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Another Step Ahead 

L AST summer Radio 
Press, Limited, took the 
bold step of transferring 

i ls offices from the quiet, 
old - world premises previ
ously occupied in Devereux 
Court, Strand, to spacious and 
up-to-date apartments in Bush 
House, the finest office build
ing in this country. The 
offices in Devereux Court "vere 
the second suite to be occupied 
by the firm, its previous 
accommodation in Norfolk 
Street having proved totally 
inadequate within a few 
months of the Company's 
formation. The change to 
Bush House seemed, as in
deed it was, a bold step, and 
many people questioned the 
wisdom of taking premises 
which at the time seemed un
necessarily large. Confidence, 
however, has ah,·ays been the 
watchword of the Radio Press 
organisation-confidence in it
self, confidence in the future 
of the great industry with 
which it is associated, and in 
which it has played such an 
important part, and last but 
not least, confidence ~teadily 

but surely built up in the 
minds of the public who, know 
by experience that Radio 
Press and Reliability are syno
nymous. Those who have 
watched the gro,vth of this 

Page 
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great wireless publishing 
house will learn with interest 
that the existing offices occu
pied by Radio Press at Bmh 

House have now proved in
adequate for their needs, and 
that within a few weeks-just 
as soon as the necessary struc
tural alterations can be carried 

Staff Editors : 

E. . H. cooMAN, 
MA, D.Sc. 

A. D. CoWPER, 
M.Sc. 

R. w. HALLOWS, 
MA 

G. P. KENDALL, 
B.Sc. 

STANLEY G. RATTEE, 
M.I.R.E. 

out-large additional accom
modation on the second floor 
will be taken to house the 
steadily increasing editorial 
staff, leaving the existing 
premi!'.es for the sales branch 
of the business, which, owing 
to the great success of TVire
less TVeekly, Modern H'ire
less, The H'ireless Constructor 
and the Radio Press books, 
envelopes, and other publica-
tions, now 
large portion 
offices. 

requires 
of the 

a very 
present 

The many new readers of 
FVireless ·weekly may not all 
be acquainted with the policy 
of Radio Pl-ess, Ltd. It is, of 
course, to give accurate, reli-· 
able and up-to-date informa
tion on every aspect of the art. 
To do so requires the highly 
competent editorial staff for 
which Radio Press, Ltd., is 
world famous. Its position as 
the larKest wireless publishing 
house in the world has only 
been attained by paying the 
most careful attention to its 
readers' intel-ests, thus build
ing up the confidence in \Yhich 
it is universally held. 
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The Wireless Chain 
of the C.N.R. 

By Capt. L. F. PLUGGE, 

B.Sc., F.R.Ae.S., F.R.Met.S. 

The aerial at CNRA, this station being the most easterly of all wireless 
broadcasting stations in North America. 

ing throughout Canada. These 
stations do not broadcast daily, 
but as a rule something like twice 
a week, which somehow corre
sponds to the position of the 
trans-continental trains. The 
call-signs allotted to these sta
tions have been distributed in a 
verv consistent manner. These 
cal(-signs are of four letters, all 
of them beginning with CNR, 
which stands for " Canadian 
National Raihvays," followed by 
a letter which is the first letter 
of the town in which the station 
is situated: thus we g-et CNRO 
for Ottawa; CNR\V for \Vinni
peg·; CNR!\I for Montreal. There 
is one exception to this, how
ever, namely Moncton, and this 
call-sig·n is CNRA, to avoid con
fusion with Montreal. The 
wavelengths of the stations vary 
between JIJ and 51 7 metres. 
:Most stations transmit on a 
power of :;oo watts, but there 
is one which uses 750 watts and 
two r kw. 

E Canadian 
National Railways 
was the first, and 
is still, I believe, 
the only railway 
system in the 

world to adopt radi~) as part 
Gf their regular service of trans~ 
portation. A cha·n of broad
casting stations radiating infor
mation and entertainment north, 
south, east and west across the 
continent of North America has 
been established by them with 
pow::rful links in Montreal, 
Moncton, Ottawa, Toronto, 
\\'innipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, 
Ecimonton and Calgary. 

First Transmissions 

The first wireless transmissions 
from a station to a moving train 
were successfully carried out 
under the direction of Sir Ernest 
Rutherford on October 13, 1902. 
Sir Ernest was then Professor of 
Phys,~cs at McGiJ! University, 
:Montreal. NO\v, in rg25 the 
Canadian National Raihvays was 

the first transportation system to 
establish wireless as a definite 
part of the service to be ren
dered to the public. The Cana
dian National Railways have at 
present some nine stations work-

Control 
Plans are 

sideration by 
now under 

officials of 
con

the 

Listening in while travelling on a trans-continental train of the C.N .R. 
A view of the interior of a library observation car. 

J6 



Some brief part i c u 1 a r s 

concerning the Canadian 
National Railway Wireless 
Scheme which allows recep
tion of broadcasting for the 
entertainment of trans-

Canadian passengers. 

Department of Marine and 
Fisheries, which department has 
control of wireless and radio in 
Canada, for a standardisation of 
wavelength by cities, and 
changes have already been made 
during this month to the Mont
real and Toronto stations, 
which have been respectively 
changed from 435 metres to 410 
and from 356 to 350 metres. 

Below is given a table of the 
stations of the wireless chain, 
showing the call signs, wave
lengths, etc., and also the time 
prevailing in the various towns 
at midnig·ht Greenwich Mean 
Time. 

Wireless WeeiUy 

This photograph of a C.N.R. observation car shows the aerial system used 

Station. 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Winnipeg, Ontario, Canada 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 

Call 
Sign. 

CNRM 
CNRA 
CNRO 
CNRT 
CNRW 
CNRR 
CNRS 
CNRE 
CNRC 

Time pre
V.'ave Power vailing at 
length. used. midnight 

GMT. 
-----

Metres. V.'atts. P.M. 
410 1,000 7·0 
313 750 8.0 
435 500 7·0 
350 500 7·0 
450 500 6.0 
420 500 
400 500 
517 500 
430 1,000 

·rhe power control room at CNRA. This station uses a Western Electric 
Standard 750 watts transmitting panel,'which may be seen on the left. 
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Moncton, New Brunswick, 
Canada, is the most easterly of 
the Canadian National Railways 
radio chain, and the most 
easterly of all wireless stations 
in North America. The differ
ence between Moncton · and 
British time is only four· hours. 

Time Difference 

This is the smallest difference 
between any American time and 
our own. All trans-continental 
trains of the C.N.R. and other 
principal trains are equipped 
·with wireless receiving sets by 
means of which entertainment 
for passengers is provided when 
the train is in motion or at a 
standstill at a station. Recep
tion on such trains is very clear, 
covering a wide range. The 
aerials used consist of a seven
strand double wire placed on the 
roof of the library-observation 
cars. The sets operate either a 
loud-speaker or headphones 
according to the requirement of 
passengers. The transmitting 
gear used throughout the wire
less chain is the well-known 
Western Electric Standard 
Transmitting Equipment. 
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I Reception Conditions Week by Week 

Steady progress is being made in the erection of the new high-power 
Post Office station at Rugby. The photograph above shows an engineer 

engaged in testing the aerial insulators. 

R ECEPTION conditions 
during the week have been 
particularly interesting, 

chiefly on account of the rapid 
changes which have taken place. 
Early in the week conditions 
were very unfavourable indeed, 
but on VVednesday night an 
extraordinary change took place, 
giving- an efi]ciency of reception 
equalling that of any night 

·during the winter period. A 
perfect " bedlam " o.f stations on 
the broadcast band appeared at 
much greater strength than has 
been noticed for a considerable 
time, and later in the evening I 
discovered a rather interesting 
phenomenon which very rarely 
occurs. 

Some Interesting Results 

I happened to be in communi
cation with several American 
amateur stations who were 
coming in at far above normal 
strength, and in every case they 
reported that signals from 
Europe \\"ere much 7t•orse than 
usual, showing that reception 
(and transmission) may be well 
above normal in one direction 
and well below in the opposite 
direction, other conditions being 
the same, and it is quite safe to 
state that the ·American listeners 
do not suffer to anything like the 
same extent from " mush " in
terference as we do over here, as 

the radio authorities have appar
ently realised that " arc " and 
high-power spark stations are 
quite obsolete. It is to be hoped 
that the controlling forces in this 
country will do the same. 

The New London Station 

Considerable interest and dis
cussion is attached to the open
ing of the new London station of 
the B.B.C., who have appar
ently raised a '' mare's nest " in 
the form of drastic complaints 
from listeners in S.E. London, 
who state that they can hardly 
hear the transmissions, whereas 
to the very great majority of 
listeners the improvement over 
the old station is quite marked. 

Obtaining Symmetrical Radiation 

The official statement of the 
B.B.C. that it is impossible to 
create a symmetrical radiation 
from a tran'smitting station 
situated in the heart of a great 
city is quite beyond question, but 
I cannot help thinking that their 
technical excuse that the masts 
of the new station were oscillat
ing is rather too novel for a sta
tion of that power. It has been 
stated that owing to the disposi
tion of the station houses and 
maSJI:s on the roof of the building, 
the resulting aerial would be too 
long and therefore a sloping 
aerial was to be tried which ex
tended from the hut to the top of 
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By W. K. ALFORD. 

Review of reception for week 
ending April 5. 

-
the nearer mast. A more asym-
metric arrangement could not 
well be conceived, especially as 
it is directly above a steel-struc
tured building. \Vhat form of 
aerial is being used now I c-annot 
say, but one would think that, 
first and foremost, the B. B. C. 
would have laid their plans for a. 
reasonably symmetrical radiating 
system. 

The Test Transmissions 

The comparative testing of 
the '' old '' and '' new '' stations 
has been followed with consider
able interest by a larg·e com
munity, but I have never heard 
any ~eference to the relative 
powers usul. 

Presumably they "·ere, or 
ought to have been, the same, 
but the new station is generally 
thought to be 3 kw. as against 
I~ kw. for the " old " station. 
I am sure that some statement 
from the · B. B. C. on this point 
would bc of considerable interest 
to pPoplc \Yho have followed the 
tests. 

Relaying the Hilversum Station 

On Thursday night, April 2, 

an interesting re-transmission of 
Hilversum was given by sXX. 
Although probably of an experi
mental nature, the net result 
could not altog·ether be called a 
success. Quite uncontrollable 
circumstances had to be met with 
in the form of interference of all 
kinds. Spark, C.\V. and X 
interference grew perfectly fierce 
at times, and the efforts of the 
" receiving " staff to retune the 
Hilversum !transmission were 
quite noticeable. 

"Stunt" Programmes 

My general inference, gleaned 
from conversatiO!ll with a very 
large number of listeners, is that 
the general public is getting 
rather tired of continued 
" stunts " of doubtful success on 
the part of the B.B.C. 



Signs and Portents 

S I was riding 
slowly home to
day, coYered about 
a foot thick in 
snow, many 
thoug-hts r a n 

through what I am pleased 
to call my mind. I \Yondered 
"·hy Armstrong Supers hiss 
like serpent~., and "·hy some 
people stick up sausage aerials. 
I ponclnecl over the g-reat ques
tion of hysteresis losses in con
densers, asking myself whether 
there \\·as any connection be
tween hysteresis and hysterics. 
And then as a snowflake about 
the size of a pocket handkerchief 
fell across both my eyes, render
ing me temporarily blind, a 
sudden g-reat and cheering 
thought came to me. The 

• His face works horribly 
as in the movie close-up 

summer, the glad summer, was 
at hand. Before long nightin
gales would be singing in every 
sylvan glade, pausing every now 
and then to ask one another 
whether it was not about time 
for Captain Chuckersley or his 
accomplices to turn up with the 
microphone. Before long atmo
spherics, those heaven-sent bless
ings, would come to one's aid 
wheneYer the set refused to \\·ork 
before an audience of critical 
friends. In but a little time one 
would be able to lie in a ham
mock cursing the horrible distor-

o1.t.ings 
.. theway 

tion of the loud-speaker bellow
ing upon one's next-door neighc 
hour's lawn. And from loud
speakers out of doors my 
thoughts flashed in a moment t~> 
portable sets. 

A Mystery 

At this season of the year 
numbers of those \Yho \\Tite !~Pip-

.. s. 

. . . You stagger along •• , 

ful articles give you the fullest 
instructions for making portable 
wireless receiving sets. I have 
often \YOndered what sort of a 
man it is that makes up and uses 
one of these things. Frankly I 
do not knov;, for I have yet to 
meet him. I think, however, 
that he must be the wireless 
equivalent of the dope fiend, the 
jazz maniac, and other horrible 
people that one meets at the 
pictures and in the more lurid 
type of novels. I picture such a 
man starting out L<pon life's 
thorny path full of youth and 

A picnic gnat is 
easily acquired 

health and cheerful animal 
spmts. All goes well with him 
until one dav a friend asks him 
round to hea~ some wireless. He 
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goes. He listens. He realises 
that at last he has found the 
thing for ,,·hich his soul wa~ 
thirsting-. Next day, though he 
feels that he ought not to call 
again so soon, he returns to the 
friend's house and demands more 
wireless. In a month's time 
broadcasting has become the only 
thing that makes life \vorth 
living. It does not sufl!cc him to 
switch on after dinner anrl to 
listen for :1 couple of hours. He 
must have broadcasting morning, 
noon and night. The craYing 
has mastered him. 

A Sad Case 

He can just manage to get 
through his \York at the ofllce so 
long as he can have broadcasting 
at lunch-time and again durino 
the afternoon. If hecis forced t~ 

. , . You hastily alter the tuning ..• 

take a journey by rail or car his 
case is ten-ible. His face works 
horribly-you have seen this kind 
of thing in the movie close-ups. 
His hands are hot; his lips, \vhich 
he bites continually, are parched 
and feverish. There is onh· one 
thing that can help him t~ pre
serve his rw<wc of mind ; he must 
have a portablE' set, so that, like 
the fello·i\- in the nursery rhyme, 
he shall have music where\·er he 
goes. So he builds one, fitting it 
into an attache case or a cabin 
trunk or a hatbox. I do not 
suppose for a moment that it ever 
works, ;mt so long as his fingers 
can find knobs to twiddle, his 
huH-t is buoyed up with hop~·, and 
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that keeps him g-oing until he 
reaches a stationary set once 
more. There is an idea that 
p~o~le take portable sets to 
picnics, boating parties, and so 
on. I have even seen a picture 
of an ang-ler whiling away the 
time with a set whilst waiting for 
a bite. These things may be 
done. I do not know. It ap
pears, anyhow, that there is a 
vast and g·rowing demand for 
portable sets, and I have no 
doubt that one claY I shall see a 
victim of the te-rrible craving 
which I have just described using· 
one of them. 

A Consultat~on 

On my return I went round to 
see Professor Goop, to whom I 
divulged my thoughts upon this 
grcat question. Thc Pro-fessor 
remained for somc timc in deep 
meditation; thcn suddenlv his 
face lit up. If I may dig-rc"ss for 
a moment, mav I sav that I have 
never quite un"derstO'od hmv any
body's face can lig·ht up. I m.e 
the phrase because it seems to 
bc the proper thing to do. One 
is ahYays reading of people 
thrO\\ing their eyes about or 
making· nasty remarks through 
closed teeth, nr even snapping 
their jmYs like rat-traps. I feel 
therefore that I must be in the 
movement and spcak of the Pro~ 
fessor's face as lig·hting up. 

A Dull-emitter Face 

I would like, ho,,·ever, to safe
guard myself by saying that Pro
fessor Goop's countenance is of 
the dull-emittel· brand. To return 
to the point, the Professor looked 
at me, ai1d said, " If they want 
portable sets, my dear \Vayfarer, 
they must also want a portable 
wavemeter. V ou and I had better 
see if we cannot help them to 
make something that will meet 
their requirements.'' It seemed 
to me that there was a good deal 
of sound sense in this. The very 
fact that you possess a wave
meter adds at least soo per cent. 
to the effect produced by your 
set. People say to themselves, 
" The reception is pretty rotten, 
but that is obviously not his 
fault. There must be. something 
appalling in the atmospheric con
ditions to--clay, which is jolly bad 
luck on him, poor chap. His 
\Vavemeter shows that he is 
tuned to zLO, and yet no sound 
comes through. Perhaps we are 

picnicking in a blind spot. How 
very interesting." 

Our Portable Wavemeter 

hear E>ome of my readers, or 
perhaps I should say more 
modestly both of my readers, 
saying, " But the ordinary wave
meter is not very cumbrous. 
\Vhy bother to design a special 
portable model? '' My friends, 
have you ever considered the 
ancient saying about the last 
straw which breaks the camel's 
back? You may stagger along 

e •.. • l'lGTrnL 
" VQ. 

(j 
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Fig. 1. -The Mosquitodyne circuit 

quite happily burdened \\·ith the 
t\\·o hundred odd pounds of your 
poi-table wireless set, but i( you 
add to this the extra burden "en
tailed by the purely ordina1-y 
wavemeter, \Yhere are you? It is 
for you that Professm: Goop and 
I have designed a wonderful new 
wavemeter which will come as a 
boon and a blessing to all \YhO 
have constructed a portable wire
less set. Think for a moment of 
the average wavemeter. If it is 
of the buzzer type does not the 
buzzer itself represent the last 
straw when the temperature is 
ninety-point-something in the 
shade, and there is -no shade? 

Fig. 2.-The calibrated po~table 
wavemeter scale. 

\Vith the heterodyne pattern you 
have the valve and all sorts of 
little bits and pieces which enact 
the part of last stra\vs during the 
final furlong to the place ap
pointed for the revels. 

The Mosquitodyne 

Professor Goop and I have 
been able in our Mosquitodyne 
circuit, which is shown in Fig. 1 1 

to eliminate entirely both the 
buzzer and the valve. Within 
the small cage, which may be 
made from the grids of disused 
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valves or from gauze pinched 
from the meat safe, is confined a 
common or picnic gnat. There is 
not the least difficulty about 
acqumng one of these. The 
cage is placed close to the busi
ness end of a microphone. If you 
do not possess one of these en
gaging little instruments you will 
no doubt be able to obtain one 
by applying to any broadcasting 
station. The rest of the circuit" 
requires no explanation. The 
wavemeter can be made up most 
conveniently upon an ebonite 
panel measuring 36 in. x 24 in., 
the cabinet consisting- of a pack
ing case designed originally to 
contain soap or sugar. Should 
the finished wavemeter appear to 
be top-heavy, a little of the 
original soap or sugar may be 
left in the case as ballast. The 
variable condenser, marked V.C. 
in the diagram-even you will 
understand the significance of 
these letters-may be of any con
venient type. 

Calibration 

Fig. 2 shows the calihrated 
portable wavemeter scale. Cali
bration, i!S wi11 be garthered from 
;,n inspection of the dial, is a per
fectly simple and straightforward 
business. Tune in zLO with your 
stationary set until you are quite 
satisfied that you have really got 
him. Then capture a mosquito 
-you do this at home-and set 
the wavemeter going. Now turn 
the knob of the condenser until 
the buzz is heard most loudly. 
1\-Iake a small pencil mark on the 
scale of the wavemeter to indi: 
cate the reading obtained. Do 
this several nights running, 
making a different pencil mark 
each time. Next tune in all the 
B. B. C. stations in succession-if 
you cannot do this you are no 
raclioliar. Dot in the reading of 
each and of any Continental or 
American stations which come in 
during your search. If friends 
are present several American sta
tions will arrive, though you will 
hastily alter the tuning when :the 
announcer begins to speak in tilie 
accents of France, Germany or 
Cockaigne. At the end of two 
or three evenings you will have 
a perfectly calibrated wavemeter 
which, if it does 'nothing else, 
will show you the precise tuning 
required not to bring in any 
desired station. 

WIRELESS WAYFARER. 
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Special Supplement to WIRELEIB WEIKLY. 

8.45 a.m.-The Book Shell. An in
timate peep into the home life of 
famous authors. 

4.0 a.m.-Programme, presented by 
the " Los Angeles Examiner." 

5.0 a.m.-The Sunshine Girls Trio and 
Don S. Smith (Til!lor), in semi-classical 
and popular numbers. 

6.0 a.m.-The Packard Badio Club, 
including Dorothy · Cleveland, Way 
Watts, -and Barney Weber. 

SUNDAY, APRIL 19th 

FRANCE. 
PARIS.-Station: Eiffel Tower.-FL. 

Wavelength: 2,650 metres-5 kw. 

6.0 p.m.-Concert. 
Artists : Dr. Vachet, M. Louis de 

Serres, Mile. Estrabat Eytmin (Pianist), 
M. Paul de Lignis (Bass), and Mile. 
Pascal (Vocalist). 

L :\ledical Talk. Dr. Vac-het. 
2. Choir of Maids (Wagner). Mile. 

Eytmin. 
3. Song from "Tristram and Isolde" 

(Wagner). Mile. Pascal. 
4. The Count Ory (Rossini). M. Paul 

de Lignis. 
5. Theme and Variations (Chevillard). 

Mile. Etymin. 
6. The Beautiful Lady of the Mill 

(Schubert). Mile. Pascal. 
7. (a) Song for John (Chizat), (b) The 

Old Purse (Chizat). M. Paul Lignis. 
8. Ballad (Chopin). Mile. Etymin. 
9. The Pleasant Hours (de Serres), The 

End of Love (de Serres). Mile. Pascal, 
accompanied by the Composer. 

6.55 p.m.-News Bulletin and Weather 
Forecast. 

7.10 p.m.-End of Transmission. 

PARIS.-Station: Radio-Paris.-SFR. 
Wavelength: 1,750 metres-8 kw. 

11.45 a.m.-Concert, by M. Roland 
Lenoir. 

12.45 p.m.-News Bulletin and Close 
Down. 

3.30 p.m.-News Bulletin, Sporting 
Results, and Close Down. 

NOTE.-The Concert is temporarily 
suspended. 

7.15 p.m.-Esperanto Lesson, by Doctor 
· Corre:t. ·Lecture by Doctor Fru-
_musan, " The Skin and Hair." 

7.3o p.m.--Bporting Results. 

7.45 p.m.-Jazz Music by Mario Ca£es 
and. his Orohestra of the Chateau 
Cauc!Ulien. 

9.30 p.m.-Close Down. 

GERMANY. 
HAMBURG.-Station: Nordische Rund
funk.-AG (Norag). 

Wavelength : 395 metres-1.5 kw. 

1.15 p.m.-M:usical Programme by the 
Orchestras of Bremen and Hanover. 

6.0 p.m. -Concert. 

1. In the Spring (Grieg). 
The Station Orchestra. 

2. Mazurka-Violon Solo (Wienawsky)• 
Hans Tack. 

3. Serenade-Trumpet Solo (Bohme). 
Fritz Peters. 

4. Viennese Children (Strauss). 
The Station Orchestra. 

5. Andante in D-Flute Solo (Mozart)' 
Hans Bauer. 

6. Heyre Kati-Violon Solo (Huba.y). 
Hans Rosenlocher. 

7. Concert No. 2-Cello Solo (Julius de 
Sweert). Heinrich Ritter. 

8. Hungarian Dance (Gungl). 

7.15 p.m.-English Lesson. 
Hans Bredow School. 

8.0 p.m.-Operette in Three Acts : 
"The Dollar Princes~." A. M. 
Willenerand F. Grunbaum. 
Music by Leo Fall. 

Personnae : John Couder (Bernhard 
Jacks_.htat), Alice, his daughter (Erna 
Lange), Dick, his nephew (Max Pratsch), 
Daisy (1ray. his niece (Isa Roland), 
Fredy Wehrburg (Fred Schneider), Hans 
(Franz Burg), Olga Labinaka, Singer 
(Else W'alther), Tom, Couder's Brother 
(Curt Rodeck), Miss Thompson (Edith 
Scholz), .Tames (Hans Freundt), Bill, 
Chauffeur (Fritz Heimlich). 

Act I and II take place in New York 
at the home of Couders. 

Act III takes place at the house of 
Wehrburg in Aliceville (Canada). 

10.30 p.m.-News Bulletin given partly 
in English. 

Dance Music by the Station Orchestra 

KONIGSBERG.-Station : Ostmarken 
Rundfunk.-AG. 

Wavelength: 463 metres-1.5 kw. 

4.0 p.m.- Concert by the Stat-ion 
Orchestra. 

6.80 p.m.-Address: "The Practice of 
Auto-Suggestion." Herr Hans Braun. 

7.0 p.m.-Orchestral Selections. 

Artists : W alter Kelch and Max 
Aschner (Vocalist). 

l. " The Midsummer's Night Dream " 
(Mendelssohn). 

2. "Don Ju~n" (Mozart). 

3. Song of Leporello from " Don 
Juan" (Mozart). Max Aschner. 

4. " The Poacher" (Lortrzing). 

5. Song of Barcolus from " The 
Poacher" (Lortzing). Max Aschner. 

6. Selection (Smetana). 

7. The Merry Wives (Nicolai). 

8. Song of Falstaff from " The Merry 
Wives of Windsor" (Nicolai). 
Max Aschner. 

9. "-The Barber ·of Seville" (Morzart). 

10. Song of Bartolo from " The Barber 
of Seville " (Moza.rt). 

ll. Selection (von Wt'ber). 

AMERICA. 

United States. 

· NEW· YORK (Scheneetady).-Station 
General Electric._:__WGY. 

Wavelength : 379.5 metres. 

11.30 p.m.-Madison Ave. Refoi'mea 
Church, Albany. 

12.45 a.m. (Monday, 20th).-Waldorf~ 
Astoria Hotel (NeW York) Orchestra. 
Joseph Knecht (Conductor). · 

PITTSBURGH.-Station: Westinghouse 
Electric.-KDKA. 

Wavelength : 309 and 68 metres. 

11.30 p.m.-Dinner Concert by the Pitts
burgh Athletic Association. Orchestra. 
under the Direction of Gregorio ScaJzo 

12.30 a.m. (Monday, 20th).--8ervices of 
the Calvary Episcopal Church, Pitts
burgh, Rev. E. J. Van Etten, Pastor. 

ZION, ILLINOIS.- Station : Zion.
WCBD. Wavelength: 344.6 metres. 

1.0 a.m. (Monday, 20th).-A Musical 
Programnie will be given by The 
Mixed Quartet, assisted by the 
following performers : 

Miss Sweeney and Mrs. Crow (Soprano 
and Contralto), :Mrs. Ruth Pihl (Soprano), 
Mr. Chester Bagg (Baritone), Messrs. 
Dunn & Stewart (Euphonium and 
Cornet), Mr. Paul Stewart (Cornet), 
Mr. Wm. C. Dunn (Euphonium). Mr. 
L. J. Hire (Viola), Miss Bessie Wiedman 
(Piano), Mrs. Mary Bagg (Reader). 

MONDAY, APRIL 20th 

FRANCE. 
PARIS.-Station : Eiffel Tower.-FL. 

Wavelength: 2,650 metres-5 kw. 

6.0 p.m.-Concert. 
Artists : M. Mauricc Gouineau, Mile. 

Marcelle Richard Waldy, Mlle. Louise 
Carmel, Mile. Marguerite Papin (Pianist), 
M. Jean Hazart, M. Marc David, M. 
Renoult, and M. Omer Letorey. 

1. Roundelays of Villon (Ha~~:art). 1\1. 
Marc David. 

2. Melodie (David). M. HaMrt. 
3. Melodie (David). Mile. Marcelle 

Richard Waldy. 
4. The Three Clerks (David). M. Hav.art. 
5. The Happy Isle (Debussy). Mile. 

Marguerite Papin. 
6. I Do Not Remember (Bernheim). 

Song from "Tosca" (Puccini). Mile. 
Louise Carmel. 

7. Song of the Harvesters (Letorey). 
M. Ma.rc David and M. Ha~~:art. 

8. Beside the Sea (Letorey). M. David 
and the Composer. 

9. Song of the Pardon of Ploermcl. 
Mlle. Marcelle Richard Waldy. 

5.55 p.m.-News Bulletin and Weather 
Forecast. · 

6.10 p.m.-End of Transmission. 
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T HE lack of st2.ncbrdisation 
with H.F. transformer con
nections often is found to 

cause the experimenter a con
siderable amount of trouble 
where an assortment of various 
types is available. Any compari
son is a somewhat ditlicult matter 
if connections have to be unsol
derecl and changed over before 
any idea as to the relative merits 
can be obtained, and is often im
possible aurally, as unless there 
is an outstanding difference the 
ear cannot distinguish variations 
in volume over the period taken 
to change from one H.F. trans
former to another. 

Simplifying Change-Over 

It is also an advantage with a 
given set to be able to use 
any type of H.F. trandormer 
where a number of the same type 
are not available for various 
wavelength ranges. A simple 
arrangement which facilitates 
trial and change-over without 
any re-soldering is that of using 
a valve-holder with four flexible 
.connections terminated by Clix or 
similar type plugs, which may 
be inserted into the sockets on 
the panel \Vhich take the H.F. 
transformer. 

Type of Holder Required 

A type of valve-holder with a 
flat base is to be prcf erred, since 
thi~ will stand upright when 
carrying· the transformer, and for 
this purpose a " Magnum " type 
has been found handy. In carry-. 
ing out experiments with trans
formers in ordinary and in neu
trodyne methods of coupling, I 

have found that when using a 
transformer with primary and 
secondary wound in the same 
slot it is important to get mag
netic and capacitative couplings 
working in co-operation for the 
former method, and that for the 
latter method this type is often 
not to be advised, since for neu
trodyne stabilisation magnetic 
coupling is essential with mini
mum capacitative coupling. 
Using barrel-type transformers 
with ordinary H.F. working, the 
connections are of a less critical 
nature, and this kind work \Yell 

-
@@) 

e 
@@) 

Fig. 1.-The method of connecting 
the coil-holders to the valve legs. 

in the Cowper type of neutrodyne 
circuits. In these latter the rela
tion between windings is of vital 
importance, and the use of the 
unit previously mentioned will be 
appreciated. 

Use of Plug-in Coils 

A further plug-in unit, to use 
two plug-in coils in place of an 
H.F. transformer, is· also found 
to be a useful adjunct when an 
extra efficient transformer is re
quired, or an ordinary trans
former is· not to hand, or when 
the effect on selectivity of vary
ing the ratio of the windings is 
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to be tried. As will be seen from 
the photo;,.:raph, this consists of 
two plug- and socket coil blocks 
mounted on a thin ebonite plat
form, which is secured in turn to 
the four-pin base removed from 
a burnt-out valve. l\Iounted as 
shown by means of a 6 B. A. 
screw or nut, an eflicient trans
former results \\'hen suitable coils 
ate used. 

The spacing- between coil
blocks will, of course, depend on 
the type of coil to be used, and 
can be obtained by placing the 
coils side by side and leaving 
about 3-16 in. clearance beh,·een. 
\Vhen wired to replace most 
barrel types of transformers, the 
connections are as shown in the 
diagram of Fig. I. 

Minimising Undesired Coupling. 

Should two units of this 
type be used it is an advan
t«ge to arrange to get the 
axis of the coils staggered at an 
angle of 6o deg-. to avoid as far 
as possible inter-action effects 
and this may be done by arrang~ 
ing the plate and grid pins on a 
line at 6o deg. to the side of the 
ebonite platform. For this latter 
a tl~in piece of ebonite sufli~es t' 
admtrably, 1. in. being amp!~. 
thickness. The size in individual 
cases is determined by the size 
of the coil-blocks and spacing 
between coils. J. u. 

" The Wireless Constructor" ~ 
A Free Blueprint of a Three-Valve : 
Portable Receiver, by Percy W. : 
Harris, M.I.R.E., will be found in ; 
the May Issue ON SALE TO-DAY.; .............................................. : 
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A Useful Application of the Weston 

1'!7"-----: HE instrument to be 
described mav be 
u~ed in a ,·arirtv of 
interesting· ''a vs as 
a time a;1el n;rn:nt 
sa,·ing· device "·hen 

employed to control wireless 
receiving- sets. 

At the present time quite the 
most common form of re la v in 
everyday use is the tlwrmfonic 
valve, and no other device has 
yet appearecl to oust it fmm its 

Fig. I.-Breaking che anode circuit 
automatically switches ofT the 
filament current by virtue of the 
relay. 

deserwd popularity. The micro
phDne amplifier has, to a certain 
extent, bcea used. but its in
herent defects ancl limitations 
have been sufficient deterrents to 
strictly limit its employment. 

Relay 
By H. WARWICK. 

Those readers who use long 
telephone extension leads to 
various parts of the house will 
lihd the· remote control unit 
described below particularly 
useful. When connected cor
rectly to a valve set this unit 
will switch ofT the latter com
pletely upon disconnecting one 

of the tdephone leads . 

l 
l 

. J• ....... • • • • • • , ........... , • • • • • • ,·, • • •D 
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Relays of the moving- coil t) pc 
ban~ ho\ve,·er been ne"·lected 
excq~t in so fat: as thev ha~ been 
used in conjunction ,; ith reconl
ing apparatus, and this has been 
,,-ithin the s,·upe of but fe,, 
amateurs. 

Working Parts 

The \ Veston is one (>f the be~t
known of relavs, and ~ince these 
mav now be obtained at absurdlv 
lo\\~ prices (the one illust r:lle~l 
cost t os. 6cl.) from ex-C;cwern
ment surplus stores, unLbed, and 
in p(•rfeL't order, one \\·ill be de
scribed, and it mav be taken a~ 
typiL·al of moving· coil instru
ment<;. The \\·boiL' "orkin~ part,; 
are housed hetwecn the pole;.; of 
a powerful p{'rmanent magnet. 
Between the poles, and so 
arranged a~ to leave only a very 
narro\,- space, is a rectang·uta·r 
iron hlcwk \Yhich is rig id I y 
fixed, its purpose being to in
crease the tlux density of the 
magnetic lines of for~·e in the 
neig·hbourhood. T\\'o metal strip:' 
are screwed one on each side of 
the magnet, and these carry 
bearings for a metal former, 
which is of such a shape as to 
pass between the aforementioned 
iron block and the pole pie~'es. 
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By means of screws the pres
sure on the bearing· may be ad
justed. The metal former is 
wound with a iayer of extremely 
fine silk-covered copper wire, am! 
the ends are connected to two 
separate hairsprings, which are 
connected to different parts (D 
and E) of the frame, to \Yhich 
external connections may be at
tached. The springs, · besides 
furnishing a convenient conduct
ing path for the cutTent, also 
serve the purpose of ah1·ays 
restoring· the moving parts to 
tl:eir original position. Attached 
to the other side O·f the former is 
the pointer or L'ontacting arm~ 
and ab,J a further hair-spring, 
which may be adjustrod to place 
the pointer in any required posi
tion initially. This spring also 
provide,; a path for the current 
travelling in the circuit of \\·hich 
the arm fomh a part (shn\\·n at 

The instrument completed and en
closed in a cabinet is of pleasing and 

symmetrical appearance. 
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C). On a level, and in line with 
the contacting· arm, are placed 
two adjustable platinum-tipped 
screwO', one on each side, so that 
contact mav he made when the 
former, poi;1tcr, etc., arc in the 
correct pos;t ;un. (These screws 
are connecte-d at A and B.) 

Action of Instrument 

The man:<er in which the 
device operates is as follows :-

Fig. 2.-Using this circuit arrange
ment, closing the switch completes 

both anode and filament circuits. 

Current may be passed through 
the windings placed on t~e 
former, thus creating a magnetic 
field which varies in intensity 
according to the amount of flow. 
In the normal position, when the 
needle is pointing upwards, and, 
momentarily, when current is 
switched on, the lines of force 
are at right angles to those due 
to the magnet. Now this coil 
mav be considered to act in the 
sa~e way as a magnet, the posi
tions of whose poles would be 
above and belO\v the coil, the 
polarity being· decided by the 

A 

Two adjustable screws are seen at 
A and B, while C is the moving arm. 

direction of current flow. The 
tendency of these two is for them 
to move "o that the N p:Jle of 
the one approaches the S pole 
of the other, and ''-'ice ·c•ersa, be
sides which there is oppositio:1 
between the two N poles and the 
two S poles. 

Owing to the fact that the 
former is pivoted it will move, 
and the contacting arm may be 
made to move so as to perform a 
variety of functions by simply 
varying the critical position of 
the arm by the spring previously 
referred to, and reversing the 
current. 

Supposing the two contacting
screws be called A and B and the 
contacting- arm C, then the fol
lowing table shows the variations 
possible:-

Initial 
Contact. 

C toA 
C to B 
C toA 

C to B 

Contacts Made 
or Broken. 

C made to A. 
C made to B. 
Contact Broken. 
Contact Broken. 
C to A Broken, C to 

B Made. 
C to B Broken, C to 

A Made. 

Employment of Relay 

The Weston Relay is made so 
delicately that it will function
that is, move the contacting- arm 
so as to make or break a circu:t 
upon the extremely minute cur
rent of so micro-amps. flmYin~; 
through the wincling·s; and, :1s 
a matter of fact, it may be ad
justed so as to indicate currents 
of a cons,iclerably low value. 
From this it will be seen that 
only a portion even of the current 
passed through the plate circuit 
of a single valve "vill operate the 
device. Let us now examine 
Fig. r. The circuit shown is a 
modified single-valve note-mag
nifier, the additions to the usual 
arrang·ement being a relay L 
indicated as a winding and t\\·o 
contacting points. 

Breaking the Filament Circuit 

It will be observed that these 
two contacts are in the filament 
circu;t of the valve, and the relay 
is arranged so that the filament 
circuit is complete only when 
plate current is flowing. Thus 
the plate current is made to keep 
the filament circuit complete. 

Let us firstly suppose that the 
whole is in operation, and then 
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E 

0 
On this side of the relay two hair
springs are connected to the points 

D and E. 

one of the telephone leads is 
removed. This is equivalent to 
cpcning a switch S. \Vhat will 
happen? Plate current will cease 
to now, contact in the filament 
circuit will be broken, the fila
ment current \vill die out, and the 
se-t "-ill be out of action. This 
thc:1 provides an extremely simple 
and useful method of switching 
oJr, for no matter at \Yhat dis
til nee from the set ;•re the tele
p::ones or loud-speaker situated, 
ju'.t the removal of one lead will 
c!Tectually stop the set working. 

Fig. 3.-The above circuit arrange· 
ment is particularly reliable. 

This should appeal to those 
whose sets are in an upper 
storey while headsets are in use 
in the basement. 

There is one other point, how
ever, which should he noted. If 
the valve in question is a power 
valve, or even a bright emitter 
only, the plate current may be 
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too high for the delicate "·indings 
of the instrument to carry. In 
this case it may be shunted by 
an ordinary filament resistance of 
from o-r o ohms resistance, and 
regulated to such a position that 
the relay will just operate with 
certainty. 

A disadvantage of this arrange
ment is that it is impos;;ible to 
switch the set on again by re
completing the plate circuit by 
connecting the head - 'phones, 
.since no plate current can flo\Y 
until the filament is alight. 

A Refinement 

The following schemes have 
been devised to allow for this. 
If Fig. 2 be examined it \\·ill be 
noticed that the relay is not now 
in the plate circuit of the valve, 
but is placed, together ''"ith a 
high resistance and the tele
phones, in parallel with the high
tension battery. When this cir
cuit is complete, as \Yhen the 
head-'phones are connected, the 
contacts arc held by the current 
flowing in the relay windings, 
the filament circuit is completed, 
the valve lights, plate current 
flows, and the set functions. The 
reverse happens when one con
nection of the head-'phones is 
removed. 

Value of Resistance 

The value of the resistance R3 
depends upon the value of H. T. 
used, but the following values are 
satisfactory, being so arranged as 
to allow a current of very ap
proximately 200 micro-amps. to 
flow, a current so high being 
used to ensure absolutely certain 
contact in the filament circuit. 

H.T. Voltage. 

40-6o 
6o-8o 
So-roo 

100-120 

Value of R3 
in Ohms. 
250,000 
350,000 
450,000 
! megohm. 

A Further linprovement 

In this arrangement there is 
one fault which has occasionally 
troubled the writer, and that is a 
tendency to stick together of the 
hvo relay contacts when the cur
rent is switched off from the 
winding. A method of eliminat
ing this possible difficulty is here 
described, and with this refine
ment the resulting arrang·ement 
maY be considered as reliable as 
most wireless apparatus in action. 
The addition is sho\\·n in Fig. 3, 

and consists of a further high
resistance R4 wired as shown, 
and whose value will be decided 
later. 

When the relay is contacting 
a -circuit will he completed 
through accumulato-r, R4 and the 
relay, and its effect is arranged 
to break contact-that is to say, 
it is opposite to the effect of the 
current which flows in circuit in 
which R3 is included. Now if 
this new circuit be made to pass 
a suitable current, say 6o micro
amps., it \V ill not be sufficient to 
nullify the effect of the 200 
micro-amps. flowing in the oppo
site direction, but an removit1g 
the 200 micro-amps., if the con
tacts stick, this 6o micro-amps. 
will be sufficient to force them 
apart. 

Obtaining Correct Current 

Suitable values of R4, to allow 
approximately 6o micro-amps. 
to flow, are as follows :-

Voltag·e of Value of R4 
Accumulator. in Ohms. 

2 J0 1000 
4 6o,ooo 
6 go,ooo 

The switch Sr in all the dia
grams when open is equivalent to 
the removal of a head-'phone 
connection. 

Limits of Safety 

A further point which arose 
was whether the small area of the 
contacts was sufficient to pass 
effectively and silently enough, 
current to supply the needs of a 
number of valves. Some time was 
therefore spent in attempting 
to determine this, and the can
elusion was reached that 2 amps. 
was a safe maximum value, and 
large enough for most purposes. 
A three-valve set employing· 
bright-emitter valves would be 
amply catered for (3 x .65 amps. 
=I ·95 amps.). A four-valve set 
with two bright valves and two 
dull emitting power valves would 
take about r .8 amps. ( (2 x .65) + 
(2 x .25) amps.). Using dull emit
ting valves up to 30 taking .o6 
amps. each could be used. 

Compactness 

When this arrangement had 
been evolved, and made to work 
as a unit \vith ease and certainty, 
it was decided that it was worth 
a cabinet, and so the instrument 
seen in the photographs was 
constructed. 
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At a glance it may be seen that 
the whole may be enclosed in an 
extremely small compass behind 

. the. panel, only the terminals ap
pearing on the outside. No 
alterations need be made to an 
existing set, the instrument being 
simply connected between the 
battery and telephone terminals 
of the set and the batteries and 
telephones themselves. 

Disposition of Parts 

If viewed from the rear of 
panel (see photograph), the relay 
will be located in the centre of 
the panel with the condenser fixed 
at the extreme top. Above the 
relay may be seen the high resist
ance R3 held in position by the 
stiff wire used for the connec
tions. The same method of fixing 
is resorted to in the case of the 
resistance R4. Terminals to set 
appear on the right, ·while those 
for the batteries and 'phones are 
upan the left. 

The front of the panel presents 
an extremely neat appearance, 
particularly when ensconced in a 
shapely well-made cabinet. 

Furthermore, with the interval 
refinements properly adjusted, it 
is difficult to see any way in 
which results not in keeping with 
the appearance can fail to be ob
tained by even t.he veriest tyro. 

In next week's issue will be 
given full constructional details 
of how to build the unit described 
arid illustrated. 

············································ 0 0 

: : : A Cabinet Single-Valve : 
• Receiver E 

........................... ················· 
Sm,-1 am writing to inform you 

of the capabilities of the Single
Valve Receiver described in The 
Wireless Constructor for Decem
ber by Percy \V. Harris. Using 
an outdoor aerial of three wires 
3 ft. apat·t and about 30 ft. long 
and 30 ft. high, I have received 
the followinf( stations : London, 
Chelmsford, Bournemouth, Birming
ham, Manchester. Belfast, New
castle, Aberdeen, Glasgow, Radiola
Paris, Pet,it P;u·isien, Berlin, besides 
several other Continental stations. 
I have also heard messages being 
sent out (in speech) by the airmen on 
the cross-Channel services. 

I might mention that on Sunday, 
March 29, 10.45 to 11 o'clock p.m., 
I heard the election results being 
broadcast from Berlin very clearly. 

Wishing your journals every suc
cess.-Yours faithfully, 

E. A. MORLING. 
Wimbledon, S.W. 

• 
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The complete apparatus used for the measurements discussed in this 
contribution. 

Tbe~~ytha~e so~~~~~ 
weeks ago I de
scribed some ~,imple 
tests on an auto
coupled circuit of 

the simple type illustrated 
111 Fig. r, using a form 
of the Moullin voltmeter 
arrangement for the measure
ment of signal strength. In this 
contribution I showed that with 
the particular coil under con
sideration upon my O'Wn aerial, 
selectivity increased as the num
ber of turns included in the 
aerial circuit decreased, while 
signal strength was greatest 
when a certain definite number 
of turns were so included, falling 
off upon either side of this par
ticular tapping point. Further
more, it appeared that signal 
strength with this arrangement 
was decidedly good as compared 
\\ith the more conventional 
single circuit tuner. 

V aricd Opinion 
I have heard extremely con

flicting reports from trustworthy 
experimenters regarding the 
results obtained with this circuit, 
sume stating that it gave 
greatly increased selectivity, and 
improved the signals when this 
arrangement was inserted in a 
standard tuner, others reporting 

that although the circuit cer
tainly gave them selectivity, 
signals fell off so badly that it 
was not for them a practical 
arrangement, and therefore it 
seemed to me that a considerable 
amount of further experiment 
was necessary to locate, if pos-

Fig. 1.- The shunting condenser 
across the milliammeter is essential 
in many cases. This condenser may 

be seen in the photograph above. 

sible, the cause of the discre
pancy, more particularly in 
regard to signal strength. The 
variation of selectivity with the 
number of turns included in the 
aerial circuit appears to be a 
matter of universal experience, 
and, furthermore, it seems to be 
reasonable that selectivity should 
increase as the coupling turns 
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By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., 

Staff Editor. 

are decreased in number, by 
analogy with the ordinary loose 
coupled circuit. 
Objects of the Present Experiments 

The point which therefore 
seemed to require elucidation 
was connected with the actual 
number of turns included in the 
aerial circuit for the proc1uction 
of greatest signal strength, and 
the correct number of turns upon 
different aerials. At the same 
time, it was desired to determine 
the ratio of the maximum signal 
strength obtainable with the 
auto-coupled arrangement to that 
obtained with an ordinary single 
circuit tuning system upon the 
particular aerial and earth under 
test. 

It was thought that the cor
rect number of aerial turns 
might vary in some relation to 
the actual size of the ae1 :a! (in 
the electrical sense), according 
to the number of wires compos
ing the aerial, and so on, and 
therefore I obtained details of the 
numerous aerials owned by 
different colleagues on the Radio 
Press staff, and decided to carry 
out tests upon my own aerial, 
and those of Mr. Percy W. 
Harris, Mr. D. J. S. Hartt and 
that of a friend in St. John's 
Woocl, since these seemed to 
promise a good selection of 
different types. 

Conditions of the Experiment 
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 

was used and this will be recog
nised as the usual one which I 
have used for the series of 
experiments described in these· 
articles, the shunting condenser 
across the milliammeter being a 
point to be duly noted by those 
who intend to carry out similar 
work. This is a desirable pre
caution with any milliammeter, 
and quite an indispensable one 
with mine, which is capable of 
making a single-valve circuit 
oscillate quite freely when the 



In view of the interest created 

by the article published in our 

March 4 issue, Mr. Kendall 

gives in the following article 

some further observations and 

measurements resulting from 

experiments conducted upon 

different aerials. 

tun~n_g condenser is in the series 
positiOn. The value of this con
denser is quite unimportant, so 
long as it is so large as to pre
vent the milliammeter windings 
from functioning as a circuit 
tuned more or less to the broad
cast wavelengths. 

A Special Coil 

A special coil was \vound for 
the experiment, consisting· of a 
single layer of No. 22 cl.c.c., se 
turns in all, upon a 3-in. dia
meteJ· ebonite tube. Tappings 
were made at 6, g, r2, rs, and 
so on, up to 30 turns, and the 
coil was arranged so that it could 
be inserted in the socket of a 
.;tanclard tuner which I employ a 
good deal for these measure
ments. This tuner is illustrated 
in one of the photographs which 
accompany this article, and it 
will be sel:'n that the coil stands 
on the top of the box, its two 
ends terminating in a coil pin 
and socket, these being inserted 
in the usual secondary socket of 
the coil holcler. The" lower end 
of the seconclary circuit is then 
earthed bv means of one of the 
small swi"tches upon the tuner, 
and the aerial is connected bv 
means of a wandering lead t~ 
the various tapping· points upon 
the coil. . 

The Measuring Unit 

Connected to the tuner is the 
useful measuring unit, ,d1ich I 
described not very long ag·o in 
this journal, the usual batteries 
and milliammeter being provided. 
The. valve u~ecl for these 
measurements was a DEs.B., 
which I find to give conveniently 
large readings with an anode 
voltag-e of about So to go \·olts. 
These conditions were repeated 
upon each aerial which was 
tested, the whole outfit being 
taken from one to another. 
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The coil was provided with separate pin and socket connectors 
to eliminate the possibility of plug losses. 

The First Aerial Tested 

I commenced, naturally, with 
_my own aerial, and a few \\·ords 
of desc1-iption will be necessary 
before the results obtained can 
be interpreted. My object was 
to provide a very larg·e aerial for 
this first test both electrically 
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Fig. 2.- These curves summarise 
the results obtained on five different 
aerials. Turns in the aerial circuit 
are plotted horizontally and signal 

strength vertically. 

and as regarding its physical 
dimensions, and a length of 
2o-ft. \Yas added to the fUI-ther 
end of the horizontal span. The 
dimensions shmvn in Fig. 3 were 
therefore obtained, and it "·ill be 
seen that this represents some
where about the extreme limits 
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for an experimental aerial. It 
should be explained that aerials 
of electrical dimensions as great 
as this are quite often encoun
tered where the legal limits of 
roo ft. of wire have not been 
exceeded, the large electrical size 
being the tesult of the proximity 
of earth connecting bodies, and 
so on. This aerial is of the 
single wire variety, and repre
sents something of a mystery, 
since, although it would appear 
to be capable of giving good 
signals, they are, in actual fact, 
distinctly poor. The locality in 
which it is erected appears to be 
somewhat of a dead spot, but I 
believe that in addition there is 
some serious source of ineffi
ciency in the <terial itself, which 
has so far defied detection . 

The Lead-in 
It will be ob,.,ervecl that the do\\·n 

lead is brought down fairly close 
to the house in order to obtain 
access to the front window which 
supports the leacling·-in tube, and 
it should be explained that this 
down lead is some 6 ft. awav 
from the \Yall. This 111 itself 
would appear to he a consider
able source of loss, but the clown 
lead has been tried as an experi
ment through one of the \Yindmvs 
at the back of the house, and no 
perceptible difference in signals 
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resulted. Abundant insulators 
are provided of various types 
and the wire is the usual 7/22 
copper. The earth lead is only 
some 6-ft. long-, and goes 
straight out throug-h the lower 
edge of the window frame to a 
copper tube 6 ft. long- ancl I in. 
in diameter, driven straig-ht 
down into moist clav, the rest!lt
ing earth conne~tion being, 
apparently, of quite low resist
ance. 

Results on the Author's Aerial 

When considering the results 
obtained on my aerial, therefore, 
it must be remembered that this 
aerial represents a type of large
sized and rather inellicient 

evening. The result 'vas a 
suspicious] y low sig-nal strength 
reading upon my aerial, but I do 
not think that the shape of the 
curve was affected. This curve 
is No. I in the diagram which 
summarises the results of all 
these tests, and it will be 
observed that it rises sharply tc> 
a peak located somewhere be
tween the twelfth and fifteenth 
turns, these being the number of 
turns included in the aerial cir
cuit, ancl then falls otr not quite 
so steeply as the number of turns 
in tbe aerial circuit is increased. 
The irregularity of the slope 
between I 5 and 27 is noteworthy 
and at first was thought to be 
due to experimental PJ-rors, but 

Comparative Tests 

To obtain an idea of the rela
tive signal strength given by the 
auto-coupled circuit and by the 
single circuit type, the whole 
coil was placed in the aerial cir
cuit with the tuning condenser 
in series, and a signal strength 
reading obtained in this way. 
The coil was a little small to 
obtain the greatest possible sig
nal strength with this arrange
ment, but this effect was not so 
pronounced as to be worth 
taking· into account seriously, a 
rougl1 idea only being required. 
This method of comparison was 
used upon all the aerials tested. 
In my own case it was found 
that if the signals given on the 

Fig. 3.-Mr. Kendall's aerial is of the single-wire inverted-L type. 

system, since it has always be
haved in a way that suggests 
that its high ft-equency resist
ance was decidedly hig-h. The 
signal strength figures usually 
obtained with the coil in question, 
which has been in use for some 
time, are in the neig-hbourhood 
of 5 to 6 upon the scale which I 
employ, but when the actual 
curve was plotted a sig-nal 
strength reading in the neigh
bourhood of only 4 to 5 was 
obtained, this being more or less 
constant for the whole evening·, 
unquestionably as the result of 
the pernicious activities of the 
oscillating neighbour of whom I 
have spoken in somewhat bitter 
terms on more than one occasion 
in these articles. On this par
ticular night he appa,-ently 
settled dovvn .to one particular 
setting of his reaction coil and 
left it so adjusted for the whole 

since the same form was 
obtained upon other aerials, it is 
evidently the result of some 
peculiarity of the circuit or of 
the coil itself. 

Signal Strength 

It will be seen that the actual 
maximum signal strength will be 
obtained with a tapping taken 
from the I 3th or I 4th turn, and 
in the case of this aerial it is 
evidently only necessary to locate 
the correct tapping point with 
some accuracy if anything 
like good results are to be 
obtained. From the point of 
view of signal strength the tap
ping at the IJth or qth turn 
\Yould be chosen, but if it was 
desired to obtain at the same 
time an increase in selectivity, 
with only a small loss of signal 
strength, perhaps the I I th or 
I 2th turn would be chosen. 
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ordinary single circuit arrange
ment were taken as roo, the 
auto-coupled circuit gave I I8. It 
should perhaps be explained at 
this point that the sig-nals given 
by the auto-coupled arrange
ment were compared with the 
maximum obtainable with the 
direct coupled system, that is to 
say, that on all the aerials it was 
ascertained whether parallel or 
series tuning condenser gave the 
best results, and the best value , 
was compared with that of the" 
auto-coupled system. It may be,_ 
interesting to note that upon all 
the aerials tested the series 
arrangement gives the best 
results. 

An Aerial of Medium Size 

My next test was made upon 
the aerial of Mr. Harris, and the 
outstanding features of this 
system will be seen in Fig. S· 
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The earth lead is I 2 ft. long- and 
makes connection to a system of 
buried wires, which is believed 
to form a very low resistance 
oscillatory system. This aerial 
is believed to be of reasonably 
low 1·esistance and good efficiency 
and to be located in quite a g-ood 
spot for reception, "-hilC', rq.~·arcl
ing it as a transmitting- ;wrial, it 
would also appear to be of big-h 
efficiency. 

Tapping Points 

The results obtained are 
expressed in curve No_ J, and it 
will be seen that ,,.e have again 
the sharp rise tci a maximum. ancl 
then a gradual falling off. It is 
note"·o1·thy that the maximum 
in this case is apparently 
obtained actually upon the I 5th 
turn, and tliat the falling off is 
not nearly so rapid above this 
value as it was in the case of my 
own aerial. The irregularity of 
the form of the curve above the , 
15th tapping is again to be noted, 
and it will be seen that it coin
cides fairly closely with the 
irregularity already noted in con
nection with my own aerial, the 
effect being a sort of secondary 
peak which is not fully developed, 
appearing at almost exactly the 
same point on the curve 'as in 
the previous test. It was further 
observect that as Mr. Han·is's 
aerial is considerably smaller 
in electrical dimensions, it was 

....... 

circuit hm·e been exceeded, "·hile 
one of lo"- resistance is less 
critical as to the correct number 
of turns, tlie hlling off past the 
optimum point being more 
gradual than in the case of a 
poor aerial, as exemplified in 
these t\\'O cases, and therefore it 
is an easier matter to find the 
correct number of turns. 
\Vhether this conclusion is borne 
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"-ell a\\·ay from the wall of the 
house. The leading-in arrang-e
ment is good, and the earth lead 
is extremely short, not exceeding· 
6 feet, and terminating in a 
buried mPtal plate of generous 
dimensions. 

Aerial Turns 

The readings obtained at so 
short a distance from zLO are 

so'----

Fig. 5.-The twin aerial used by Mr. Harris. 
of a buried wire system. 

The earth consist• 

out or not by further experiments 
\vill be seen when we come to 
consider the other aerials. 

The ratio of the signal strength 
obtained with the auto-coupled 
circuit to that given by a direct
coupled system \vas I I 5 to I oo. 

A Very Low-Resistance Aerial 

The first two aerials tested are 
both between 8 and 9 miles from 

naturally very large, and the 
curve which resulted upon their 
being plotted against the tap
pings upon which they \\Tre 
obtained will be seen in No. 5· 
It should be observed that the 
maximum is obtained upon the 
ISth turn, and this coincides with 
the result obtained upon Mr. 
Harris's aerial, and it is inter
esting to note that the condenser 
reading-s upon these two aerials 
with a given coil arc exactly the 
same, suggesting that the t\1·o 
aerials are similar in thei1· elec
trical dimensions. 

Fig. 4.-The aerial which gave curve No. 5. (Fig. 2.) 

It will be observed that the fall
ing off in strength as the number 
of turns in the aerial circuit is in
creased above r 5 is very gradual 
in this case, which appears to 
confirm the suggestion that 
where the aerial circuit is of very 
low resistance the number of 
turns is in fact less criticaL The 
ratio of auto-coupled circuit 
sig·nals to direct-coupled was m 
this case only IOI to 100. 

possible to obtain a reading 
when the aerial tapping was 
taken from the 3oth turn, the 
effect of this in the case of a 
larger aerial being to make it 
impossible to tune down to the 
desired wavelength. 

Good and Poor Aerials 

As a result of these two tests 
alone it might be inferred that 
an aerial of poor efli.ciency 
results in a sharp falling off in 
signal strength when the critical 
number of turns in the aerial 

2LO, and the next to be investi
gated was at St. John's \Vood, a 
distance of not more than three 
miles, this aerial belonging to a 
friend not upon the Radio Press 
staff. This aerial has alwavs 
struck me as being of partic-u
larlv low resistance, since sets 
oscillate upon it \Yith only a· small 
reaction coil, and it gives de
cideCily good signals for its height 
and size. It consists of copper 
ribbon well insulated, and rela
tively clear of buildings and 
trees, the down lead being stayed 
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An Indoor Aerial 

At the same address m St. 
John's \Voocl an indoor aerial 
was also available, of rather 
larg-e size, and the tests were re
peated upon this system, the 
original earth being used. Curve 
No. 2 was obtained in this case, 
and it will be seen that the form 
agrees in a general way with that 
given by the outdoor aerial, 
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except that the peak was found 
upon the 2 r st turn instead of 
upon the I sth. The top of the 
curve was again fairly flat, and 
the suggestion thereby given that 
this indoor aerial is of low resist
ance is confit·med by the fact that 
sets appear to oscillate quite 
easily upon it. 

Results Observed 

The ratio of auto-coupled to 
direct circuit srgnal strength with 
the indoor aerial was some\vhat 
different from all those previously 
tested, since the t\\'O figures were 
exactly equal, indicating that the 
auto-coupled arrangement is of 
no benefit in this case, except 
from the point of view of the 

estimate of signal strength, since 
one never knows when the offen
der is going to give his reaction 
coil another tweak. For ex
ample, upon the evening when I 
made the measuremrnts vvhich 
arc now under consideration, for 
something like ro minutes or a 
quarter of an hour, 2LO was 
gi\·ing maximum readings of 
bet\veen 4 and 5 upon the scale 
acloptccl, and I had plotted about 
half the curve, when suddenly the 
milliammeter needle began to 
flicker violently and continued to 
clo so for some two or three 
minutes. It then steadied clown 
again to an entirely new reading 
of the order of 6 or 7, ,,·hich I 
believe to be an entirely fictitious 

Fig. 6.- This diagram gives the electrical conditions of Mr. Hartt's aerial. 

increase in selectivity which it 
has conferred in every case which 
I have yet met. 

An Unusually Small Aerial 

The last aerial upon which 
carried out tests was that 

belonging to Mr. D. J. S. 
Hartt, and the dimensions and 
principal features of this are 
given in Fig. 6. It will be 
observed that its dimensions are 
on the small side, and in actual 
fact, it behaves much as though 
it were even smaller. For 
example, when using the coil 
which I have alreadv described, 
with the aerial tunin-g condenser 
in series, it was impossible to 
tune up to the wavelength of 
2LO, although the series con
denser was of .ooo75 ,uF 
capacity. 

I found that l\Ir. H artt suffers 
from the same trouble as myself, 
in that he is so unfortunate as to 
have a neighbour who is in the 
habit of oscillatmg for hours at 
a time upon 2LO, which makes it 
extremely difficult to get a proper 

one, resulting from the radiation 
from a neighbouring aerial. It 
is to be observed in passing, that 
in my own case at any rate, it is 
quite possible for the neig·hbom
ing oscillator to increase the 
apparent signal strength con
siderably, while at other times 
the effect is a reduction to some
thing like half the true strength. 
Much depends upon whether the 
criminal in question succeeds in 
getting his set, "·hich he appar
ently keeps continually in the 
oscillating condition, accurately 
adjusted to the silent point of 
2LO's carrier wave. 

The Curve 

It should be borne m mind, 
therefore, when considering 
cmve No. 4, that it is probably 
much too high to represent the 
true state of affairs upon this 
a~rial, and that at least one d 
the points is probably slightly dis
placed. The shape of the curve, 
however, is very much what 
one would expect after realising 
that the aerial is an exceedingly 

so 

small one electrically, by com
parison with the curve given by 
the other small aerial tested, 
namely, the indoor aerial repre
sented by curve No. 2. It will 
be seen that at the 3oth turn tap
ping the curve was still rising, 
and therefore a further tapping 
point was hastily prepared at the 
35th turn, and a reading obtained 
at this point. This showed that 
the correct position for the aerial 
tapping was somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of the 3oth turn, 
and it will be seen that the top of 
the curve is extremely flat. 

Upon this aerial also, there 
was exceedingly little difference 
in the signal strength obtained 
with the auto-coupled arrange
ment, as compared with the more 
usual single circuit tuning system. 
The ratio was actually ro3 for the 
auto-coupled circuit to roo for 
the direct coupled. 

As regards signal strength, it 
would seem from these tests, and 
also from the experience of a 
number of other experimenters, 
that where the aerial and earth 
are of rather poor quality, or 
perhaps one should say, are of 
only average etliciency, -the auto
coupled arrangement, when a 
reasonably good coil is used, will 
lead to an increase in signal 
strength, provided that the aerial 
tapping is correctly acljustecl, 
while, in the case of a really low 
resistance aerial and earth, little 
or no increase will bP obserYed. 
Thus it may be said that this 
arrangement is well worth adopt
ing upon a poor aerial, but the 
aerial tapping must be adjusted 
correctly to suit that particular 
aerial and the wavelength being 
received. Upon a good aerial, 
on the other hand, the improve
ment in signal strength may be 
negligible, and the only reason 
for adopting this arrangement is 
the increase in selectivity which 
is thereby obtained. In such 
cases the tapping point need not 
be adjusted very accurately. To 
secure the very best results from 
the point of view of selectivity, 
however, adjustment is needed 
even here, to ensure that one is 
working with the lowest number 
of coupling turns compatible with 
a reasonable signal strength. 

I have not taken into account 
in these considerations differ
ences in design of the coil itself, 

(Continued on page 68.) 
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A®rrii~n C(Q)WJ JP!llnrru~ JM1®1tlh.co)(dl~ 
By STANLEY G. RATTEE, M.IR.E., Staff Editor. 

Below will be found some further remarks 

relating to auto-coupling, together with some 

particulars concerning results obtained in the 

reception of distant stations. 

(Concluded from Vol. 6, No. 1, page 20.) 

~~·~~CA~~~~~AC~~~~~~~Gr 

Auto-Coupling 

Wire less W eelily 

W ITH this method of coup
ling the terminal connec
tions again rc·main the 

same, but the plugs \\'hich are 
no\\. in sockets 2 and 1 are 
made to change positions: that 
is, aerial to z ancl earth to 3· 
It will be seen upon examining· 
Fiig. 4 (sec las.t iss<ue) that this 
alteration results in the circuit 
given in Fig. 3, \\·hich illustrates 
the principle of auto-coupling. 

The above is a back of panel photograph of the single-valve set 
described in our last issue, and concerning wh.ich some further 

results are now given. 
Coil Sizes 

In so far as coil sizes arc con
cc·rned, these are largely a matter 
fo,· experiment, for they will vary 
to some extent with everv aerial 
the set is connected 1:o, but in a 
g-eneral way i1 may bt' said that 
the smaller the coil L2 the higher 
the sclectivit\· ancl the sharper the 
tuning. \' a~ious coils should be 
tried, however. On 1:he aerial re
ferred to earlier in this article the 
best general results \\'•ere obtained 
"\Yhen Lz ,,·as a No. 30 Lis:sen coil, 
Lr a No. 1S of the sal11L' make, 
and a No. 's'o for reaction ; us,ing 
this combination good signals 
1\'tre recein·cl \\·i.thout interfer
ence, from N ewcastlt", Bourne
mouth, and Hamburg, \\·hilst with 
a No. 35 as Lz and Cambrell A 
a~ Lr, \\'ith a No. 35 as reaction, 
CardiA, Manchester, and B:·ussels 
were also received while London 
\vas working. 

Chelmsford 

The !·eception of Chelmsford or 
Radio-Paris was not attempted 
"\\lith this form of tuning, as excel
lent results "·ere obtained from 
both the:.e s1tations using semi
aperiodic aerial coupling. \Vhen 
uo;ing this form of tuning the two 
co~ls Lr and Lz should be set at 
right angJes to each otfier, and 
after really satisfactory results 
!have been. found the varying of 

the coupJ,in,g may be ti'ied, thoug·h 
I think that in the majority of 
cc.ses the best results wi\<1 be 
obtained when the coits are situ
ated at right angles to each other. 

General Observations 

Another point ,,·hich mu:>t be 
remembered by the operator is 
that as in the t\vo previous 
methods of coupling, any altera
tion in the adjustment of the re
action coil necessitates further 
adjustments being· made to the 
variable condenser C1. 

In so far as these experiments 
indicate, it would seem that of the 
three coupling methods 1:riecl, the 
auto--coupled arrangement is by 
far the best, giving the selectivity 
of the semi-aperiodic method 
without that tendency towards 
st!f~oscillation. \Vith ·this coup
ling the added advantage of 
simple tuning is given with the 
f<Jct that the varying of reaction 
coupling does not upset the re
mainder of the acjustments to 
such a large degree as in the case 
of semi-aperiodic tuning. 

Short Waves 

In a·ddition to the stations 
given above, the reception of the 
short-wave amateur transmitters 
was also attempted. For the 
reception of these \vavelengths 

SI 

direct cnupling ''as employed 
with a Gambrell a 2 a,.. Lr, a 
Gambrell A as reaction (LJ). L2, 
of course, not being· used. 

On the ou•tside of the a 2 coil 
was ,,·ouncl edg·e,,·ise five turn,; of 
No. r6 cl.c.c. \\·ire, and the aerial 
and earth, instead of bein<..; ,·on
nectecl to the terminals pro,·ided, 
were connected Otle to ead1 end 
of this coil. 

C sing the set Ill this manner 
resulted in quite g-ood receptiun 
of many amateurs upon the 70-
roo metres band. From these 
remarks it must not be as,;umed 
that the recei\·er is advocated a:s 
being capable of recet\·mg· 
KDKA, though such reception 
may possibly be ac,·ompli,;hed o-n 
good nights; the ru1.Tiver i~. 
howe,·er, not des,igned ftK this 
,,·ork. 

Reception upon the :1ma teur 
wavelengths \l·as g·ood, and the 
t"Ontrol of react,ion, though some
what" floppy," was manageable, 
a condition ,,·hich would probably 
be remedied by using a :"econd 
a 2 for the reacrt:ion coil. 

Should any reader care to for
\\·~m! results of tes;ts with this 
little set, together \\·ith a list of 
those stations he has managed to 
receive, the information would be 
o.f considerable interest, and 
would be appreci<tJted. 
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By means of this simple instrument, low-frequency transformers may be 
tested and compared for quality and signal strength. 

F you turn over the 
advertisement pag-es 
of any · \\·ireless 
periodical, you \Yill 
be confronted at 
every turn with an 

appeal to buy tl;is or that make 
of Imv-frequency intervalve 
transformer, each maker claim
ing wonderful amplification, 
complete freedom from distor
tion, and, of course, a number of 
special merits not possessed by 
any rival instrument. After you 
have read about twentv such 
advertisements vou mav \veil be 
pardoned certain ~cepticism 
about any, or all, of the claims, 
and a feeling of be\vilderment as 
to which you really should buy. 

No Best Make 

You will see at the head of this 
article that I have put the ques
tion '' \Vhich is the best lmv
frequency transformer? '' be
cause it is one \vhich everv 
expert is called upon to answe-r 
every day. To save you the 
trouble of glancing at the end of 
the article at once, I think it 
only fair to state that I have not 
the slightest intention of telling 
you that Smith's or Brown's or 
Robinson's is the best, but I do 

hope to show you how impossible 
it is to claim that anv one make 
is the best in all ·conceivable 
circumstances. 

The Use of a Transformer 

Quite a number of people have 
an erroneous idea about low
frequency transformers before 
they try to make a choice. VIe 
shall save ourselves a lot of 
trouble if \Ve look upon this use
ful instrument merelv as a link 
bet\Yeen stages, depending for 
its efficiency on how well it 
can-ies out this linking process. 
Sometimes it may be a link be
t·ween a crystal or other form of 
detector and a valve, but always 
at least one valve is connected to 
its terminals. \Ve must also 
consider for a moment a few 
fundamental points regarding 
valve amplification. If a valve 
is connected to a tuned circuit in 
which currents are set up by sig
nals arriving from some broad
casting station, the high-fre
quency oscillations in this tuned 
circuit \vill be applied to the 
valve at its grid and filament. 

Effect of Signal Currents 

The pulsations will caus.e 
changes ·i11 the difference of poten-
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f If®~ \ill ®IITlCC JY 
By PERCY W. HARRIS, lJ. 

In this article, whWA deed 
frequency transformers f~ 
Harris describes the c~ 
apparatus by which illu 

out with the 

tial between 1:he grid and tlK fila
ment and these differences of 
potential \Yill modify the flow of 
electrons between the filament and 
the anode of the valve. The anode, 
as we know, is connected to a 
suitable high tension battery, and 
the circuit from anode to filament 
outside of the valve is made 
throuRh either a pair of tele
phones, a loud speaker, or some 

I" 

.. l(b 

The above theoretical diagram show~ 
is in readiness for comparing tra 

form of link for passing on the 
energy to a succeeding valve. · 

Now, changes of grid voltage 
will bring about fluctuations in 
anode current. Somehow· ·or 
other we \Yant to apply to' the 
grid of the next valve a faithful 
reproduction, in an amplified 
form, of the oscillations in the 
first tuned circuit. Now the 
valve is a potential operated 
device, whereas in the output 
circuit of the valve from which 
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" jjnth llw' question of low-
,. an unusual angle, Mr. 

!, ion and use of simple 
g tests can be carried 

m of trouble. 

we desire to pass on signals, 
there are current fluctuations. 
How cai1 we convert these cur
rent fluctuations into potential 
changes which will affect the 
grid of the next valve? 

Methods of Transfer 

One method is to pass the 
anode current through a high 
resistance. Variations of cur-

2 .. 

r the connections when the instrument 
!nsformers after a valve detector. 

rent through this resistance will 
bring about variations of poten
tial at its end, so by tapping off 
the- next valve across this resist
ance:(being careful to insulate the 
grid ·of the next valve from the 
steady direct-current pressure of 
the H. T. battery by means of a 
stopping condenser) we can bring 
about the necessary fluctuations. 
This method is called resistance
capacity coupling. A simi.lar 
effect can be produced by utilising 

a:ae 
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The pa.nel lay-out is extremely simple. 
clearly indicated. 

The connections are 

the differences of potential which 
occur when a choke coil is sub
stituted for the resistance. This 
is called choke coupling. A still 
further method, and that with 
which we shall deal more in detail 
in this article, consists in using a 
transformer. Here the plate cur
rent is passed through a primary 
winding of an iron core trans
former, the secondary winding of 
\vhich is connected to the grid 
and filament of the next Yalve. 
Variations of current 111 the 
primary winding caused by Yaria
tions of plate current in the valve 
connected to it, will set up difl"cr
ences of potential acros" the 
secondary winding of the trans
former, and these are applied to 
the next vaiYe in the manner 
desired. 

Complications 

Now this sounds very simple, 
but actually in practice there arc 
many complicating factors. To 
get the best results we must 
arrange the impedance of the 
primary winding to suit the 
valve or detector with which it is 
connected. This means in prac
tice that it must haw a fairly 
high impedance for the average 
valve. 

Now here is the first compli
cating factor. The high imped
ance of the thousands of turns 
of \vire round the iron core will 
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tend to resist anv change of 
current in the L·irL:uit ancf con
siderable differences of potential 
will be·set up across the end~ of 
the winding. On the other hand, 
for transformer action "·e desire 
a maximum of current fluctua
tions in this winding. If pos
sible too, \Ye "ant to get. a :volt
;,gc step-up in the ~e:·o:Hhry 

,,-:nding, ;md, to cht<tin this, mn"t 
manufacturers aim at ~iving a 
~tcp-up turn-ratio, the second
ary, for example, having perhaps 
four or fin· times the number of 
turns 111 the pnmary. This 
secondarv \vinding·, t<K>, \HJUlrl 
tend to -rcsiq cu.rrcnt c·hanges, 
but as there is practicaiJy no load 
on the seconclan, \H' shaiJ obtain 
wh<1t \\T de-,it:c. i. c.. voltag-e 
changes across the secondary 
coil. . 

Effect of Capacity 

Between the primary and the 
secondary windings there exists 
a certain capacity (often quite 
large), so that in addition to the 
transformer action \Ye get a 
choke-coupling action, the clitTer
ences of potential across the ends 
of the primary "inding being 
applied to the grid of the next 
valve, via the capacity formed by 
the two windings. For this 
reason it is often possible to get 
good signals \vhen one end of 
the secondary winding (that nor
mally connected to the filament) 
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is disconnected. "'hen matters 
are arrang·ed to the best advant
ag-e, \\·e get a combination of the 
t 11 o effects (transformer and 
choke coupling) both acting in 
harmony. It is probably for this 
reason that better results are 
obtained \V hen, for example, the 
OS is connected to the grid and 
IS to the filament. In some 
transformers, the other connec
tion (i.e., IS to grid and OS to 
J11ament) works better. Some 
advantage can often be found by 
r!'versing the primary windings. 
joining IP instead of OP, for 
example, to the anode of the pre
vious valve. Usually, in prac
tice, there is less effect in revers
ing the primary winding than in 
n·versing the secondary \l·ind
ing. Sometimes ,,·hen inter
action occurs bet11·een two stages 
of lo11·-frequency amplification, 
this can be checked by rever~ing 
one or ether of the winding5, thus 
breaking an undesirable chain. 

Turns Ratio 

It might appear that the 
greater the ratio between the two 
windings, the better the effect 
obtainable, but in practice it is 
found that the ratio of turns is 
not so important as it first 

/" 
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appears. l'ci·~onally, in choos
ing a transformer for a special 
purpose I pay tw reg·ard to the 
ratio of turns and determine its 
suitability simply by test. To 
carry out these tests I designed 
some months ago the piece of 
apparatus illustrated in this 
article. It ts very easy to 
construct and think should 
prove of great value to \l"ireless 
societies, wireless dealers, and 
to experimenters generally. I do 
not think such a device has been 
described before, nor do I know 
of anv other instrument on these 
lines.· Regular readers ,,·ill 
remember that I referred to it 
some months ago in my " Ran
dom Technicalities." 

Advantages of the Instrument 

Prior to designing and making 
this instrument, I had been in the 
habit of comparing· transformers 
by 11·iring one in circuit, 
listening to signals, di~<.·onneL't
ing it and reconnecting another 
instrument. This involved a 
great waste of time when several 
transformers \vere being com
pared, and it is not eas1· to 
memorise results for compa~ison 
purposes. Indeed, it often hap
pened that before I had time to 

CHANGE OYER SWITCH· 
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change over to the second trans
former the tune or song stopped, 
and another quite different item 
\\·as being broadcast. It then 
became apparent to me that if I 
could make some kind of quick 
S\\·itching· arrangement, it would 
be very helpful, as I could then 
rapidly switch from a trans
formet·, \\·ith the qualities of 
\vhich I \\'as 'veil acquainted, to 
the ne\v instrument to be tried. 

Three Switches 

Further consideration showed 
that it \l"ould be a great advant
age to have switches to re\·erse 
the IP and OP connections as 
well as the IS and OS. This 
made in all three S\l"itches, t\\·o 
for reversing- the connections of 
the primary and secondary \Vincl
ings respectively, and one to 
make a complete ch~mge over 
from one transformer to another. 
The finished instrument is illus
trated in this article, and a com
plete outfit in operation \\·ill be 
seen in the cover design. As 
full wiring particulars are given 
together \\·ith a proper circuit 
diagram, I need not g·o into con
structional details. The three 
switches are of the \vell-knm,·n 
" Utility " make, one being· a 

s 

1 I ANODE A ___. 
n=~~~-~~~r ~l:-'fi-"~~U---I<MI.14-~ 
_I 9" ----------+-----+-___.. 

The drilling diagram, The dimensions may be varied to suit the convenience of the builder. 
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four-pole two-way S\Yitch, and 
the other two being double-pole 
two-way switches. As these 
switches are mounted by the one
hole mounting- method, there is 
very little work to be done other 
than wiring- up. Fourteen ter
minals and a certain amount of 
square wire for wiring- up are 
needed, and any suitable box can 
be used. You will notice the ter
minals are clearly marked. 

Terminal Markings 

\Ve have two te1·minals on the 
left-hand side which are joined 
respectively to the anode and the 
positive H.1'. of the valve detec
tor, if such is used, or to the two 
telephone terminals of a crystal 
slt, if \ve des.ire to m;d.;:e compari
s~1ns follo-wing a crystal detec
tor. Transformers may also be 
tested in the seco,Hl-st~ag-e pos:
tion. On the oppmite ,]d:: of the 
panel arc t\\'O terminals for con
nection to the g-rid and the fila
ment of the amplifying valve, 
'' hile in front is a pair of ter
m:na!s fer suitabl::- g-rid bias to 
be applied to the gTid of this 
vah·e. At the back of the instru
ment are eight terminals marked 
lP, OP, IS and OS, on each set 
of four. The left-hand set of 

~ 
~ 

"@ 

~ 
~ 
~ 
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four terminals is joined to a 
transformer well knc\\·n to the 
experimenter. The instrument 
to be compared g-ees to the other 
set of four terminals. 

Using the Instrument 

\Vh~n the pointer d the four
pole change-oyer s\\·itch is to the 
krt then the standard transformer 
\Vill be in circuit, when it is to 
the right the instrument to Le 
tested will be substituted. Th~ 
first step is to switch on to tJy~ 
transformer to be tested, and 
after suitable regulation of th~ 
filament and plate voltage has 
been made, the I P, 0 P connec
tions should be reversed, r.nd 
th~n the IS and OS reversed, to 
see which w·ays the transformer 
works best. Note carefully the 
best connections. Now change 
over to your standard trans
former and find which wav round 
this works best. Remember that 
whichever setting- of the two 
switches is made- on or.e trans
former, this setting wili remain 
on the other when the chang-e 
over is made, so that if the two 
transformers work differently you 
should simply chang-e the connec
tions to your standard trans
former so that when you change 
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over from one to the other both 
transformers are correctly joined 
up. This may sometimes involve 
connectin.~· the OS terminal of 
the standard transformer to the 
IS terminal on the testinu· board 
and Il' to OP similarlv." \Vhen 
this has been done y~u \Yill be 
able to listen upon either trans
former merely by chang-ing- over 
the s\\·itch and with both trans
formers correctly connected to 
the valve. The wiring could, of 
course, be made to retain the 
standard connections perman
ently, but for my own purposes 
prefer the arrangement g·ivcn. 

Correct Grid Bias 

Grid bias, of course should be 
carefully attended to: and the 
grid bias for a· given valve 

·should be the same on either 
transformer. I have not found 
that \vith a particular valve a 
g-rid bias that is correct \vith one 
transformer is inconect for an
other, although some advertise
ments might lead you to think 
this is so. The correct grid bias 
can be found by examining· the 
characteristic curve of the valve 
for the particular plate voltage 
you use. 

~ 
~ 
'lll:t 

t§'. 

+ ..... 
~ 

The abov_e diagram should render the wiring process a simple matter if this is undertaken systematically. 
Note that the soldering tags of the switches are drawn of different lengths in order to indicate their connections clearly. 
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Classification 
N(J\\- let us imagine you are 

us1ng any of the ,,-ell known 
general purposes va],·cs as detec
tor preceding this tll11it, and that 
you are follo\ving it with a suit
able L. F. valve. You mav 

get very accurate comparison by 
ear, and the t·esult is most 
illuminating. One transformer 
stood out above all others in 
strength, but tlw quality was dis
tinctly " \I"CJolly · · and unpleasant. 
This is tlw transformer I should 

In order to obtain neat wiring this back of panel photograph should 
be consulted in conjunction with the wiring diagram. 

choose as your standard a trans
former of good make with which 
you are well acquainted and you 
may then proceed to grade the 
various transformers in your nos
session, in onler of merit. There 
are several ways of classifying 
them, and it is not a bad plan to 
make several classifications. For 
example, you may keep a note
book and rule it in columns, the 
first column being for sig-nal 
strength regardless of quality, 
the second for purity of repro
duction regardless of strength, 
and the third for overall 
efficiency, having regard to both 
strength and purity. In making 
the tests it is \veil to choose some 
piece of music played by instru
ments with many fine overtones 
and wide scale variations. If 

you confine ym11· tests to, sa,-, the 
news bulletin or a lecture b,: some 
eminent speaker, you will 'not be 
able to make fair comparisons. 

Ease of Selection 

I suppose I tested about t\\·entv 
transformers in this way as soo;1 
as the instrument was completed, 
a?d it did not take me long to 
pick out of this hventv, one or 
two which \\'ere o.f -outstand
ing merits and ,,-hich served as 
standards for the time being. 
\Vhen you can change over in a 
moment from one to another you 

pick if my t·eproduction needed 
to be confined to, say, telegraphic 
signals, for then strength is of 
much greater importance than 
purity of note. I \vas soon able 
to place these transformers in 
order of merit. 

Changing the Detector · 

The next experiment consisted 
of repeating the tests, not with a 
valve, but "-ith a crvstal detector, 
and I found that ·the order of 
merit \\-as entirely different. 
Transformet·s "-hie!{ had given 
little amplification with the valve 
detector shmved up extremelv 
"vell with the crvstal. The tran;
formers \\-hich ·\\-et·e the best on 
the valve were a long way behind 
others when tested with a crystal 
detector. Then again, when I 
changed over from the crystal to 
a certain dull-emitter, th~ tr;ms
formers had to be placed in still 
another order. It was soon 
evident that placing the trans
formers in order of merit for one 
valve \vas no indication of the 
order of merit for another type of 
valve, nor fo-r use with a crystal 
detector. Some transformers 
prove to be very susceptible to 
valve changes, whilst others 
seem to work quite well with any 
valve. Then again, some trans
formers have a tvpe of distortion 
\vhich seems to counteract other 
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distortion in some loud speakers, 
so that we can sa v that one 
transformer suits a particular 
loud-speaket· quite well, whilst 
another does not. There is a 
great deal of importance in suit
ing valves, transformers, and 
loud-speakers. There is on the 
market one well-known type of 
power amplifier and loud-speaker 
equipment \\·hich, until a year or 
two ago, \\·as not solrl in separate 
units. To buy the loud-speaker 
it was necessan- also to bll\- the 
power amplifie1:. The amplifier 
and the loud-speaker together 
are beautifully balanced and give 
admirable reproduction, and no 
doubt the manufacturers had this 
in mind in refusing to supplv the 
loud-speaker \\-ithout a su!table 
amplifiei·. One of the most 
valuable lessons you \\·ill learn 
from tests can·ied out with this 
~pparatus is that relatively cheap 
mtervalve transformers work 
excellently following crvstal 
detectors, probably because- the 
cheap transformers usually have 
low impedance primary "-indincrs 
\\·hich happen to suit the re~
tively low impedance of a crystal 
detector. I think, too, the experi
ment will show you that it is not 
\\-ise to place too much reliance 
upon turn ratius, and the fact 
that one transformer has a· ratio 
of 5 to I, whereas another has 
J to I, or even I to I, often has 
little bearing on the amplifica
tion obtained. 

Worth Making Up 

hope you will not think I 
have misled you in the title of 
this article. You will now under
stand, and can confirm, if you 
carry out the experiments 
described, that one cannot srly 
that any one transformer is the 
" b~st." l have purposely 
avotded any reference to price 
here. If you are doing much 
experimental work it will pay you 
to make up the testing unit 
shown, _and if you can persuade 
your fnends to bring al! their 
transformet·s round you will 
spend a very interesting evening 
trying them. 

:··········································· . . . : 
: OUT TO-DAY. ; 
: The Wireless Constructor E 
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L THOUGH the re
ceiver described in 
this article is ela
borate in detail, it 
should prove well 
worth the trouble 

and expense of cons1truction, 
especially for those who require a 
selective receiver. 

Crystal receiver·s very often 
give better results if theit· cun
struction is of a simple nature, 
certain losses being unavoidable 
where intricate wiring or switches 
are employed. On the other 
hand, a very simple type of re
ceiver employing, say, a plug-in 
coil tuned by means of a variable 
condenser, ·is not, as a rule, 
very selective. The design of 
the crystal receiver described in 
this article provides for all re
quirements that may be likely, 
and though more complicated 
than most crystal receivers, the 
design has yet been kept as 
simple as possible. 

Materials Required 

Ebonite panel measuring I 2 x 
8 X 3/I6 in. 

One variable condenser .001 
p.F. capacity (K. Raymond). 

One variable condenser .0005 
,u.F capacity (K. Raymond). 

One fixed condenser .ooos ,u.F 
capacity (McMichael). 

One fixed condenser .0003 ,u.F 
capacity (McMichael). 

One potentiometer, 6oo ohms. 
(Shipton). 

One crystal detector (Service). 
One perikon detector-home 

construction. 
One carborundum detector

home construction. 
Two mmrature D.P.D.T. 

switches (K. Raymond). 
Two coil plugs for two way 

r--
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coil holder; alternatively, two 
way coil holder (Burne-Jones). 

Six nickel W.O. terminals. 
Four nickel telephone ter

minals. 
Four 
Tvvo 

teries. 

clix plugs and sockets. 
4t-volt flashlamp bat-

Crystals : Galena, zincite, bor
nite, carborundum. 

Woo<:! for box: ~-in. thick x 
9 in. wide. 

Panel Drilling 

The panel is drilled in accord
ance with the details shown in 
Fig. 2, full dimensions being 
given. The sizes of the various 
holes are as follows :-Ter
minals, 4 B. A. clearance; clix 
plugs, 3/16 in.; variable con
densers and potentiometer; single 
hole mounting; drill to clear 
bush; panel S\\'!itches, 6 B. A.; 
fixed condenser clips, 4 B.A.; 
two-way coil holder, 2 B.A.; de
tectors, 4 B. A. 

The Coil Holder 

Before attempting to assemble 
the components upon the panel, 
the coil holder, unless purchased, 

Fig. 1.-The circuit arrangements in theoretical form. 
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should first be constructed. 
Alternatively, a suitable type is 
recommended in the list of 
materials required. Details of 
the coil holder seen in the photo
graph are given in, Fig. 3· It is 
so constructed as to be adaptable 
for use either with basket, any 
type of duo-lateral, or hank
wound plug-in coils. This is a 
considerable advantage, as many 
prefer basket coils which are 
both efficient and cheap. The 
method of construction is made 
quite clear in the diagram. The 
coil holder nearest to the panel is 
fixed, the other being· the moving 
one. The fixed socket is spaced 
from the panel by a distance 
piece, consisting of a short 
length of ebonite tube, \Yhilc the 
moving socket is separated fmm 
the fixed socket by means of a 
spring·. By rutating an ebonite 
knob, L2 is broug·ht nearer to or 
farther from Lr, as desired. The 
extension handle shO\Yn provides 
a radial movement to L2. Each 
of the coil holders is provided 
with two flexible leads, the ends 
of each being equipped ,,·ith 
clix plugs. 

Detectors 

Having constructed an~! 
mounted upon the panel the two
way coil holder, the detectors 
must next be made. The object 
of employing the use of three 
separate detectors, viz :-cat
whisker, perikon and carborun
dum, IS to give the operator 
ample choice. It is also con
venient for the purpose of corn-

A back of panel photograph showing the wiring. The batteries 
are fixed between the clips mounted upon the base-board. 

paring results. The three 
detectors are so arranged for 
this purpose, and each is brought 
into operation at \Yill by means 
of a double pole, double tlun,,·, 
miniature panel switch. vVith 
the switch off the catwhisker 
detector is employed ; with the 
switch d0\n1 in clips 7 and 8, the 
perikon detector is employed; 
and with the switch down in 
clips I r and I 2 the carborundum 
detector is used. Therefore, 
both the perikon and the car
borundum, once adjusted and the 
best position found for the poten
tiom.eter area, may remain set, 
wir1:'hout interfering \\·ith the cat-

whisker, which, however, should 
be lifted from its crvstal when 
either of the first t,;.o is used. 
This is a considerable advantage, 
as if the catwhisker detector does 
not on any special occasion prove 
satisfactory, either of the ct'hers 
may immediately be resorted to. 

Perikon Detector 

The construction of the Peri
kon detector is clearly sho,yn in 
Fig. 5· T,\·o short lengths nf 
4 B.A. rod are moullted upon the 
panel in the position indicated in 
Fig. 2 (D2). Centrally between 
the two rods is mounted a crvstal 
cup of the '' Easyfix, '' or· any 
other suitable type. Each of the 
4 B.A. rods is equipped with a 
spring macle from steel wire. 
These springs are easily made by 
winding the wire upon a 2 B.A. 
rod. A piece of strip brass 
which holds the upper cup is cut 
and drilled to the dimensions 
given in the diagram. With the 
upper cup secured to this piece as 
shown, the whole is assembled by 
passing it over the 4 B.A. rods, 
pressure being applied to· the 
crystals by means of the two 
4 B.A. terminal heads, as shown. 
The crystals used with this 
detector are Zincite a:nd Bornite. 

Carborundum Detector 

Fig. 2.-Drilling dimensions may be understood from this drawing. 

The carborundum detector is 
made as shown in Fig. 6. As 
will be seen from the diagram, 
the construction is much the 
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same as that of the Perikon 
detector. In this case, however, 
only one cup is required which 
contains a carborundum crystal. 
The temion bar is made from 
springy steel instead of brass, 
and two holes are drilled as 
shown instead of three. 

Fig. 3.-Details of the coil-holder. 

Assembly 

Having already mounted upon 
the panel the t\YO-\Yay coil-holder 
and the three detectors, the other 
components may now b~ assem
bled. The two variable condensers 
arc first mounted, followed by 
the potentiomctcr. Next the two 
D.P.D.T. S\Yitchcs may be as
sembled. Terminal A mounted 
upon the panel also secures a 
fixed condenser clip c;n the under
side, as shown in Fig·. 4· Ter
minal Ar is also similarly 
mounted. Terminals Az, AJ, E, 
and Er arc mounted in the usual 
rnanner. Four Clix sockets, 
marked Xr, Xz, XJ and X4 are 
mounted as shown. The four 
telephone terminals are mounted, 
one of which secures a fixed con
denser clip on the underside of 
the panel, as seen in Fig. 4· The 
two condenser dial indicators 
sho·wn in Fig-. 2 are made from 
celluloid, the securing screws 
acting in each case as a means of 
holding fixed condenser clips on 
the underside of the panel. 

Wiring 

The various connections are 
made as shown in Fig. 4· Ter
minal A connects to X2, the fixed 
vanes of Cr, and to point 5 of 
the tune-stand-by switch. A2 
connects to the other clip of C3 
and the moving vanes of C I. 
Terminal E connects Xr and 

point 6 of the switch. Terminal 
A r connects X4, tl~e fixed vanes 
of C2 and point 1 of the ~witch. 
Terminal AJ connects the other 
clip of C4 and the moving- vanes 
of Cz. Terminal Er connects 
X3 and point 2 of the switch. 
Points I and 2 of the switch indi
cate the " stand-by " side, and 
points 5 and 6 the '' tune " side. 
Point J of the switch connects 
point 9 of the detector S\Yitch 
and also the crystal s1ide of 
Dr. Point 4 of the tune-stand
by switch connects to 'phones. 
The other s·ide of the 'phones 
connects to the tothcr clip of Cs, 
point 10 of the detector switch, 
and the catw'hiskcr side of D 1. 

The two 'phone terminals in the 
corner of the panel are also con
nected. 

Connections 

Point 7 of the detector 
switch is connected to one side 
of D2 (Perikon), and point 8 to 
the other side of D2. Point r r 
connects one side of DJ (car
borundum). The other side of 
DJ is connected to the switch 
arm of the potentiometer. One 
side of the potentiometer winding 
connects to the negative side of 
one of the batteries (rJ). The 
positive of this battery is joined 
to the negative of the other bat
terv, the positive side of the 
second battery ( 1 s) being con
nected to the other side of the 
potentiomcter winding. Points 
r J and 1 5 are \vander plug con-
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ncctions, flexible leads being 
used. Point 1 z of the detector 
S\\itch is equipped ,,-i!b a flexible 
lead apd plug which makes 
contact \\ith point 14 of the 
batteries in Fig. r. 

Box; 
Details of the box construc

tion arc shmn1 in Fig·. 7· The 
dimensions given are cutting 
sizes. The \vood and finish are 

Fig. 5.-The construction of the 
Perikon detector. 

left to the choice of the con
structor. The two panel doors 
and a portion of the top are 
hinged, so as to give easy access 
to the receiver when in use, 
thereby making aerial and earth 
connections easy. The lower 
part of the cabinet may be used 
to store 'phones, crystals, coils, 
fixed condensers, etc. A better 
appearance may be given to the 
cabinet by glueing on to the 
hing-ed doors some ~-in. beading 
of any suitable desig-n. 

Fig. 4.-The wiring of the receiver may be followed from this 
practical drawing. 
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Circuit 

The theoretical circuit diagram 
is shown in Fig. I. VVhere loose 
coupling is employed Lr. (fixed) 
is plugged into the socket con
nected to X I an cl X2, and L2 
(moving) into that connected to 
X3 and X-t- To use C1 in series 
connect tbC' aerial to terminal A2. 
To .use C1 in parallel connect the 
aerial to A ancl join terminals A2 
and E by means of a link. The 
clip-in condenser C3 provides 
added capacity to C 1, thus 

SPRINGY' STEEL STRIP 

detector. 

making the actual capacity up to 
.ooi.) or .ooi3 .uF, according to 
which fixed condenser is used. 

The earth is connected to E. 

Direct Coupling 

For direct coupling L1 may be 
used with the panel switch do\\"n 
on the " tunc " side. Alterna
tively L2 may be used by con
necting the aerial to terminal AI 
and the earth to E I, the panel 
switch being down on the 
" stand-by " side. The variable 
condenser C2 is placed in series 
or in parallel, like CI, the aerial 
bein-g connected to A3 for series, 
and to AI for parallel, with A3 
and E I connected by means of a 
link. The condenser C4, of the 
clip-in type, may be used to in
crease the tuning capacity, if this 
is required. Provision is made 
for shunting a fixed condenser 
across the telephones if desired; 
this may be of the clip-in variety, 
and is indicated at Cs in the 
wiring diagram. 

Tuning Arrangements 

The actual choice of tuning 
arrangements is a~ follows:
Loose coupling with CI in series 
with the aerial coil, and C2 in 
parallel with the secondary coil, 
or both C r and C2 in pa rail cl 
with LI ancl L2 respectively. 
Direct coupling with CI or C2 
in series, or, alternatively, Cr or 
C2 in parallel. 

Telephone Connections 

\Vhen using one pair of tele
phones, the t\\'o terminals across 
which the second pair would be 
ccnnected, should be joined 
together by means of a piece of 
wire. \Vhen using two pairs of 
ohones these are connected, one 
pair to each ~et of terminals in
dicated, the shorting wire having 
been previously removed. 

Results 

The receiver was tested at a 
distance of 4~ miles from 2LO 
and 30 miles from the Chelms
ford station sXX, the aerial 
employed being- of the twin type, 
40 ft. in length and 28 ft. high. 

2LO was tuned in first of 2ll 
with direct aerial coupling-, good 
signals being obtained with a 
No. 35 coil in the aerial socket 
with parallel tuning. The 
Galena detector \\·as employed 
during this and all subsequent 
tests upon 2 LO's transmission. 
Series tuning with a :t\o. 6o coil 
gave noticeably louder signals. 

Upon changing to the loose 
coupled method of tuning·, a 
further improvement in ;ignal 
strength was observed, series 
tuning oeing retained 111 the 
aerial circuit. 

Chelmsford 

Chelmsford \\·as next tuned in, 
home \Vound coils being 

r~ D ' le• 
lllli i~r 
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Fig. 7.-Details of the cabinet. 

employed for the reception of 
this station. Using direct aerial 
coupling with a No. 200 coil ancl 
the tuning condenser (in parallel 
position) adjusted to its minimum 
capacity, good strength "·as 
obtained with the carborundum 
detector in use. Loose coupling 
produced apparently similar 
results. 

Loose-Coupling 

Since the 
arrangement 

loose - coupling 
gave very good 

6o 
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results from 2 LO, the effect of 
replacing the phones with a 
small loud-speaker was tried. 
Although the programme could 
hardly be enjoyed in this manner, 
an indication of the signal 
strength may be gathered from 
the fact that speech could be 
read at a distance of 3 ft. from 
the loud-speaker mouth. 

Finally, do not be sure that 
you are obtaining best results 
possible until you have experi
mented well with the various 
methods of tuning. 

.......................................... . . 
~ Quick Battery Connector : . . . : ·········································· 
T ROUBLE is often experi

enced in making efficient 
battery connection~ quickly, 

where a potentiometer or grid
bias battery is used. 

A simple way of overcoming· 
the difficulty is shown below. 
All that is necessary is to bend 
the battery tags over a piece of 

e 

BRASJ lAGs 
8£NT OYER 

BATTERY 

l£RMINAL 

Illustrating the connector applied to 
the battery. 

4 B.A. rod, and pinch tightly 
with a pair of pliers. When the 
rod is withdrawn the tags will 
take the shape shown in the left
hand diagram. The long tag is 
marked negative and the short 
one positive. Next secure a ter
minal to each of the tags as 
shown, when it wil! be found 
that the securing nut on being, 
tightened up makes a rock-firm 
connection. The battery may 
then be connected to the panel . 
component by means of a lead 
passing from the component to 
the battery terminal. For quick 
'' on '' and '' off '' connection 
the lead should be equipped with 
a spade terminal at the battery 
end. H. B. .......................................... . . . . 
: All readers interested in : 
i Supersonic receivers should ! 
: not fail to read the current ~ 
: issue of" Modern Wireless." 
: Buy your copy to-day. . . . . ... ······································· 



Corre 

'THE FOREIGN RADIO TIMES ' 

Sm,-I should like to congratulate 
you on the general <:xcellence of 
your F:lper, and in particular on the 
special prominence you are giving 
to foreign stations and foreign time
tables, in which you are cluing valu
able pioneer \vork. 

:\nything of this kind which is 
of international interest must be of 
corresFoncling internation:Jl value. 
I ha,·e found it of special interest in 
the reception of foreign languages. 

! am sure many of vour readers 
would be glad if 'you could include 
other stations in vour list. For 
example, I should personally be 
very interested in Rome, Barcelona, 
etc. 

\Vishing your efforts much suc
cess.-Yours faithfullv, 

A. L. l\IJNNS. 
Brighton. 

Sm,-May I congratulate _1·ou on 
the new feature \vhich is appearing 
[n your paper-The Foreign Radio 
Times. 

The Continental programmes 
ha,·e been wanted bv listrners for 
a long time. A frien-d of mine who 
is always exFerimenting in ·' get
ting" stations outside the British 
Isles is most enthusiastic about it. 

\Vould it be possible for you to 
give the morning transmissions of 

The home-built 4-valve T.A.T. re
ceiver made by our correspondent 

"B. A." 

the German stations as well as the 
evening ones? 

\Vishing your paper every success. 
-Yours faithfully, 

(Miss) K. CREIGHTON. 
Swinton. 

Sm,-Congratulations on your new 
and excellent supplement to Wire
less ll'cchly, namelv, Tl1e Foreign 
Radio Times. I consider it fills a 
long-felt want, and trust it will meet 
with all the success it desen·es. 

A Transatlantic V, by "Amateur." 
The loud speaker is situated behind 
the centre panel of tl.e lower half of 

t:re cabinet. 

I should like to suggest that the 
programmes from M;Hirid be in
cluded.--Yours faithfullv, 

]AMES. WATSON. 
l\Iitcham, S.W.17. 

SIR,-Allow me to congratulate 
you on vour new feature in Wireless 
·weehlv; namely, the Foreign Radio 
Times. I only wish space permitted 
you to give more stations and also 
programmes for the \vhole week. 

I also think that vou might omit 
the American stations in favour of 
some of the European stations. 

I also want to congratulate you on 
the wonderful crvstal-vah·e circuit 
with reaction (described by :\fr. John 
Scott-Taggart) published in the 
March number of The Wireless Con
st·ructor. I have made up one or 
t\VO for friends, and the results are 
excellent. 

Your publications arc far in 
advance of other wireless periodi
cals, both in information and clear
ness of illustrations ami type.
Yours faithfullv, 

i•. D. V. Go::m.ILL. 
Tedclington. 
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THE FOUR-VALVE T.A.T. 
RECEIVER 

Sm,-I note that you ask con
structors ttJ gin: results of the four
valve T .. \.T. receiver described in 
the Christmas number of Modent 
Wireless. I ha\'C' just finished con
structing this sl't, but have adapted 
the comJHlllt'llh t•J make a cabinet 
set. I f'nclose t 1\'ll photos which pei-
haFs will intt'n',t 1·ou. From exter
nal appearances I think you will 
agree that it m~tkt:s a H't·y neat and 
compact n'cL'iH·r. You \\·ill note 
that all nwin terminals are out of 
the wav at the back, and onlv the 
hcadphtme tl'rmin~tls on the l)aneL 
After thurnughlv testing all connec
tions I gut good results, and it \\'as 
striking how ,,ne could get ~',ations 
without anv or with practicallv no 
interference- frum those operating on 
wavelengths ne;'lr that of the station 
being n:cei\'C'll. 

I got London at full loud-,;pcaker 
strength, also :-.Jewc:1stle. (;]asgow, 
Belfast and Aberdeen \\·ere good 
'phone' strength, but am hoping by 
better tuning, to imprm·e on these. 

L:mdon was clear, and there \vas 
no interference from Leeds, ,,·hich 
is very nearly the same wave
l~ngth. 

The signals seem very clear, and 
there is no suggestion of distortion 
" cr.ackling " in the L.S. m of cer
tain notes " clashing." I am truly 
delighted with the results. 

On a subsequent evening, after 
trying for different stations, I got 
the following results :-

London, Leeds, l\Lmchester, New-

The front of panel view of the 4-valve 
T.A.T., by" B. A." 

castle, Glasgow and Belfast at full 
loud-speaker strength, i.e., as loud 
as one could wish to listen to. 

Birmingham, Bournemouth, Aber
deen and Chelmsford at medium 
loud .. speaker strength, i.e., easy to 
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listen to without strain to make out 
words, etc. 

On this occasion a German sta
tion (unidentified) was also receiwd 
at full 't~hone strength. Tuning 
was verv critical in mam· c;1ses, but 
I managed by careful manipulation 
to bring signals up to the strengths 
given. 

I hope these few remarks will be 
of interest, in spite of their some
\Yhat amateurish nature.~ Yours 
faithfully, 

B. A. 
Illdey. 

THE TRANSATLANTIC V 

Sm,~I, the undersigned, hm·e the 
pleasure of sending a photograph of 
the Transatlantic V, described in 
Modem Tl'ireless, June, 1924, by 
Mr. Percy W. Harris, and I com
pliment him upon such a splendid 
receiver 

I constructed panel and cabind 
mvself. I find that different sta
tions require different H.T. for H. F. 
and L.F. 

My loud-speaker, a '' Re1·o," is 
screened behind centre panel, which 
is made of black satin ; the cabinet 
is of oak. Accumulator and H.T. 
are at the back of cabinet. 

Again many thanks to Modern 
Wireless and 1Vireless 1F eekly .~ 
Yours faithfully, 

AMATEUR. 
Plymouth. 

SCHOOLS RADIO SOCIETY 

Sw.~I take this opportunity to 
thank 1·ou for the interest vou ha\"e 
sho1n1 ·in the Schools Radio Exhi
bition; sul·h Yaluable assistance will 
do much to foster the ~rO\\·th of 
" \\"irelC';.;s in Schools.'' 

Appended is the report i;;sucd bY 
thP judges in connection 11ith the 
awat·d for the exhibit of the greatest 
merit.~ Yours faithfully, 

REGI'<ALD J. HlllBERD. 
Hon. ~cc .. Schools Radio SocietY. 

Dorking. · 

Tlw list given below reprcsPnts 
the onler of merit in connection 11·ith 
the Schools Radio Exhibition. \Ve 
han· taken into consideration, ·in 
making our awards, the number of 
exhibits from each school, the 
number and quality of dnnYings, 
the standard of workmanship, puints 
of originality and application to 
gctwral education. For future 
guidance we take this opportunitY of 
expressing our vie1vs that the recent 
Exhibition has been of great y;duc 
inasmuch as it has clearlv sho1\'n 
that the interest in wireles-s science 
amongst boys is undoubtedly con
siderable. At present there dOl'S not 
seem to be, on the whole, verv much 
originalit1· of design [ndicated. and 
it is under this heading that we 
think there is sc0pe in the future. 

Again, probably the greatest educt
tional value of the studv of wire
less principles and the construction 
of apraratus lies in the methods -of 
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application to other branches of 
science and kno1vledge. 

\Vith two outstanding exceptions 
(Broadwater Road School, Toot·ing, 
and St. Paul's, Dorking), there 
appears to be very little indication 
that any attention is given in schools 
to this last-mentioned point. On 
the other hand, the workmanship in 
many cases was of quite a high 
ordeT, as were also the drawings, 
and as these are of important educa
tional and commeroial value, there 
can be no question as to the justifi
cation for schools giving time and, 
facilities to the bovs in connection 
with the theory and practical appli
cation of wireless science. 

The first three schools on the list 
were: 1st, Bmadwater Road 
School, Toot.ing, 67 mad,;:s; 2nd, 
L.C.C. Beaufov Technical Institute, 
53 marks; :;rd, St. Paul's School, 
Dorking, 52 marks. 

The prize of fi1·e guineas given by 
J. H. Reeves, Esq., M.A., !\i.B.E., 
\\·as presPnted to the \\'inning school 
b1· DL Eccles at a meeting of the 
R.S.G.B. held at the InstitutE· of 
ElPctrical Engineers on \Vednesd:.n·, 
March 25, 1925. 

(Signed) L. F. FoG.IRTY, 
G. G. BL\1-~E. 
MAURICE CHILD, 

Judg('s. 

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN SIX 

Sm,~I am writing to say how 
pleased · I am 1vith the " Anglo-

Rev. Maurice T. Beckett, O.B.E., hon. chaplain to the Forces, is a very keen wireless enthusiast, and 
may be here seen conducting some of his experiments. 
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American Six," described bv Mr. 
Harris in The Wireless Coll
structor for January, which 
have just com!'letecl. Here in 
Birmingham I hm·e rct_·eiYed all 
the B. B.C. main stations and most 
of the relay. Such is the power of 
this set that it will work the loud
speaker quietly with the H. F. and 
detector valves only on such distant 
stations as Newcastle and Gbsgow. 
Now, as regards selectivitv, it is 
possible using a wave-trap to cut out 
:;IT \vorking on 47S metres 3 miles 
·awav and receive Frankfurt on 470 
metres without a trace of the local 
station. vVishing you the success 
you deserve.-Yours faithfully, 

RALI'II CRO\VDER. 
Birmingham. 

"WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD 
AERIAL?" 

SIR,-It is at least some poor con
solation to have Mr. PPrcv W. Harris 
in " Random Technic;:tlities " of 
i\1arch ·I 1 agree that " reception 
conditions depend more on the 
localitv than on the actual disposi
tion of tlw aerial wires." Here in 
southern Spa•in the quality of recep
tion is entirely dependent on the 
amount of interference from atmo
spherics. In my efforts to tune out 
atrnosFherics I hm·e tried sorneth~ng 
like a dozen di!Ierent aer·ials from 
so to 150 ft., single and double, in 
four different orientations relative to 

the set, bare and insulated wire, 
indoor and outdoor, and from 20 to 
so ft. high, with as manv different 
form'< of earth and counterpo!se. 
\Vith all these multiple combina
tions I have not onlv not succeeded 
in getting rid of atmospherics, but 
there is practically no difference in 
strength of signals or range, 
whether mv aerial has been north or 
south, so ft. or ISO ft. long, or 20 ft. 
or so ft. high. The term one so 
often sees in the technical journals, 
'' with a goocl aerial," seems, there
fot e, to have no application to a 
geographical position such as this, 
200 miles from the nearest broad
casting station. Sometimes, but 
not always, I get relief from atmo
spherics by using no earth lead, 
but even then there is no apfreci
able difference in strength o sig
nals. Distance may " tone-down " 
incoming impulses. I certainly get 
stronger signals for Radio Iberica 
(zoo miles) and Rome (;oo miles) 
than from Bournemouth (Soo miles), 
but only slightly stronger, and the 
difference in strength is in no way in 
relation to the distance. Moreover, 
my range is no gt-enter with an 
aerial of 1 so ft., so ft. high, than 
with one of so and 2S ft. high. It 
is still another problem ! 

As regards atmospherics, the local 
vveather seems to be the dominating 
fartor. A storm ,jn the English 
Channel or Bay of Biscay, for 
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example, does not affect our recep
tion of Bournemouth, but a local 
barometric dPpression makes it im
possible to hear anything from any
where.-Yours faithfullY 

GEORGE- L. Bo.\G. 

Aguilas (i\IutTia), Spain. 

INDIGNATION 

Sm,-I have read with indigna
tion the letter of H. C. L. Grenside 
in the March 25 issue of vour most 
excellent paper. Hm·ing had the 
OFportunity of discussing every puint 
of the broadcast programmes, etc., 
I would like to point out that onlv 
one listener out of one hundred cares 
to listen to the ContinE'ntal stations, 
and that here in the Vale of AYles
bury, which is about 38 milt·s from 
2LO, the increase of power IllCilns a 
great deal to our average listener. 
It is impossible to get anything like 
good loucl-speaker reproduction here 
on less than three-valves, and I am 
quite safe in stating that the large 
majority in the whole of this dis
trict would appreciate an increase of 
zLO's power to sKW. 

If vour corrcspondE'nt would 
remember that there arc listeners 
\vho pav a broadcast fee other than 
those <Pho reside in Higlzgate he 
would be, perhaps, not quite so sel
fish and egotistical in his views. 

Personallv, I should like to sng
gest that Mr. Grenside construcrs -a 

For making all Wireless Connections 
use the 

~~~J,~t~ 
ELECTRIC 

SOLDERING 
SET. 

Works from any 
wireless accumu~ 
lator. 

Complete, as illus~ 
trated, with full 
instructions. 

5;6 
Postage 3d, 

No gas, fire or lamp needed. Always ready, no waste; 
a joint is made in a few seconds. The soldering bit 
being of carbon, it requires no cleaning or tinning. 

1/ your dealer cannot supply, We send post free i/ you mention hil name and addreu. 

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1. 

Liberal Trade Terms. LIST FREE. 'Plwne: North 305 I 

Retail Prices of the New 

CLIX 
CLIX with Locknut ~d. 
CLIX Adapter with 
Locknut 2<1. 

: CLIX Insulators ( 6 
: colours) ld. each. 
; CLIX Bushes 
; (6 colours) ld. pair. 

AUTOVEYORS LTD., 

CLIX metal parts continue to be 
machine-turned from the best hard 
brass rod, but a special nickel-bathing 
process is now employed to increase 
CLIX high standard of efficiency, 
workmanship and finish. 
The new skin of special nickel-silver 
alloy of high electrical conductivity 
en~;ures in CLIX a perfect fitting 
connection with a hi5h frequency 
resistance of practically zero. This 
fact, in conjunction with the large 
area of contact surface provided with 
the minimum of capacitive metal in 
both plug and socket portions, gives 
CLIX its supremacy over every other 
form of plug, switch or terminal. 

Solder all connections ! 
~here you can't, use CLIX! 

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON S.W.l 
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wave-trap to assist the operarion of 
his set, thereby allo\ving him to 
continue with his Continental re
ception.-Yours faithfullv, 

i\LAN T. C!I.\PMAN. 

Aylesbury. 
f\Vhat have The Foreign Radio 

Times readers got to sm· :-En.] 

A SINGLE-VALVE RECEIVER 
FOR KDKA 

Sm,-::\1ay I add my congratula
tions to those of the many readers 
of Modem Wireless who have built 
tlw " Single-Valve Receiver. for 
KDKA " described bv ML Stanlel.· 
G. Rattce in the March issue. · 

This circuit 1·eallv has soived the 
problem of long-distance reception 
on short waves. The dream of the 
wireless enthusiast has come true at 
last, namely, to be able to invite 
friends in any evening and get 
KDKA as easily as one would tunc 
in any othe1· station. Using a note 
magnifier, music can be hem·d com
fortably loud on the loud-speaker, 
while on the phones the strength 
almost equals single-valve reception 
of the local station, with its remark
able purity of tone. while the 
absence of self-oscillation is a 
delight. I have extended still 
further the " extension handles " 
which I had purchased, making 

them r6in. long. thus eritirelv 
eliminating hand-Gl_paci~y effects. 
The valve I am usmg 1s a metal 
.o6 type \\·ith 54 volts H.T., and a 
dull-emitter po\\·er vah·e for note 
magnifier with II4 ,·olts H.T. and 
3 volts G. B. The aerial consists of 
three lengths of 30 ft. in parallel, at 
a height 22 ft. (screened), though 
personally I do not think screening 
nwkes :1ny appreciable difference, 
since I get rretty wel1 all the 
European stations on this aerial. 
The earth is a raimvater pipe which 
got'S direct to earth outside my 
windo,,· :~nd several feet below the 
ground. This, b\· the wav, is the 
most eflicient earth I h:~\·c found for 
;!11 n•ccption. 

ThC'sC'. and the fact that I fol
lowed ML Rattee 's Iav-out to the 
letter no doubt acccllints for the 
pleasing results ob I ained. This set 
can be built bv :~nv amateur \Vith 
a'surcd results.~ ancf c:1n be built for 
permanence.-Yours faithfully, 

RonEHT J. 1'\ICIIOLS. 

Eltham, S.E.g. 

AERIAL INTERACTION 

Sm,-The remarks under '' Ran
dom Technicalities " in vour 
March 4 and r I issues, anent. the 
interaction between transmitters and 
receivers, I would like to offer the 
results of a few experiments con-

Closest Selectivity and 

Sharpest Tuning use 

"Tangent" Tuning Coils 
The Coil with the extraordinary LOW SELF CAPACITY. 

the figs.-then try the coils ! they' re 

Obtainable from aU good dealen
:: anY difficulty-write ua. :: 

GENT&.CoLTn(~~.) 
Manufacturing Electrical Engineers 

FARADAY WORKS. 
ir~~~~ LEICESTER 

ducted by zOZ and myself in the 
same direction. I make a prac
tice of checking off transmission by 
means of a 0-V-0 receiver con
nected to an indoor aerial, and 
several weeks ago it was noticed 
that the aerial ammeter needle 
varied with the setting of the re
ceiver A.T.C. In fact, another 
H.\V.A. rlaced between the indoor 
aerial and earth showed a reading 
of .o:;A while the kev was down, 
and, as far as can be" remembered. 
·3 in aerial. 

Since reading the above-men
tioned remarks we have covered the 
ground ag:tin, gi,·ing the following 
re,ults with a constant input to 
trans1nitter :-

( 1) J ndom· aerial 
earthed ........... . 

(2) Rccci\'E•r tuned to 
transmitter ........ . 

(3) Receiver with 
coils removed (no 
other alteration) ... 

1-t-) With series cond. 
shortecl the paral-
lel condenser mov-
ing from .oooi to 

Reading of 
H.W.A. 

. IS 

.001 (Polar) .2i to . Ii 

(s) As No. 4 with 
addition of .oo6 in 
parallel .28 

The receiver is fitted with both 

RIGID AS A MOTOR WHEEL. 



series and parallel condensers, the 
series one having a shorting switch. 
Adjusting the series condenser made 
no difference. The transmitting
aerial is at right angles to the in
door aerial, and is about 22 ft. 
above it. 

zOZ, in working, had noticed 
variJ.tions in signal strength though 
neither of us connected it with the 
above circumstances. We hope to 
test this out in the near future as 
to the bearing, if any, on distant 
reception. 

It would be interesting to know if 
other:s have also investigated this 
matter at alL-Yours faithfullv, 

" 5v1t" 

A LOW-LOSS TUNER FOR 
SHORT WAVES 

Sm,-Permit me a word of thanks 
and appreciation of the " Low-Loss 
Tuner " for short waves, by 
Pet-cy W. Harris. KDKA has been 
received here at good rhone strength 
every time the station has been 
tuned, and I have never as yet 
failed to tune in the station when 
required. 

Using a power amplifier (small) 
with this receiver on Saturday, 
March 28, signals at 11.15 p.m., 
G.M.T., were of good strength 
(L.S.3) on a large B.T.H. speaker. 
Later, about 1.30 a.m., G.M.T., the 

" Studio Concert," as it \vas 
announced, was received at such 
strength that the receiver and ampli
tier had to be detuned so as not to 
distUI·b others in the house. I 
switched off finally at 2-45· I must 
s::~v this is the best I have received 
th!s station, and considering the 
time of year, I think it good. 

\Vishing your journals every suc
cess.-Yours faithfully, 

HARRY C. CovE. 

Ealing, W. 

DRY CELLS AS L.T. 
Sm,-I h::~ve just read an article 

bv Mr. Han·is in Wireless Wceldy in 
which he condemns the use of dry 
cells for supplying L.T. current to 
D. E. vah·es, and the ·conclusions 
which he draws are so different to 
my own exper-ience that I should 
like to put before you the other side 
uf the question. 

Sixteen months ago I bought a 
2-valve set fitted with Marconi 
D.E.3's, and purchased a Siemens 
battery to light the filaments. 
This cost me gs., and it supplied 
the current to the two valyes for 
ten months running on an average 
from two to three hours nightly. 
I then added a 2-valve amplifier 
and loud-speaker, and purchased 
two other batteries of the same 
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type, one for each rair of valves. 
These have now been running for 
six months, and I have onlv re
cently changed over to the 4~-volt 
tapping, so th::Jt they are still guod 
for some months. During the 
whole of thi,; period my results have 
been consistently good, and e\·en 
when the set has been run for five 
hours at a stretch the drop in volt
age is quite negligible. The set is 
ready for use at any moment with
out the risk of having an accumu
lator which has run down, and I do 
not require to send an accumulator 
to be recharged every month or so. 

The doctrine which you preach in 
all your articles about purchasing 
reliable components appears to be 
particularly true with regard to dry 
cells. I seem to have struck the 
genuine arttcle and wou1d not 
change to an accumulr)tor on any 
consideration. .'\dmittedly dry cells 
do not last for ever, but, from whar 
I have seen, the same is true of 
acCLimulaturs. 

I do not know, of course, to what 
type of . battery !\fr. Harris \\·as 
referring, but can state with con
fidence that from experience over 
an extended period the Siemens 
battery more than fulfils the makers' 
claim and gives absolute satisfac
tion -Yours faithfully. 

DRY CELL. 
Melrose. 

1bese Units are built for we with British Valv .. , and have les.o internal 
capacity and more stability than foreign units, so that high efficiency 
and quiet functioning- are obtained with increased selectivity and power. 
Complete instructions for bui!ding a remarkably simple and effective 
Seven Valve Receiver are given with every set. · 

BoWYer-Lowe Super-Heterodyne Transformer Units are all matched in 
complete series, each guaranteed to function at a unifonn peak frequenCJ. 
Each set is teated at 500 volts between windings to eliminate all chance 
of short circuitina. The transfonners are contained in cases of 
Grade " A" Ebonite, and sold in complete sets of lour (0ubilier Faed 
Condenoer '0005 included) at £4 tho set. A apecial Oscillaior Coupler 
Unit. unifonn with the trans~ormers in size and shape to cover the bioad
caot band with a 'OOOS Variable Condenser, iL also made, and costs £1. 

Bowyer,., Lowe 
INTERMEDIATE WAVELENGTH 

Thi• book given FREE 
with every c:omplete set 

H.F~ TRANSFORMERS 
Provr<l!ltve wiring photol!fl\phs, cir~ 
diagram, list ol parts an~ complete m
sttuctions for makinG tbis 1-Valve Suoer
Hetcrpdyne Receiver are given FREE 
with every set of Bowver-Lowe Super-
Heterodyne Tranoformers. Start work 

on it to-dny. 

The hooklet may ba bad separatelro 
Price6cl. 
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Apparatus 
we have l:eSl:ed 

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor. 

"Dulce-Tone" Gramophone 
Attachment 

ing in the base. This is free to 
v,ibrate between the poles of a per
manent magnet, and is surrounded 
by the usual fine coil of wire; the 
audio-frequency current sets this in 
motion by controlling its magnetic 
polarity, thereby actuating the 
diaphragm mechanism of the gramo
phone, the trumpet attached to the 
latter gi Ying the necessary " attack" 
on a large volume of air for loud 
reproduction. The D.C. resistance 
of the windings was but I,ooo ohms 
on measurement, ,,·hich suggests 
that the instrument would operate 
better in conjunction with a low
impedance small-power, or American 
type of receiving valve than \vith 
the R type of high impedance. 

tion (D.E.s valves), it was notice
able that the sensitiveness was less 
than with conventional types of 
modern loud-speakers, but that th<' 
quality of the tone, making use of 
the excellent audio system developed 
in the course of many years' experi
ence by the makers of high-class 
gramophones was excellent. For 
those who possess powerful sets and 
wish to utilise a high-class cabinet 
type of gramophone occasionally 
without inviting a great deal of 
trouble in switching from records to 
radio and vice versa, this instru
ment should have a strong appeal. 
Some very interesting experiments 
can be carried out also with its aid 
~n the direction of unconventional 
types of loud-speaker. Thus a com
mon domestic roker, a sheet of 

:li 
If 

Messrs. C. G. Yokes haYe sub
mitted for trial a sample ·of their 
" Dulce·Tone " gramophone attach
ment, for converting an existing 
gramophone into a radio loud
speaker without any structural 
q.lterations whatever. The Model S 
Type submitted consists of a small 
case, 5imilar to a single ear-phone, 
resting on a felt base; this is simply 
placed on the turn-table of the 
gramophone, and connected by its 
flexible leads to the ordinary 'phone 
or loud-speaker terminals of the re
ceiver. The needle of the gramo
rhone sound-box is then rested in a 
slot in the end of a reed, which pro
jects through the top of the small 
case and rocks on a spr,ing mount-

On trial with .o6 type of D.E. 
valves, and with power amplifica-

Valve 
that opens for you a 
road of unending posai .. 
bilities I The C. & S. 
DUU EMITTER. We 
are receiviag ner, day 
uuoolicited testi-ialo 
from cleliglated .....,... 

praisiaa ita 
C1EAR MU>ICAL TONE, LONG 
LIFE, LC-W CURRENT CON. 
SUMPTION, and RELIABIUTY. 

THE 

C. & S. Dull Emitter 
2 v. 0.2 •mp. (227) which received NEW 
ZEALAND on a single 12/ 
valve costs :vou only -

(Also made o.o6 amp. (227!,), 15/-). 
GET YOURS NOW I 
Special dry batteries 
fer these valves :--
227 • • 7/6 each 
227L • . 5/- each 

CRA-IK & SMITH (Desk D) 
Alien Street, Goswell Road, E.C.1. c~crk::U '7346 

HAWK COILS 
MAXI MU M M I N I M U M 

£fficiencu Capacltu 
Damping Effects 

strength fteslstanca 
. -· 

Pricube/01.0 WATERPROOF 

Coil 
Wave Length using ·001 Variable Con-

denser In Parallel PRICE. 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM 

13 - - ,_ 
26 895 190 1/4 
30 435 240 2/4 
35 515 860 2/8 
40 680 870 itl 
60 835 486 3/-
75 1250 000 J/4 11)0 1820 815 3/10 

150 2300 1160 4/1 
200 8100 1870 11/4 
250 3750 22oo 1/1 
300 4600 2300 8/-
400 4950 2500 1/8 

&old by an Wireless Deafen 

The Ha-wk oou Go., ST. MAIY'S ROAD, 
SURBJTON, SURREY. 



cardboard, a stiff paper ple<1tcd fan, 
a sheet of ply-1\·ood, c!c .. in turn 
gave results of varying qualit~· <1ncl 
loudness \v·hen one end 1vas simplv 
rested in or thrust into the cpt'r;tt
ing slot of the reed; the inertia of 
the remainder sufiiccd to cktcrminc 
an intense vibr;1tiun of the lower 
part. A little exrcrimcnting in that 
direction, made possib:c by t!1is con
veniPnt reed type of rf'ccivcr, rnav 
produce rcsu lts of surprising fidt•l i ty 
ami elegance. \\'c can certain!y 
recommend the device. 

A Quick-Release Terminal 

From .'\. Butler come a number of 
samples of a type of quick-release 
tem1inal \Yhich will be of consider
able utility in connection with ex
perimental ci rct• its of the table-top 
order, or even 1 .·r semi-permanent 
wiring with largL tinned wire. The,;c 
are similar to a large 1 ah·e-lcg 
socket just over ~ in. high, and wit!] 
a No. 4 B.A. back-stud. A slanting 
slot is cut in the side of the barrel 
and a shouldered plunger, pushed 
upwards by an internal spring, sliJcs 
within the barrel. By pressing on 
the projecting, rounded end, this 
plunger can be depressed so far that 
the shoulder on it comes below the 
diagonal slot; the epJ of a vvire can 
then be nirped in the slot between 
the upper end of this and the plunger 
shoulder. Good electrical contact is 

the 
Every radio enthusiast is troubled by the twisting 
and kinking of the flex leads of his headphones, 
loudspeaker, or batteries and the consequent 
damage resulting in inferior reception. 
But nov there is a. remedy-

THE Rf!DfO BEAD 

thus made, but t!1c 1virr can be re
leased in a moment bY pre<;sing 
ag<tin on the plungPr. The slot is 
ncarl_v ~ in. wic\P, so that nwre than 
(}!le \\·ire nr altcrn~ti\·ch- a thick 
tinned bus-b;n· can be · ;Kcnmm·'
dau·d. 

The fittings \l't're well finishP<l. 
;,nd uperatcd 1vith ease ancl crr
taintv. Thev cm \Yell be n•c,Jm
men(led for ·the purposes indicated. 

Ediswan Variometer 
'.fc,;srs. Eclison S\\·an Elcctri·· Cu .. 

Ltd., han~ sent for trial <1 sample ui 
tlwir ,·ariomcl••r, TypP \V.L. 4J<J· 
This is of the one-hole thing t\ pe 
so pupular now. one hole ~ in. dia
meter being needed in the pant"!. The 
rotor vvindings are on a spherical 
muulded composition former; the 
stator winding,o; on the in,ide of a 
cvlinder of b;1kclitc. Subst;mtial 
metal bearings an• mounted on the 
former for the centre spindle, ami a 
spring washer cnsurl's good contact 
and smooth action. Cotwenicnt ter
minals proyide, in conjunction 1v-!th 
metal bridges, an easy change o1cr 
from the series to the parallel con
nection of rotor and stator, and a 
good quality knob and bevel dial arc 
supplied with the instrument. The 
finish and workmanship are gencr
allv what one would expect in an 
Ediswan product. 

The range is given by the makers 

THE 

111 a simple acce8flory which clamps on to your flex leaile 
(no disconnectinz De('e.S8ary) and enahles you to instantly 
remove kinks and Prevent their recurrence, 
Light in weight and small in cost, it prevents that 
frequent and often unknown cause of loss of signal 
strength which is so difficult to trace. 

Approved bv leruiiHf! radio expe,ts. 
SATISFACTION GuARANrEED. 

ESSENTIAL TO YOU. GET ONE NOW. 
ObtmnabJe from all dealers. 

Trade en1uities £nvited. 
WIN PATENTS, Bridgeway House, Hommeromith. 
London, W .6. Tel. : Riverllde 3463. 

Wireless WeelHy 

a;; frum 277 tu 6_H m. in s•·ries, ;me\ 
205 to 350 in paralle-l ;:rr;mgrment, 
with a standard P.:\I.G. ;wrial. rhis 
i,- presumably taken as pf .oll02.) .''F 
~-'<1D~lcitY; c~rl \\"h;tt is uf~en taken 
.c,;'a I'.':'II.t;. aerial mean c;q·acitY uf 
.ooo3 .<<F. llw \nitl·r detcrminrd tl~e 
r;mge as frum r ,040 to 430 kiloc_n·lc" 
and r , .. po to ~~70 kilnc_\T~r~ respec
ti,·cl_,-, gi\·in-g a toU1l rang.c therefore 
c,f fr,llll 2!0 to just under ;oo metres 
\Yal clcnglh. 

[n c-r1·,;tal reception the signal
~: rcngth obscr,·ed (in ~rrlcs .:1tTnngc
nt,•nt) nn 2LO at I.J milr" was excel
lent. \\'ith the impron•J arrangc
nwnt pc;,;sib!e \Yith rfticicnt induc
tances of a tapping fQr t lw crystal 
micl\Yay in the inductance (i.e .. nt 
the spindle) the signal-strength \Yas 
2.3 micro-amperes compared with 25 
micro-amperes with the stanclanl 
lo1v--loss nit·-core tapped ·incluctancc, 
an exceedingly high ratio for <1 cum· 
mcrcial tuning-device. .'\ccordingly, 
\\'l' can well recommend thi;; neat 
ancl conv-enient little instrument. 

Rubber Ear-Caps 
The "H'Ear-Easy" rubber ear

pads or caps for fitting to existing 
ear-phonPs ha,·e lw<>n brought to our 
notice bv :\lessrs. 1. C. Scott & Co. 
These, ·,Yhieh ar~ made in three 
sizes to fit any make of headphone, 
form large cups which fit completely 
over the ears when in use. resting on 

Barcla.ys 1023. 

BROKEN VALVES MADE EQUAL 
TO NEW IN FIVE DAYS. 

THE real wireless enthusiast goes over his 
Set inch by inch. Shortening a connection 

here-replacing an inefficient component 
there, he knows that success depends.on the 
most careful attention to seemingly insignificant 
details. Such men are now standardising on 
Radion as the panel material de luxe. 

Guaranteed to give Satisfaction or Money Returned. 

BRIGHT EMITTERS 6/6 
FOUR ELECTRODE 8/-

(Money should 
be enclosed 
wit h valves.) 

Send to :-ECLAT ELECTRIC MANFG. Co. Lm., 
Spencer Works, 

SPENCER HILL RoAn, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19. 

Radian is availablt t"n 2 I different ss"zes in 
black and mahoganite. Radion can also be 
sttpplied in any special size. Black Id. per 
_square inch, mahoganite I id. per square inch~ 

(jJ 

RADION 
American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd. 
HuJ Office: 1Sa Fore Street, 

London, E.C. z 

Depots: 120 Wellington Street, Glasgow. 
116 Snow Hill, Binni:~gham. 

Irish Agents: 8 Corporation Street, Belfuto 

Gilbert Ad. 2691 
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the sides of the head;. theY arc m;-Jin
tained in position on the rereinTs bv 
a thickened flange. 

On trial these were found to ex
clude to a great extent umYanted 
external noises, even with the head
b:-md fitting deliberately loosened so 
as to give tolerable comfort over 
extended periods of listening. The 
fitting is not ait·-tight, howe\·er. so 
that the common difficulty of con
densed perspiration is- largely 
a\·oided. 

\Vhil:o;t not adding to the appear
ance either of the head-set or of its 
\\·earet·, this provides some palliati,·e 
to the torture experienced by many 
when they attempt to listen to a 
lengthy programme with ill-fitting 
'phones tightly clamped on, so that 
nothing may be missed of the trans
mission. For tuning-in a loud
speaker set in a noisy room they also 
offer advantages, whilst the caps are 
more secure on the receivers than is 
the case with some pads offered. 

. ························································································: . . 
• SOME FURTHER MEASUREMENTS WITH AUTO- : 

COUPLED CIRCUITS. 
(Concluded from page 50). 

. . . . . . : ........................................................................................... . 
and it is probable that there are a 
number of factors here that will 
modify the results somewhat, 
particularly as regards the exact 
location of the correct tapping 
point for a given set of condi
tions. The actual resistance of 
the coil itself would seem to 
effect this, and I fear that the 
only advice which can be given is 
to wind the coil with a variety of 
tapping points, ana adjust the 
connection to suit the particular 
conditions. 

Conclusion 

Upon the basis of these few 
aerials, which I am quite pre
pared to admit, are not suffi
ciently numerous to justify one in 
speaking very positively, it would 
appear that upon a large aerial 
only a relatively small number of 
turns require to be included in the 
aerial circuit for coupling, and 
1'ice ~·ersa. Further, a low 
resistance aerial and earth system 
results in a rapid rise of signal 
strength as the coupling turns 
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are increased up to a certain 
point, beyond which the signal 
strength remains fairly constant, 
only falling off very slightly, and 
therefore in these cases it would 
seem tl1at no very great pains 
need be taken to find the correct 
tapping point. Unless the 
extreme of selectivity is required, 
some 12 or I 5 turns, according to 
the size of the aerial, may be 
regarded as a satisfactory num
ber. Upon aerials of fairly hig-h 
resistance, on the other hand, the 
curve possesses a definite peak, 
and it is worth while taking the 
trouble to find this for any given 
station \Yhich one desires to 
recetve. Upon these aerials, 
therefore, it would probably be 
an advantage to provide a means 
of varying· the tapping point 
according to the \Yavelength to 
be received, since it must not be 
forgotten that all my tests were 
done upon the waveleng·th of 
2LO, and "·herever the tapping 
point is found to be at all critical, 
it may be necessary to adjust it 
to one position for the lower half 
of the broadcast band, and to 
another for the upper half of the 
band. 

For the TROPADYNE 

" Now it is qtUt~ a differ~nt story. 
H• has fitted 'KUMFI' D• 
Luxe Ear Pllds to the' phones, antl 
all that Father can filld tim• to s11y 
is .. , SH' ••• SH' ..• SH' Ill" 

The neW u KUMFI " De Luxe 
antiseptic Ear Pad is a soft, 

velvety pad that just covers the ear piece 
of the headphone, and entirely prevents 
that uncomfortable pressure on the ears 
and enables you to listen-in for hours 
without di•comfort. 
In addition, it shuts out exterior noises, 
and prevents moisture collecting on the 

• diaphragms. Each pad Is antiseptic and •KU M Fl• self-adhesive, and can be fixed or removed 
without t~e sJ!-ghtest difficulty-no heatin11 

:lJe..Cu:xe or damprn~rr• ;;~· 

~'!:.~,:~!' Jl'3~·= 
pared pad-can be had from 
Wireless Dealers, or POST 
FREE from the makers on 
receipt of r/3· 

A. de ST. DALMAS 
& CO., LTD., 

LEICESTER. 
<i>s 

Builders of thia very efficient 
tYPe of Supe~Heterodyne Re· 
ceiver must recognise that they 
canuot hope for sncceaafnl work 
without the Colvern General 
Purpoae. Vernier fitted in parallel 
with the Oscillator Condenser. 
Tuning at this point of the 
receiver is exceptionally sharp. 
So exceedingly sharp th~t one 
can pass over a atatfon. 
A peculiar plop indicates the 
reception of a carrier wa.ve ~ the 
actual telephony lies In the 
centre. The compara.tively large 
.0006 tuning condenser specffted 
will pass over the station. 
Unlesa.a. Colvern Low Ma.x.Jmum 
i8 fitted in parallel · wtth the 
Oscilla.tor Condenser your 
Tropadyne will not functloJl 
anywhere approach• 
tD&"eftlciency. 

THE 
COLVERN 

The theoretical 0a.pa.c!ty of an 
integral vernier is considerably 
increased bythe mutual capacity 
between the main vanes and the 
vernier. It is patent that the 
vernier la thua deprived of ita 
lntrfnsio value - that of per· 
mitting comparatively larger 
physical movement for a minute 
variation in capacity. 

Builders of the Tropa.dyne must 
take a. leave from the book of 
those who have done consider· 
able experiments with this re· 
ceiver. Tunln.g is so exception· 
ally sharp that it is more easily 
handled and operates moat 
efficiently by using the Oolvem 
General Purpoae Indepondent 
Vernier. 

lt gives 

you fine 

tuning 

COLLINSON'S 
Preciaiori Screw eo. Ltd. 
Macdonald ·Rolid, Walth.a.m• 

stow, London, E.l7 
Tel.: Walthamsto"' 53:1 

Barclays roor 
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SUPPLIED BY RADIO PRESS SERVICE DEPT., LTD. 

H.A.U. (HATFIELD) states that 
he believes that two components in 
his set are defective, viz., the aerial 
tuning condenser, and the second 
low-frequency intervalve trans
former, the receiver being of the 
four-valve type. He asks us to 
give him some simple tests for 
these components, involving no 
illstruments other than a milliam
meter and a pair of telephones, in 
order that he may check his 
suspicions. 

Our correspondent does not make 
it quite clear what type of fault he 
suspects in the variable condenser, 
and we will therefore indicate how 
the two most likely ones may be 
identified. The fa·ct that the set in 
question \vorks in an indifferent 

"HENDRY" 

manner would seem to suggest that 
the most likely fault is that of poor 
insulation between the fixed and 
moving plates, and we will deal 
with testing for this fault first. 
The first test to be applied should 
be the ordinary one with a pair of 
telephones and a single dry cell, and 
it should be carried out as follows : 
Connect one tag of the telephones 
to one terminal of the drv cell, 
fasten the other tag of the phones 
under a terminal of the variable 
condenser, and touch the other ter
minal of the variable condenser 
with a lead from the other terminal 
of the dry cell. An exceedingly 
faint click should be heard upon 
touching the terminal, and a st-ill 
fainter one upon removing the wire. 
In a really good condenser this 

second click may be nearly absent. 
It is best to carry out this test with 
the moving vanes turned to the 
minimum capacity position. 

If anything resembling a real 
click is heard upon breaking the 
circuit, it is to be assumed that the 
insulation of the condenser is not 
very good, and the testing voltage 
should be raised to, say, 20 or 30 
volts, and if quite a strong click i:r 
now heard, it may be interesting to 
1nsert the milliammeter in the place 
of the telephones, and note whether 
any perceptible reading can be 
obtained. 

It should rerhaps be added that 
for all these tests all \Viring should 
be removed from the variable con
denser, in order that the issue may 
not be confused by leakages at 

QUICK GRIP TERMINALS 
Another Guaranteed 
BRETWOOD Speciality 

is our improved 

ANODE RESISTANCE Make a good set perfect 
i 

IJ! 
-l~······.·· ... • I 

i -. 3/-
PER DOZEN 

(J'atenl No. 224983.) 

The "Hendry" Quick Grip Terminals 
give perfect and instantaneous contact 
Simply push down top and insert wire in p1tent grip, it will 
securely grip wire at any point. Theseterminals, which are highly 
lacquered and pleasing in appearance, were used in the Crystal 
Set described in April issue of "Modern Wireless" (see page348). 

Obtainable from all dealers. 
THE TRADE ARE INVITED TO 
APPLY FOR TER V1S AND SAMPLES 

Sole Distributor:-
ARTHUR BUTLER, 219, Forest Rd., Walthamstow, E.17 

"Phone: Walthamstow I 255. 

6g 

which gives accurate readings consistently 
from to,ooo ohms to over roo,Ooo ohms. This 
BRETIVOOD Component is particularly 
suited for the STtoo circuit (Aiodern ~Vireless), 
the Super.Sensitive. circuit (POpular ~Vireless). 
and for resistance coupling, etc. 

It is constructed on the same principles 
tbat bave made BRETWOOD Component• 
famous and, of course, it carries the BRET
woon' Guarantee. Price 3s. Postage 3d. BRETWOOD 

GRID LEAK 
Patent No. 224,295/23. 

Used and recom. 
mended everywhere. 

BRETWOOD Patent VALVE HOLDER. 
Fix this efficient component and get maxi
mum results. Positively no le~kage or 
capacity effects. Perfect contact. Can 
be mounted on front or back of panel. 

Price 3/• Postage 3d. Price 1/9 Postage 3d. 

BRETWOODc~inSWITCH 
Comtrurtors will welcome news of a further 
Bretwoo<l Product, an Anti-Capacity Switch, the 
principal features of which include:-
Absolute freedom from capacity eflects-Perfect Contacl
Workroanlike finish and neatness of appearance-Simple single 
hole fl.dng and Easy to make wiring connections. Special 
f}'ring loaded balls in the base make the Bretwood PRICE 
Switch wonderfully smooth In action and ensure 

5 
I 

dean and perfect electrleal contact at all timea. 
lt is confldently otlered to wireless constructon • 
as tbe Anti-Capacity Switch par excellence, and of 
wurse it carries the famous Bretwood Guarantee. Po&tag~ 3d. 

llilllllllllllllllllliilllillllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
BRETWOOD LTD., 
12-18, London Mews, Maple St., London, W. 
All Rr~twoodsp~cialit~sar~obtainablejrom mostWif'eku Dealers. 

Barclays 1004. 
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suspected transformer, therefore, it 
is as well to have a sound one (of 
the same make if possible) at hand . 
for purposes of comparison. 

G.M.E. (GREENOCK) possesses a 
low-resistance (120 ohms.) loud
speaker which he uses in conjunction 
with a telephone transformer of 10 :1 
ratio, and he has been led to suspect 
that either the loud-speaker or the 
transformer is defective. He finds 
that reproduction is decidedly harsh 
and tinny unless he uses a shunting 
condenser of large capacity across the 
loud-speaker itself, whereupon it · ' 

other points in the sl'l. The kst 
for a broken connection or defe-:ti1·e 
contact between the actual terminals 
of the condenser a"nti the fixed and 
mo1·ing vane,, howen·L mar be 
carried out with the wiring in place. 
The telephones and a single dry 
cell 11·ill sutlice for an1· test required 
here. and the procedure is to attach 
one telephone tag tu one of the 
terminals of the conclcn,er and the 
other tag to one of the terminals of 
the cln· cell. A lead from thL· other 
sick of the dry cell should then be· 
touched upon. the lllO\ ing phtr:s 
thcmscln•s, or the fixed pbtl's, 
acC"ording to the terminal being 
tested. l\ good click should, of 
C"ourse, be obtained, and !11'~ test 
shuuld then be repeated upon the 
other terminal of the condensn. 
It is not likeh· that a fault 1vil1 be 
discm·ered het:e, but it -is nut alto
gether impossible. 

the simj•lc lest in question. (He 
has tried the effect of substituting a 
different transformer, which re
mo1·es the trouble.) Quite a good 
click should be heard through the 
primary winding when tested with 
the phones and dr·y cdl, and a click 
of considerably reduced intensity 
through the secondary winding. 
There should be rractically no 
audible click between the secon
darr and priman· or between 
dtlier· of the windings and the 
iron cure. It is to be noted 
that \\hen testing for a leak 
tu the core the best method is to 
scrape off \\ ith a knife a little of 
the enamel, or 11·hatcver protection 
is present upon tht• core pr·efer
ablv at the cdgt· of tht> laminations. 
This should he done upon both sides 
of the C"Orr, sincP in a good trans
former it is usuallv found that th~ 
1·arious bminatioris are insulated 
from one anothor. In those types 
in \\·hich the clamping bolts pass 
through the core itself it 11·ill usually 
be sufl]cil'llt to make the tests upon 
one of the mpt;d feet of the trans
former. 

becomes somewhat muffled. t ,~ 
Our reader mentions the make of 

both loud-speaker and transformer, 
and these are both known to us as 
being of satisfactory quality, and it 
seems probable that the trouble will 
be remo1·ed by a proper adjustment 
of the s.hunting condenser. 

To earn· out really dcL·isi1·e tPsts 
upon a lllW-frcquent·\· transformer 
is not a verr eas1· matter. but sumc 
indication c~m b~ obtained with the 
aid of the telephone and dry ':ell 
test 1weviously mentioned. Our 
correspondent states that in his 
rase, on s\\·itching in the last 1·ahe 
signals disappear eritirelv. It 11·mtld 
therefore appear that there is sume 
quite serious fault in his tr"ns· 
former, which would be revealed by 

it is to be noted th:1t c1··en where 
a break c·xi,t,.; in one of the wind
ings. a faint click \\ill still be heard 
:lS a n·stdt uf the charging of the 
condenser formed bv the two halves 
of the 11·inding \Vhen testing a 

It is often found "\\·hen a trans
former is u,;_ed that good results can
not be obtained by placing the con
denser across the loud-speaker itself, 
since muffling results \\·hen the 
rapacitv is made large enough to 
remove tinniness. If the condenser 
is placed across the primary, how
e1·er, the trouble will probably be 
t·emm·ed, and the mot·e conven
tional capacit~· of .004 ,uF-.oo6 ,uF 
will probably suffice. 

WIRELESS BATTERY SERVICE 
~llllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111. 

(DEPARTMENTl 

BATTERIES LOANED FREE 
Charges for service only. Service comprises : Charging 
accumulator, free delivery and collection. Payments 
to be made one quarter iu advance. 4 volt Sof-to amp. 
6 volt 6o(3o amp. 
Fortnightly exchange (4 volt only) 
Weekly exchange (4 or 6 volt) 
Weekly z Batteries 

15/· per quarter. 
18/9 .. 
31/3 .. 

S.:;rvice within 15 miles of Charing Cross. 

AUTO MECHANICAL RECTIFIERS LTD., 
Wireless Battery Service Dept., 

91, TABERNACLE STREET, E.C.2. 
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NEW VALVES FOR OLD! 
r-----.., 
I PRICE I 

:6/6: 
! PoatFREE: 
: (Bright : 
r Emitters) , 
'-------' 

Whenever you~ valves bum out or filaments 
are damaged in any way, send them to us 
and we will repair them equal to new. Per
fect reception is guaranteed with our repaired 
valves, which are returned to you 

WITHIN SEVEN DAYS 
D.E "06, 12/6. D.E 2v. •25 to '3 amp., 10/6 

Price List for Power Valves on application. 

= 
= 

- Liberal discount to Wireless Agents, Terms on application. -

= T&eNorth London Valve Repairing Co. _ 
22l, Cazenove Road, Stoke Newington, N.16. 
WE ARE ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE. _ 

.lilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1111lllllllllllllll. 

L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS 
The guaranteed "RENOWN" means :-The perfect intervalv~ 
transformer giving perfect service, with perfect maintenance. It is' 
1nore worthy of your consideration than any other. 

GUARANTEE :-Test this intervalve transformer against any other 
and if you do not find it equally as efficient in every respect, or better, 
return it to us within 14 days, and we will refund cash immediately. 

Should this transformer ever break down, return the materials to us 
intact with 2/9, plus 6d. postage, and we guarantee to replace 
the instrument by return of post. 

Ratios 5 : ( : 3 : 2 to 1. PRICE 8/l Post Free. 

We repair any make of intervalve transformer for 4/6, plus sd. postage. 

The TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO., Hay St .. PORTSMOUTH. 
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ANOTHER NEW RADIO PRESS PUBUCATION 

TAKING THE TROUBLE 
OUT OF RADIO 

T H.\T is the object of this, the latest Radio Pre:.s Book (Series 
No. 74)· We know what it is to ha,·e a fault in the radio rec<'iver 
that obstinately refu,e5 to rC\•eal itself. ,.\n evening wasted in 

futile trouble-hunting, a good programme mti."Cd and perhaps family 
and friends disllppointed. Yet a word or h\'0 of expert advice would 
prob.'lhly ha\'e enabled you to speediJy remedy the defect, and this is 
what the new addition to the Radio Press publications actuaJiy does. 

Entitled " Wireless Faults and How to Find Them," and \vrit.ten by 
R. W. Hallows, M.A., Staff Editor of " Modern Wireless," lt Is so 
complete in iL'I scope that there are few faults likely to occur in a radio 
bOt that cannot be easily traced with the aid of the valuable ad,·ice 
which it contains. This makes it a book that should be in t'he hands 
of every radio enthnsia.st. The book is clearly written and illustrated 
throughout so thnt oven the veriest beginner in rndio wiiJ be able to 
uudorstand it. Get a copy at once and stop ail that trouble and waste 
of time ln fault-hunting. Her• is 11 lw~f dcscriptitm of the book'.~ coiiiC11ts • 
Opening with instructions for making a \'ery effective yet inexpl·nsive 
little appliance which is used in conjunction with a pa~r of telephones 
for testing the set and its components, the author proceeds to deal with 
the testing of every radio part likely to cause faults, and gives complete 
series of tests for all types of receivers from crystnJ to multi-valve seh. 
Special attention is gwen to the testing of l'c.flex circuits. 

lVItotta puyt/uuing ask jM Radio Press Series No. 2 I• 
" Wireless Faults and How ro Fi11d Them." 

Expert advice just when you need it 

1/R&dio lP-r.e.eg, 1Ltd. 
BUSH HOUSE : STRAND : LONDON : W.C.2 

NO WIRELESS 
ENTHUS lAST CAN 
AFFORD TO BE 
WITHOUT TH IS 
BOOK 

On Sale Everywhere 

Publishing DateAprill6 

Or Post Free , 1/8 

from (Dept. S), &Jio 
Press, Ltd .. Bwh Howe. 
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~me •un•hine but give me radio too I My''Dinkie" 
Loud Speaker carries on its good work of entertain• 
ing in spring and summer days with just the same 
charm, clarity and volume that made the winter 
evenings so bright for thousands upon thousands. 
Small in size-handy to move about. Big and true 
in volume-so easy and pleuing to hear anywhere. 
"Little but loud " sums " Dinkie " up. There is one 
other great point about "Dinlrie "-its price, 30/-. 

The Sterlin' "Dinkie" Loud Speaker 
is aupp!ied In a brown tinted finish, 
complete with A~xible co1'd. Di
mensions: height overall, 13 in.: 
diameter of Rare, 7 in.; diameter 

, -of base, 4 in. 

At your radio dealer 
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A Neutrodyne Receiver 
WITH TWO HIGH
FREQUENCY STAGES 
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2 \VIIHl LESS \\'EEKLY 

Ethopbone Short Wave 
Receiver {No. 1540), 50-
150 metres. In mahogany 
cabinet, without valves or 
batteries, £17 10s. 
Marconi Liccnc'!, £I Ss. 

Ethophone Power Amp .. 
lifier, Mark IV {No. 1520), 
two-valve type, in mahotrany 
cabinet. without valves or 
batteries, £22. 
Marconi Licence, £1 Ss. 

----CUT HERE- --~ 

To BURNDEPT WIRD..F.SS LTD., 1 
Alchue l:louM, 84d!ord St • Strand, L~ndoa, W .C.% 

Plca>C send me Publication No. ln, I 
!rivina full puticulars of tbe new 
Ethophone Short Wave Receiver. I 

N·\.\IE·········· ··················· ·················· I 
ADDRESS .......... .... ........................ I 
. . .. .. ....... .. . ......... ........... .. ... .... .. . ... ..... .. I 

ADVERTJSEM ENTS APRIL 2 2ND , 1925 

new Ethophone 
Wave Receiver 

THE reception of short wave transmissions with ease and 
certainty is now made J::OSsible by the introduction of 
the Ethophone Short Wave Receiver, a notable addition 

to the Bumdept range. This new Ethophone can be operated 
by anyone who can handle an ordinary broadcast set. and is all 
that can be desired by experienced amateurs. The wave~ 
length range of 50-150 metres covers amateur radio telegraphy 
stations and KDKA. the renowned Pittsburg broadcast 
station. Any evening it is easy to receive American amateur 
stations, and after 11 .30 p.m. KDKA will be received at full 
telephone strength, whilst the addition of a one or two valve 
amplifier will give loud speaker reception of that station. A 
single switch controls the lighting of the valves- detector and 
low-frequency amElifi.er-and giyes two wave-length ranges of 
50-100 and 80- IJO metres. No plug-in coils are required. 
There are four controls- two tuning condensers, a special 
vern ier condenser so arranged that tuning-in a 60-metre 
station is as easy as tuning-in a 400-metre station on an 
ordinary set, and a reaction control. 
The Ethophone Short Wave Receiver matches the Ethophone Power 
Amplifier (Mark IV) with which it forms a four-valve short wave 
receiver of enormous range and power. Send the coupon for Publication 
No. 69, which gives full particulars. 

BURNDEPT 
Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. 

TJ~, C.uatd 90 '1. T<l"'""": Burndrpe. w .. .,,,d. J..o,don. 

LEEDS: 12, e~~~g~all Street. CARDIFF : 67, Queen Street. 
BIRM INCHAM : Winchester Hots •. Victoria Square. 

NORTI-IAMPTON: 10. The DraJ)<"ry. NEWCASTLE : 17. Lisl~ Street. D~tt •• ....•.•.•.••.....•.•• Wirol ... Wtdt'). 22-4 "25 I L- -- .. - .--- - _, __________________________ _, 
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International Wireless 

Broadcasting 
tor of the 

E appointment of 
Mr. Arthur R. 
Burrows, until 
recently Director 
of Programmes 
of the British 

Company as Direc
newly-formed In-

ternational wireless bureau in 
G-eneva Switzerland, is a step of 
consiClerable importance, and 
marks a distinct advance in [n
ternational wireless relations. 
One of the chief objects in the 
formation of this bureau is the 
satisfactory adjustment of wave
lengths IJetween different broad
casting stations so as 'to avoid 
the annoying o\·erlapping and 
interference which has alreadv 
manifested itself on se\-eral occ;. 
sions. It ·is but a short time ago 
since there were barelv half a 
dozen broadcasting - stations 
operating simuHaneously in 
Europe, whereas at the present 
time a really sensitive receiver 
will bring in a perfect babe! of 
sounds. \V-ithout some kind of 
international agreement it [s 
hopeless to expect amicable 
working, and for this reason the 
new bureau should be welcomed 
bv all who at·e genuinely 
i~terested in the art. 

The organisation and adminis
tration of the new bureau \\"ill 
present many difficulties. For 
example, it ,is by no means easy 
to establish a basis on which the 
judgment of " .interference " 
shall be formed. What standard 

of selecth·itv in receivers shall be 
assumed when judging \vhether 
one station interferes with 
another? So far, the British 
Broadcasting Company ha\·e 
attached great importance to the 
crvstal user, and onlv in verv 
ra're cases is such a listener like!}· 
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to be interfered \Yith by a foreign 
station. On the other hand, a 
user of a superheterodyne (pro
videcl he is maniptlating a satis
factorily design eel in strum en t) 
can afford to laugh at those who 
speak serious!\· of interference 
between stations separated by, 
say, 5 metres. The m-erage \·al\·;~ 
set user will, hu\Ve\-er, be badlv 
interfered \vi th in such circurri
stances. 
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The greatest trouble, of course, 
arises from the operation of sta
tions which are so close together 
in wavelength that the two car
rier wa\·es produce a beat note 
between them, thus gtnng an 
annoying whistle \\·hich no tun
ing apparatus will eliminate, as 
it is a modulat·ion of one carril·:· 
\\-ave bv another. Listeners 
equipped~with sensitive apparatus 
are well acqu<tinlcd with this 
phenomenon, \\-hich can only be 
entirely rcmo\Ttl by slight read
justment of either of the \\"a\T

lengths concerned. 
So far, few details of this 

bureau have Ot•en published. For 
instance, it would be .interesting 
to know how the \·arious coun
tries are represm tcd in voting 
power. \Vill, for example, a 
countt-y having a large number 
of low-power slat ions have a 
higher voting representation 
than another with a few medium 
or high-po\wr stations excellently 
organised and conducted? Again, 
we in England, separated from 
other countrit·,; b\· an arpreciable 
distance, an· not so likely to be 
worried with interference as a 
countrv of small ;uea immedi
ately .adjacent to others with 
powerful stations. 

It will thw; be seen that J\Ic 
Burrows will h:t\·e much to do 
and many problems to face. 
Readers of Wireless Trecllly \\·ill, 
\\"e are sure, join with us in wish
ing him all success in his new 
post. 
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High-Frequency Resistance I 
in Tuning Circuits 1 

By SYLVAN HARRIS. ~ 
~ 

D·-!><1>4><!><1-~<P-~o 

Showing some of the instruments used in making resistance 
measurements in the laboratory. 

It \Yill be found that the actual 
resistance of a co,il added to the 
circuit depends some\Yhat on the 
coil's position in the circuit with 
~'espect to other apparatus. This 
r!oes not refer to coupling effects 
through magnetic or electrostatic 
fields, which mav result from 
having the appar"atus too close 
together, but refers to the actual 
diagram of connections. This will 
be brought out clearly as we pro
ceed. In many cases the par
ticular piece of apparatus may 
net as if its resistance is higher 
than it really is, thus giving rise 
to the expression " apparent " 
resistance. N EARLY all experimenters 

are by this time aware of 
the disadvantages that may 

come in operating radio receivers 
\\'hen there is excess resistance 
in the receiver, but it is doubtful 
if their attention has been called 
to the many ways in which re
sistance can affect the operation 
of the set. 

In considering the losses in 
circuits which are tuned, as is 
usual in radio work, the formula 
P= I'R ahvays comes to mind, for 
this equation enables us to calcu
late the loss of power in the 
circuit when the current in it and 
its resistance are known. In 
other \vo:-ds, suppose a current 
of 1 o amperes is flowing in a 
~·ircuit which has resistance of 
half <ln ohm (o.s ohm). The 
po,,·er loss in the circuit will then 
be P=o.s x ro" or so watts. 

Power 

The amount of power used in 
radio receivers never approaches 
this 'alue, but is generally ex
pressed in miorowatts, or mil
lionths of a watt. Some concep
tion of the magnitude of the watt 
may he obtained by remembering 
that 746 watts are equivalent to 
one horsepower. 

In radio receivers, where we 
are dealing with such minute 
quantities of power, it is very 
essential that everv bit of this 
po\ver be utilised, for the loss of 
a small amount of it may rep,re
sent a considerable portion of the 

total po\Yer coming into the aerial 
from the transmitting station. 

Design 

The proper design of radio 
apparatus, directed by the ideas 

of e.m.f. R 

c 

Fig. 1.-A simple series circuit con
sish'ng of an inductance, resistance 
and capacity in series with a source 

of E.M.F. 

of efticiencv and economy re
quires the ;eduction of all·l~sses 
to the least amount possible, and 
for this reason it is \veil to obtain 
an understanding of the various 
ways in which resistance in a 
circuit acts, and also as to \\'hat 
factors contribute to the resist
nnce. 

H.F. Values 

In making a study of this, it 
must be remembered that the 
values to be used in the formula 
given aboYe are the high-fre
quency values, \\'hich are in 
existence when the receiver is 
operated. R is the high-frequency 
resistance, and furthermore, the 
frequency at \vhich the measure
ments are made must be specified, 
for the resistance changes with 
the frequency. 

Series Circuit 

To begin the discussion, let us 
consider a simple series circuit, 
as shown in Fig. I, consisting of 
a coil and a condenser connected 
in series \Yith a source of energy. 
This source of energy may be any 
generator of high - frequency 
current. Both the coil and con
denser have resistance, so, to sim
plify matters, we have assumed 
all this resistance to be concen
trated into the resistor marked R. 

L= 100 p/l=I0-4h 
300 f' = 10 6 ""=10 J lfcy. 

~ ~ 'Re;anonce (j 

zoo I V 

\ If R~/00.!1 
!00 ~\l) V 

\fi f?:J~6..!l 

1?=0 -~ t1krJ/orods 
0 ,0001 .000? ,(}()()3 DJ()4 .0005 

Fig. 2.-Showing how the impedance 
of a simple series circuit changes 
with the setting of a tuning con
denser. These curves are for 300 

metres. 

The current in this circuit is 
obtained by dividing the voltage 



In this valuable article .our contributor discusses 
several effects which have an important bearing 
on set design, and which are often overlooked by 

professional and amateur alike. 

of the "cnerator by the impedance 
of the"' circuit. This impedance 
is gi,·en by the formula 

V ( I59.2 )
2 

Z= R'+ o.oo6z8fL---
fC (r) 

in which f is the frequency in 
kilocycles, L is the inductance in 
microhcnries, C is the capacity in 
microfarads, R is the resistance 
in ohms, and Z is the impedance 
in ohms. This formula is not 
o·ivcn to mvstifv the reader, but 
h .t • • 

it is presented because our dis-
cussion uses this formula as its 
basis. 

Curves 

If ,,-e have a certain signal 
coming into the aerial, impress
ing a certain voltage on the tuned 
circuit pictured in Fig. I, by 
means of formula No. I, \VC may 
learn how the current changes in 
the circuit as the condenser 
setting is changed, or, as the 
cil"cuit is brought into resonance. 

Fig. 2 shows three curves 
plotted from this formula, assum
ing the coil to have an inductance 
of roo microhenries and ~he con-

L=/00 ph.=/0 - 4h 
f'=/0 6 "-' =10 3 KC(/ 

ao6 l- li'e,5ononce 
I 
I 

I 

1-R.=o 
la04 

:f.. 
I 

' I 
I 

I R=31.6Sl I 

aoz ' I ' 

l\ I 
R:/OO.fi 

l? V:' ~ 
I 

0 ,0001 .000? ,000) .0004 .0005 
1'1ti::rororods 

Fig. 3.---Showing the variation in 
current in a single series circuit 
as the setting of the condenser 
is changed. The wavelength is 

constant. 

denser to have a capacity of 
o.ooos fLF. One curve is for the 

theoretical condition of no resist
ance in the ·circuit, and the others 
for the same circuit with resist
ance added. 

As the condenser is turned 
round from zero setting, the 
curve continuously drops. This 
means that the impedance of the 
circuit is decreasing, and the cur
,rent consequently will increase. 
(See Fig. 3.) When the circuit 
is exactly tuned to the incoming 
f,requency or wavelength, the 
impedance of the circuit is a 
min.im:um and the current a 
maximum. The curve for the 
circuit of zero resistance drops 
all the \\·ay to zero impedance. 

o./1 5ource 
or e.mr. 

L 

R 

a 

c 

Fig. 4.-·A simple parallel circuit 
connected in series with an E.M.F. 

If it \vere possible to have a cir
cuit of zero resistance, the 
cl.lJl"'rent existing in the circuit 
when resonance is attained would 
be enormous, even with small 
impressed voltages. 

When there is resistance in the 
circuit, however, the impedance 
cannot drop any lower than the 
value of that resistance. This is 
the lowest point of the upper 
curves in Fig. 2. Besides this, 
the curves do not come to as 
sharp a point as the lowest curve. 

Admittance 

These same ettn·es are plotted 
in Fig. 3, but here, instead of 
using the impedance for the 
vertical scale, we have used the 
admittance, which is the recipro
cal of the impedance (or admit
tance= I"" impedance). This gi,·es 
a g,raphical idea of how the cur
rent varies in the circuit as the 
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L = 100 ;.th.= I0-4 h 

lJIJO(} f'= 10 6 
'V-= /0 3KC'<j 

~ 
i if I 
I 

' 
I 

I?P5ononce I 

.0006 I 

' I 
I 
I 

' I 
,OIJ()4 I 

' I 

,\: t v I?= 100 .n.. 

.OOOl \ r, f=O 

\ :f 
l /'1;croi'QrodJ 

0 .0001 .OOOl .0003 .0004 .0005 

Fig. 5.-Showing how the current 
varies with a parallel tuned circuit. 

Compare this figure with Fig. 2. 

condenser is turned. The current 
is small for the greater part, but 
as resonance is approached, it 
mounts to relatively high values. 

The oun·es for the circuit \\·ith 
resistance do not go nearly as 
high as that for the circuit \vith 
no resistance, which theoretically 
would hm·e no topmost point. 
Furthermore, the greater the 
resistance, the flatter will be the 
Clllrve, so that it will be difficult 
to tell exactly where the peak of 
llhe ourve is. This is the reason 
for broad tuning, and illustrates 
dearly an important reason why 
res.is-tance ought to be kept out 
of tuning circuits. 

The series circuit we have been 
discussing is the same as the 
aerial circuit consisting of the 
aerial capacity in series with the 
inductance of the tuning coil. It 
is also the same as the secondary 
eirouit (or nearly so), which h~s 
likewise a coil and condenser m 
secr-ies. The electromotive force 
in each case is regarded as in 
series ·with the rest of the circuit, 
althourrh tn the secondary it 
origin:tes m the winclings of the 
coil. 

Parallel Circuits 

The reverse conditions arc 
found in the case of parallel or 
shunt circuits, such as we have 
in wave-traps or filters. Fig- 4 
sho\vs such a circuit, in which a 
coil and condenser ar·e connected 
in parallel and the combination 
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connected m series with the 
source of energy. The formula 
for this case is rather compli
cated, and will not be given here, 
but in Fig. 5 are shown curves 
plotted from it. The two curves 
shown arc for a circuit like Fig. 
4, with and without resistance. 
These are to be interpreted the 
same as the curves of Fig. 2. 

lt will be noted, howeyer, that in 
Fi.r. 2 for the series connection 
th~ .impedance is zero at reson
ance, while in Fig-. 5 the admit
tallcc is zero at resonance. This 
means that when tuned to reson
ance the series circuit will permit 
a maximum of current to pass 
through it, while the parallel cir
cuit permits a minim11m of cur
rent to pass. 

\Vhen there is resistance in the 
circuit the series circuit does not 
permit as much current to pass 
as it should, and the parallel 
circu;t does not cut the current 
do\Yn as much as it should. 
l\Ioreover, in both cases, it is 
dillicult to find the maximum or 
minimum points, with the result 
that the tuning is broad. 

Resistance Affects Frequency 

There is another effect present 
in tuned circuits which has con
siderable resistance that is gener
ally overlooked, and that is, in 
par<1llel circuits the presence of 
the resi:otance causes the natural 
frequency or wavelength of the 
circuit to be different from that 
which \vould be calculated from 
the usual formula :-

rsg.z 
f=~= 

vLC (z) 
in ,,·hich f is the frequency in 
kilocycles, L is the inductance 
in microhenries, ancl C is the 
capacity in microfarads. The 
exact formula is 

. I I R' 
f ,~ I 59· 2 V re - u (3) 

in which R is the resistance of 
tl~e coil, and the other symbols 
are as above. Thus, if \Ye have a 
coil of I oo microhenries, and our 
condenser is set to o. oooz 53 ,u.F, 
if the circuit had no resistance, it 
\\·ould be tuned to a frequency o.f 
.I ,ooo kilocycles (300 metres) as 
calculated by equation (2). If, 
however, our circuit had a resist
ance of roo ohms, its frequency, 
as determined by equ:.tion (3), 
would be g88 kilocycles (304 
metres). To tune the circuit to 

exactly 1 ,ooo kilocycles we would 
have to use a trifle more of our 
condenser. 

0£ course, this change of 
wavelength is not serious, for we 
can always make the necessary 
adjustment by tuning the con
denser; in fact, we do it auto
matically, but it is interesting to 
know how many things resistance 
can do in a tuned circuit. 

Small Condenser 

If, in Fig. 4, the capacity C 
should be relatiYelv small as com
pared with the incluctance L and 
resistance R of the coil, we have 
the ordinary conditions for a coil 

Effecl of (oil f'opoetlf! /_ 
on the , 

1.4 
....... (oil Resistance 
~ - Lo:/OO,tth 1/ ~ 

f-- ~ f=/0 6 -v 

~ I r-- ~ 
/.) ·~ ~ 

I 
f-- I§ 

/ ~ ·~ 
r--

~ ~ J 1.2 
~ 

'<:: 
'/' !:::! 

~ - ~ / ~ - ~ / /.I ~ 
i/ 

V Ni~ro 11tcrol'orad5 

10 lO }0 40 
Fig. Sa.-Curve showing the effect 
of coil capacity on the resistance of 

single layer coils. 

with distributed capacity. The 
mere fact that there is a small 
capacity in shunt ,,·ith the induct
ance of the coil causes the coil 
to act as if its resistance is hig-her 
than it really is. 

The joining· of several pieces of 
apparatus in parallel, as in Fig-. 
4, causes their resistances and re
actances to be parallel, and if \Ye 
regard the \\·hole combination to 
be one piece of apparatus, it is 
obvious that its resistance and 
reactance as measured bet\yeen 
the points a and b \Yill be 
different from those of the 
separate pieces of apparatus. 

Apparent Resistance 

In other words, suppose we 
have a coil v:ith a certain induct
ance, resistance and capacity. 
The resistance of this coil 
r.:1easured between its terminals 
will be greater than its true 
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resistance. because the resistance 
of the coil is associated with the 
other things, viz., the coil capa
citv and inductance. The 
m~asured resistance, reactance 
or inductance of the coil is called 
the apparent resistance, reactance 
or inductance, as disting-uished 
from the true values which exist 
when the coil has only one of 
these three properties. 

Coil Capacity 

This point is brought out 111 

Fig-. sa, in \Yhich the effect of 
coil capacity on the resistance of 
the coil is shown graphically. 
This curve has been calculated 
for a frequency of I ,ooo kilo
cycles (3oo metres). The hori
zontal axis gives the capacity of 
the coil in micromicrofarads, 
while the vertical axis sho\\·s how 
many times the true high-fre
quency resistance of the coil has 
been increased by the capacity. 
In other \\'Ords, the vertical axis 
is the ratio of the high-frequency 
resistance of the coil to its high
frequency resistance neglecting 
the coil capacitv. It is to be 
noted, ho\\-ever; that even for 
such abnormally high coil capa
cities as so micromicrofarads the 
ratio of ·apparent resistanc~ to 
true hig-h-frequency resistance is 
small comp;1recl with correspond
ing- ratios due to skin-effect only, 
The latter m<1y run as high as so 
or 6o, dep:.:nding- on the size of 
wire and the spacing of the turns 
of the coil. 
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How to Make a Telephone ~ 
Switchboard 

By A. S. CLARK. 

8 
g 
8 
8 

A usefullittie unit which is very easily made and permits 8) 
a number of telephones to be used either in series or i; 

The completed telephone board is in parallel. g 
both neat and compact. <) 
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WHERE one, two, or three 
pairs of telephones are 
used for listening to 

broadcast programmes it is 
always an advantage to have a 
distributing- board. The tele
phone board about to be 
described has a switch which en
ables one, two, or three pairs of 
telephones, or a loud-speaker, to 
be switched into circuit, and 
when using- two or three pairs 
they may either be in series or in 
parallel, according to which side 
of the distributing board they are 
connected. 

Construction 

The construction is very 
simple, and the components re
quired arc g-iven here:-

One ebonite panel, 4i m. by 
4t in. by i in. 

Sixteen terminals. (These 
may be of any type which the 
constructor desires.) 

One Bowyer - Lowe stud
switch. (Only eight of the con
tact studs provided arc used.) 

One packet of Radio Press 
panel transfers. 

One suitable box to hold 
the panel. 

The disposition of the com
ponents is easily seen from the 
photogTaph of the completed in
strument. No drilling diagram 
is given, as the dimensions of the 
lay-out are not important. A 
drilling template 'vill be found 
for the switch on its containing 
box. It is necessary that the 
switch arm has t\YO laminations, 
in order to get the desired re
sults, and these m·e spaced out 
as described further on and 
shown in the photog-raph. 

Place six terminals along- the 
left-hand side of the panel and 
six along the right, two at the 
back, and two in the front, and 
the switch in the centre. \Vhen 

the~e parts are fitted to the 
panel, wtnng may be com
menced. 

Wiring 
This is done m accordance 

with the diagram of Fig·. r, care 
being taken to see that the 
wiring does not touch at any 
point "-here it should not. 
\Vhen fini:-;hed the ,\iring should 

LOUD SPEAKER 

TQSET 

Fig. 1.-The wiring is simple, 
carried out from this diagram. 

look quite neat if the wire used 
is square section tinned copper. 
The two laminations of the 
S\Yitch arm are separated, so that 
when one is on a certain stud, 
the other is making- contact with 
the next stud. Having placed 
them in this position they should 
be tig·htened up by screwing
do,\·n the insulated knob. 

Panel transfers are used to 
indicate the connections to the 
terminals, and the construction is 
completed, although, if desired, 
the panel may be screwed down 
by means of two or four wood 
screws. 

Connections 
The two terminals marked 

" To Set " are left connected, 
and the loud-speaker is placed 
across the terminals marked for 
it. If the telephones are to be 
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used in parallel they are con
nected to the right-hand ter
minals, and if in series to those 
on the left-hand side. If so 
desired, and the required number 
of telephones are available, six 
pairs may be permanently con
nected up. 

If only t 11 o pairs of telephones 
are to be. USl'd they may be con
nected to the four front terminals' 
on the left-hand side if thev are 
to be used in series. \\'hen. thev 
are to be used in parallel one pai'r 
is connected to the t\\'o right 
middle term in a is and the other 
pair to the t \\'O right front. 
\\/hen using one pair of 'phones 
one tag of the second pait· should 
be disconncctecl. This chano·ing
over of connections is req~~ired 
only when 1\1 o· pairs of telephones 
are availabk. This disconnecting
is unavoidable when such a 
simple switching device is em
ployed, and \\ill not be found a 
very great inconvenience. 

Positions of Switch Arm 

In the following table, show
ing the correct position of the 
switch arm for certain telephone 
combinations, the studs are num-

The wiring of the unit is very easy 
as will be seen from this photograph. 

bered from left to right, looking 
at the top side of the S\\·itch. 
The switch is considered to be 
on stud one, when the left 
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lamination is on this stud, and 
so on for all studs :-

,,·otild be inclined to topple over. 
Another point 1s that it is 

Position of I Pairs of telephones 
Switch-arm. in use. How connected. 

------------------ -----------------
s, Straight across output. 

., S1 and S, In Series. 
3 S1, S, and S3 In Series. 
4 P 3 Straight acros,; output. 
5 P 1 , P, and P 3 In Parallel. 
6 P 1 and P, In Parallel. 
7 Loud Speaker Straight across output. 

The manner in \Yhich the con
nections in this t:1blr come about 
may !'asilY be foli01Ycd from the 
dia~:-ram ~f Fig-. 2. The uses 
of ·this little pa11el will be quite 
obvious to the se;·ious experi
menter and to those listeners who 
desire convenient manipulation of 
their headsets. 

The Containing Box 

It is unnecessary-to make a deep 
containing box for this distri
buting· board, and a fairly shallo"· 
one ''ill in most cases be found 
more suitable. The one shmYn 
in the photograph of the com
pleted board at the beginning of 
this article \\"as I~ in. deep, and 
\\"aS found to keep quite steady 
in spite of various tugs from the 
telephone leads. A deeper box 

r::; 

:····~·····································: 
All-Weather Aerial 

Insulation . . . . ............................................ 
M ANY aerials, while very 

11·eil insulated during dry 
',\·eather, tend to develop 

lcaka.'-:·e during a spell of rain or 
sno\\ .. clue to the latter partially 
shorting the insulators. Even 
when three or four insulators are 
w:ed to insulate one end of a 
single wire, it is doubtful whether 
thev ;ue absolutely leak-pro-of 
wh(~n wet. 

Showing how the inner tube fits 
over the egg insulators. 

A simple device \Yhich ensures 
,:!-weather insulartion is seen in 
the illustration at A. B shows 
the first step, t\YO small eg~ insu
lators and one reel type being 
arrang-ed in the manner indicated. 
A sui table leng·th of old cycle 
ir:ner tubing is' now drawn over 

Lovo SPEAK EH 

TO SET 

Fig. 2.--A diagram showing how the 
various 'phones are connected. 

entirely unnecessary to have a 
bottom to it, and this consider
ably simplifies construction. 

~l 

1he two egg insulators, having 
first been passed along the rope, 
and is then secured tightly at the 
rope end by a \Yire binding. The 
insulation of the aerial during a 
shower of rain is now maintail1ed 
through the inner tubing keeping 
two of the insulators perfectly 
c!ry. 

~£RIAL 

Possible leakage may occur here 
when insulators are wet. 

The inclusion of the third in
sulator might be questioned. 
The reason is that after a time 
\'arious insects may find their 
,,·ay into the inne;· "tubing, and 
there set up home \\ ith a possi
bility of causing a s.hort circuit. 
l'nfortunately, their entrance 
cannot be barred by binding the 
f1 ee end of the tubing, for by so 
c!oing we should defea:t the object 
we haYe in view. Occasional 
clE'aning, however, will find re
payment in the knowledge that 
your aerial is always safe as 
regards insulation. 
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......................................... 
Locating an Obscure 

Fault 

: . . 
: . : ......................................... 

A FTER a long examination 
of a friend's set that was 
not functioning correctly a 

curious fault "vas found. Jacks 
and plugs were used, and on 
plugg·ing the headphones in af~er' 
the detector valve excellent sig
nals were obtained. Not only 
"·as the local B. B. C. station 
coming· in at good strength, but 
distant transmissions were also 
tuned in at varying strengths. 
On removing the 'phones from 
their jack, and thereby switching 
in a couple of stages of L.F. 
amplification, signals were barely 
audible, and what \Yas audible 
seemed distorted. 

Transformers were tested for 
shorts or disconnections, con
densers for shorts, the wiring for 
continuity and so on, but all the 
usual test'~ produced no 1·estdt. 
All the components came out 
with flying colours. It was 
therefore decided to put a milli
ammeter in the plate circuits of 
<·ach of the valves in turn. The 
hPadphones were put in the cle
lcL't<Jr jack with the milliammeter 
in series with the H. T. lead, and 
excellent reception was obtained, 
a normal current being indicated 
bv the meter. On removing· the 
't;hones, ho,,·ever, and swit~hing 
in the amplifying valves, the 
milliammeter needle dropped to 
zero, showing definitely that 
there was a disconnection in the 
plate circuit of the detector 
valve. As everything but the 
jack had been tested, it was ob
vious that the fault was there, 
and an examination of this 
showed that the springy arm 
which should have made contact 
"·ith the inside leaf did riot do 
so when the plug was withdrawn. 
A touch with a small pair of 
pliers soon put this right, and no 
further trouble was experienced. 

C. P.A. 

@bttuar}? 

We regret to have to re~:ord the 
death of Mr. Godfrey Charles 
lsaacs, until recently Managing 
Director of Marconi's Wireless 
Telegraph Company and the Mar~ 
coni International Marine Com~ 
munication Company, Ltd., which 
took place on Friday, April 17th. 
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A Useful H.T. and L.T. Unit ~ 
By C. P. ALLINSON. 

An easily-made unit which may be used with multi-valve receivers 
for the ·successful smoothing out of H.T. noises, at the same time 

giving4 master control oftheL.T. supply. 

0oo<X>OOO<X>0<><>0000000000000000<:>0000000000000 

M ANY readers may not 
realise that a H. T. battery 
can develop a high inter

nal resistance that may set up 
all kinds of curious !-'ymptoms in 
a receiver. It is one of the most 
frequent causes of a low-fre
quency howl developing and also 
makes the set noisy in operation. 
Even wh_en new, the current taken 
from the high-tension battery 
may not be absolutely steady, 
and though not audible on near
by transmissions, the searcher 
for distant stations mav find a 
noisy background that makes 
long-distance \\·ork dilllcult. 

H.T. Condenser 

In order to smooth out any 
irregularities in ·the H. T. supply 
a 2 t~F fixed conclenser of the 
Mansbridge type is usually con
nected across the H.T. battery, 
but actually one of these co·n
densers shoulcl be shunted across 
each H. T. tapping. 

The unit shmn1 in the photo
graphs was accordingly made to 
incorporate these condensers as 
part of the H. T. battery, and 
not as part of the set, and a 
couple of refinements have been 
added. Three H. T. tappings 

The front of the panel showing the 
master switch. 

are allowed for, as this is the 
usual number required. The 
view taken from the back shows 

that heavy leads have been used 
for taking tappings from the 
H. T. battery, and these, instead 
o·f ending· in the usual. wander 
plugs, are terminated by spring 
clips. This is owing to the fact 
that the writer uses a H. T. 
battery made up from flash-lamp 
cells ancl these clips are by far 
the most convenient means of 
making connection to the sol
dered connections that have been 
employed. Incidentally it was 
found that with the more usual 
commercial type of H. T. battery 

HT+,j 

HT+c 

llT+J 

~--------------~ 
Fig. 1.-The circuit diagram of the 

unit. 

the sockets stood up enough for 
the clips to grip them firmly. 

In order to eliminate the risk 
of a valve b~ing accidentally 
burnt out owmg to a short 
occurring at any time, a limiting 
resistance has been incluclecl in 
the H. T.- lead. The value of 
this resistance, which is actually 
a small ex \V. D. choke, such as 
can be bought in Farringdon 
Road, or at any of the firms 
specialising in dlsposals goods, 
is 1 ,ooo ohms, so that at 6o 
volts, say, the current passed on 
dead short would only be 6o 
milliamps, ,,·hich is not enough 
to injure even a .o6 type of 
valve. This choke further 
appears to have a smoothin~· 
effect on the H. T. current, and 
when the unit was used with a 
battery that ,,·as unpleasantly 
noisy the dead silent background 
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The back of the unit showing the 
simple wirmg necessa1·y. 

obtained made the writer look 
for a dist'onnection in the H.T. 
circuit. Everything was correct, 
however, as was speedily proved 
when the announcer ,,·as heard. 

Master Switch 
The writer has further ahntYS 

been in favour of some form ~f 
master L.T. switch, by means of 
which the set t'an be l~ft adjusted 
and turned ott 11·ithout touching 
the receiver itself. The usual 
form of snap switch, 11·ith its 
sudden make and break, is not 
good for the life of valves, and 
therefore it \Yas decided to use a 
resistance as master control. 
This is of the dual type which 
allows a receiver with 6 ohm 
filament rcsistant'es to be used 
with dull emitters, the cut-rent 
being cut do11·n to a suitable 
value bv means of the master 
rheostat: 

Components 
Fig·. r shtnYs the circuit dia

gTam of the unit, and particular 
notit'e should be taken of the 
pos1tmn of 1 he resistance, or 
choke, 1d1i1'h must be connected 
on the battc,ry side of the point 
where the bypass condensers are 
connected to the H.T.- lead. The 
t1vo L. T. kads bave been fitted 
ll'ith spadt' tags \\·ith coloured 
shanks to o!J\·iate mistakes being 
made in connecting up and can 
be as long ;ts is required to reach 
the accumulator. 

The following- components ll'il! 
be needed to construct this unit, 
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and if reliable ones are obtained, 
it is not necessary to use just 
that make mentioned. 

One piece of ebonite, 8 in. by 
7~ in. by t in. 

Fig. 2.-The wiring of the unit may 
be followed from this figure. 

Three 2 ,uF Mansbridge type 
condensers (T.C.C.). 

One dual filament resistance 
(1\Ic:!\'Iichael). 

Six nickel terminals (Burne
Jones). 

Four clips or wander plugs 
(Burndept spring clips hav~ been 
used). 

One choke or resistance of 
about I ,ooo ohms. 

Two spade tags, ,vhich may 
have coloured shanks (Gibson). 

A length of heavy rubber 
covered flex. 

A piece of wood to suit require
ments. 

One set Radio Press panel 
transfers. 

Construction 
The construction is perfectly 

straightforward and needs no 
comments, the reader being able 
to suit his own arrangements as 
regards the layout. With the 
unit here described a fairly deep 
base board was used so that the 
H. T. battery could be stood on 
it and the whole enclosed in a 
cabinet if desired. The wiring 
diagram sho·wn in Fig. 2 ·will 
assist in making the connections 
C'orrectly, while the use of panel 
transfers gives a finished appear
ance to the unit. 

The writer has no hesitation 
:n recommending the construe~ 
tion of this unit, and considers 
the time and trouble taken in its 
construction (about half an hour) 
have been more than repaid by 
the results obtained. 

April 22, 1925 

.......................................................................................... . . . . . . 
i Useful Angle Brackets i . . . . . . ...................................................... , .................................. . 
T HE wireless constructor 

may frequently find himself 
faced "·ith the need of spe

cial little brackets, either to sup
port certain components or a 
valve shelf behind the panel, and 
may have some difficulty in ob
taining anything· like a suitable 
brass bracket from his local iron
monger. A quick and easy way 
of making any size of brass 
bracket that will be really strong, 
and will support components of 
quite considerable weight, is by 
means of a piece of angle brass. 
Obtain the length necessary to 
make the brackets you require, in 
t in. x i in. x 1 \_; in. angle 
brass; measure off the length 
necessary to make one bracket 
and cut it off. Next mark ofT 
the point where the bend is to 
be, and cut through one face of 
the angle brass. This can now 
be bent at the point where the 
cut has been made, and the over
lapping portions sweated up 

solid. A set-square 'vill be use
ful here to make sure that the 
two arms of the bracket are at 
right angles. Holes can now be 

8£ND ALfJNG, 
,OOTTEO LIN£ 

Constructional details of the 
brackets. 

drillecl as required to fix the 
bracket to the panel and compo
nent, or shelf, and the completed 
job will be found to be perfectly 
ri"id and strono· b t-.· 

Workmen unloading a four-ton transformer at Hillmorton for the new 
station at Rugby. 
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Random Technicalities 
By PERCY W.ltARRIS,MI.R.E. 

Ass1s!onf Ldllor. 

\VONDER how 
many experimenters 
keep a proper note
book, or for that 
matter anv notebook 
at all, of ·the experi

ments they carry out from day 
to day? Very few, I should 
imagine. The transmitting ex
perimenter is, of course, bound 
by the conditions of his licence 
to keep a log book, and this, to 
some extent, gets him into the 
habit of making proper records. 
But even he is apt to be rather 
neglectful in this direction, and 
as a consequence much valuable 
information is lost and many 
experiments neecllessly dupli
cated. 

forgotten, or is at least 
unnoticed. 

Particularlv in transmission, I 
consider that adequate records 
are essential. Very frequently 
when one is signalling to a par
ticular station some other station 
at a great distance may overhear 
a remark and subsequently com
municate with you to this effect. 

whatever, and had come to the 
conclusi(m that there \Vas some 
defect in the transmitter, when, 
after a few days, I received a card 
from a couple of hundred miles 
away reporting that the sender 
had overheard me calling another 
station at a given time, which 
coincided with my log. The 
circuit arrangement I was using 

The habit of making· technical 
notes was acquired by some of 
us at school or college, but 
others have never made anv 
serious attempt to keep record-s 
and find any effort in this direc
tion very ·tedious. The initial 
dilliu1lt< hmvever, is soon 
overcome, and should be faced 
by en·rv man who calls himself 
a· genui~1e experimenter. Once 
the habit is acquired the effort is 

A unit of the new C.A.V. high tension accumulator. 

I have had several most interest
ing QSL cards from the north of 
England when I have been \Vork
ing on very low power to some
one bqt a few miles away, when 
I imagined my signals were not 
carrying. One night, indeed, I 
succeeded in raising no one 

·-··----------------------------------------: 

The parts removed from the glass tube. Several ingenious 
ideas are incorporated. 
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that evening was not one that I 
am generally subject to-operating, 
and but for this report I should 
have been inclined to think that 
the particular arrangement was 
inefficien!. 

In reception, too, it is very 
valuable to record \n:ather con
ditions. These mav not indicate 
anyth_ing· at tl:c m~ment, but an 
exammation of perhaps six 
months' record may subsequently 
show that a particular type of 
\\"ea ther accompanies good 
receiving conditions in vour 
locality.' Signal strength mca~ure
ments are a far moreclifficult pro
blem, and I have yet to find any 
method, other than ones most 
elaborate, \Yhich is reall,· satis
factory. On strong sigm~ls it is, 
of course, possible to use instru
ments which will give a visual 
indication, but when you are near 
enough to a transmitting station 
to obtain a visual record of signal 
strength, YOU are not likely to 
experience· the fading \\=hich 
occurs at much greater distances, 
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and which it IS important to 
observe. 

There are one or t \VO records 
which you will find it nt·y helpful 
to make, even if your recei\-cr is 
operated purely • for broadcast 
reception on the local station. 
You should, for example, make 
a note of the elate \vhcn you put 
each valve into service, and if vou 
can manag-e to do it, 1 would 
rccomme!1(I you to make a note 
each day of the length of time 
your set is in operation. 

* 
This may se_em a rat her annoy

ing procedure, but in prad ice the 
"·in·lcss set is generally s\vitched 
on at some particulat· hour and 
left on for an hour or t"·o at a 
time. If every time t lw on-and
oil S\vitch is operat~·d a note is 
made on, for example, a wash
able tablet nearby, rccmds can be 
compiled which \vill shmv the life 
of your valve, the number of 
hours' s.ervice obtained from 
your accumulator (a very useful 
check on whether or not \OUr 
local garage charges your :ic<:u
mulators properly !) and the life 
of your high-tension battery. 
"'ith regard to the time your 
accumulator will last, this record 
should be made in conjunction 
with an ammeter reading-. In a 
given set you can ascertain once 
an cl for all the total current con
sumption by putting in circuit a 
c:uitablc ammeter. A milliam
meter should also be used to 
record the total anode current 
consumption. 

The filament voltnwtcr is an 
instrument of gTeat value, for by 
its use you can decide once and 
for all the hest position of your 
filament resistance for a given 
va h-e. If, for example, you have 
a vah·e wh-ich is rated by the 
makers at 3·5 volts on the fila
ment and you arc using a 6-volt 
accumulator, you can measure the 
voltag-e on the filament by con
necting one lead of the voltmeter 
to one filament leg and the other 
to the other leg. This nzust be 
done 7<•hilc the ·;•ah•c is in tlze 
soclu'/ mul the current _f/07<•ing. 
J t is no use m('asuring the volt
ag-e across the socket "·ithout 
the vah·c in place. The best 
\Vav is to g·et a friend to help 
you in this me-asurement, and 

while vou hold the voltmeter 
leacls against the filament legs, 
your friend should gTaclually 
turn the knob of the filament 
resistance until the voltnieter 
gives the correct reading. A 
mark can then be made on your 

One of the giant masts erected to 
support the aerial of the high-power 
wireless station at Rugby. An 
impression of the great height may 
be obtained by placing the eye 
near the foot of this column and 
looking from the base of the mast 
upwards. Stay wires may be seen 
at intf!rvals, arranged at constant 

angles. 

panel, where the pointer or 
indication of the filament resist
ance comes. By adjusting your 
valves in this :iashion you get 
double or treble the life out of 
them. Otherwise you may be 
burning the filament much too 
brightly. 

So 
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········································: 
The Type W4 Receiver • . 

•••••••••••e••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Sm,-\\'ishing to build a new set 
I was looking through the back 
numbers nf Trireless Tl'cehhi to find 
a set that would meet \viti1 mv ·rr
quirements and which I could build 
with the components alrcach· in my 
possession. I came across the 
Tyre \V4 Receiver described bv ~Ir. 
Herbert K. Simpson in Vol. 3, ~o. 
18, April 'l, 1924. I haYe built this 
set and get really excellent re
sults on it. 

2LO, :;IT, :;:.rO, Radio-Belgiqur, 
Radiola and t\\'O or three German 
stations which I hm·e not vet b€en 
able to identify come in wcil on the 
loud-speaket·, while I receive all 
other B.B.C. main and relay, most 
Continental, WBZ, KDKA and 
\\'GY all with good strength on the 
'phones.-Yours faithfully, 

PATRICK l\L\CDO\\'ELL. 

London, S.\V.7. 

•••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . . 
· Transatlantic Wireless : 

Telephony . . . . 
••••oe••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••• 

The Postmastcr-Gt>neral m:tkes 
the follo\\·ing announcement :-

Statements hm·e recentlv ap
peared in the Press on the subject 
of Transatlantic \Vircless telephony, 
to the effect that 1\vo-\\·av tele
phonic communication has ·alrf'adv 
been cstahlish(•d between Engbntl 
and .\merica bv means of a~ new 
and secret S).-Stcm. The Post
master-General desires it to be 
understood that this is not the case. 
The experiments so far mnde are a 
continuation of those ;mnounccd to 
the Pl-ess in :\Jay, 1924-

FollO\ving the first successful re
ception of speech by wireless tele
phone from America in January, 
HJ23, the Postmaster-General np
pointed a Committee under the 
chairmanship of Admiral of the 
Fleet Sir Henrv J ackson to investi
gate the po>sibility of establishing 
a commercial telephone service 
between England and America. 
U nd€r the supen·ision of this Com
mittee sp€cial receiving stations 
were €Stablishcd in this countrv and 
a series of experiments .and oLsen·a
tions on the reception of sreech 
from Am€rica have since b€en in 
progress, in conjunction with the 
American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company, the Radio Corporation of 
America, and the \Yestcrn Electric 
Company. 

Similar experiments on the tr:lns
mission of speech to Am€t·ica have 
not been, and cannot be, undertaken 
until the Post Office transmitting 
station at Rugbr, where experimen
tal telephone plant is be·ing in
stalled, has been completed. 
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Persistence 

" S that you ? " said 
Poddleby's voice as 
I picked up the 
telephone receiver. 
"Number engaged," 
I replied in a squeaky 

voice with great presence of mind, 
for I knew what was coming. 
I hung up the receiver and 
settled down to work once 
more in the armchair. Next 
minute that beastly bell 
went again. Poddleby once 
more. " I say, how about that 
transformer of mine that you 
promised to return ? '' he 
shouted. " Speak up," I called. 

, , , I smacked the 
microphone 

"Who's that? Do you want 
me? No, I can't hear a word.'' 
Poddleby was getting pretty 
ratty at the other end of the line 
by this time, so just to cool him 
off a little I smacked the micro
phone quite hard three times with 
my open hand, joggled the lever 
thing up and down and rang the 
bell violently. I was not 
bothered further by the tele
phone, but in less than half an 
hour there was a ring· at the 
front door bell and my hand
maiden announced that Mr. Pocl
dlebv wished to see me. " Tell 
Mr.' Pocldleby," I said, " that I 
am far too busy to see anyone; 
that I am ill in bed with influenza 
and that I have gone up to' Lon
don to attend the funeral of an 
aunt.'' That, one \Youlcl think, 

would have choked most people 
off, but if you imagine that it 
had any effect on my visitor, then 
all I can say is that you don't 
know Poddleby. 

The Sick-rcom Violated 

The fellow simply burst into 
my room. I had barely time 
befO!-e his entry to seize the table 
cover and drape it closely round 
my neck or to assume the correct 
facial expression for a victim of 
the fashionable malady. Poddle
by also appeared to be suffering, 
for I noticed that his right ear 
was plugged with a large tuft of 
cotton \\'OOI. I inquired sym
pathetically whether he was 
suffering· from earache, to which 
he replied that if he had broken 
an ear drum he supposed that he 
must blame himself for being 
rash enough to telephone to a 
goggle-eyed, putty-brained, mule
cared idiot. Though the descrip
tion by no means fits, I gathered 
that he was refe-rring to me. 

Cou~sm 

I told him I was far too unwell 
to listen to vulgar abuse, but all 
that he did was to yank off my 
tablecloth, arid to tell me that 
there was nothing on earth the 
matter with me. " If," I said, 
" you are practising Coueism, I 
cannot congratulate you upon 
your bedside manner. Further '' 
:_and here I removed the plug of 
cotton wool deftlv from his ear-
" you also are shamming, so let 
us cry quits." It looked for a 
moment as if Pocldleby was 
going to show fig-ht, but as he 
was unarmed, whilst I had 
quickly seized the tong-s, with 
which I prodded him gently in 
the waistcoat, he appeared to 
come lto a quick decision that the 
omens were not propitious for a 
battle. I was glad of this, for 
I hate bloodshed, especially as I 
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have just had a new hearthrug 
installed. Poddleby is a squashy 
kind of fellow, wl101 might make 
an awful mess if I were thor
oughly roused and set about him 
properly. 

A Wise Plan 

" Talking of transformers. 
. , " said Poddleby. " YVe 

were not,'' I replied hastily, 
" nor have I any intention that 
\\'C should. In fact, I neyer talk 
of transformers on \¥ edesday; 
that is my day for rheostats. 
You, Pocldleby, are an un
methodical kind of creature; your 
mind is not tidy or orderly like 
mine. Probably you discuss 
high-tension batteries, and grid-

I assumed the correct 
facial expression • • 

leaks, and condensers, and 
aerials, and earths practically all 
in the same sentence. I, on the 
other hand, like to g·et things 
properly sorted out. For this 
reason I have a time table, to 
which I stick. On Sunday I 
deal with batteries; Monday is 
my day for valves; Tuesday
Tuesday, mark you-is set apart 
for transformers. On \Vednes
day (and I would remind you that 
to-day is \¥ednesday) the fila
ment resi.stance is my topic. I 
must therefore decline to discuss 
any component but rheostats. 

A Man of Principles 

" I haYe none of yours in the 
house, and if you want to talk 
about transformers you must call 
again next Tuesday, when, by 
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the \Yay, shall h;we started 
upon my journey to \Yalcs. I 
propost~ to stay there three 
\\tcks, "hich ineans that I am 
prepared to debate the \\'hole 
question \\·ith you fully upon the 
TuesdaY after the Tuesdav after 
the Tu.csday after the T"uesday 
after next." Any respectable 
man \Yould have understood at 
Oi1Ce ;111d have held his peace. 
""hen, for instance, I find that a 
fellow has hard-and-fast prrn
ciples, I \\'ill not raise a finger to 
induce him to deviate from them. 
l'oddkby, hmYe\Tr, i5 apt to be 
a little obtuse at times. I think 
that he \H1t!ld have said quite a 
.lot about transformers, despite 
the daY of the \neck, if I had not 
suddv1~h remembered that he was 
building· a super-heterodyne re
ceiving sd of vast siz<'. 

The Red Herring 

In certain circumstances there 
is nothing like a red herring-, 
proYidcd ahYays that the circunj_ 
st:nH'L'" arc sud1 that vou arc 
not compelled to denlllr it. The 
onlY USI.' that I have found for 
ru( hcrrin,~·s-and, bclic,·c me, it 
is <In ex,-ellent one-is to draw 
them <HT<lSs trails. ,\t first sight 
vuu may fail to sec anv simi
iarit y b(:! \H'<'n an wnptt't';l valve 
sUJWr-lwterodyne and a bloater, 
h11t I •·an as~ure vou that in this 
ca~t· the :.uper-lwterodync proved 
to bt· I he most effecti,·e and the 
most heaven-sent reel herri,,g that 
I ha,·c t'HT kntH\·n in the course 
of m,· lung and checkcred career. 

For this Relief 

:\s uttered thc;.,e magic' \Yords 
l'nlhllchy dropped the· nasty fro\vn 
\dJi,·h \\as disfiguring his moon
like face and assumed a smile 
\\ hid1 suited it (and me) far 
better. Tlw·ugh my rules are 
strict I have mv conscience \veil 
ut,der c'ontrol, :md anyhow the 
sttper-lwtcroclync does contain 
IH aps and heaps of rhcostats. 
1\o nthn recci,·ing se't, in fact, 
J1as anything like the number. 
Therefore it seemed to me that I 
could 11 ith all propriety c<Jntinue 
tile subject ,,·]m:'>e open:ng had 
.~eemccl so propitious. One lead
ing· question, and Podd!eby was 
\>.te]] a11·ay. "How," I asked, 
" ha1·e you arranged the circuit 
of ,·our oscillator valve? '' I did 
not in the least \Yish to kno\\·, but 
I felt that it \vouid be a relief to 
Poddlchy to tdl me. I therefore 

sank back into my armchair, ex
p:aining to him ·that I always 
listen better \vith my eyes closed, 
c,.;pccially \vhen handsome men 
are spea.ki•ng. " If," I said, "I 
watch a really good looking 
fellow as he is talking I can
not concentrate upon his words.. 
Having received in my young 
days a sound classical education, 
I find that his features naturally 
conjure up the magic names of 

• Poddleby walked 
up and down 

Phciclias and ~fyro and chaps of 
that kind. \Vhen, for example, 
you, l'oddlcby, thought of leap
ing at my throat a fe\\· moments 
<~go your attitude was distinctly 
rL·miniscent of that of the Disco
ho],us. A,llow me to close my 
c;·es, and I can forget for the 
moment your fatal beauty, giving 
mv \d10lc attention to ,,.,)wt you 
h;[,·e to say." 

Poddleby Talks 

settled do\nl comfortably. 
l'oddlcby did tw!:. He stoc;d 
li]J:)ll my new hcarthrug \Yith his 
muddv bon'ls and talked and 
talkcti and ta.lkcd. At intervals 
I said ''yes,'' or ''no,'' or 
"quite," o; " oh ;-·• or " really," 
o:· '' my hat ! " These exclama
tions ailpcarcd to fill the hill, for 

I tried to 
explain 

Poddleby went on like a siphon 
whose lever has been pressed. 
Do not ask me to tell nm what 
he: \\·as talking about. ·I hadn't 
the slightest idea, nor probably 
had he, but it seemed to please 
him to do it. In fact I think that 
he would have gone on talking 
until further notice had I not 
suddenly sprung to my feet and 
st~gges'ted that we should adjourn 
to the wireless club and as<k 
Snaggsby's opi~ion upon the last 
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point that he had raised. \Vhat 
that point \\·as is more than I can 
say, but it appears that there \vas 
one, for Pocklleby accepted my 
'Suggestion at once. The result, 
anyhow, \\·as that \Ve presently 
found ourseln·s \\·alking· down the 
High Street with Pockllebv still 
talking nineteen to the (lozen. 
Force of habit compelled me to 
close my eyes, \\·hich was a little 
unfortunate, for I am not a 
practised somnambulist. The fact 

_that I presently barged into 
General Blood Thunclerbv was 
due entirely to Poddlcby; as I 
tried to explain to the warrior, 
what time I \vas helping· him to 
his feet. \Vhen I had talked quite 
a lot and bad obsen·erl that the 
General's c,·ebrows were mount
ing higher ~nd higher, I finished 
hy saying that explanations were 
difl1cult ~ince it \Yas a hard 
world. 'Our respected president 
blurted out that it was also a hard 
pctvcment, ancl that in any case 
it \Yas I and not Pocldleby (as I 
would ha\·e had him hc!icye) who 
had come into collision \\ ith him. 

Once Again. 

It 1Lukcc1 for a moment rather 
as if I \Yere in for it, since the 
General, \\'ho has a hobnailed 
liver, proclul'ecl by many years' 
service in the East, can be 
distinctly pointed at times 
111 his remarks. This \YOtild 
han~ been most unkrtunate, 
since the High ~treet was 
at the lllO!llCI1t lTO\Ydt'd \Vith 
the t'·litc of Little Puddleton, and 
1 \\ oulcl ha Ye bated to see the 
warrtor make an exhibition of 
himself. Fortunate!\' m\· nimble 
\Yits suggested once ;nor~ the idea 
of the Supereclherringoclyne. 

A Fortunate Meeting 

'' This,'' I said, '' is a most 
fortunate meeting, for l'odclleby 
has just raised a point \\·hich I am 
quite unable to deal \Yith. You, 
sir (the \Yord sir is a \\'Ondcrf ul 
oiler of troubled \\·ater-or livers), 
\\·ill no doubt be able to supply the 
information that he requires, a 
task \Yhich is quite beyond my 
poor powers.'' I left the General 
and Pocldlebv hard at it in the 
midst of the. High Street. It 
was Tues{lay, I admit, but 
Poddleby had forced me to break 
my rules. I fd1t justified, there
fore, in going home to s·ee what I 
could do with that transformer of 
his. 

WIRELESS WAYFARER 
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T HE sudden aoproach of 
weather of truly summer 
nature has had the expected 

effect on reception gene rail y, and 
is characterised at the moment 
with very heavy atmospherics in 
the form of sharp cracks and 
;,ntermittent rattles. It has been 
noticed that some of the dis
charges were sufficient to bring 
about a momentary paralysis of 
the receiver, and during the 
·worst periods of really heavy dis
charges " fading " was parti<;u
Jariy marked, even at compara
tively short distances. The 
Glasgow station of the R.B. C. 
was particuiaJriy affected in the 
London area, and several of 
the small-powered Continental 
stations faded practically into 
inaudibility, and g-ave excellent 
examples of the '' periodic '' 
nature of the phenomenon. 

Atmospherics 

It may be said that, when 
atmospheric disturbances are pat·
ticularly heavy and temporary 
paralysis of the receiver is taking 
place, the method known as 
" bottom bend " rectification is 
distinctly better than the almost 
universal " cumulative " method 
employing a grid-leak and. con
denser. The former method, 
cmiously enough, is very little 

A spectacular crash occurred when the war-time z~oireless masts at 
lnglewood, Cal., were razed recently, and our photograph shows the 

mast immediately after the fall. 

used in this counky, presumably 
on · account of the few valves 
which are available for the 
purpose, but the advantage 
gained in efficient rectification, 
combined with great silence, is 
verv marked over t:he latter 
method. 

'I'he new London station of the 
B. B. C. has now settled down to 
its regular duties, and there is 
no doubt that the '' promised 
improvement during the next 
month " is surely taking- place. 
'Dhe improvement is g-enerally 
admitted to be considerable in 
nearly all districts, except in a 

S. E. direction from London, 
where the inhabitants are sup· 
posed to be making " the slight 
adjustments to their sets,'' as 
recommended by the B.B.C. 

Kilowatts 

Considerable comment has 
arisen over the publication 111 a 
section of the Press of the 
B.B.C. 's idea of a Broadcasting 
ElysFum. The basic motto seems 
to be " kilowatts and plenty of 
them.'' T:his is all very well ti11 
every station in Europe adopts 
the same motto and the affair 
simply becomes a battle of 
Capital. In addition, every fair
minded listener will agre~ that 
after all the ether was not 
oreated solely for fi,reside amuse
ment, and one is bound to think 
that the B.B.C. in their enthu
siasm do allow themselves to be 
carried away by an exalted sen'se 
of thei·r own importance, which 
is possibly explained bv their 
dose association (chiefh; final1-
cial) \vith the Post Office-. 

A general view of the interior of the power-house at Rugby. 
machine in the background is a 500-Kilowatt generator, 

The 

It is interestin\Z to note that in 
the forthcoming Bill dealing with 
the \Vireless Telegraphy Act it 
does not mention the position of 
private Broadcasting Services and 
their relation to the listening 
public. Such stations are bound 
to come into existence in tim·e, 
\vhen the present monopoly 
comes to an end. 

8J 
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For broadcast wavelengths the aerial is joined to one of the tappings 
on the " X" coil. 

W IRELESS as a hobbv has 
various forms of appeal 
depending largely upon 

the temperament of the experi
menter. In some cases it is simply 
desired to install a receiver to 
gi ,.e loud-spea~{er result~ from 
the local station, no Interest 
being sho\Yn in transmissions 
from stations at a greater 
distance, \vhilst again a receiver 
may be required which will bring 
in the more distant stations at 
reasonable stret1gth, at the same 

time still being capable of receiv
ing the local station \Yith suffi
cient volume to operate a loud
speaker. Again, the experimenter 
may require a receiver which will 
be capable of bringing in all the 
BI itish and Continental stations 
on telephone receivers, the opera
tion of a loud-speaker not being 
required. 

Distant Phone Reception 

\Vhen a receiver is required 
only for this latter purpose, 

This view clearly shows the mounting of the grid condensers and leaks. 
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An Auto-Couple 
Neutrodyn, 

By JOHN W 

Full constructional detail: 
building of a highly eflicie1 

stages of high-freqJiJtrlcY.J. 
selective .. 

1 

several factors have to he taken 
into account. It is possible, 
given a good lo~ation and a good 
nio·:ht, to receive most of the 
British main stations on a single
valve receiver, but to be more 
sure of reception under varying 
conditions, both of geographical 
situation and of atmospheric con-

I£ 

Fig. 1,-;.he ~ircuit arrangem . ·' 
condensers ar~ 

ditions, a receiver employing 
stages of high-frequency ai_Tiplifi
cation must be considered 
essential. 

Methods Available 

Conoidering the question of 
high-frequency amplification, the 
experimenter has several methods 
at his disposal. A single high-fre
quency valve may, for example, 
be coupled to the detector valve 
either bv means of the tuned 
anode o( the tuned transformer 
systems, these being only t\vo 
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ed Three- Valve 
e Receiver 
' BARBER. 

s are here given for the ~ 
'lt rec~U!er, employing two 
'i'plilitation ·together with 

r'l tuning. ~ 

~~06* 
me-thods suitable for the relatively 
short \vaves used in broadcasting. 
The resistance-capacity method 
of high-frequency amplification is 
not considered here, as it is in 
its present state not altogether 
suitable for ,,·avelengt·hs below 
1 ,ooo metres. \Vhen one con
siders the addition of a second 

.. e moving plates of the variable 
r:':ed by arrows. 

high-frequency vah·e, the problem 
becomes a little more compli
cated, as, in general, a receiver 
employing two stages of high
frequency amplification by either 
of the two methods enumerated, 
if carefully designed with low-loss 
·imluetances and so forth, will be 
so. unstable as to render its 
operation impossible. If the 
receiver is stabilised by means 
of a potentiometer, a certain 
amount of efliciencv must inevit
ably be saorificed, ·and one must 
look around for another method 

r:x:CJB 

The essential controls are readily to hand. 

by means of which efficiency \\ill 
not be sacrificed to so great an 
extent. In the receiver to be 
desoribed the Cowper l\'eutro
clyne method of stabilisation has 
been employed, and the modifica
tion sugg·ested by Mr. Percy \V. 
Harris, in \\'hich a plug-in trans
former \\'ith suitably-adjusted 
windings for the neutrodyne 
circuit employed, has been 
adopted. 

Cabinets 
In the writer's opinion the 

most convenient form of mount-

ing for such a receiver IS the 
sloping front m desk type, and 
a cabinet of this type has been 
used. The appearance of the 
finished receiver can be gathered 
from the photographs which 
accompany this article. On the 
left of the panel is seen the aerial 
tuning· condenser, or rather the 
variable condenser tuning the 
secondary circuit, the aerial 
heing aperiodically coupled to 
the main secondary coil. Above 
the filament resistances, which 
are arranged at the bottom of 

A further back view showing the positions of the neutrodyne 
condensers. 

i 
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the panel, will be seen the dials 
of the two anode tuning· con
densers, \\·bile to the left of these 
will be seen the knobs for the 
respective neutrodyne condensers. 
The valves are mounted in anti
vib,·atorv sockets in order that 
dull cm!tter valves mav be used 
without mirrophonic n~ises caus
ing trouble. 

The Circuit Diagram 

The grid circuit of the first 
hig·h-frequency valve is tuned by 
the t·ircuit Lr Cr, and the aerial 
is connected to either of the 
tappings shown on the left of 
this cnil, which is a commercial 
coil made by Lissen, Ltd., and 
knmn1 as the '' Lissenagon X '' 
coil. By means of 'his arrange
ment of aerial coupling· great 
selectivity is obtainable, while at 
the same time the necessary 
tuning controls are not rendered 
more complicated. The form of 
coil mentioned is tapped at 6 and 
ro turns from the earth end, and 
the aerial may be joined to either 
of these tappings, which are 
brought out to terminals on the 
ends of ebonite lugs on the side 
of the coil mount. Stronger 
signals will in most cases be ob
tained with the aerial connected to 
the tenth turn tapping, but selec
tivity will be greater when the 
aerial is joined to the six,th turn 
tapping. The connections of the 
neutrodyne windings and con-

densers should be carefully 
noticed. It \vill be seen that th~ 
moving plate of the neutrodyne 
condenser C2 is connected 
directly to the filament of the 
valve, that is, above the filament 
resistance, while in the case of 
the second neutrodyne condenser 
its moving plate is connected to 
the negative of the low-tension 
battery. The grid leak of the 
second valve is also connected 
directly to the filament and not 
to the ·low-tension negative. 

Difficulties 

These connections were found 
necessary after considerable ex
periment and gave the best 
results. vVhen the components 
of the receiver were mounted in 
boat·d fashion during preliminary 
experiment, the circuit was found 
to ''.:ork quite well \vith the 
neutrodn1e condensers both con
nected to the neg-ative end of the 
filaments and the grid leak con
nected to the negative L. T., and 
when the receiver was mounted 
upon the panel in complete form 
these connections were made. 
Upon attempting to neutralise 
the receiver, however, consider
able trouble was experienced, it 
being found that the receiver 
would neutralise at certain posi
tions, but any small alterations of 
the controls upset the adjustment 
entirely. Upon examination, the 
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first source of trouble \\as found. 
to be situated in the first Yalve 
holder, mYing to the fact that the 
grid socket was not making 
proper contact \Yith the leg of the 
valve, due to the presence of 
some bhv_:k deposit in the socket. 

The Real Trouble 

Upon a further trial the 
recetvcr \Yas found to be a 
little more manageable, but 
was still not as it should 
be. The first neutrodyne con
denser was then joined direct to 
rt:he negative leg of the fila
ment, and the grid leak 
joined to tlw filament of the 
second valve. This effected a 
slight improvement, but it was 
found that at a certain adjust
ment of the variable condensers 
C3 and C6 across the tuned 
anode coils respectively, the 
neutralising adjustments were 
once again upset. This very 
puzzling fault was eventually 
traced to the condenser C6, when 
it was discovered that at one 
point only during the rotation of 
the moving Yanes one of the 
latter, thou.~·h not actually touch
ing the fixed vanes, was virtually 
doing so in that a certain 
amount of dust afforded the con
tact. The removal of this dust 
completelv eliminated the trouble 
and the :-eceiver was then quit~ 
as it should be. 

Fig, 2.-The drilling diagram,. showing the layout of the controls. Full aize blueprint, No. 114a, may 
be obtained, price la. 6d. poat free. 
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List of Components 

For the benefit of those readers 
"·ho may wish to duplicate this 
teceive,r, the list of components 
used is given below. It must be 
understood, bO\vever, that the 
information given as to makers' 
names is only intended to serve 
as a guide, and if other good 
components are used there \Yill be 
no clitnculty in duplicating tlw 
results obtained. 

One panel, r(> x 9 x -f',,ths 
or } in. (Radion I\Iahoganite). 

One variable condenser .ooos 
Jd' (J ackson Bros.). 

Two variable condensers .0003 

pF (Bowycr-Lowe). 
Three dual filament resist-

ances, one-hole fixing type 
(l\IcMichael, Ltd.). 

Three " Antiphonic '' valve
hDldcrs (Burndept, Ltd.). 

Two clip-in condensers 
,,F, and t\YO 2-megohm 
leaks, Loth with 
(:\fcl\licha('l, Ltd.), 

Eight valve legs. 
Nine terminals. 

.0003 

<rrid-
~lips 

One coil socket for panel 
mounting· (Burne Jon('s, Ltd.). 

Two micrometer condensers 
" Polar,. (Radio Communica~ 
tion Co., Ltd.). 

One Lissenag·on X coil (Lissen, 
Ltd.). 

Two plug-in " Neutra-
Formcrs '' ( Pcto-Scot t, Ltd.). 

Suitable cabinet (Carrington 
l\Ia.nufacturing Co. ). 

One set Radio Press panel 
transfers. 

Notes on Construction 

The usual constructional de
tails are given in the two draw
ings showing the drilling and the 
"·iring o.f the n~ceiver, and no 
diiliculty is anticipated in these 
rcspPcts. In wiring it is impor
tant to mention that the plug· of 
the coil socket must he con
nected to cadh in onlet- that the 
tappings on the Lissen X coil 
shall be on the car1l1 side. Par
ticular care must be taken with 
the soldering, as it has been 
found that a badlY-soldered joint 
\\·ill cause an imn1cnse amount of 
trouble in such a rccein~r. 

Neutralising 

\\'hen completed the t-eceiYer 
is joined up to the necessary 
batteries but not to aerial or 
e~1rth. A No. so plug-in coil is 
put into the aerial socket and the 
filaments of the valves turned on. 

The aerial and anode con
dens<:rs arc set to a low value 
and tlte neutrodyne condensers 
adjusted until the receiver ceases 
to oscillate \vhen the anode con
densers are moved a little 
lO\\·ard the maximum post1Ion. 
It will probably be found that as 
th<:se condensers are moved the 
set bursts into oscillation again, 
and the neutrodyne condensers 
should be adjusted again. By 
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careful adjustment it will be pos
sible to set the neutroclvne con
densers to such a position that 
no oscillation takes place on any 
wavelength to which the three 
circuits are tun<:d. The aerial 
condenser is then rotated and fur
ther adjustments made if neces
sary. These instructions sound 
some\\·hat complicated, but in 
actual practice it will be found a 
fairly easy matter if <'arefully 
carried out. Neutralisation must 
be effected before · going any 
further, or the correct rpsults 
\\ill not be obtained. 

Using the Receiver 

\Vhcn properly ncutt·alised, the 
r<:ceivcr may be put into opcra-
1 ion b)· replacing the plug-in coil 
with the Lissenagon X coil, join
ing the aerial to the sixth-turn 
tapping and the earth to ter
minal E. 

It will then be possible to tunc 
the recciv<:r in the ordinary way 
to the various stations simply by 
movement of the three dials, and 
if the neutroch·ne transformers 
are matched, -the anode con
clenset-s will have apprnxim:ttcly 
the same setting·. The receiver 
will be h•tmd verv selective in 
handling-, 8nd it ha~ been pos-;ible 
by careful tuning at 4~ mil<:s from 
the London station to eliminate 
that station and receive Bourne
mouth without the use of a \Yavc
trap. In those cases where reac-

Fig. 3,- The wiring diagram. The process of wiring will be found simple if this diagram is used in 
conjunction with the back-of-panel photographs. Blueprint No. 114b. 
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tion is desired, this may be ob
tained by slight variation. of the 
adjustment of the neutrodyne 
condenser C2, though, generally 
speaking·, with the receiver work
ing normally, reaction will not be 
necessary. 

Results 

On an indifferent aerial in S. E .. 
London, good headphone signals 
have been obtained from all the 
mam B. B. C. stations vvith the 
exception of Manchester and 
Cardiff, the former station only 
being heard on very rare. occa-: 
sions, while the latter is seldom 
received without the use of a 
split-secondary circuit owing to 
interference from London. Of 
the relay stations, Dundee and 
Liverpool were heard during a 

short test one evening, while 
L'Ecole Superieure comes in at 
a strength which is rather too 
much f<x comfortable headphone 
reception. 

On a good aerial m an 
unscreened position (the reverse 
of the conditions obtaining in the 
writer's case) even better results 
will be obtainable, and the writer 
will be very pleased to hear from 
any reader who makes this 
rece1ver. 

In conclusion, I do not recom
mend a beginner to attempt to 
use this receiver, which is more 
suitable for the man who has had 
some little experience in operat
ing, but where such experience is 
to hand, the set will provide many 
interesting hours of " station
logging.'' 

···································Cl······················································ . . . . . . 
E RADIO NOTES AND NEWS ~ . . . . . ' . ......................................................................................... 

It is hoped to arrange for the 
broadcasting of the King's 
speech in the Stadium at vVem~ 
bley at the opening of the British 
Empire Exhibition on May g. 
The arrangements will probably 
be on the same lines as last year ; 
that is to say, there will be a 
microphone over the Royal dais 
with loud-speakers distributed 
round the Stadium for the bene
fit of those present, while the 
speech will also be broadcast to 
all stations of the British Broad
casting Company. 

* * * 
Of especial interest .to the 

'lmateur wireless world is the ex-

perimental station which has re
cently appeared upon the scene 
in Paris. It is that of the Ecole. 
Centrale des Arts et Manufac- · 
tures. Under the call letters 8 
DK, it makes regular experi
ments in transmission on a wave
length of 300 meb·es, with a 
power of 250 watts. Like all 
stations of the fo•urth class in 
France, it transmits between mid
nig·ht and ro a.m. and r and 
4 p.m. 

The transmissions are naturally 
extremely variable in quality, 
both in telegraphy and telephony. 
The station was especially in
stalled for the instruction of the 

The giant switchboard at the new Government high-power station 
at Hillmorton, Rugby. 
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students in the science and prac
tice of radio, and it rarely has 
the same arrangement of circuit 
for two days in succession. 

The aerial, which is erected 
over the school, is in the form 
of a hexag·onal prism, \Yith six 
wires 70 metres long. 

* * * 
The monthly meeting of the 

Paddington and District Branch 
of the Radio Association will 
take place on \Vednesday, April 
22, at the usual place, viz., " The 
Manor House," \Vestbourne 
Terrace North, Paddington, 
W. 2, at 8 p.m. 

The principal feature on this 
occasion '"ill be a lecture on 
" Grid Trap Circuits for Short
vVave vVork," by l\Ir. A. Turner 
(2XO), who is President of the 
Branch. This bids to be an ex
tremely instructive evening, and 
all who are interested in " "·ire
less " in the locality are invitf'd 
to come along. l\fr. Turner 
needs no introduction, and this 
will be a unique opportunity for 
hearirig at first hand his experi
ences on short-\\·ave work. 

The M or se c·lass, conducted bv 
an " old hand," has proved ;t 
most attract in· part of the \H'ekly 
meeting·s, and "·ill be held prior 
to the lectun· mentioned above. 
Following :\lr. Turner',_ talk, 
there \vill be the usual " oucries '' 
-when fault,. sets can' be put 
right or oth~·r troubles cleared 
up. 

All are \l·ckome, and there is 
no charg·e for admission. Full 
particulars of the Branch and its 
objects can be obtained from the 
Hon. Secretan·, l\Ir. H. J. 
Wood, 5, Senint: Street, Padding·
ton, vV.2. 

An ordinary meeting of the 
Radio Society of (ireat Britain 
will be lwid at the Insti
tution of Electrical Engineers, 
Savoy Place, v\'.C.z. at 6 p.m., 
on Wednesday, April 22, \\'hen 
Mr. G. (~. Blake, M.I.E.E., 
A.Inst.P., "·ill deliver a lectdre 
and demonstratiot1 entitled, 
" Communication on \'-'ave-
lengths other than those in 
general use.'' Tea at 5.30 p.m. 

0 

A Useful Application of the 
Weston Relay. 

\Ve deeply regret that owing to 
pressure upon our space the conclu
sion of this article is held over until 
next week. 
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basket weave 
method of ,,·inding 
coils is becoming· 
increasingly popu
lar with the ama
teur who makes his 

O\Yn coils, especially for short
wave work where a coil should 
be practically self-supporting so 
as to include a minimum of 
dielectric in its field. 

Construction 

The writer, requiring a coil of 
this ·description for a Tropadyne 
adaptor that was described in 
TT"ireless JT"eehlv for Novem
ber 26, 1924, made up a special 
former for the job, which has 
since come in exceedingly useful 
\Yhenever a coil has been \Yanted. 

It should be mentioned here 
that the former described needs 
a 2 and a 4B.A. tap and die and 
the appropriate drills for its con
struction, but for the benefit of 
those who do not possess these 
tools an alternative method will 
be given at the end of this 
article. 

The Base 
The base is made of ~-in. 

brass, a blank 4 in. in diameter 
being obtained from one of the 
larg·e metal merchants, though 
it could probably have been only 
~a in. or t in. thick ,,-ithout 
detriment to the finished fnrmer 
-which is shown in Fig. I. 

The centre of the blank was 
found and a 3-in. circle scribed 
on one surface. This circle was 
divided into nine equal parts and 

a centre punch mark made at 
each division line. The• division 
of the circumference into anv 
number of equal parts is casil)· 
clone by multiplying· the diaml'ter 
by 22/7 and dividing the result
ing figure by the number of divi
sions required. This fig·ure \vill 
not be quite accurate, but any 

Fig. 2.-The appearance of a single
weave coil wound on the former 

described. 

slig-ht inaccuracy can ea"ily be 
corrected by " trial and error." 

Brass Rods 
A hole was drilled at each 

of the punch marks, a 2B.A. 
tapping- drill being- used. After 
this the holes "·ere tapped out 
2B.A., and the complete base 
\Yas filed dead smooth and 
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polished with sand paper. The. 
top edge had a g-roove cut in it 
on a friend's lathe just to finish 
it off, and a coat of lacquer 
applied. 

)\ ext <t length of 3/16 brass 
rod \Yas obtained, and nine 4-in. -
lengths \\"ere cut from it. One 
end of each of these lengths was 
rounded off \Yith a file, and a 
little over t in. of the otlH•r end 
was screwed with a 2B.A. die. 
It \\"as now merely necessary to 
scre\Y the rods into place to be 
able to make basket-weave coils. 
The single-weave coil is the most 
usual, and is shown in Fig. 2, 
but double- and triple-\Yeave 
coils can be made if desired and 
form interesting· variations fmm 
an experimental point of view, 
as well as allowing more turns 
of wire to be accommodated on 
a winding of a fixed length. 

Special Chokes 

It was also intended to wind 
special chokes for fifteen-metre 
reception; these, of course, need 
to be much smaller than those 
usually used, and another circle 
was scribecl inside the first one_ 
but only I in. in diameter. This 
was di~ided into seven parts, and • 
-tB.A. tapping holes were drilled, 
and the pegs were made, of 
course, from 4B.A. rod. These 
pegs ''"ere made only 2 in. 
long, but the same ;:;mount was 
screwed at one end of each. The 
chokes made on this former con
sisted of 30 turns of 24 S.\V.G. 
d.c.c. copper wire. 
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Supporting the Coil 
The method of making these · 

basket-weave coils self-support
ing is shown in Fig. 3· · First 
lift the coil so as to leave a space 
of ~ in. to 1 in. between the 
bottom of the coil and the base 
of the former. This can be· 
done with a strip of metal 
bevelled off at one end so as to, 
insert it between the base and 
the bottom turn, or by means of 
a special lifting plate shown 
in Fig. S· Next a piece of thin 
string· or t,,·ine is slipped down 
the space as shown at A on one 
side of where the \vires cross 
between the pegs and the other 
end slipped down the space B on 
the other side. The ends of the 
twine are now tightly tied so as 
to pull the winding· together 
and then knotted. After all- the 
crossings have thus been tied, it 
will be found- that the coil -can 
be slipped off the former as a 
whole and will be quite self
supporting. 

Mounting 
There are various methods of 

mounting these coils, but what 
is probably the simplest is shown 
in Fig. 4· A is a piece of wood 

Fig. 4.- A suggested method by 
which the coil may be mounted. · . 

or ebonite cut down so as just to 
slip into one of the spaces of the 
coil as at B. About 1,- in. is 
a!IO\\"t>d at either end b; \\·hich 
the piece of wood or ebo.nite can 
be fixed either to the p<\llel, some 
instrument, or the base board of 
the receiver. 

Coils made on this former will 
be found to be very etlicient and 

give a good tuning range on 
account of their low self-capa
city, while for low-loss tuner:s 
they are undoubtedly one of :the 
best types to use on short-wave 
work. 

Fig. 5.-Details of the metal lifting 
plate. 

An Alternative Method 
If the constructor does not 

happen to have the necessary 
tools for drilling and tapping· the 
base and threading the ends of 
the brass pegs, another means of 
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making the former is as follows ~ 
Drill the nine holes required in 
an inch-thick hardwood base 
with a drill which is a trifle 
5maller than the brass rod used 
for the pegs, and having cut 
these, drive them into the holes 
with a hammer so that they are 
quite firm. As long as fairly 
light gauge wire is used in wind
ing the coils, and undue tension 
is not put on the wire while 
winding, this will prove quite a 
satisfactory alternative. If too 
great a tension is applied to the 
wire the tops of the pegs will be 
pulled out of the vertical, and 
not only will the coil be conical, 
but after several have been 
wound the pegs will tend to 
become loose in their 1-,oles. 

C. P.A. .......................................................................................... . . . . . . 
i Tapping Made-up H.T. Batteries i . . : ~ : ·························································································· 
T HERE are very few valve 

:sets which do not require 
occas•ional adjustment of the 

high-tens·ion v01ltage applied 
to the anodes of the valves, and 
probably the best way to select 
the desired voltage from a battery 
is by means of the conventional 
wander-plug and sockets, the 
latter being permanently connec
ted :to various voltage po·ints 
on tthe battery. The usual high
tens.ion wireless battery is tapped 
every three volts in this manner, 
the number of sockets depending, 
of course, upon the size of the 
battery. 

Flash-lamp Batteries 
But what of those convenient 

and cheap high-tension batteries 
made up from a number of flash
lamp refills? NormaJ,Iy, there is 
no convenient means of selecting 
a•ny particular volta.ge desired, 
although a multi-point rotary 
switch has been utilised occa
sionally. But the man "·ho can 
solder may make use of the 
sockets from an old _high-tension 
battery -of the commercial type in 
a very effe-ctive manner, and for 
no cost whatever. 

Sockets 
The easiest \Vay of getting at 

the sockets is to break the old 
battery 'to pieces. It wi.Jl then be 
found that the sockets are s.ecured 
by solder to brass caps, which are 
in turn clamped over the heads of 
carbon rods occupying the centres 
of the cells. Since it is easy to 

go 

break off_ a piece of the carbon 
rod while attempting to remove 
the socket alone, it is a good 
plan to effect the latter operation 
with the aid of a soldering iron. 

After removing the des.ired 
number of sockets it remains only 
to solder them to suitable "nts 

. Showing how the socket may be 
secured to the battery. 

on the made-up battery. The 
illustration shm\·s a socket sol
dered in position on a negatiYe 
tag, a hot iron and a littie flux 
resulting· in a very strong joint. 
The actua.l situations of the 
sockets on the batte1-y tag-s must 
naturally depend upon the manner 
in which the batteries are joined 
t•) each other. C. E. L. 
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"THEFOREIGNRADIOTIMES " 

Sm,-I have been taking l!iireless 
ll'eel<ly for some time now, and I 
write to say how much I appreciate 
the new supplement containing the 
Continental broadcasting pro
grammes. The need for these to 
be brought before the public has 
existed for some time, and it is 
n~ry interesting for those who, like 
myself, have long-range sets. 

Your paper appears to be the only 
one in the field with detailed 
foreign programmes, and this 
should go far to making your paper 
a still greater sucoess.-Yours 
faithfully, 

ARTIIUR B. \VH.L!A~IS. 
\Vot·cester. 

Sm,-I think it would be a most 
excellent idea to bring out the 
Foreign Radio Times as a sepat·ate 
paper. There must be many 
listeners like myself (a stay-at-home 
mother) who do not care to afford a 
sixpenny paper containing articles 
which they are not able to under
stand, but who would be very glad 
to take in one at a lower price for 
just the Continental programmes, 
with also perhaps some reading 
about the artists, stations ot: coun
tries. 

\Vishing you still further success. 
-Yours faithfully, 

A~IY \VILDE. 
Brighton. 

S!R,-Being a constant reader of 
H'ircless Tl'eehly, I ha,·e noticed 
sew·ra 1 letters published re foreign 
programmes. 

Imagine \vhat a boon wireless is 
in a military station, and naturally 
the interpst taken in wireless 
among"t the soldiers ·is enormous. 
E,·en·one greatly looks forward to 
1 he foreign \vit·cJ.css concerts, and 
the •lpinion is often CXJ'ressed that 
we could do with even more foreign 
station programmes. I am sure 
they \\'otdcl be greatly appreciated by 
all, as all people intC'I·csted in the 
welfarE' of the nation realisP, wire
less is a splendid educ:1tion. I am 
spraking with rcgr1rcl to iitcrature 
ami language and the foreign 
opinions obtained on v:11·ious sub
jects. 

If it had not been fot· your paper 
\ve should not have had the pleasure 
of first-lnml knowlcdg<' of !hese 
foreign lime tables. 

I think e\-crv credit is yours for 
being first in ·the field ":ith such, 
and I also think the publication of 

The American film star Tom Mix before the ·microphone at 2LO, 
from which station he was heard by millions of British listeners~ 
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such an interest,ing paper as yours 
an absolute necessity. 

\\'ishing your· papers rwry· suc
crss in the future.-Youi·s faithfully, 

E. C. 1\L\RI~s, 
Corpl., 17/ 21st Lancers. 

Tidworth. 

THE 3-VALVE DUAL RECEIVER 

Sm,-.'\lthough the three-vah·e 
dual circuit is nearly twel\'c months 
old (published irl April, 192-f. 
Modern Trirc!ess), I am pleased 
to inform you of the results 
I have obtained. On the 
speaker I have heard all B. B.C. 
main stations with the exception 
of AbenlePn. Ne\vcastlc, Bourne
mouth and Manchester come in 
splendid, sometimes with more 
volume than 2LO. Sen•ral fon•ign 
stations <ome in \\'Cl!.. especially 
Petit Padsicn. 

On Saturday morning, Fcb-
man· 28, at about five past one, I 
hcar·d a man . talking in English 
about the Allies, Germany and her 
reparations, and when [],: g;1vc his 
cnll-sign, to my surprise it \vns 
WGY.----Yours faithfullY, 

VVILF!{!lJ E. KI:-:c;. 
Ghatham. 

[A Simplified ,Three-Yai\'C' Dual 
Receiver was published in the ~lm·ch 
issue of Modern Tliireless.-Ev.] 

SOMETHING USEFUL ! ! 

Sm,-As a reader of Radio Press 
publications, the enclosed ach·ertise
ment from a Newcastle nt·\vspal'<"r 
struck me ns mther " good." You 
may possibly think it sut11cientlv so 
to -publish -for the amusement of 
other readers. A course of " Radio 
Press ".would probablv convert the 
set and him !-Yours faithfullY. 

J O!IN C. Hou)E!\ 
Newcastle-on-Tvne. 
'' Exch:;~nge 4-Valve \\'ircless Set, 

Coils, Accumulator, Loud Speake1· 
and 'Phones, for something useful. 
-:Write Box -- . " 

ENVELOPE No. 4 
Sm,-Having recently finished 

making the " All-Concert De Luxe 
Receiver," I thought perhaps the 
following particulars would be of 
interest to you. 
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Aerial, height about 6o ft., length 
98 ft., location vVest Cumberland. 
Stations received: *Belfast, *Lon
don, *Glasgow, *Bournemouth, 
*Birmingham, Edinburgh, Aberdeen, 
Manchester, *Chelmsford, *Berlin, 
*Newcastle. All the above on loud
speaker strength (those marked 
with asterisk being very loud). 

We are greatly bothered here 
during the week with disturbances 
on the loud-speaker from the very 
large electrical plant at the United 
Steel vVorks, the voltage of this 
plant being something like roo,ooo 
volts. On Sundavs there is none 
of this, as the plant is not used. 

Trusting these particulars will be 
of LISP to you.-Yours faithfully, 

· ERr-ms'T LocKHART, 
Ex-Telegrarhist, R.N. 

vVorkington. 

AN IMPROVED TWO-VALVE 
RECEIVER 

Sm,-Allow me to say how very 
pleased I am with my two-valve set, 
this being the one described in 
Modem Wireless, Vol. Ill, No. 8, 
January, 1925, "An Improved Two
Valve Set," by Mr. Stanley G. 
Rattee. I do not propose to go into 
details beyond the fact that, pro
vided one adheres to the instructions 
of the Staff Editor with regard to 
the making of this set, it affords 
plenll· of selectivity, and leaves 
nothing to be desired regarding 
appearance. Testing my set on 
Frida,·, MatTh 20, 1925, I heard 
the following B.B.C. stations: 
(Stoke, " Oh, no! "), Manches-
ter, Birmingham, Bournemouth, 
Glasgow, London. On Sunday, 
March 22, I heard Dundee. On 
Mondav, March 23, I heard . a 
voice ·saving, '' An ne Thursfield 
singing from the Aberdeen sta
tion "; this was said after the 
announcer had spoken with regard· 
to what she was singing. Having 
very little time at my disposal this 
particular night, I was compelled to 
close down. Other stations I have 
heard arc Liverpool, Nottingham 
and a foreign station. I do not 
know who this is, but should very 
much like to, for I get him good 
strength. When he announces he 
comes out with a good " Allow," 
plenty of em(:'hasis on the " Al." 

I must admit this is the best two
vah·e set I have made up, and in
tend to stick to it. I h1ve also made 
up the Simple Loose-Coupled 
Cncstnl Receiver described in The 
W!l'eless Constructor for April, 
192s. I-bve no complaints to make. 

Concluding, allow me to wish vou 
everv success, and let'~ ha,·e more 
of these fine circuits.-Yours faith
fullv, 

A RADIO PRESSER. 
Longport, Staffs. 

P.S.-This set works loud-speaker 
very well from our relay station, 

6ST, and \Vill work it from 2ZY, 
though weaker. Speech, etc., is 
quite plain from the latter station. 

"THE LOW -LOSS TUNER FOR 
SHORT WAVES" INS. AFRICA 

Sm,-Mr. Harris will probably be 
glad to hear that his " Low-loss 
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TRANSATLANTIC IV 

Sm,-I hm·e made a few altera
tions to my Transatlantic I V, 
described by l\Ir. Percy W. Harr,is 
in Modern Wireless for November, -
1924, which I think may interest 
you and some of the readers of your 
ever-interesting wireless periodicals. 

The 120 watts Army training station at Maresfield where wireless 
operators are prepared for the Royal Corps of Signals. This 

station works with a similar station at Chatham. 

Tuner for Short \Vaves," as pub
lished in Wireless Weekly, No. 5. of 
November 19 last, has made good 
out here. I built it to the diagrams, 
but used 20 S.W.G. wire instead of 
16, as I had none of the latter on 
hand, putting in the same turns as 
specified. As Mr. Harris says, it is 
not a thing of beauty, but it 'is the 
goods every time. The same even
ing I tuned in KDKA and heard a 
good part of his programme, but the 
following evening I made a night of 
it and put a stage of L.F. behind· 
the set and woke up the house with 
KDKA's orchestra playing ."The 
Marseillaise," and with the exccr
tion of items weak through fading, 
had a splendid reception. 

1 had been waiting to find a low 
wm·e outfit that would reach out 
for OX, and have, thanks to Mr. 
Harris, got what I have been wait
ing for and, as I said before, it is 
the goods. I have also logged 
several American amateurs, in
cluding ANE, Govt. Lab. Station at 
Bandoeng, Java, DE, India. As 
Pittsburgh is approximately S,ooo 
miles from this dorp, it speaks well 
for its properties. Heartiest con
gratulations to yourself and success 
to Wireless Weekly.-Yours faith~ 
fullv, 

w. H. RHOADES. 
Johannesburg, S. Africa. 
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M,. fir-;t alteration was to add the 
wave-trap described by Mr. Harris 
in The ll'ircless Constructor for 
March, HJ25- \Vith the trap in use 
with Trans:ltlantic IV I found I 
was able to tune in Cardiff and 
Manchester without the slightest 
sound of London. In doing this I 
got a little loss in strength, so my 
next alteration was to add another 
stage of L. F., \Yhich has improH·d 
the set so much that I must tell you 
all ;:cbout it. 

I ha\'C~ n·cein•d all of the main 
B.B.C. stations and tlw follo\\'ing 
t·clays : S!wftield, Stoke-on-Tt·ent. 
Nottingham, Hull, Lee(ls, Bradford 
and LiH•rpool on a small indoor 
cage aerial on loud-speaker at very 
loud strength, also all tlw rPmain
ing relm·s on loud-speaker, using 
outside aerial, at moderate stren-gth. 
Manv Continental stations ha,·e been 
reeef~·ed on indoor aerial, too. 

Wishing Mr. P. Harris and all 
Radio Press books ever\' suc-ccss.-
Yours faithfully, " 

- CHAS. A. BAxTER. 

Waterbeach. 

5XX HEARD IN SWITZERLAND 
ON A CRYSTAL RECEIVER 
SIR,-You will probably be in

terested to learn that I have suc
ceeded in listening to 5XX on a 
crystal set. 



I am building the Transatlantic 
I V Receiver described bY l\Ir. Percv 
Harris in the NoYen1ber, H)24, 

issue of Jlodern ll'ireless, and as I 
am waiting for some component 
rarts to arri,·e, I made a little 
crystal set, so that I could listen 
to Lausanne. I first made a coil 
for Lausanne onlv and endosed it 
in a box, but as (heard quite a lot 
of l\Iorse, I altered the set to take 
plug-in basket coils, which I wound 
\vith No. 22 d.c.c. wire. 

On Saturday, February 28, 
tried to tune i.n to Radio-Paris, but 
instead of Radio I got sXX. I just 
heard the tail-end of a lecture, and 
after that I heard the opera 
" Samson and Delilah." Later on 
came the news bulletin, giving the 
result of the Scotland v. Ireland 
Rugb,· match, news about the Ger
man President, the Rio explosion, 
the Prince in the hunting field, etc. 
I haYe forgotten the name of the 
announcer, but his voice was easily 
1·ecognisable. It was the same 
pleasant voice which I heard so 
often in London. Afterwards came 
the Savo\· Bands, and although 
statics and a 15,ooo-volt railway line 
nearby upset things now and then, 
I could hear n;ry cl~:arly. but, of 
course, it was necessary for cvcrv
hocly in the room to keep quiet a1id 
I had some hectic moments search
ing for a sensitive spot with the 
cat whisker. 

I used a Neutron cn·stal, Eurn
dept detf'ctur, Polar .oo1 condense:
and a home-made basket coil. 
Every connection was soldered. 

The aerial is rather good, d>out 
65 ft. high at the free end and 
about 6o ft. at the lead-in c,Jd. It 
is unscreened at br•th ends, has t\YO
reel type and a large Sih·c'rt<hYn 
insulators ~1t each c>nd. The "·:re is 
7/22 stranded and enamelled copiwr. 
The aerial· is of the invertcu L 
type, single wire, 125 ft. long. not 
counting the lead-in, which is about 
45 to se) ft. long. The lead-in end 
of the aerial is J'Ointing north
west, \\·hich is about the direction 
of London. The earth wire goes 
from the llrst floor to a water pipe 
in the g:1rden directly underneath 
the aerial, but it is not yet sollkrt>d, 
and at the time of receiving sXX it 
was simply twisted around the pipe. 

:t\ow, in case somebody says that 
this "·as a freak result. due tr• 1 e
radiation from a valve· sd, id me 
say at once that it was nuth!ng of 
the sort. The nearest vah·e set is 
about half-a-mile away. Reception 
conditirn1s in this pa1·t of the world 
appear to be exceptionally good, as 
is indicatt•d bv the results referrerl 
to, ;uld all\' . chance of rc-1-alliation 
effect is ruled out bv the het th:tt 
there is no valw set in the imme
diate neighbourhood, the nearest 
b!'ing scH·re~; miles a\va\'. I ah;o rc
cei\ eel Lond'm and Paris ;;gain 
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lately, but London was not so g:Jod 
as bdme. It sounded like the 
usual Sunday night service from 
St. Martin's, and the choir was 
quite distinct. I could not get sXX 
while Lausannc was transmitting, 
because I could hear Lausanne at 
85o metres, 1,700 metres and 2,550 
metres. This ·is a nuisance, and I 
hope it \vill not harpen when I use 
the v:1h·e set. 

I got Radio- Paris one evening 
at s:x u 'clock, but as there was 
davlight, I could hear only very 
faintly.-Yours faithfully, 

G. Horm. 
\'e,·ey La Tour, Switzerland. 

THE FAMILY FOUR-VALVE 
RECEIVER 

Sm,-I hm·c just completed the 
Famih· Four-Vah·e Recei,·er and 
follo\\:ed }\lr. Percv \V. Harris's 
instructions as gi,·c1i ·in Radio Press 
Emelope :\'o. 2. 

I had previously made up a two
,·ah·e set, \vhich was mv first 
attempt at wireless, and tliis was 
successful, but the four-valve set is 
a \nmderful in5trument. I simply 
'tarted it from instructions gi,·en, 
and followed out every detail with 
the exception of the panel, which I 
nwLle from a piece of ebonite 2+ in. 
lJ\' 10 in., ami not wood as in in
,;tructions. I did not have one 
Lt!lure whate,·er, and as soon as I 

• 
xpertence BOWYER-LOWE TESTED PARTS 

1ens ,I 
The superiority of secondary H. T. cells 
over the low capacity dry types is now more 
widely recognised. The crackling noises due 

to chemical action in the dry batteries are eliminated, and they give 
a consistent discharge over a long period. 

60 Volt H.T. ACCUMULATOR £3. 
and Transformm. .r\AYA~I &~l~f 
Write for catalogue of C.A.V. Wireless Accumulators, Loud Speakers 6111 

~~vA'c;;';.LONDON.WJ ~ 

SELECTIVE 

.llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllli. 

Desi!med with moving plates 
smaller than thoee in ordinary 
condensers, the Bowyer-Lowe 
Fquare Law Condenser has lowest 
losses yet obtained. Richer music, 
greater wavelength range and 
selectivity aie given to any set 
in which it is installed. Test it 
1n the instrument you are making. 
Ask for it by name at your 
dealel"'s or order dJrect. 

MATCHED 
H.F. TRANSFORMERS 

= § 
:::: NEW VALVES FOR OLD! 

Whenever your valves bum out or filaments 
are damaged in any way, send them to us 

;-- -PruCE -~ and we will repair them equal to new. Per· = 
= 

1

1 6/6 1

1 

feet reception is guaranteed with our repaired 
valves, which are returned to you 

~ ~ PootFREE ~ WITHIN SEVEN DAYS 

=
E_ ~ (Bright : _ 

, Emitters) , D.E '06, 12/6 •. D.E 2v. '25 to '3 amp., 10/6 _ 
t..-------' Price List for Power Valves on application. ~ 
Liberal discount to Wireless Agents, Terms on application. = 

~=== TheNorth London Valve Repairing Co. -
22!, Cazenove Road, Stoke Newington, N.16. 

~ WE ARE ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE. =: 
.lllllllllJilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliJUIIIIIIIII:• 
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Bowyer-Lowe 
SQUARE LAW 
CONDENSERS 

Every one In a range matcbes 
e'Ve1·y other perfectly. All termin
als clearly marked. All ranges fl'om 
l 50 to 3000 metres supplied. These 
transformers .coat less. They give 
better service because the match~ 
Jng guarantee means extra care in 
manufacture. All ranges 7/ 
same price. Order direct • 
or from your dealer. 

HOW TO MAKE 
A SEVEN VALVE 
SUPER HET. 

Circuit diagrams, progressive wiring photographs 
and full instructions for building a new Super 
Jleterodyne Receiver with all English components 
and Bowyer-Lowe INTERMEDIATE WAVE~ 
LE'SGTH TRA~SFORMERS. Send 6d 
for this book, or get it from your 
dealer to-day. Price • 

MAKE SUCCESSFUL SETS 
Bowyer-Lowe Co. L!d. Radio Wo"ke, Letchwortll 
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had the last connection complete I" 
was anxious to try it. I received 
2LO right away <tnd can get prac
tically any station. Paris on the 
loud-speaker is pedect. I am so 
delighted with the results that I 
take the first orportun1ty to write 
vou. a few lines. i\m·one else who 
\\·ants to possess a good four-valve 
set shoLJld construct one of these.
Yours faithfully, 

Sutton Coldfield. E. FR.\:-.ICE. 

AN EFFICIENT SINGLE-VALVE 
. RECEIVER 

Sm,-I am writing tu tell you of 
the excellent results I get from the 
single valve set described bv 
Herbert K. Simpson in the June, 
I<J2.f, numbet· of Modern Wireless. 
I use the set here oH a " Ducon " 
plug in a wall socket and a short 
earth to an old gas pipe. The 
vah·e used is a D. E.J with a 4-volt 
accumulator. The condenser •is a 
Sterling Square Law with vernier, 
the latter being a great help. The 
set otherwis'e is cxactlv built to the 
original srecification, and the results 
are as follows : Brussels just read
able on one vah·e, excellent with 
one-stage L.F.; Li\'C·rpool slightly 
better than above; London weak; 
Manchestet· of course ven· loud, and 
with one-stage L.F. works a Pathe 
h)ud-spcaker; Ne,,·castle, the same 
as Li\·erpool; Birmingham, quite 

O.K. ori one-stage L.F.; Chelms
ford, not so good as one would 
expect; Radiola, just readable. 

Now, with a set of this kind I 
consider this performance rather 
wonderful. . I have not tried the set 
on an outdoor aerial yet. On all 
the stations mentioned above I do 
not get a whisper from zZY, though 
it is only two miles away.-Yours 
faithfully, 

R. A. GROSYE"OR. 
Pendleton. 

THE ALL-CONCERT RECEIVER 
Sm,-I am writing to thank you 

for the splendid results I am getting 
from mv '' All Concert " descnibed 
in " T\\:eh·e Tested Wireless Sets," 
bv Mr. Percv \V. Harris. 
-It is mad·e up from the best of 

parts, and, considering I am only 
15 and have only been at radio for a 
year, I think the following are good 
results :-6BM, zLO, sXX, sNO, 
sSC, and sWA, all on a " Baby 
Sterling " all over the house; sWA 
faint, SFR, PTT and Petit Parisien 
good L.S. strength. Radiofonica 
and Frankfurt faint L.S. Valves, 
H.F. Cossor, Detector Mullard, 
L.F. Marconi, 6o volts H.T.; aerial 
25 ft. high, 52 ft. long; single wire, 
badly screened. and long lead to 
earth.-Yours faithfully 

C. LivERMORE. 

Southsea, Hants. 

it now-
MAKE YOUR SET SELECTIVE by using 

UT angent" Tuning Coils 
of Tuning Coils will tell you they always employ " The Tangent." 

Note tile Self Capacity figures-then try the Coils. 

All good dealers stock th<m
: any difficulty write us. : 

GENT&.CoLTn(.~.) 
Manufacturing Electrical Engineers 

FARADAY W'ORKS. 
LEICESTER 

' 

A FIVE-VALVE SUPER-HETERO~ 
DYNE RECEIVER 

Sm,-I am \Hiting re results with 
the above set (Wireless Treekly, 
December 24, 1924). I have add~d 
an intermediate stage on the long
wa,·e side, making a six-\·alve set. 
The results are wonderful, not so 
much as regards volun1e, but selec
tiv•ity. The local station zZY (ono 
mile a way) can be tunf'cl out an cl 
zLO tuned in. \Vhen I sa,· tuned 
out I mean he is minus, not a faint 
background of him. as is the case 
in a normal selective set. I am not 
going to compile a list of stations 
recei,·cd to date, but I have heard 
all B.B.C. (including relay), most of 
Continental and, last but not least, 
KDKA on 68 metres. I hm·e also 
received F8F1 on speech around roo 
metres ( 11 p.m., March 29, 1925). 

I am writing chiefly on account of 
the short-\\·ave reception, as I think 
vou \vill be interested. KDKA, b\· 
the \\·ay, is regular, but he i-s 
getting weaker enr~· night. 
use a shOt-t .indoor aerial coupled to 
a lo\v-loss coil for the short \Yaves, 
and a ~o-in. frame for 30o-6oo band. 
I have been a reader of your papers 
for about two vears, and think thev 
at·e the best cif their kind.-Your's 
faithfully .. 

A REGULAR RE.\DER. 

Hulme. 

London: 25, Victoria St., S.W.l 
Newcastle/Tyne:. Tangent House, Blackett S~, RIGID AS A MOTOR WHEEL. 
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A Wireless Magazine 
compiled by Experts A Small Se;:ctio:: l 

from 
CONTENTS. I 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, 
a~ everyone knows, is the ll'ading 
magazine of its kind in \\ireless and 
it has done more to populari~c this 
ever-growing hobby than any other 
journal or mstitu lion. The origmal 
circuits, t h!' varied and compact sets, 
the economical methoch nf assembling, 
the numerous hints and tips on opera
ting, etc., and the confidence of thcpub
Uc in R adio Press, Ltd .• are a ll great 
factors in explannt lon of the huge 
sale of over a qunrtcr of a million 
copies per month. Among thi~ vast 
number of rend<>r~. there is tncluded 
a big representation of all grades of 
enthu~iasts and no one would feel out 
of his depth when pcnt~ing a copy. 

Jt is ideal !or the beginner, the lhtener· 
in, the amateur, the experimr ntt'r and 
even the expert. 

Perey W. Harris, M.I.R.E, the well· 
known const ructional cx11crl of Hadifl 
Press, Ltd., contributes an interc~ting 
art icle descnbing a" THREE·\ AJ.\'E 
PORTABLE SET" to the Great Nl'w 
Issue of "THE W IH.ELESS CON 
STRUCTOR ," NOW ON "''I E 
EVER \'WHERE. 

This rec<'ivcr will bring in all m~i11 
B.B.C. Stations on an .tverngc (; J> 0 
Aerial, while on the smullc't nut<l~~<•r 
Aerial, or even a frame will grve you 
the nearest station ;.plendidly rt is 
of great interest to all builders of ech 
and a Free Blue Print of tbe wirrn~ '' 
enclosed with every cop~·· 

HOW TO MAX£ t 
A THREE-VALVE PORTABLE 

SET. 
B~ PU<f/ W, Hom•. M .I.R.E. 

A TWO-VALVE RECEIVER 
FOR DISTANT RECEPTION 

8~ }oltn W. &rkr. 
A SIMPLE SET FOR THE 

JHVAUD. 
Br Stonlru G. &.ttt<. M.I.R.E. 

A MIDGET SINCU:-VALVE 
RECEIVER. 811 A. S. Cla•k. 

SECRETS OF LONG 
DISTANCE WORKING. 

811 Pcr<11 W. Haffl>. M.I.R£. 
STRANGE INSTRUMENTS 

BEFORE THE MJCRO· 
PHONE. Bu" CaniD·Woctc." 

NOTES ON FRAME AERIAlS. 
A TALK AJIOUT CAT· 

WKISKERS. 
CARBORUNDUM AS A WIRE· 

LESS CRYSTAl. 
HuD<Indo ol Praetical Hinta arul 

~~ :: ~ boci- ::_ _I 

Build with Minimum 
by buying a copy 

Cos t and Maximum Elliciency 
of the current issue of:-

FREE BLUE 
PRINT Wim 

EVERY COPY. 

NOW 
ON SALE 

EVERYWHERE. 

Advertisement of Radio Press , Ltd ., Bus h House, Strand, London, W.C . 
Bord ay'• Aol. 
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Tone-not merely clear and accurate tone, but tone that has the full richness and de;:>th of 
quality distinguishable by the master musician in his own instrument. 
Volume and distance are easy to the majority of transformers, but the pow<r of p~rfeot 
reproduction is practically unknown. A note is reproduced technically correct correct because 
it remains the same note that was transmitted-in other words, its pitch is correct, but it is a thin, 
poor specimen of the real thing; it is, in fact, a mere imitation that has lost all the mttmate 
personality of the instrument and its master, for the secret of musical architecture lies in the 
attendant delicate overtones. 
If you wish to test the difference these overtones make, replace your present 
transformer by an R.l. ; immediately you will identify the character of your tone
rich. sweet, resonant and free from all blurring background noises. 
Perfect and full in quality, the very reality of the producer appeals to you, and the reason is so easy to 
understand. The R.l. transformer is built with interleaving sedions designed to give maximum ampli
fication and yet to control that energy in just the rigfit sort of way to keep tk self-capacity down so that it 
will not injure those beautiful ol)ertones that create the sense of fine music. 
And again remember the R.I. Transformer prevents iuter· 
action ; three aide by side work perfectly and preserve the smooth 
running of your receiver, producing no radiation whatever. 
These are the points thot are worth considering if you want better 
reproduction. 

The R.I. Transformer 

25/-
F ru booi(let on rt>quul . 

12 HYDE s: NEW OXFORD S '!' LONDON W.C.I. 

Co11traclors to tlu Admiralt.\ and all Govtmmenl Departmmts. 

PrlaUd for the Propriet.ora, RADIO Puaa, Ln., BIUb Boue. AldW)'Ch, \V.C.2. oy ua An~JT& Puu (L. UpcoU Gill .t Sou. U d.). 55-5!, Drti"J 
Laao, Lo•dOII W.C.2. Publiebecl oo Wecla~a1 of eaeb week at J, Boil Court. Fleet Street. London. E.C.4 Addrtaa for Sabl!tripUooa aod Editorial 
Commooleatloaa :-Dub Roue. Strand. Londoa, W.C. Advrrtl.nment Manu:-tra - BoRCU\8 A DVIKTIII•o Lro., Buab Boue, Strand. Loudoa, 
W.C.2 ~istoret! aa a oew.tpaper and for tranamisaioo by Cuadlau Maeulne Pc.&t.. Svb8crlphoo rat~ ,-32/6 per annum, L6 1J for at& 
.. ootba IIOA tree. Solo Aaoota for AoJiralula ,-ooaoo:< .t Gorcu (AwMalula), Lro. For Canada :-lJtPIIUL N IWI Lro FOI' Soatn .t.rrlca ,-

Cewnu Nswa Aos~cY. l.ro For J'apan ,-sua .t Fllll.la. Lu. 
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Choose one 
loud of these 

speakers---
you will surely be satisfied 
with the ETHOVOX or 
the B URNDEPT JUNIOR 

BOTH the Ethovox and the Burndept Junior are 
good loud speakers-which of them you will choose 

will be influenced only by your requirements and your means. 
Go to the nearest Burndept Agent and ask him to let you 
hear them in operation. 
The Ethovox is known all over the world as a loud speaker 
capable of giving great volume without distortion. It has a beautiful, 
deep, mellow tone and reproduces music and speech perfectly. In 
appearance it is very pleasing, the swan-neck and flair being grace
fully curved and coloured a rich mahogany shade. The diaphragm 
is adjustable. Height, 26 inches. 
No. 203 (rzo ohms resistance) or No. 204 {2,000 ohms resistance), £ 5. 
The Burndept Junior is sweet-toned and gives quite sufficient volume 
of sound for ordinary domestic requirements. It costs little more 
than the price of two pairs of good headphones. The adjustable 
diaphragm is of the" floating" pattern. The Burndept Junior has 
a neat black crystalline finish and is I9 inches in height. 
No. 331 (z,ooo ohms resistance) . . £2 15s. 

BURNDEPT 
Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Teuj>loDM: Cenard 9072. Ttl•l""'": Burndepl, \\ est.mnd London. 
LEEDS: 12, Ba..Ungball Street. CARDi FF: 67, Queen Street. 

B1RM1NGHAM : Winchester House, Victoria Square. 
NORTHAMPTOK: 10, The Drapery. NEWCASTLE: 17, Lisle Street. 

·-
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ON Friday, April 17, just as 
the reconditioned air

. ship R33 was returning 
safely to her moorings after 
a thrilling struggle with the 
elements, demonstrating once 
again the inestimable value of 
wireless, there passed away one 
who, though neither scientist nor 
technician, had an influence 
equalled by few other people on 
the development of the great art 
of mdio communication. God
frev Charles Isaacs, brother of 
Lo~d Reading, and one of the 
nine children of a fruit and ship 
broker in London, accepted in 
1910 the invitation of Mr. 
Marconi to become Managing 
Director of Marconi's \Vireless 
Telegraph Oo., Ltd., at a time 
when sound business organisation 
of the firm was badly needed. 
This position he held until 
November last. At the time of 
his joining, althougl1 the capital 
of the Company had been in
creased on several occasions, not 
a penny of dividend had been 
paid. The subsequent success of 
the Comrany is too well known 
to need comment, and although 
opmwns may differ as to the 
wisdom of the Company's policy 
in certain matters during Mr. 
Isaacs' tenure of office, none \vill 
deny that the success of the 
organisation was largely due to 
the remarkable vision, enthu-

Mr. GodfreY- Isaacs 
siasm.. and real hard work of the 
Managing Director himself. 

A knowledge of the technique 
of wir:eless telegraphy and tele
phony has long ceased to be the 
monopoly of any one company. 
After all, the possession of tech
nical knowledge and the proper 
utilisation of it are .two separate 
and distinct affairs. In the early~ 
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days, with lim1ted experience of 
the art, the commercial applica
tion of wireless was practically 
confined to the one company, but 
this period has long since passed, 
and a wealth of technical infor
mation is availa•ble to all who 
care to ·seek for it. 

In the past many attempts 
have been made to launch wire-

Staif Editors : 

E. H. CHAPMAN, 
M.A., D.S.. 

A. D. COWP£8, 
M .Se. 

R. w. HALLOW!, 
M.A. 

G. P. KENDALL, 
B.Sc. 

~NLEY G. RA T1'EE, 
M.I.R.E. 

less· companies, the promoters 
basing all their hopes upon the 
technical knowledge possessed by 
one or two people, forgetting that 
in the business world such know
ledge unaided is useless. . Sound 
organisation and skilled adminis. 
tration are as vital in a wireless 
company as in any other busi
ness. A recent proof of the suc
cess which will attend adequate 
attention to such matters 'is given 
by the success of the Burndept 
share issue. Begun a few years 
ago as a side-Une to another 
business, and aiming to supply 
sound apparatus to the few 
enthusiasts who were then mak
ing a hobby of wireless tele
graphy, the company rapidly 
aciapted itself to the new con
ditions of broadcasting and 
succeeded in building up the con-. 
fidence of the public so that wRen 
further capital was needed the 
<issue was immediately over-sub
scribed. To gain public confi
dence should be the first· aim of 
every wireless company, and this 
confidence cannot be built up by 
exaggerated claims or flamboyant 
statem:ents. A good product or 
products, adequately and persis
tently advertised, the !Jlainten
ance of the quality and a cour
tequs service to the customer are 
essential contributing factors. 
Given -these, success ,is pt<.rctit:ally 
assured. 
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frank H. Sharntan 

.A short account of the famous 
Italian station and its studio. 

B
ROADCASTING in Italy is 
at present running- none too 
smoothly. Last August a 

company was formed in Rome 
under the name of " Unione 
Radiofonica ltaliana," with a 
capital of 1. 4 million Lire. In 
December this company was 
given the exclusive right of 
broadcasting- to extend over a 
period of six years. 

For each station that is now 
erected the U nione Radiofonica 
ltaliana (U. R.l.) has to pay 
~s,ooo Lire per annum to the 
Government. As is usually the 
case where a monopoly is con
cerned, prices are high, and the 
Italians have every reason to be 
dissatisfied with the licensing 
regulations. The Rome broad
casting- station officially started 
transmitting on October 6, 1924, 
and other stations are likely to 
be erected at Palermo, Milano 
and Naples. " rRO," Rome, if 

The slender masts at the Rome station are 120 feet 
in height. 

a type " Q " l\Iarconi station, 
similar to those at London and 
Brussels. The wavelength was 
at first 422 metres, but owing to 
interference from Berlin (then 
transmitting on 430 metres) and 
also from the Glasgow station on 
420 metres, this wavelength was 
chang-ed to 425 metres, the pre
sent one. The power is obtained 
from a 6-kw. 3oo-cycle alternator, 
giving 500 volts, 1 5 amperes. 
This voltage is transformed up to 

The large and handsomely decorated studio from which many British 
listeners are entertained throughout the year. 

g6 

2o,ooo volts and rectified, which 
supplies w,ooo volts high-tension 
for the anodes. The energy in 
the aerial is about 2 inr, with toy 
~4. The aerial, as can be 
seen from the photog-raph, is of 
the inverted " L " <::age type. It 
is a 4-wire cag-e of 3ft. diameter. 

The Aerial 

This is suspended between two 
wooden lattice masts 120 ft. 
hig-h, I so ft. apart. Underneath 
the aerial the transmitting . shed 
is seen, the roof of this being 
I 7 ft. high. Parts of the trans
mitter are seen in the photo
graphs. The earthing system 
consists of 36 strands of copper 
wire 2 mm. thick, buried in the 
ground underneath the aerial. 

The Earthing System 

These are spread out .in all direc
tions in a ra<)ius of I so ft. To 
each of these strands is soldered 
a galvanised metal sheet, 18 sq. 
ft. in area, buried vertically in 
the ground in a semi-circle of 
so ft. radius. The aerial and 
transmitter are situated at San 
Filippo, which is two miles away 
from the studio, this site being 
chosen on account of freedom 
from metallic masses. The studio 
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15·45·-Children's hour, 
16.15.---:0rchestra of the Hotel 

de Russie. 
16.4o.-Exchange and news. 
16.45·-Dance music. 
Ig.Jo.-Concert and weather . 
.21.15.-News and. exchange . 
.2I.Jd.-Dance music. 
22.00.-Close down. 
The above times are G.M.T. in 

Continental style, e.g., 15.45 
3·45 p.m., and are corrected up 
to February 23, 1925. 

" Radio Orario " 

The Unione Radiofonica 

A part of th~ transmitting plant at the Rome station which readers 
will recognise as being of Marconi design. 

I taliana has an official organ as 
does the British Broadcasting 
Co. The name of this weekly 
paper is Radio Orario, and it con
tains the programmes of all the 
chief European stations. Re
ports from all readers tuning in 
this station would be appreciated, 
and should be addressed to 
Unione Radiofonica Italiana, Via 
Maria Cristina 5, Rome. · is in Rome via Maria Cristina, 

and is joined to the transmitter by 
three special telephone lines, one: 
joining the microphone to the 
transmitter, one in case of emer
gency, and the third for tele
phone communication. The 
studio has an area of g8o sq. ft. 
and is carefully draped to give 
the most natural tone to the con
certs. A Round microphone is 
used, mounted on a stand fitted 
with wheels, so that any part of 
the studio can be reached at \vill. 

The- Studio 

The microphone can be seen 
in the photograph. The amplifier, 
of which a photog'raphi is also 
shown, consists of three panels. 
On the right-hand panel a long 
pencil-like extension handle is 
seen. This is a potentiometer, 
by the means of which the modu
lation is controlled. The left
hand panel contains the micro
phone transformer. Marconi 
valves are used throughout. 
Above these panels another piece 
of apparatus is seen. This is a 
special ampl.ifier for use when 
broadcasting from theat.res, etc. 
The engineer in charge of the 
control room keeps in touch with 
those in the studio by means of a 
glass window connecting the two 
rooms. 

Results 

The range of this station is 
very great, and is well known to 
all British DX enthusiasts. It is 
regularly heard " strong and 
clear '' by an American amateur 

at Marshall, Texas, U.S.A., 
owning a N eutrodyne set. 
Madame Tetrazzini sang from the 
station in December, and reports 
of having heard her were received 
from all over Italy, Central 
Europe, England and America. 

Call Sign 

The call sign of the station is 
" Stazione di Roma, Unione 
Radiofonica Italiana." Usually 
a lady does the announcing, 
which gives a clue to the station 
to those readers who cannot 
follow Italian. 

The programme at present 
stands as follows :-

~~.,0.0.0. oO-O-o0-0-.,0.0.0.~~ 

The May issue of "Modern 
Wireless " will contain full 
details of "How to Make a 
Nine- Val .. ,e Supersonic Hetero
dyne Receiver," by John Scott
Taggart, F.lnst.P., A.M.l.E.E. 
This remarkable receiver is 
the result of many months of 
experiment and will receive 
both B.B.C. and Continental 
stations on a small frame 

aerial. 

Out on May 1st. Price 1/ ... 
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW. 

~o0-0-.,0.0.0.~0'~ 

A photograph of the amplifying appaYatu•· · The special amplifier 
used when broadcasting from theatres or )1.ublic halls is seen in th11 

top left-hand corner. 
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r=ne lnteinational Am~o Conference 
Cl 

,Special Report to" Wireless 
Weekly." 

By G. H. RAMSDEN (6BR). 
CJO<X><X>OOO<X>O<XXX>OO<><>oo<> 0 

(V) Call Sign bOoks and 
national prefix letters. 

The method of debate was 
determined by vote. It was 
decided that committees should 
be appointed to discuss eaah 
question, every count·ry sending 
one representative to each com
mittee. Reports of the work 
done by these committees were 
to be read before the full Con
gress and thei•r resolutions 
adopted, with or without amend
ments, according to vote. 

The I.A.R.U. 

Reading left to right :-Messrs. Hiram P. Maxim, E. Belin, and 
G. Marcuse, the American, French, and Britz'sh delegates respectively. 

The formation of an Ipter
national Amateur Radio Union 
\Yas the proposal of the A. R. R.L., 
and Mr. Maxim, as American 
delegate on the committee which 
considered the question, read the 
articles agreed upon to the Con
gress. After a brief discussion 
these \vere adopted and the Union 
came into being. Its objects are 

1!17"---- HE first interna
tiona:! a m a t e u r 
radio conference, 
held in Paris fmm 
April 14 to Ap•r:il 
18, 1925, marks a 

stage of vast importance in the 
progress of amateur radio. It 
was, therefore, gmtifying to find 
an enthusiastic band of English 
experimenters, led by the official 
delegate of the Radio Society of 
Great Britain, Mr. Gerald Mar
cuse, assembled in the Faculte 
des Sciences on the opening day. 

The President 

By unaJ!limous assent M. Belin 
(France) was elected President 
of the Congress, and Mr. Hiram 
P. Maxbm (President of the 
Ame:rican Radio Relay League) 
and M:r. Marcuse, vice-presi
dents. General Ferrie, of Eiffel 
Tower fame, opened the confer
ence and pronounced in his 
speeoh a conviction which we all 
feel; namely, that the develop
ment of amateur radio will be a 
potent aid to world peace, foster
ing international friendship and 
mutual understanding. 

The President then introduced 
the five questions \vhich were to 
form the business of the confer
ence. These were :-

(I) The organisation of an 
International Onion of 
Radio Amateurs. 

(II) The organisation of inter
national tests and of ama
teur two-way working. 

(Ill) The allocation of ama
teur \vavelengths for inter
continental communica-
tion. 

(IV) International language. 
stated to be :-

'' The promotion and co-ordi-

One of the outings of the Conference was a visit to the transmitting 
room of the EiHel Tower Station. 



April zg, 1925 

~~=::===::::0 
proceedings of the Inter-
national Amateur Radio 

S Conference which was held in 
g Paris from April 14 to 18. 

~:>o<><><X><><X>D 
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nation of free two-way 
communication between 
the amateurs of the 
various countries of .the 
world; the advancement 
of the radio art; the repre
sentation of two-way ama
teur communication inter
ests in international com
munication conferences ; 
the encouragement of in
ternational f.ratemalism; 
and the promotion of such 
additional activities as may 
be allied thereto. '' 

Delegates making an inspection of M. Belin's private station at 
Malmaison. 

All amateurs interested in 
these objects m~y become mem
bers on the payment of an annual 
suibscrip·tion of one dollar. Pm
visionaNy, the headquarters of 
the Union have been allocated at 
the offices of the A. R. R. L., and 
the official organ will be " QST " 
until such a time as finances per
mit the production of an indepen
dent publication. 

International President 

Mr. Maxim was selected by the 
Union as international president, 
and Mr. Marouse as vice-presi
dent. 

Questions two and five were 
referred to th~ I. A. R. U. for 

settlement when that organisa
tion should be in a position to 
consider them. It was recom
mended that an international list 
of amateur call-signs should be 
published and monthly_ supple
ments and conrection sheets 
issued. • 

For the time being the national 
prefix letters adopted by the 
Berne Conv<>ntion of 1912 will be 
used by transmitting amateurs. 

Ama~eur Wavelengths 

The resolutions regarding the 
allocation of amateur wave
lengths for inter - continental 
working were excellent in them
selves. But, though fully ap• 
proved by the Congress, they 
must depend upon the govern-

M. Belin explaining the working of his tele-photography apparatus; 
a description of which was given in "M-odern Wireless," Sept., 1923, 
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ments concerned for t!heir effi
cacy. The following- wave bands 
were allotted :-
Metres. 
I20·II5 

IIS-95 
85-75 
95-85 

Metres. 
43 & 41·5 

75-70 & 47-43 
4!.5-37·3 
37·3-35 

Newfoundland 
& Canada. 

Europe. 
U.S.A. 
Th~ rest ofthe 

world. 

All "-aves above 120 and below 
35 metres are open to a111 trans
mitters. 

On the last day of the confer
ence the question of an inter
national language was con
sidered, and, as might be 
expected with such a oosmopoli
tan gathering, gave rise to the 
keenest contention. 1'he com
mittee· had unanimously ag·reed 
upon Esperanto for radio use in 
preference to other natural and 
artificial tongues, but the cause 
of English found an able cham
pion in Mr. Ryan (sBV), who 
poim.ted out that English and 
jargon English was already 
established as a conversational 
medium among the world's trans
mitters: The Swedish delegate 
also objected on the grounds of 
impracticability for telegraphy 
and the difficulty of acquisition 
in his own country where Engiish 
was well known. It remained 
for Dr. Pierre Conret to turn the 
tables by a compromising speech 
in which he reminded the Con
gress that the A.R.R.L. had 
p.roYisionally adopted Esperanto 
in spite of. its defects, as the only 
international language able to 
supply a pressing need. 

(Concluded on page 108) 
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By W. K. ALFORD. 
Review of reception for week 

ended·April 19. 

Oo<><><><X>O<X>O><><><X><>O<>OO<>OOOOCO 

E general con(ii
tions for reception 
are becoming uni
formly and gradu
ally worse with the 
approach of the 

summer months, and there is 
little hope of respite from the very 
heavy " X " storms \vhich have 
been particularly prevalent during 
the re~ent period of high winds. 
The effect of high winds in pro
ducing bad atmospherics is not 
recognised by most people who 
associate " X's " primarily with 
thunderstorms, but a very high 
state of electritication of the 
atmosphere is o.ften reached dur
ing high winds, especially if rain 
is falling at the same time. 

Weak Signals 
There is very little enjoyment 

to be got from listening to \Veak 
and distant stations under these 
conditions, and during the last 
week most people could only get 
reasonable satisfaction by listen
ing to the local broadcasting 
station. 

A large number of people in 
the London area who possess 
apparatm· of a type which gives 
good results on distant stations 
are feeling the etiect of the 
higher-powered London station 
which, in a large number of 
cases, now precludes the recep
tion of Bournemouth or Man
.-:hester, which could be received 
quite satisfactorily under the old 
conditions. The vast majority 
of listeners are, hO\vever, highly 
delighted with the new station, 
and the minority must neeas give 
In. This brings us to the grow
ing outcry for a second London 
station, but it is to be hoped that 
before any serious suggestions 
are made in this direction full 
t:onsideration will be given to the 
possibility of over-congestion of 
the broadcast wavelengths which 
has been discussed previously in 
these columns. The daily Press 
are the chief agitators in the 
matter, and their repor:ts are 
compiled without the least fore
sight by persons who apparently 

Mr. Hiram Percy Maxim, who was unanimously elected President 
of the International Amateur Radio Union during the Paris 

Conference. 

have only recently taken up the 
Radio science as a source of 
" copy." 

The New 2LO Station 

I have heard from several tech
nical people in the Londor1 area 
that the new station is overmodu
Uating its transmissions, with a 
consequent deterioration of the 
quality. I am situated too far 
away to give a definite opinion on 
the subject, but I say without 
fear of contradiction that the pre
sent standard of quality has not 
reached that of the old station, 
although the strength of the 
transmission has, and is, increas
ing. In this matter the B.B.C. 
is without doubt considering the 
vast number of '' crystal '' users 
whose sets call for a certain 
amount of over-modulation as 
distinct from more powerful valve 
sets. 

20 Metres 

The attention of everybody 
interested in the advancement of 
the Radio science is being 
focussed on the extraordinary 
things which ·are being done on 
ultra-short wavelengths of 20 

metres and less. It is now possi
ble to communicate with stations 
in America in broad-daylight with 
powers of 100 \vatts and less, and 
the strength of several of the 

lOO 

Americans is quite astounding, 
particularly IXAM and NKF, the 
latter station being particularly 
useful for experimenters over 
here, as he gives his wavelength 
almost invariably with each trans
mission. As a further guide for 
experimental people who may be 
interested in reception on these 
wavelengths, it may be stated 
that the harmonics of several of 
the B. B. C. stations can be picked 
up quite easily. These harmonics 
occur at t, !, t, etc., of the fun
damental wavelength of the sta
tion, and therefore act as a most 
useful guide as to " where you 
are." 

It is rather a humorous fact 
that the wavelength of a Ford 
car is in the vicinity of twenty 
metres ; in other words, the 
ignition system can be heard 
nearly 100 yards away! 

I expect quite a large number 
of readers listened to the mes
sages passing to and from the 
R33 while on her runaway trip. 
Her signals were very strong 
during the whole period, but were 
much cut about by atmospherics. 
It was particularly interesting to 
hear the reports of her position: 
from time to time, culminating in 
her final statement-" Making 
for home.'' 



To the Rescue 

For some little time I had been 
roticing an announcement that 
the lnqu:ry Department was so 
snowed under with work that it 
would be impos6ible for it to deal 
for the present with any fr.esh 
problems. At first this little 
notice struck no responsive chord 
in me .:tt all. I merely read it, 
said to myself, " Dear, dear," 
and thou~·ht no more about it. 
Then quite suddenly . a thoug-ht 
came to my mind. " By Jove! " 
I said to myself, " those fellm,·s 
in fhe Inquiry Department must 
bE. overworked ! The best thing· 
that I can do is to go to the office 
and lend them a helping· hand." 

A Noble Idea 

This was such a noble ide<t that 
I made it my daily good resolu
tion for three weeks. Then one 
fair mot;n, when spring-oleaning 
fever had descended upon my 
'household, I sent a wire, " Buck 
up ! Help is coming," and after 
a hasty breakfast, dashed to t•he 
station, which I reached just in 
time to catch the 12.50. I 
always· maintain that there is 
nothing like an early start. On 

JR1~-= -.....~.~..,... 

I just caught the 
12.50 .. 

reaching London I ·remembered 
that I required a new griclleak, 
and when I had done the round 
of the wireless shop.s, I felt t'hat 
it was of no use going to the 
office that day, so sending another 
_cheering wire I· returned home. 
l'he next day I awoke filled with 

the determination to rendPr per
sonal service. I duly reached 
the office, and walking- into the 
Inquiry Department announced 
that I 11ad arrived. 

Really, you knO'\V, some r·eople 
have cunous ways of showing 

Fig. 1.-A circuit incorporating the 
C.A.T. and .the·" Direct on Grid" 

methods of tuning. 

their gra.t.itudc. Though I hardly 
expected the overworked staff to 
rise as one man and fling its corn-

. bined arr.ns round my neck, l rlid 
look for a pretty warm welcome. 

Blessed is he . • • 

And did I get it? All that hap
pened was that one fe.llow looked 
up and said, "Get out. We're 
busy." I- did not get out. In
stead, as!'atming my most winning 
smile, I advanced towards him 
with outstretched hand and re
marked: " My poor fellow, you 
are overwrought. Your nerves 
are all on edge. You are not at 
all yourself. I do not take 
offence. Nay, I forgive you 
freely. But cheer up; your cares 
are ended, for I have come to 
lig·hten your burden. In other 
WlQrds, heave me over a pile of 
your queries and they shall be 
answered as they :should be by 
no less a person than myself.' • 
The chap simply grunted, indi-

IOI, 
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cated a chair, and hurled a pi·le of 
letters in my direction. I sat 
down without further ado and got 
to work, observing with a sigh 
of ·resigna,tion that all postal 
orders had been removed. Sheer 
jealousy has made the Inquiry 
Department refuse to print my 
answers under the usual heading·. 
I therefo-re score off the-se people 
by giving them in my own 
columns. Are you ready? Go! 

Acid Stains 
PERCY \V., oF WoLvERHi\MP

T0:-.1, asks to be told how to re
move acid stains from a carpet. 
Naug-hty boy, Percy; you have 
been throwing the accumulator 
at the cat ag·ain. As a matter 

· of fact, it is impossible to remove 
acid stains fmm the carpet, 
though it is quite simple to re
move the carpet from the stains. 
To do this, drive tintacks into 
the floor t,hrough the stained 
patches, then cut round them wit.li 
a sharp k'nife, and lift the carpet. 
If you do not care about this 
rather draS<tic method, make up 
the following solution :-

Beer 1 part. 
More beer .. . 2 parts. 

. . . Naughty boy, Percy! . . • 

Provide · yourself with a s,tiff 
brush, pour the solu1:ion into a 
bucket, take up a position upon 
the carpet and put on a busy 
lo<>k. When the coast is clear, 
drink the solution and send the 
carpet to th_e cleaners. 

A C.A.T. Query 

HoRACE HoBBLEFORTH, 6P 
BERMONDSEV, asks Whether he 
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can use C.A.T. w.ith a single
valve set. Certainly. \Ve do 
not recommend C. A. T. for use 
with crystal sets, since whisker 
problems may arise (see reply to 
BEAVER); but with t'he single 
vaive set it is excellent, enabling 
the set to be used upon any aerial 
that is fit to be called an aerial 
without altering the calibration 
(if any). Though the present 
writer hates blowing his own 
trumpet, he cannot refrain from 
mentipning- the great advantages 
of the Goop-\Vayfarer D.O.G. 
modification of the C. A. T .. 
system (see Fig. I). C.A.T. 
stands, as you know, for Con
stant Aerial Tuning. The letters 
D.O.G. are short for Direct On 
Grid. The great advantage of 
using both the C. A. T. and 
D.O.G. is that it gives you two 
entirely different calibrations for 
the set, and so provides endless 
amusement in moments w:hich 
would othenvise be dull. Again, 
if a sceptical friend calls round 
to hear the set, you can always 
tune in Birmingham or some 
other near-by station using 
D.O.G., and then inform him that 
it is Rome or Belfast. If ·he 
looks as though he did not be
lieve you, all you have to do is 
to show him your C.A.T. calibra
tion table. 

A Set from Odds and Ends 

" I have a piece of crystal and 
a single telephone earpiece," 
writes '' PERSEVERING '' from 
ScARBOROUGH. " Can I con
struct a crystal receiver from 
these components without buying 
anything else? " You have set 
us an easy problem. The writer 
has frequently made a five-valve 
set (without buying anything) 
from nothing more elaborate than 
a gridleak. Success depends en
tirely upon your power of winning 
the confidence of your friends. 
You can easily acquire the correct 
facial expressions for the purpose 
by constant attendance at the 
movies. Having perfected your
self in this department, call upon 
friend after friend, borrov,·ing 
here a variable condenser, there a 
fixed, here a detector, there a 
coil. The writer frequently finds 
it best to do his borrowing wh-ile 
the backs of so-called friends are 
turned. The p>anel for the set 
may be rather a problem, but you 
can make quite a good one from 
a slate borrowed from your next
door neighbour's roof. Slate is 

easy to drill, though it. is inad
vi·sable to use one's own too!s 
for the purpose, since it is apt to 
diminish their cutting power. 
You will 1loubtless be able to find 
some friend who possesses. a No. 
26 drill. Having acquired your 
components and the necessary 
slate, visit some friend or ac
quaintance who is an enthusiastic 

t:·~ ~I 
I~ . 

• • • Whiskers provide many 
problems in wireless • 

constructor. If you talk to him 
properly and display the right 
amount of helplessness, eager
ness and distress, he will prob
ably stick the things together for 
you and do the wiring. The 
writer once had an umpteen valve 
super-heterodyne wired up for 
him by collecting a number of 
friends and suggesting a solder
ing competition. 

A Novel Problem 

" I am a crystal enthusiast," 
writes " BEAVER " from WIGAN, 
" but though I have been getting 
very good results, I am very 
much worried at the presei1t time 
by the whisker problem." It 
used to worry us, too, a good 
deal at one time. Long exper:
ence has shown that the problem 
is best solved wi·th the help of a 
safety razor. Whiskers are 
seldom satisfactory, for they are 

u~on the jokes made by enter
tamers and concert-party funny 
me~. Taken as a whole, 
whiskers provide many of the 
greatest difficulties in wireless at 
the present time. 

A Trans-A~lantic Query 

"My neighbour," vvrites G. 
VVASHINGTON, from IPSWICH, 
" tells me that he gets \\'GY 
every night on a crystal. \Vhy 
cannot I do the same thing? '' 
Your name, in the first place, is 
against you. Had it Leen 
Ananias the thing- would h<,ve 
been simplicity itself. We be
lieve that your neighbour's suc
cess annoys you more than your 
own lack of SJuccess. A former 
G. \Vashington, who ach;e\ecl a 
certain measure of notoriety, did 
excellent work with a small 
hatchet. His objective wa; an 
apple tree. Surely you have a 
wood-chopper about the place, 
and do not you think that your 
neighbour's mast is asking· for 
it? Just think it over, George. 
\Ve are quite sure that if you do 
the nuisance will shortly be 
abated. If you do not poosess a 
chopper, another method is to 
sandbag the neighbour, or, 
again, you may set fire to his 
house. These, however, are per
haps rather violent methods. <1nd 
we hesitate to advocate them. 
since we have alwavs heir! that 
the vvireless man [s abO\ e all 
things- a perfect gentleman. 

WIRELESS WAYFARER. ............................................. . . . . 
! THE R.33 ! 
i A Post Office Warning : . . . . ............................................ 

The Postmaster - General's 
attention has been called to the 
fact that during the recent flight 
of the R.33 communication 
between the airship and the 
Croytlon and Pulham aerodromes 
was seriously impeded by oscil-

• • • A small hatchet is a lation from wireless receiving 
very useful tool • • , sets. 

so apt to get caught up by the The consequences wl:Jich might 
moving plates of one's variable result from interference with 
condens·er. T,he writer had a communication with aircraft in 
friend once who had his turned clanger are very grave and the 
:t bright emerald green by inad- Postmaster-General warns the 
vertently allowing them to dangle owners of wireless receiving sets 
in the electrolyte whilst he was that the use of reaction to such 
engaged in _ examining his an extent as to cause interference 
accumulator. He was never the is an offence which directly con-
same man again. Other whisker travenes one of the conditions of 
problems are furnished by the their wireless licences, and 
sq_uiggly things in the detector rei1ders the licence subject to 
and the whiskers which grow · withdrawal. · · ' · 
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A lUSIE:JFUl AJPJ?ILllCCA 1rHOH Of 1rlHII& 
WES1r(Q)lN JR{JE:JLA 1r 

By H. WARWICK. 

Details are here given of how to construct the remote control unit described in our April 15 issue. 

@] ~<l><t>4><1>~@J 

The Circuit 

This has been dealt with be
fore, but only in conjunction with 
a receiving set and batteries. 
Fig. I shows these separated, the 
left half of the diagram indicating 
the connections to the last valve 
of a receiver, and the right half 
the additional connection of the 
distant control unit. 

List of Components 

The following were used, but 
values may vary as indicated 
previously. 

One W eston Relay (ex-Govern
ment Disposals Stores}. 

One high-resistance. (Several 
of different makes were tried and 
found to be satisfactory.) 

One high-resistance, so,ooo 
ohms. 

One piece of ebonite, 6 in. x 
4 in. x i in. (American Hard 
Rubber Co.) 

One dozen terminals. 
One fixed condenser, .25 p.F 

(T.C.C.). . 
One cabinet to take panel 6 in. 

x: 4 in. and 4 in. in depth (Car
rington Manufacturing Co., 
Ltd.). 

This figure should be followed 
closely in order te ensure correct 

functioning. of the instrument. 

One packet Radio Press panel 
transfers. 

Assembly of Components 
On the outer sides and near the 

poles of the magnet forming the 
outer portion of the relay are two 
screws, one on either side. In 
the normal course of events these 
would . effectually prevent the 
relay from being placed flat 
against the panel. It was not 
found difficult, with the aid of a 

-~-~l R,R. L.~ 

- L -
H.T. H.T. +r c. + 
T 1: T 

Fig. 1.- Theoretical diagram of 
connections between the receiver 
and unit. 

large diameter dr,jU 1.vith a flat 
nose to make a hole of sufficient 
depth, evenwith !-in. thick ebon
ite to1accommodate the heads. The 
actual holding device consists of 
a strip . of springy brass placed 
across the magnet and held in 
position by two countersunk 
screws taken through the panel. 
The resistances are held by stiff 
wire in the positions sho·wn. 

Wirin~ 

If the above method is adopted 
for mounting the resistance units, 
wire of a heavy gauge must be 
used to hold them in position. 
No. r6 gauge square tinned 
copper wire will serve admirably 
for this purpose. 

As to the actual connections, 
every care has been taken by the 
aid of photographs and diag.rams 
to make them as clear' as possible, 
and no great difficulty should be 
experienced in \Viring up the unit. 

Testing of Instrument 
Battery connections should 

first be made to the terminals on 
the right of the panel, and then 
connecting links: should be made 
between all terminals on the left 
to their respeotive terminals on 
the receiver. 

Lastly, the head-'phones or 

lOJ 

loud-speaker should be attached, 
when, if the filament resistances 
of the valves are in an '' on " 
position and the H. T. battery 
plugged in, the set should begin 
to function. 

If failure results it is probably 
due to the too great spacing of 
the contacts. This may be recti
fied by means of the adjustable 
screw. It will be found that the 
contaots will have to be very 
close indeed to obtain completely 
satisfactory working. When 
switching on has been accom
plished successfully it may be 
found that although signals are 
being received they are much 
weaker than usual. This will be 
immediately and completely recti
fied by reversing the conneCtions 
between telephone terminals on 
set and those on control unit. 

Next try switching "off." 
Should trouble be experienced 
the probability is that the con
tacts are sticking, and a lower 
value of R4 should be tried. If 
it is found that a much lower 
value must be used, R3 will have 
to be decreased or the H. T. 
voltage increased. 
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The ebonite panel is drilled to the 
dimensions shown aboue. 
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Test Your Own 
Valves 

How Characteristic 
Curves May be Pre

pared at Home. 

By PERCY W. HARRIS, 
M.l.R.E., 

Assistant Editor. 

HE man who at
tempts to obtai.n 
efficient reproduc
tion of wireless 
speech and music 
without at t h e 

same time having a knowledge 
of the characteristics of the 
valves he is using, is in much the 
same position as a man who 
strives to select a key from a 
bunch in the darkness. To the 
uninitiated the terms " charac
teristic curve " may seem formid
able, but in reality it is a form 
of ohart which can be understood 
by almost everyone after a few 
minutes' study. Fortunately, a 
number of valve makers now 
issue ourves for their valves, and 
the preparation of such a ourve 
for yourself is quite a simple 
matter, provided you have a few 
pieces of apparatus. These are 
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Fig.l.-:The curves for a well-known 
general-purposes valve. 

not expensive, nor is the process 
of plotting a oharacteristic curve 
a lengthy or intrioate matter. 
J'he purpose of this article is to 
show how, with the simplest 
~pparatus, accurate curves may 

The author's valve-testing board for plotting characteristic curves. 

be drawn and valuable data ob
tained upon any valve you happen 
to possess at the moment. 

. A Typical Curve 

Let us first· consider a typical 
characteristic curYe and what it 
means. Fig. I shows a curve as 
issued bv the makers for a well
known • '' general ~ purp<;>ses '' 
valve. . This requires abotit 3.8 
volts on the filament and works 
quite well \Yith 20 volts on the 
anode, although high_er voltages 
give better results. Three charac
teristic curns, marked respec
tively A, B and C, are illus
trated; curve A .is for 20 volts, 
curve B for 30 volts and GUrve C 
for so volts on the anode respec-· 
tively. 
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Now Jet us consider Fig. 2, 

which shows a two-valve receiver 
wit·h one stage of high-frequency 
coupled by the tuned-anode 
method to a detector valve. \Ve 
'vill imagine that the valve in 
question is used as the high-fre
quency amplifier, or the first of 
the t\\·o in the receiver shown. 
We will also assume for the 
moment that a so-volt high
tension supply is being used. 

Anode Current 

Now if the anode of a valve is 
made positive with respect to the 
filament, in certain circumstances 
a cunrent will flow between the 
filament and the plate, the circuit 
being completed through the 
hig.h-tension battery. If we keep 
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In this article an out
line is given of the 
simplest methods of 
obtaining the data 
necessary to plot 
characteristic curves 
without the aid of 
elaborate or expensive 

apparatus. 

the anode current stops, then we 
are bound to obtaifl distortion in 
the anode circuit. Faithful am
plification can only be obtained 
when we are working- on . the 
straight portion of the charac
teristic curve. 

What We Want to Know 

The back of panel, showing its simplicity. 

It will thus be seen that among 
the matters we require to know 
about a valve is the grid voltage 
at which the anode current 
ceases, and the length of the 
curve. If we draw a chart along 
the bottom of which is marked 
grid voltage, and make vertical 
readings for anode current in 
milliamperes, we can plot a curve 
showing the relation of grid 
voltage to anode current for each 
anode voltage used. If we corn. 
bine two or three such curves on 
one sheet we can make some 
interesting comparisons. Fig. 1 

is such a coilection of curves. 

the g;rid of the valve discussed 
at tJhe same voltage as the nega
tive end of the filament, which 
we will call zero, then with so 
volts supply we shall have a plate 
current of about .6 of a milli
ampere. If we make the grid 
positive with respect to the fila
ment negative leg, then we shall 
increase the flow of cu11rent be
tween the anode and the filament, 
and if we make it more negative, 
then the current will decrease. 

Stopping the Anode Current 

The citrrent will continue to 
decrease as we make the grid 
more negative until a point is 
reached, when :the grid is so 
negative that the current between 
anode and filament ceases en
tirely. The degree of negative 
bias on the grid required to stop 
completely the flow of current in 
the anode circuit, varies in 
different valves and with the same 
vtalve varies with anode voltage. 
To obtain undistorted rep,roduc
tion, equal fluctuation of voltage 
on the g-rid above and below the 

normal must bring about equal 
fluctuation of current in the anode 
circuit above and below the 
normal. If, for example, ou,r grid 
voltage varies by 2 volts on each 
side of the normal, then the 

Now let us return to Fig. 2. 

Here it will be seen that the 
grid of V r rs connected 

L.T.: 

Fig. 2.-A typical two-valve receiver, showing the eltect o(nlament 
resistances. 

anode current should increase 
and decrease in equal proportion 
about the normal value. If a 
deorease of, say, 2 volts on the 
grid oversteps the mark at which 

IOS 

through the inductance Lr 
to the negative side of the 
filament battery. In the nega-· 
tive L.T. lead of the first valve· 
is the resistance Rr, which is; 
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introduced for the purpose of 
cutting down the voltage applied 
to the filament of the first valve, 
w·hich, as vve know, must be 3.8. 
As a 6-volt battery is used, the 
\·oltage must be brought down 
by 2.2 volts, which represents the 
drop in voltage across the resist
ance Rr. As, now, the grid of 
the first valve is connected to the 
neg·ative si (le of the battery, and 
not to the negative filament of the 
valve, it will be 2. 2 volts in ore 
neg-ative than the negative end of 
the filament, and thus we are able 
to say that there is a negative 
bias of 2. 2. volts on the gricl ,of 
the first valve. vYe have already 
.assumed that we are using so 
volts on the anode. Let us now 
examine the characteristic curve 

. C (which is that for so volts), 
looking along the bottom line 
until we come to 2. 2 volts. If 
we take the vertical line corre
sponding to 2.2 volts we shall 
see that the plate current is 
approximately .2s of a milli
ampere, and that the voltage can 
be dropped about another 2 

·before we get off the fairly
straight portion of the cwrve. On 
the other side (i.e., with a reduc
tion of the negative bias and after 
zero point has been reaohed the 
impressing of a positive bias), we 
can place quite an appreciable 
positive charge (about 4 volts) on 
the grid before we get off the . 
upper straight portion. It will 
thus be seen that as the valve is 
connected in Fig. 2 we shall ha*e 
a negative grid bias of just over 
2 volts, and shall still be work
ing well on the straight portion 
of the characteristic curve, pro
vided our voltage fluctuations do 
not exceed about 2 volts. 

The Mullard D.3 valve. 

'Jow suppose we drop the 
\·oltage to 30 on the anode. \Ve 
11ow see that at 2. 2 volts the 
anode cuHent will have ceased, 
and if the grid becomes yet more 

negative the anode current still 
remains at zem, while if it be
comes positive, or if the negative 

The B.T.H. BS V(l[ve. 

charge is decreasing, then there 
will be a growth in the anode 
current from zero up to a point 
depending upon the value of the 
grid voltage. Fluctuations either 

C H E 

Fig. 3.-Terminals used in the valve 
measurements, 

side of the working point will 
not give faithful reproduction in 
the anode circuit. 

Grid Bias 

It will thus be seen that if we 
h a v e different characteristic 
curves for different voltages we 
can obtain valuable information 
as to working our valves. We 
can see the amount of grid bias 
advisable with various voltages 
and the length of the character
istic ourve. This will show us 
whether or not considerable 
voltage fluctuations on the grid 
will still give faithful reproduc
tion in the anode current. Still 
examining Fig. 2, let us look at 
the second valve V 2. Here we 
are assuming that we ha've a 
valve requiring s volts on the 
filament, there being a drop in 
voltage of I voJt in the filament 
resistance. The normal grid 
voltage, in this case, hmveve:r, 
\vill not be I volt negative, for 
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it \vil! be seen that the grid-leak 
is connected to ·the positive leg of 
the valve, which, of course, is s 
volts more positive than the 
negative end of the valve. There 
will, therefore, be a positive 
voltage of s on the grid. If the 
grid-leak \vere connected to the 
negative leg of the valve, the 
normal g,rid voaage would be 
zero, while if it \vere connected 
to the negative pole of the L. T. 
battery, then it would have a 
negative bias of 1 volt. It may 
be mentioned in passing that, in 
the case of a detector valve, con
necting the grid-leak as shown, 
usually gives the best results, for 
rectification is often helped by

1 

the grid current which flov,;s when 
the grid is made positive . 

Apparatus Needed 

It will now be apparent to 
every reader that the instruments 
required for plotting charac
teristic curves of valves are:-

I. A filament voltmeter. 
2. A milliammeter to measure 

the anode current, and 
3· Means of ascertaining the 

voltage of our pJate 
supply. 

Fortunately, it is possible to 
obtain combined instruments 
'"'hich can be used with various 
scales for volts and milliamperes. 
I have made considerable use of 
a combined voltmeter and milli
ammeter with s terminals, 
enabling the following scale to 
be used:-

o to 2 volts. 
o to 20 volts. 
o to 10 milliamps. 
o to 100 milliamps. 

The Mullard D.06 valve. 

I obtained it second-hand from 
1\ir. Leslie Dixon, and I believe 
he still has several available. 
Many .goQd makes are obtain
able, new, but good second-hand 
instruments can be obtained and 



save the experimenter a good 
deal of money. 

A Testing Board 

The two photographs accom
panying this article show a test
ing board I made up for the 
purpose of utilising this instru
ment for drawing a charac
teristic curve. There are 5 ter
minals along the bottom of this 
board corresponding to the 5 
terminals on the co.mbined volt
meter and ammeter, while a 
switch enables various terminals 
to be connected at will. The 
board carries a filament resist
ance, a potentiometer, two kinds 
of valve sockets for the tubular, 
and four pin type of valves 
respectively, and a number of 
Gibson sockets so that flexible 
leads can be plugged in to given 
filament voltage, anode voltage, 
filament current, anode current, 
and grid voltage. The purpo-se 

of the potentiometer was to vary 
the grid voltage so that read
ings could be taken of the anode 
current for the .whole range of 
grid voltages.. Th~ general 
scheme of connections- is shown 
in Fig. 3· Terminals.A and B 
are kept short-circuited unless it 
was desired to measure the fila
ment current, . whereupon the 
short-circuiting link is with
drawn and the amrneter placed 
in circuit there. 

Suitable Meters 

The combined instrument 
alone serves for . some valves, 
while the bright emitters and 
valves using more than roo milli
amperes filament current, require 
an ammeter with higher reading. 
A voltmeter connected across 
terminals Cr and D gives the fila
ment battery· voltage, while 
across C2 and D a reading of 
the filament voltage is obtained. 

The lofty masts and elaborate aerial syittem at M. E. Be/in's private 
· station at Malmaison. 
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Similarly, the value of the anode 
or high-tension battery can be 
obtained with a suitable volt
meter by connecting this instru
ment across E and F, ·while G 
and H, normally short-circuited, 
can be opened for the insertion· 
of a milliammeter for measuring 

"!" DRY CELLS. 
~ -

Fig. 4.-Use of accumulator and 
dry cells for grid bias. 

the anode current. J and K 
enable a measure'ment of the grid 
voltage to be obtained, progres
sive variations of grid voltage 
being obtainable by moving the 
slider of the potentiometer from 
one side to the other. 

Important Points 

Here are a few important 
practical points which might, at 
first, be overlooked :-

I. Do not use small-size 
batteries of the flash-lamp type 
across the potentiometer to 
enable you to obtain grid voltage 
changes. The resistance of 
such a potentiometer is relatively 
low and will draw from the grid 
battery too large a current- for 
small cells. A far better plan is 
to use either large dry cells o.f 
the electric beU variety, or pre
ferably an accumulator in series 
with small· dry cells as shown in 
Fig. 4- A progressive six-volt 
variation of grid voltage can be 
obtained by moving the slider 
from one end of the potentia
meter to the other, while steps of 
6 volts can be tal<en b'y plugging 
into different dry ceU ·plugs. In 
this way the clry cells are not 
required to give any current for 
the potentiometer,and quite small 
cells will do, ~uch as the ordipary 
tapped H. T. u'nlts. The ac-cu
mulator, for its part, will suffice 
to give the necessary P.D. 
across the potentiometer wind
ing, and its voltage will remain 
constant under the load. 

2. To measure the grid volt
age use a good voltmeter of 
high resistance, such as the 
instrument illustrated. If you 
use a low-resistance voltmeter, 
such as are sold for testing accu-
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mulators, these windings will, in 
themselves, draw considerable · 
current from the grid battery 
and upset the readings. 

3· When obtaining figures to 
plot the characteristic curve, be 
sure to connect the grid battery 
across the grid and negative 
filament leg of the valve, not 
across the grid and negative 
lead to the battery, with the fila
ment resistance in the circuit. 
If you fo<llow the latter procedure 
you will find that every varia
tion of the filament resistance 
will alter the voltage on the grid 
and upset your calculations. 

4· Use a higher _ resistance 
voltmeter f01r measuring ·the 
voltage of your plate supply. 
Low--resistance voltmeters will 
give you quite false readings 
and they will, in themselves, -
.....................•.................... 
f A Safety Device - ; . . . . . . . ............................................ 
A Sll'viPLE device for pre

venting the shorting of 
H. T. or L. T. batterv 

leads is shown in the accompany
ing diagram. The leads are 
equipped with spade or pin ter
minals, or plug·s, in the usual 

t 

~ 
Wooo. 

Illustrating the connector. 
manner, one lead finishing about 
3 in. short of the other. A strip 
of \Yood or ebonite is then bound 
to the longer lead, as shown, 
thus preventing all possibility of 
the metal tags accidentally 
touching. 

H. B . .......................................... . . 
E -Temporary Connections E . . . . .......................................... 
. A 
shmYn 

SIMPLE way of making 
temporary connections to 
terminals or valve legs is 

in the accompanying 

.... I METHOD OF 
--------- WIRE WllfDIIYG. 

Showing how the connections 
are made. 

take a lot of current from the 
high-tension battery. 

As Fig. 4 is shown, a varying 
negative grid bias can be placed 
on the grid of the valve. In 
this way .we can plot the nega
tive side of the characteristic 
curve. To plot the positive we 
must reverse the connections 
A and B. 

Plot as many points as you 
can, and this will enable you to 
make a more accurate curve. 
Particularly in soft valves there 
are often slight .but important 
it=regularities in the curve which 
you may miss if ):ou take only a 
few readings and join these up. 

Be sure to maintain your fila
ment voltage at - the correct 
fig·ure throughout the whole 
of the test, or you will be badly 
misled. 

0 0 0 

diagram. \\There t\YO connec
tions are made to· one point the 
bare wire is wound as shown on 
the plate socket in the diagram. 

H. B. 

i ........................................ i 
: The International : 
: Amateur Radio : 
: Conference : 
~ (Concluded from page 99) j . . .......................................... 

Before the President dismissed 
the conference an amusing inci
dent occurred when Mr. K. B. 
Warner, SecTetary of the 
A. R. R. L., was presented with a 
large cottage loaf gaily decked 
with the colours of all nations, as 
compensation for his prolonged 
labours which, according to _ 
rumour, had prevented his tak
ing sufficient nourishment during 
the preceding days. 

Exhaustive details of the Paris 
Conference will be avahlable · in 
book form at an early date. 

No resume, however, would be 
complete without some reference · 
to the delightful series of distrac
tions organised by the authori
ties. These included visits to the 
great stations at the Eiffel Tower 
and at Saint Assise, and a visit 
to M. Belin's experimental 
laboratory at Malmaison. 

A battery of large accumulators which are used at the Rome station, 
Batteries similar to this are used at the main B .B .C. stations. 

I08 
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By 

A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., 
Staff Editor. 

In view of the interest in short 
wave work and the number of 
articles we have published, 
Mr. Cowper's remarks on ,this 
subje.:t should not be missed • 
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GOOD deal of 
work has been pub
lished recently, 'in 
an accessible form 
for the radio ex
perimenter, on the 

subject of hig-h-frequency resist
ances in tuning inductances; and 
the bearing of this on efficient 
coil desig·n. It is a subject that 
has badly needed ventilating for 
some time, in relation to the 
broadcast frequencies, as very 
little appeared to be known on 
the subject up to a recent period, 
amongst experimenters and pro
fessional designers of receiving. 
apparatus alike. A very . inter
esting-, popular account of the 
whole topic of resistance in ,~·il"'e
less circuits was given by Prof. 
C. L. Fortescue before the Radio 

Fir. I.-A standard type of ci~cuit 
' (o~ the measurement of relative 
! efficiency of tuning inductances. 

in crysCal reception. · 

SoCiety of Great Britain on Feb
ruary zs, I92S, which would well 
repay dose study, and some sys
tematic measurements were given 
in an a·rticle by Sylvan Harris, in 
Wireless Weekly, Vol. s, No. I 4 
(January 2I, 1925). Mr. G. P. 

The aerial and masts at the amateur station belonging to 
Mr. J. Augusty, Santures, Porto Rico. 

Kendall has also published the re
sults of measurements on multi
layer coils by the Moullin volt
mete!" method, without the use of 
reaction, in TVireles s TV eekly, 
Vol. s; No. 17 (February II, 

I925), together with some later 
observations in this field. 

Optimum Signal Strength 

Careful experimenters have 
long observed tliat the. optimum 
signal-strength in crystal re
ceivers, on a given aerial and 
transmission, and with tuning
capacities of similar order, . is 
generally given when ind~c
tances "·ourrd with a generous 
gauge of wire are used; e.g., 
with No. IS or even No. IS d.c.c. 
wire. In routine testing of large 
numbers of various · tvpes . of 
crystal-tuning devices. ·by the 
method of measuring ·the whole 
rectified wave at optimum setti'hg 
by a microammeter in series ,dth 
the 'phones ·or a similar high re
sistance, it was almost invariably 
observed that the fine-wire induc
tances gave a poor result, . so 
much so .that it was almost 
always. possible to tell with. a 
glance. at the .. windings and 
general design what quantitative 
performance the partiCular tuner 
would show on actual test. For 
example, No. 24 or 26 wire would 
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give from 6o to Ss per cent. of 
the signal-strength given by the 
standard thick-wire variometer, 
of No. r 5 or I6 wire, enamel
insulated and air-spaced. Care-
ful quantitative comparison 
showed that No. I 8 wire 
appeared to represent about the 
optimum gauge; whilst the usual 
bugbear of distributed capacity 
seemed, when put to a quantita
tive test, to be quite irrelevant. 

A Hank Coil 

A simple " hank " coil of No. 
18 d.c.c. gave by repeated and 
most careful measurement the 
same optimum signal-strength as 
the best air-spaced coil of No. 
Is; and was markedly better 
than any commercial device or 
plug·-in coil compared with it. A 
simple type of crystal-set with 
two such hank coils as a primi
tive variometer, described by the 
writer in Modern Wireless 
(December, I923), gave this 
optimum signal-strength, and 
has proved most successful in 
the hands of very many home
constructors. 

Apparent Resistance 

HmYever, certain curious 
observations on the apparent re-

(Continued on page 119.) 
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The receiver is here seen with the low-loss coils for short wave reception • 

.-------.HE radio amateur 
who takes an active 
interest in the pro
gress of the art is 
not nowadays con
cerned solely with 

what is happening on the broad
cast and ,higher ban~l of wave
!tng;ths, for with the more exten
sive use of very short wave
lengths, the efficiency of which 
J1as been so often proved by the 
numerous long-distallce rtcorcls 
recently established, a new field 
of activity has been opened. 

Short-Waves 

Since, hovvever, the majority of 
receivers designed for use on the 
broadcas·t band of wavelengths 
.and on the long waves are not 
adaptable for efficient recep:ion on 
the short \vaves down to about so 
metres, it is usual·ly necessary for 
this latter purpose to em(>loy an 
entirely separate receiv·2:- of 
special design which will coYer a 
limited band of W•avelengths on1y. 
T,his involves the keeping in com
misS'ion of two receivers if it is 

des,ired to embrace the whole 
range of wavelengths from, say, 
so metres up to the Yery long 
wavelengths used by some of the 
Continental stations. 

Modern Requirements 

It is the purpose of this article 
t<· describe a single receiver which 
effectively combines the functions 
of a short-wave r·eceiver and a 
broadcast and long-wave set in a 
very s•imple manner, and which 
g;ives a tuning range of from so 
metres upwards. 

From the simplified circuit 
diagram sho,,m in Fig. I (a) it 
,,.i].J be seen that a simple two
valve circuit is employed consist
ing of a detector valve and one 
s•tage of low-frequency ampl·ifica
tion, while the tuning. circuit con
sists of a " semi-aperiodic " 
aerial coupled to a tuned second
ary circuit with reaction applied to 
the latter from the pla1:e eircuit of 
the detector valve. This arrange
ment is 11sed on both the sJlort 
and the long w:aves, but, in addi
tion, for the broadcast and 1-igher 

A New Rec~ 
... Modert 
Low-loss design for s 

By D. J. S. ll 

An easily-built receiver 1 

wavelengths from ! 

range, direct coupling may be 
employed. Thus simple and rapid 'l'l.· 

tuning is possible on any wave- f 
length w<ithin the range. 

The Aerial Condenser 

For the purposes of this 
receiver a dual tuning condenser, 
each section of w1hich gives a 
maximum capacity of .0003 JlF, 
is employed in conjunction with 

0. 

P, P, 

SHDfJ?' (f) "''fj,C'" 
Fig. 1 shows at A a simpli 
C and D inda'cate how the'plt 

c:oil units and the panel 

*-it iShbt&' 
IIO 
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~iver for .. 
1 Conditions 
haf"t• mullong waves. 

(A.Jl7T. B.Sc. 

w~.may be used upon 
;& metres upwards. 

~~0.0~~ 

t\vo plug-i.n units, one carrying a 
., three-way coil holder,. and the 
~ other the special short-wave coils, 

/ which will be dealt with later. 
For the shnrt waves only one 

section of uhe dual condemer is 
uo:ed for tuning, and on the higher 
waveaengths tlw two sections are 
used in parallel. The manner in 
which the dual variab~e condenser 
and the coil units are connected 

~2 
. H.T. 

~--------~~-oe. 
~~ 

H.T.e 

~------~ltr-~--------~e 

L.t 
-'-&---.&------oe 

'lied cir~uit diagram of the set, whilst B, !I• and laocket connections on· the two• 
'are arrtanged, S=socket, P=plug. 
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The arrangement of the panel may be seen r from thi~ photograph, 
which also s_hows the three-way toil-ho/Jer unit for B.B.C. and 

longer wavelengths. 

up is such that the operation of 
plugging-in the short-wave unit 
connects one half of the dual con
denser across the s.econdary coil 
and g-ive the circuit shown in 
Fig. I (a), with CI having a v?,lue 
of .ooo3 fAF. Similarly, with the 
second coil unit plugged-in for 
use on the higher wavelength 
range we have the two halves of 
the dual condenser connected in 
parallel across the coil, giving the 
same circuit with a value for CI 
of . ooo6 fAF, and also the option 
of direct coupling. 

Thus it will be noted that the 
mere action of changing the units 
automatically changes rthe value 
of the condenser CI. Reference 
to the various connections will be 
made later. 

Design 

. In designing t'he reoeiver the 
main points to be considered were 
to obtain a layout in which the 
wiring was kept as short as pos
sible, yet at the same time allow
ing the tuning controls to be 
placed in a convenient and acces
sible position where t:hey could be 
operated with comfort. As will be 
seen from the pho-tographs, two 
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panels secured at right angles 
by means of angle brackets are 
used. On 1the small vertical panel 
in the front the dual tuning con
denser and filament resistances 
are mounted, while the valves and 
ttrminals for battery and tele
Fhone connections are arranged at 
the back of the .horizontal panel. 
T·ern>inals are provided .for separ
ate H. T. tappings for the two 
valves, and for grid-bias on the 
note-mag-nifier. The panels 
measure IO x 71 ~in. and IO x 
4} in., and it will be quite satis
factory to cut these from a stan
dLJrd I 2 x w in. panel. 

Coil Units 

Each of the coil un:ts is 
mounted on a piece of ebonite 
measuring 5 x 3 in., and each has 
two terminals on the left for 
aerial and earth connections, that 
in the front being for the aerial in 
both cases. The unit on which 
the three-coil holder is mounted 
has five plugs which engage \Yith 
five corresponding sockets on the 
front of the horizontal panel when 
the unit is ptugged in. The dia
grams (b) and (c) in Fig. I, in 
w1hich these plugs and sockets are 

::Dil-U>t 
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Ten coil sockets and pins for 
panel mounting (Bowyer-Lowe). 
(Four of the sockets are not actu
ally used.) 

Two filament resistances. 
(Those used are Royal 35-ohm 
resistances for dull - emitter 
valves, Rothermell, Ltd.) 

One grid-leak ( 2 m n) and grid 
eondenser (.ooo3 ,uF) unit (Mc
Michael). 

One .ooo3 fixed condenser with 
clips (McMichael). 

One three- wav coil - holder 
(Burne-J on~s). · 

One single moving-coil m~unt
ing (Burne-Jones). 

Fourteen terminals. 
One skeleton ebonite former 

and a i-in. length of 3-in. dia
meter ebonite tube (Burne-Jones). 

One packet Radio Press panel 
transfers. 

A back of panel photograph with the upper panel in the foreground. 
Square wire, two suitable brass 

angle brackets, some I8-gauge 
bare copper wire, and a small 
quantity No. 22 d.c.c wire. Lettered and numbered I to 5 to 

correspond, show how the con
nections are made. Notice that 
socket s; 1 is connected to the 
moving plates of the dual con
dens·er, which are all on one 
spindle and electrically connected, 
and that plug PI is conneoted to 
the earth terminal. 

Short Wave Unit 

On the short-wave unit there 
ar·e only four plugs, and the 
manner in which the connections 
are made to give the desired cir
cuit when the unit is plugged in 
may be seen by reference to dia
grams (b) and (d) in Fig. I. 

Components 

The following is a list of the 
components used in the construc
tion of the receiver, together with 
the names of the manufacturers, 
and it should be remembered that 
if other components are used it 
will be advisable to make sure 
that there is sufficient clearance 
in which to mount them. 

One suitable cabinet (Can·ing
tol). Mfg. Co.). 

Two panels, one IO in. x 7-! in. 
x l in. and one IO in. x 4-! in. 
x l in. (Paragon). 

Two pieces ebonite, 5 in. x 
3 in. x t in. (Paragon). 

One dual squa.re-law condenser, 
each half .0003 ,u.F (Jackson 
Bros.). 

One L. F. transformer (Eureka, 
Portable Utilities, Ltd.}. 
11~ " Anti-phonic " valve-

holders 
Ltd.}. 

0 

0 

(Burndept vVireless, 
No great difficulty should be 

,!,.!,. 

0 

0 0 

0 

--~-n "H"! ,. 
I , 
. ' !~· 

I 
I 

<+t:: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Constructional details such as drilling dimensions should be taken 
From tlais drawing. Blueprint Ne. 11SA. 
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experienced over the construction 
of the set, and the first operation 
should be to mark out and drill 
the two panels in accordance with 
the drilling diagram, not forg~t
ting suitable holes- for the fixing 
screws for the two angle brackets. 
The large circular holes to accom
modate the valve-holders may be 
made with the aid of an ordinary 
hand fretsaw, or with an expand
ing bit, if this is available. Par
ticular care should of course be 
taken in marking out and drilling 
the holes for' the five sockets. 

Wiring 

When the components have 
been mounted on the two panels 
the wiring may be carried out 
and no great difficulty is antici
pated here if as much of the 
\viring as is possible is done be
fore fixing the two panels to~ 
gether. A study of the back of 
panel photographs in conjunction 
with the wiring diagram will be 
helpful here. 

\Vhen this part of the receiver 

. . 
has been completed "attention 
should next be turned to making 
the coil units. Drilling and wir
ing diagrams are given for' each 
of these, and he're again care 
should be exercised in drilling the 
holes for the plugs in order to 
secure a good yet easy fit in the 
sockets on the panel when the 
units are complete. The unit 
carrying the three-coil holder is 
quite straightforward ir1 construc
tion, and the points to remember 
are that the shanks of the aerial 
and the. earth terminals on the 
left are cut sho11t and the termi
nals secured with thin 4 B.A. 
nuts, and tha,t a washer and ter
minal head are placed on the 
shank of the centre plug in the 
frorit for the purpose of connt:ct
ing the aerial for direct coupling. 
Soldering-tags are placed un'der 
the terminals and between the 
fixing nuts of the plugs to facili
tate connections to the coil
holder. 

The special inductance .fo•r the 
short-wave ' unit seen in the 

0 . 
IIIIAl ciJNDt.NSER. 
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The wiring of the receiver may b.~ easily followed from this diagram. 
Blueprint No. 115B. 
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Details of the short - wave coils, 
dimensions of the ebonite base being 

included in this figure. 

photograph is wound as fol
lows:-

Some fairly thick twine of good 
quality, previously well dried, is 
wound round the four strips of 
the skeleton former in such a 
manner that each strip is covered 
completely with the same number 
of rturns of twine, thus forming a 
'' grooved '' surface on each of 
the four strips on which an air
spaced bare \vire inductance can 
be wound, the spacing between 
the wires being determined by the 
thickness of the twine, which in 
the actual coil is such that 34 
turns of it. are wound on each 
strip. The twine is secured tem
porarily, and is then wound along 
one strip, cro-ssed over to the 
next, wound back over that, and 
so on, the end being securely 
knotted to the beginning when 
the operation is complete. The 
twine is then .treated with a weak 
solution of shellac in methylated 
spirit, and dried thoroughly. 

Turn Numbers 

Turn numbers for the coils are 
6!- turns for the primary and I 7t 
turns for the secondary, the 
reason for the half turns being 
that the ends of the coils are 
terminated at opposite sides of 
the former, short lengths of win! 
being left for connecting pur~ 

. poses. The ends are best secured 
by threading the wire through 
two small holes drilled in each 
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case at convenient places on the 
former. The coil is mounted by 
means of two suitable lengths of 
4 B.A. screwed rod with thin 
fixing nuts.. 

range can, of course, be extended 
over the broadcast wavelengths 
up to those used by the long
wave Continental stations. Using 
direct coupling, a Gambrell A or 

With some attention paid to the wiring the C(>nnections may be kept 
quite short. 

The reaction coil consists of I 2 

turns of No. 22 d.c.c. \\·ound on 
the 1-in. length of 3-in diam. 
ebon:ite tube; This is secured by 
a single 4 B.A. countersunk 
screw and fixing nut to a small 
p~ece of ebonite, It i11. x It in. x 
i in., which carries a coil piil 
and socket fitting for plugg·ing-in 
to the single moving coil-holder. 
The· connections of the coils to 
the plugs and terminals on the 
short-wave unit are clearly shown 
in the diagram on the previous 
page; 

Wavelength Range 

\Vherr this short-v,·ave coil unit 
was tested on the actual receiver 
the tuning range was from 52 
metres to IiO metres. With the 
other unit, using the smaller 
plug-in coils supplied by several 
m~ers-for instance, a Gambrell 
" a j 2 " for the aerial coil and an 
" a " -for the secondary-the 
tuning range was 'extended to 
about 26o .metres with sufficient 
overlap. Using larger coils, the 

No. 3S, and a B or No. so will 
easily cover the 30o-6oo-metre 
band on most aerials. 

\Vith · the " semi-aperiodic " 
coupling rthe tuning will be found 
more selective on the broadcast 
band, and a No. 50 or 7S for the 
secondary coil should be used 
here, with a No. 25 or 3S for the 
aerial coil. In any . case, the 
most suitable coil values for the 
reception of any particular sta
tion are best found by experi
ment, and the reaction coil 
should be the smallest that will 
give adequate reaction and suit
able control. 

Operation 

The operation of the receiver 
should present no difficulty, and 
when first testing it out try both 
coil units, and arrange the flexi
ble connections to the reaction 
coil-holder in each case, so that 
the ~eceiver oscillates .when re
action coupling is increased. 

The H.T. voltage on the detec
tor valve should be adjusted to 

114 -

the best value in individual cases, 
and should the receiver show a 
tendency to oscillate too freely on 
the minimum of the short-wave 
range, the H. T. voltage should 
be reduced until the most suitable 
working value is found. 

Extension llandles 

When operating on the short 
waves an extension handle !>hould: 
be provided for_ the condenser in 
order to minimise hand-capacity 
effects in- tuning.. It may be 
found that _on. a. ccrtain set
ting of the tuning condenser, 
or ov-er a small band of wave
lengths, that. the receiver. cannot 
be. made to oscillate- with the re
action wil ~p~cified, though this 
gives. ample reaction,. over the 
r~ainder . of th;e tur,ting range. 
This occurs when the secondary 
c_ir<:ui;t is iun~d- to the natural 
w~velenglth of th~ a~rial ci.rcuit, 
and- if it .k,desired to. receive on 
o~ around thi~ ~vaveie~gth a coiL 

1------5'------.f 
Details of the long - wave unit, 

dimensions for the ebonite base· 
being shown. 

of, say, IS turns of No. I6 d.c;c. 
may be included in series with the 
aerial connection. This will re
move the natural wavelength of 
the aerial circuit _from that on 
which it is desired to operate, 

• a:nd reaction control will then be 
normal on a band around this 
particular wavelength. 

(A test report upon the working 
of this receiver will be given in 
our next isSue.) 
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A Useful Instrument for Comparative 
Tests. 

By STANLEY G. RATTEE, M.I.R.E., 
Staff Editor. 

Full constructional details are here 
given for the building of an 
instrument which will be of 

considerable utility to the 
experimenter. 

The instrument includes all the necessary aerial tuning arrangements 

existing between the various com
mercially-made transfoirmers witn 
re~ard to amplification. A fu,rther 
use to which the unit may be put 
is the matching--up of trans
formers for use in two or 
more high-f>requency stages in a 
~eceiver, in a manner to be 
described later. The plug-in coil 
seen in the first photo~raph con
stitutes the aerial tuning induct
ance tuned by the variable con
denser on the left. The two 
transformers under test are 
plugged into their sockets, as 
shown, the right-hand variable 
condenser being connected aoross 
the secondary winding of which
ever transformer is in circuit; the 
rapid change from one to the 
other is effected by the switch 
situated in the centre of the 
panel. In regard to the depar
ture from the more usual practice 
of tuning the primary winding, 
the reason for such departure is 

in addition to the testing circuit. 

~~e<~~xxxx~ooe<~~xxxxooo 

T has often occurred 
to the writer how 
useful would be an 
i n s t r u m e n t by 
which comparative 
tests of various 

makes of high-frequency trans
formers could be made in such a 
way that by the rapid movement 
of a switch one transformer could 
be changed for another. With this 
object in view, the design of such 
an instrument was attempted, 
and bearing in mind the absence 
of consistency in H.F. trans
former connections facilities also 
were made for the quick change
over of connections, such as lP 
or OP to H.T. positive and IS or 
OS to grid. 

The Unit 

The apparatus resulting from 
these deliberations is 'shown in 
the first photograph, and in order 
that the inst,rument may be com
plete, aerial tuning, together with 
the high-kequency valve, are 
both incorporated in the unit. 
By means of a four-pole utility 

c, 

l 4, = ..._ ______ ___,T 
The circuit used in the instrument. Note the connecfl'ons to the 

12-point switch and the Clix adaptors. 

fanner connections may be found 
quickly and without difficulty. 

Using this compact little in
strument it is rather surprising 
to find the diffe·rence of efficiency 

I IS 

that when the secondary is tuned 
some slight increase in stability 
is obtained, and to make doubly 
sure that undesirable oscillation 
will not take place, the positive 
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of the low-tension battery is 
earthed instead of the negative. 

In order that the best arrange
ment of connections may be 
found, an inspection of the photo
graph will show that the four 
sockets of each transformer 
holder are connected to Clix with 
sufficient flexible wire to permit 
any possible arrangement to be 
tried. 

The detector portion of the 
instrument following the H.F. 
valve is a crystal detector, whioh, 
in order that the comparisons of 
the high-frequency transformers 
may be made under constant con
ditions, must not be of the cat
\\1hisker variety ; actually, the 
detector used is a Radio Instru
ments permanent detector, which, 
once set, should be left at that 
adjustment until the tests are 
co-mpleted. 

The Circuit 

Though one \Vould at first 
imagine the circuit for a unit 

such as that under description, 
would be complicated, an inspec
tion of the actual arrangement 
in accordance with which the 
instrument is wired shows that, 
after all, complication is not 
involved to any greater degTee 
than is customary in any ordi
nary simple receiver. 

The Switch 

The twelve points of the four
pole utility switch are connected 
in the manner indicated, the four 
points to the left and right of the 
centre contacts being taken to the 
Clix adaptors. WJien wiring from 
tihe diagram care should be 
taken to keep the H.F. connec
tions to this switch and other 
components as near balanced as 
possible, in order that the read
ings of the H.F. tuning con
denser for the two transformers 
may not be affected by too great 
a difference in the casual capaci
ties affecting each transformer. 

Components 

Though few readers, other than 
experimenters and home con
structors, are likely to build an 
instrument of this description, 
both of whom will have learned 

· the folly of buying shoddy com
ponents, it is, nevertheless, 
deemed advisable to give a list 
of the components incorporated 
in the unit photographed, to
get•her with their origin, for the 
benefit of those readers vut of 
town and foreign readers. 

One ebonite panel, measuring 
• • .l.. 

IO m. X 9 m. X 4 m. 
One o.ooos ttF variable square 

law condenser (Jackson Bros.). 
One 0.00025 ttF variable square 

law condenser (Bowyer Lowe). 
Eight terminals. 
Twelve valve legs, or alterna

tively, three valve holders. 
One microstat (Wates Bros.). 
One four-pole Utility switch 

(Burne-Jones). 

10"-------------+------------~ 

The dimensions· given above should, if possible, be adhered to, for with this layout the widng will be 
found both simple and straightforward. 

:u2 



One permanent crystal detector 
(Radio Instruments). 

Set of Radio Press panel 
transfers. 

Eight Clix adaptors (Auto
veyors, Ltd.). 

Eight Clix plugs (Autoveyors, 
Ltd.). 

Two indicators (Decko ). 
One coil socket, or socket and 

pin for panel mounting. 
Wiring the Instrument 

. The lay~mt of the panel should, 
for reasons of balancing the trans,_ 
former connections, be carried 
out with some thought, and for 
that reason the illustrat·ion show
ii1g the drilling dimensions of the 
panel i>hould be consulted before 
the construction of the unit is 
nttempted. \Vith the layout given 
the mounting of the components 
is both easy and stmightforward, 
~iving easy access for wiring w:ith 
even a fairly large soldering-iron. 
[fhe wiring in the case of the 

original unit is oarried in the main 
by means of square tinned wrrre, 
but for the connections to the 
switch Glazite wire is used to per
mit the shortest connections to be 
made without the fear of possible 
short circuits resulting during use. 
From the sockets \vmich hold the 
high-frequency transformers con
nections are taken to Clix plugs 
by means of rubber-covered flex
ible wire brought out through 
holes drilled in the panel, as seen 
in the first photograph. 

How to Use the Unit 
To make use of the unit for 

comparative tests between, say, 
two makes of transform·ers cover
ing the broadcasting wa.velength 
band, a suitable coil is chosen for 
aerial tuning, and the two trans
formers ar.e plugged into the 
-snckets p,rovided. With the 
!Switch thrown to the right, the 
ldt-hand transformer is in circuit, 
and after the crystaJ, valve, and 
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aerial and ·:r~ condensers 
have been attended to, with 
signals resulting, the best 
arrang.ement of connections for 
the transfo.rmer should be found 
by means of the Cl,ix. With the 
loudest signals obtained in this 
way the reading on the trans
former condenser scale should be 
noted and the switch thrown to 
the left.. In this way the right
hand transformer is brought into 
circuit ins:tead of the one pre
viously us·ed, and though the 
aerial tunring condenser need not 
be touched, some slight adjust
ment of the transformer condenser 
may be called for before the 
loudest signals are obtained, upon 
which the changing of the connec
tions by means of the Gl,ix on the 
right-hand s.ide of the panel should 
lb,, also tried. When these in
structions have been carried out 
the ibes1t connections for both trans
formers will have been found and 

+ 

A practical wiring diagram, in which the value• are included in addition to the marking• for the 
Clix connectora. 

nz 
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the reading upon the transform;er 
condenser scale should be noted. 

Changing Transformers 
Knowing the best positions 

upon the condenser for both 
transformers it is therefore a 
simple matter to change from 
first one transformer to the other 
by throwing over the switch, at 

high..frequency transformer coup
Ling <tuned by a dual condenser, 
and in S'Uch cases a-s these it be
comes :mperative that the two 
transformers are matched or else 
nothing like the maximum effici
er;cy is obtained. 

To employ the unit successfulLy 
in the teSiting of matched trans
formers the operation is much the 

In wiring up the unit this back-of-panel photograph should be consulted 
in conjuru:tion with the wiring diagram. 

the same time setting the con- same as when making compara
denser to the required position, tive tests, with the exception that 
thereby obtaining a speedy corn- v/hen the condenser readings have 
parison of results obtained with been taken for both transformers 
the two particular transformers 2nd duly noted the positions of 
under test. the transform~rs are ·. reversed, 

Testing that is, tJ;ey •are made to bhange 
When making these compari- positions~ If the transformers 

sons it will be found more satis- are matched t<he readings of the 
factory to make them upon sta- condenser will be the same, that 
tions who>Se signals are relatively <is, the left-'hand transformer will 
weak, and since no deliberate re- tune the same as before, and 
action is incorporated in the unit similarly the right-ihand one will 
the finding of weak signals· do the same. 
should not be difficult! It must Method Employed 
also be remembered that the ad
justments of the valve and crystal 
should not be interfered with be
tween the testing of one trans
former and the other, otherwise 
the comparison will not only be 
unfair but will probably give a 
false understanding -of thtngs ; 
the same remarks also apply to 
aerial tuning. 
Test for Matched Transformers 

Quite a number of receivers 
nowadays include two s·tages of 

If for any reason it is d~sired to 
match three or more transformers 
then. the changing of eithe"r one in 
the unit for the third should not 
make any difference in ·the read
ings of the condenser. In this 
way qwite a number of trans
formers can be tes<ted for match
ing purposes with the minimum 
possible trouble and the assurance 
that the matching is accurate as 
determined iby the condenser 
reading. 

Wavelength Range 
Another use to which the unit 

may be put is that of arriving at 
the wavelength ranges covered by 
various transformers, '''hether 
purohas.ed or home-made, and 
from an experimental point of 
view some very interesting da<ta 
can be collected \Vithin a short 
time. 

Weak Signals 
· vVhenever making any of the 

tests suggested it is recom
mended that such tests should 
ahvays be made upon weak sig
nals, otherwise the tuning upon 
the high-frequency tuning con
denser will not be sufficiently 
sharp to give a true reading. 

Probably the easiest way in 
which to obtain the desired signal 
strength is 1·o tune to the local 
station for the best results, and 
then before making comparative 
tests detune with the aerial 
tuning condenser. 

In this way really sharp tuning 
can be obtained upon the high
frequency tuning condenser, in 
spite of the fact that a crystal 
detector is employed, and when 
the signal strength is reduced 
sufficientlv in the manner indi
cated in the last paragraph the 
tuning of the high frequency 
transformer becomes as critical 
as may be desired. .......................................... . . . . 
: : : A NEW BOOK" : 
: : .......................................... 

A most interesting little book just 
'Pu/blishe<;l as 'fill addition to the 
Radio Press Series is " Wireless 
Faults and .How to Find Them " 
(R.P. Series No, 24, rs. 6d., or ~ost 
free rs. 8d.)', by R: W. Hallows, 
M.A., staff editor. 

The book is a most comprehen
sive guide to the art of fault finding, 
and it is difficul.t to see how :the 
most stubborn of concealed fahlts 
could evade for long anyone y;ho 
has read it and who puts jnto prac
tice the extremely simple but 
searching tests which the· author 
describes. 

Separate chapters deal most 
thoroughly with the testing o( all 
the more important c;;lasses of com
ponents, and with crystal sets, 
single valve, multi-Y~lve and reflex 
receivers, in such a way that it 
,becomes a perfectly simple matter 
gra.dually to narrow clo\Yn the loca
tion of a fault until it is finally 
discovered in a particular com
ponent or sect<ion of wiring. 

Altogether, a book which should 
prove indispensable to noYice and 
experienced constructor alike. 
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! Low Loss Inductances :, 
: (Concluded from -pawe 109) : . . : ......................................... ~··········= 
sistance of tuning-inductances of 
more compact form, e.g., duo
lateral coils wound with No. 18 

when crowded close to another 
turn of the same coil in a multi
layer, or compactly-wound in
ductance in general. This is due 
to the '' skin effect,'' whereby 
oscillating currents of high fre
quency in any case only pene-

Fig. 2.-A circuit for the comparison of H.F. losses in tuning 
inductances. Note the variable condenser C. 

d.c.c., or even with three No. 22 

d.c.c. \dres in parallel, in an 
endeavour to produce a short
\Yave inductance of minimum re
sistance, have for some time 
caused the writer (among-st 
others) to suspect that the 
problem \Yas not so simple as it 
seemed at first sight; the fact 
that very thick wire, such as No. 
1 2 bare copper, did not g-iYe any 
improvement over No. I 8, rather 
the reverse, ,,·hen used for a 
crystal-tuning - inductance, also 
suggested the presence of other 
factors. The observations and 
calculations given in the articles 
mentioned above have made clear 
what this principal disturbing 
factor is : the ·enormous increase 
in the H. F. resistance of a wire 

trate a very small fraction of a 
mi!limeter into the surface of the 
\nre; when close to another 
conductor also carrying an 
oscillating current the distribu
tion of the currerit is still further 1 

distorted, so that in a multi-layer 
inductance an incrediblv small 
portion of the metal of the wire 
is really effective in carrying the 
current. The resistance accord
ingly increases beyond all 
mcasurc. It is already six times 
or more greater than the D. C. re
sistance in a \Yire of medium 
gauge isolated in space, for the 
broadcast frequencies. l\Ieasure
ments given here on commercial 
types of multi-layer plug-in in
ductances show that the actual 
mcrease 1s many times this. 

Our photograph shows the generators at the Rome station. Further 
pictures of this station appear elsewhere. 

ug 
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Multi-Layer Coils 

Hence it becomes intelligible 
that a'No. 20 and a No. 28 wire 
wound iri a certain type of multi
layer coil £or short wavelengths 
show but little difference in effec
tive resistance, the No. 20 

actually being more " crowded," 
relatively, on the same former 
than the No. 28, when mechani
cally-controHed. air-spacing is 
used. Also that with d.c.c. wire 
spaced automatically merely by 
the thickness of the insulation 
and by the difficulty of winding 
the thicker wire really neatly and 
in close turns, the thick wire wil! 
actually score, within limits; this 
is shown by measurements given 
here, for single-layer or flat 
basket-coils. In fact, the obvious 
deduction, which clears up the 
whole problem of the relative 
efficiency of thick- versus thin
wire inductances, is that it is a 
matter of spacing and effective 

Fig. 3.-Details of the low-losa 
coil former. 

utilisation of the larger surface
area of the thick \vire-which 
cannot be easily achieved in the 
usual compact multi-layer coil. 

Distributed Capacity 

Ignoring the largely irrelevant 
point of small distributed capaci
ties, the question then becomes 
chiefly one of making the mos~ 
of a narrow thread of external 
surface on the wire used, and of 
cutting down dielectric losses in 
the finished coil to a minimum. 

Aspect-Ratio 

The papers quoted indicate 
·that an " aspect-ratio " (dia
meter /length) for a single-layer 
coil· is not necessarily 2.46 for 
optimum resistance : inductance
value ratio (as with D.C. or with 
the lower frequencies) on these 
short broadcast waves ; but that 
a ratio nearer unity is required. 
As evidently only fhe single-layer 
inductance can be considered for 
an ultra-l01w-loss coil, and a 
winding space of some inches is 
required for a secondary-tuning-
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inductance to be used with a 
small tuning capacity, say, .ooor 
or .0002 ,uF, the largest con
venient size for practical use was 
taken as a stacting-point, i.e., 
6 in. diameter; and low-loss 
formers of the modern type were 
constructed of these dimensions : 
6 in. diameter, with 4 in. 
maximum winding length, of six 
strips of 3/I6 in. ebonite, about 
l in. wide, mounted in slots (by 
the aid of Chatterton's cement) 
in ply-wood star-shaped former
ends, as indicated in Fig. 3· 
Then the practical problem to be 
elucidated was the determination 
of the gauge, insulation, and dis
tribution of wire on this standard 
low-loss former, which gave the 
lowest effective H. F. resistance 
under practical working condi
tions : for a crystal-tuning induc
tance, and for a secondary valve
tuning inductance, on a broad
cast frequency of approximately 
82o kilocycles (i.e., 2LO's wave
length of 365 m.). 

Crystal Reception 

In crystal reception, theoretical 
deductions had long ago indi
Cated that tt:he determining factor 
was rather the severe damping 
by the crystal than any reason
able H.F. resistance of the 
tuning-inductance. Hence the old 
school of long-wave radio-tele
graphy engineers ,was inclined to 
scoff at efficiency in crystal-tuning 
inductances, even when actual 
measurements were educed to 
support the thick-wire coils ; and 
as a result tuning-inductances of 
high H.F. resistance and di
electric losses, giving from 40 to 
6o per cent. only of the available 
signal-strength in broadcast re
ception, have become common. 

A Circuit 

vVith the circuit indicated in 
Fig. r (the standard type of 
practical comparison circuit for 
testing tuning inductances, 
crystals, .etc.), the relative 
efficiency of such poor induc
tances in comparison with a 
standard low-loss variometer 
can be measured on a low-resist
ance P.M.G. aerial within a score 
or so of miles from a broadcast 
centre;: earth, lead-in, and all 
connections being- made of as 
high efficiency "and low resistance 
as possible. A g-ood tuner 
should give thus, with sensitive 
galena and unscreened P.M.G. 
aerial, some 20 microamperes at 

a dozen miles, and up to four (or 
more) at 30 miles, from a I! kw. 
station and under average good 
conditions. 

The standard variometer in all 
these tests was a fairly low-loss 
one of No. I8 d.c.c. wound in 
slots in skeleton versions of the 
Harris X-former, a 4 in. square 
stator having a 3 in. square 
rotor pivoted within it. This 
tunes on a P.M.G. aerial over the 
usual broadcast belt, but suffers 
from the inevitable defect of 
variometers in possessing too 
much wire for its inductance 
value on the lower range, thus 
offering greater resistance than 
a simple coil. 

Comparison of Coils 

Comparing this standard with 
low-loss coils ,wound with 
different gauges of. wire, turns 
close side by side, No. 32 d.c.c. 
gave slightly less· than the 
standard- (on 2LO's wave at 
about 13 miles) ; No, 26 gave the 
same as the standard; Nos. 24, 
22, · 20, · 18 and 14 d.c.c. gave a 
slight improvement (of the order 
of 5 per cent., and therefore quite 
indistinguishable aurally); Litz 
gave the same signal-strength ; 
whilst No. r8 or No. IS enamel
insulated wire gave an improve
ment of the same small order. 
The best observed result was 
with No. IS enamel-insulated 
wire, bowed alternately inwards 
and outwards between the 
supporting strips to simulate a 
cylindrical basket, but the figures 
were only 28 and 27 micio
amperes respectively. It Is 

evident, then, that once the gross 
losses due to crowding the wire 
in a multi-layer coil, and to heavy 
dielectric absorption, have been 
eliminated, the heavy damping of 
the crystal swamps any differ
ences in H.F. resistances in these 
low-loss types of inductances, 
down to about No. 24 gauge 
d.c.c. wire. The smaller number 
of turns needed with the closer
wound finer gauges of wire to 
reach the requisite inductance 
assists considerably to fa':_our the 
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Fig. 4. -A curue plotted from 
measurements made with the 
Fig. 2 circuit. 

latter; thus the No. 26 coil had 
but 22 turns as against 29 for 
the No. I4 gauge. (The turns 
were adjusted by trial until the 
coil tuned exactly to the required 
wavelength. Fine adjustment 
was made by opening or closing 
up the end turn or t\Yo.) The 
single-wire aerial used had a 
capacity of nearly exactly .0002 
,uF. 

Valve Circuits 
Turning now to valve-tuning 

inductances, \vhere the heavy 
damping resistance-effect is 
absent, the relative H.F. resist-

This photograph shows the switchboard and charging plant at 
the Rome station. 
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ances could be readily compared 
by the method indicated in Fig. 2, 

devised some time ago by the 
writer, and regularly practised in 
routine tests on tuning-induct
ances, condensers, etc. This 
depends on the determination of 
the setting of a reaction-controll
ing. condenser, which will just 
permit self-oscillation of a 
standard hard R valve, of M 
about 10, with so volts H. T. and 
a steady plate-current of I milE
ampere when not oscillating, re
action being produced by electro" 
static coupling via the valve 
capacities, a low-resistance plate
variometer being used, tuning 
sharply on a fixed small con
denser (.ooor ,uF) across it. The 
expedient of a radio>-choke in the 
plate circuit bridged by a small 
variable condenser, described 
some time ago by the writer for 
ordinary reaction control in re
ception, gives a quantitative con
trolled variation of this reaction
effect, by adjusting the H.F. 
potential-drop across certain 
parts of the anode circuit. 

Measurements 

By introducing a known vari
able non-inductive resistance at 
the point X in the grid-circuit, 
in conjunction with a low-loss 
tuning- inductance, noting the 
reaction-condenser settings for 
different value of this which just 
produce oscillation; and then 
measuring the value of X in the 
usual way on the Wheatstone 
bridge with D. C., the order of 
the resistance-increase corre
sponding to different settings of 
C can be found. The H.F. re
sistance of the ordinarv carbon
compression filament-~esistance 
(which was used for X) is not 
necessarily identical with the 
D.C. value, on account ~.f the 
skin-effect (even though this may 
be looked upon as a number of 
roughly parallel small conducting 
threads, with resistances at every 
contact between the graphite 
particles, which make up the 
conducting chains in the resist
ance-medium) ; but the relative 
value and order only are required 
here. The graph indicates how 
closely linear the relationship 
between reaction - condenser
setting and added resistance in 
the grid-circuit is in practice; 
about -! ohm per degree of con
denser being the " apparent " 
resistance value. This approxi-

mate method can be strongly re
commended to amateur experi
menters, who do not possess 
much laboratory equipment : a 
carbon filament resistance, a 
variometer, a No. 2'50 or 300 coil, 
a fixed .oooi ,uF condenser, and 
a 5-plate variable condenser with 
proportionate scale, and an 
ordinary valve-panel, are all that 
are needed for comparative 
observations of a roughly quanti
tative character. The plate 
variometer is critically tuned, 
with a constant tunit;Jg capacity 
in the grid-circuit, and the con
denser C is then decreased in 
value (following up slightly with 
the variometer to retain critical 
tuning here) until the circuit will 
just not oscillate or 11ice versa. 
The difference in reading with 

At the conclusion of the Amateur 
Radio Congress the Secretary, 
Mr. Warner, was presented by the 
French Delegates with a ham roll 
decorated with the colours of all· 
nations represented at the Con
gress. Each day of the Congress 
Mr. Warner never took lunch, but 
carried on his work only partaking 
of a few sandwiches. 

two inductances of the same 
value but of different construc
tion then gives a measure of the 
difference in their H. F. resis
tance. 

Various Coils 

In this way a number of 
different tuning inductances were 
measured, all on 365 metres, ~nd 
in most cases 'vith the standard 
tuning-capacity of .ooo2 ,uF (with 
a low-lo-ss tuning condenser). A 
few coils already at hand were 
mea5ured at the same frequency 
with the particular tuning 
capacities required to reach this; 
these are not strictly comparable, 
as with smaller tuning capacity 
the losses are less and self
oscillation takes place the more 
readily. The table of results 
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shows in an unmistakable 
manner the lowered H.F. resist· 
ance of the thick-wire coils, when 
properly spaced especially. Litz 
wire comes out the poorest, on a 
low-loss former ; No. I 5 enamel
covered wire closely wound is in
ferior to No. IS d.c.c. spaced by 
its cotton insulation, and is only 
equal to No. 20 d.c.c. if bowed 
inwards and out\vards between 
supports basket-coil fashion. No. 
rS d.c.c. appeared to be better 
than the enamel-covered wire ; 
but on separating the enamel
covered wire so that it wound 
only I 3 ·or I 4 to the inch, the 
minimum resistance of all was 
observed : so that this represents 
a practical optimum. 

Basket Coils 

Even though favoured by low 
tuning--capacity, a baske~-coil of 
No. 20 on a skeleton former 
''"hich gives most excellent re
sults in actual reception showed 
marked inferiority to these low
loss forms.. (Col. II.) Yet in 
comparison \tith an exactly 
similar basket-coil wound \vith 
No. 22 d.c.c. wire, or with a 
conventional type of solenoid 
wound with No. 20 cl.c.c. on a 
three-inch wax-impregnated card
board furmer, its superiority was 
manifest. The greater spacing 
given by the clumsy thick d.c.c. 
''"ire comes into obvious play 
here. One of the most favour
able types of commercial multi
layet- plug-in coils, carefully 
spaced and of an unusually 
generous gauge of wire, gave for 
the No. 50 size a H.F. resist
ance far above the worst of these 
(Col. I) ; another familiar multi
layer type of crowded thin wire 
was of too high a resistance to 
measure at all in this manner, the 
'' apparent '' resistance value 
corresponding to well over 20 

ohms. This is in exact accord
ance with the properties of such 
plug-in inductances when used in 
practical short-wave reception : 
the flat tuning, and large re
action-coupling required for 
attaining sensitive reception. 

Table 
In connection with the table it 

must be noted that the valve 
operating conditions varied 
slightly from test to test; results 
in any one column are compar
able, but not from one column to 
another. The relative values 
only were required, in any case. 
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The practical conclusion from 
these experiments is that :--

(a) For crystal reception a IDw
loss former _of the type indicated, 
with a sing-le-layer winding·, has 
already cut down losses so far 
that little practical g-ain is 
obtained above No. 24 g·aug-e 
d.c.c. wire, with ordinary parallel 
tuning. . 

(b) For valve-reception, with 
small tuning- capacities, the mini
mum resistance is obtained with 
No. r8 enamel-covered wire 
spaced about r 3-r 4 to the inch. 

All for the broadcast range of 
around 300 ·to 400 metres, and 
probably up to soo m. or so ·and 
on a 6 in. diameter low-loss 
former. These results probably 
will require revision for the 
higher frequencies, where stouter 
wire and more generous air-

Results 

The actual results achieved in 
reception on a 0-V-r or O-V-2 
trari·sformer-coupled receiver with 
a tuning-inductance following 
this design, with Reinartz re
action, and aperiodic aerial 
CQu,pling, are so remarkable that 
the writer hesitates to publish 

·them. An outside aerial becomes, 
e~f(., a positive embarrassment, at 
short rang-es, and g·ood distances 
can be co~ered with comfort and 
enjoyment on an earth-lead, or no 
aerial or earth at all. It is quite 
a new world of reception that 
offers. itself to the experimenter : 
I can only. heartily recommend 
this virgio field . to the enthusi
astic listener who is willing to 
take a little trouble 1n fine 

spacing appear to be indicated. tuning. 
HIGH-FREQUENCY RESISTANCES. 

Reaction-Condenser Settings for bare Oscillation : " = 365 m. 
Tuning Capacity · oooz !LF 

I. II. Ill. IV. _V. VI. 
Standard Variometer. No. r8 d.c.c. ------------------

Low-Loss Inductances. 
6 in. former. Litz .. .. 

No. 24 d.c.c. . . .. .. 
No. 22 d.c.c. .. .. .. 
No. 20 d.c.c. . . .. .. 
No. r8 d.c.c. . . .. .. 
No. r8, enamel close-wound .. 

Do. do. open .. 
No. rs. enamel .. .. 
No. rs. bowed .. .. .. 

Other Types. 
Basket-coil, No. 20 d.c.c. .. 
Large basket-coil on skeleton 

former, with .oooo7 /LF. No. 20 
d.c.c. .. . . .. .. 

Do. do. No. 22, d.c.c: 
Single-layer coil on 3 in. waxed 

cardboard former, with .0001 
/LF. No. 20 d.c.c. .. .. 

Good type of commercial plug-
in coil, No. so. (?) No. 22 d.c.c. .......................................... 

0 ' 0 
0 0 

: Envelope No. 5 : : . ' : ........................................... 
St&,-In Envelope No. 5 you ask 

anyone making the " Omni R~
ceiver " to send in a report on 
same. I give mine with pleasure: 
lit was just the set I was looking 
for. I have had it in operation a 
month up to date, and during that 
time I have tried the following four 
circuits : One-valve Reflex, STroo, 
H.F., D., L.F. arid detector and 
two L.F. 'Each one was wired up 
in less than ro minutes, and the 
results obtained equalled in volume 
and range a set that had been made 
for the circuit. From start to 
finish, including making of the 
cabinet, it took a week, my spare 

S6 S6 - - - -
---------------

52 - - - - -
so - - - - -
- 35 - - - -
- JO ss - - -
37 - 53 72 72 -
- - - 90 - -
- - - 70 - -
40 - - - - -
- 30 ss - So -

---------------

75 - - - - -

- : 70 - - - 34 
- - - - - 62 

- - - - - so 

g8 - - - - -

. time -being about ·three hours a 
night. . But it was a week well 

·spent. All my friends are greatly 
'interested, and lose no time in 
. he<lrin.g a .new circuit. Six months 
, ago I \vas qLi•ite ··content to mafi:e 
crystal sets. Then I stal'ted read

.ing Wireless Weekly, Modern Wire
. less, and when The Wireless Con
structor made its appearance I 

·became a regular reader of- that 
also. I ha,·e made several Yah·e 
sets since, all with the help 
of vour books. There is no 
doubt· about the Radio Press lead-

. ing. · I think that any experimenter 
who is. a regular reader of your 
papers is missing his way in not 
mal<iing the " Omni." The only 
critical point to watch is the coils, 
and once you get the right com-
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........................................... 
• 0 . : 
: OBITUARY : 
0 
0 0 .......................................... 
M R. GODFREY ISAACS, 

brother of Lord Read
ing, .whose death was 

announced in our last issue, 
resig·ned last. N 6vember the 
oflice . of manag·ing· director 
of the Marconi Company, 
which he had held since rgro. 
His illness was short. and his 
death, at the age of s8, was un
doubtedly hastened by overwork. 
In addition to outstanding 
financial ability, he possessed an 
astonishing energy and industry, 
which he devoted '':ith un-

Mr. Godfrey C. lsaacs. 

remitting enthusiasm to the 
affairs of the company. The 
period of his service has been one 
of great Elevelopment in wireless, 
and it is hardly too much to say 
that the company mYes as great a 
debt to Mr. Isaacs on the busi
ness side as it does to Mr. 
Marconi on the scientific side. It 
mav be that 1\Ir. Is::tacs's methods 
were not ahyays exempt from 
criticism, and both during the 
famous • 1\Iarconi "·scandals " 
and in various litig·ation he had 
to face sever·e, if not ah\·ays 

, well-informed, comment. But he 
will be long remembered as a 
man. of remarkable gifts· and 
boundless enthusiasm for the 
new science with which he had 

. linked his commercial fortunes. 

bination for the circuit being used 
· it \\'ill practicallv knock \·our head 
· off with the YolLime if yoLi keep the 
·phones on. I have also just com-

pleted the " \Va vemeter," by Mr. 
Harri5t, in the Februan· number of 
Modern Wireless, and that, to
gether w,ith the Omni, should take 
some beating.-Yours faithfully, 

Stockport. W. WHITE. 



" THE FOREIGN RADIO 
TIMES.'' 

SIR,-Your new p\lblication, The 
Foreign RcUlio Times, as a supple· 
inent to Wireless Weekly supplies ~ 
long-felt want to all who are 
interested in this subject. While 
it is a good step in the right direc
tion, it would be still more interest
ing if other stat,ions could be in
cluded, . such as· Rome, Stockholm, 
Madrid, etc. 

You are· to be congratulated on 
your enterprise. YOJ,l were tlui 
pioneer in publishing, firstly, foreign 
time· tables, and now the ·detailed 
programmes, which· give a greatly 
added interest in wireless genenllly, 
and especial!y in long-distance 
recept-ion .. 

Tile · programmes published 
enable . me ·to identify stations 
received, but hitherto unidentified, 
and .to tune' in ·to many others. 
As a regular reader of Wireless 
Weekl}', I think the new feature 
has added greater interest to an 
already popular publication.-Yours 
faithfully, 

J. R. c. 
Bristol. 

~IR,....:.:Aithough I have taken in 
yqy.r three journals since their corn· 
mencement, I have rarely found a 

··-·= 
A four-valve famUy receiver as 

made by Mr. Wiggins. 
more useful feature than the. Foreign 
Radio Times. This statement, I 

Wireless Weekly 

assure you, is in no way derogatory 
to the usual excellent standard of 
your papers, \Vhich I find more and 
more interesting and instruetive. 

With regard to recent corre
spondence upon the subject, I 
should be sorry to see the Foreign 
Radio Times made a feature distinct 
from Wireless Weekly, and think 
the inclusion of the American 
stations less useful than detailed 
programmes of Madrid, Brussels 
and Munster, which latter comes in 
best of the German stations.
Yours faithfully, 

R. F. K. GoLDS~liTll 
Dorset. 

APPRECIATION 
Sm,-Oncc again I ha,·e to thank 

the Radio Press for their designs 
and helpful periodicals. A few 
notes on mv second effort at con
struction may be of interest. A 
three-valve set, using the Reinartz 
design of Mr. Stanley G. Rattee 
( TViTeless Weekly, March. 25) for 
the first stage, transformer-coupled 
for the second and resistance· 
capacity coupled for the last, the 
whole arranged behind the panel 

Some well-known faces, A group of British delegates to the International Amateur Radio Conference, 
a report upon which appears earlier in this issue. 
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with telephone jacks for one, two 
or three valves, as in Mr. Rattee's 
three-valve set in Wireless Weekly 
of March 4· The coil-holder, to
gether with <t plug and a socket for 
the aerial ·and earth leads, is 
mounted on an ebonite strir on one 
side of the cabinet. A small 
ebonite block on the other side has 
a flush mounted vake-holder. Rub
ber covered flex connections run 
from the coils, aerial and earth to 
five terminals on the back of the 

Foreign Radio Times, I hope now to 
enjoy many of the foreign pro
grammes. 

Again wishing you continued suc
cess.-Yours faithfully, 

G. l\1. PART. 

Tunbridge Wells. 

ENVELOPE NO. 2. 

Sm,-I have enclosed photogr11phs 
of a four-valve family receiver 
from your No. 2 Envelop~. I have 

Mr. Waiter Sherratt, who has established wireless communication with 
Reikjavik, Iceland, is, we believe, the first amateur to af!complish this feat, 

panel. ·Likewise flex connections 
run from the valve-holder to ter; 
minals on the baseboard. 

My various batteries being kept 
together, the leads are braided to
gether and/ fitted to an old · H.F. 
transformer former, which plugs 
into the valve-holder. By 'this 
means the unskilled members of the 
household (including myself) cannot 

· verv well connect up the batteries 
wrongly. The flex connections to 
terminals behind the panel enable 
one to remove " all >the works " if 
nece~sary without much trouble 
and at the same time secure a 
" clean " front panel with only the 
condensers, rheostats and jack 
sockets on it. 

As regards - performance, I am 
very pleased With it, now that I 
have mastered the coupling of the 
coils; the Reinartz reaction is de
lightful. Situated some 35 miles 
south of London, 470 ft. high, 

i 2LO comes in almost unpleasantly 
loud on . the outdoor aerial (75 ft. 
long, single wire, 20 ft. lead-in and 
about 30 ft. high) on one valve. 
Very pleasant phone strength is 
obtained (also on one valve) with 
25 ft. of No. 26 d.c.c. wire hung 
~ound the ceilring. Bournemouth, 
Manchester, Newcastle, Madrid and 
Petit Parisien all come in well, par
ticularly the last. Thanks to your 

only made the necessary alteratiol}s 
to have valves and tuning .coils in
side. as I wanted these rarts out of 
the way oi being damaged. I am 
highly delighted with the receiver, 
and consider it all that can be 
desired. I .am now making t.he 
three-valve All-Concert de Luxe, 
Nq, 4 Envelope, and must congratu
late· Radio Press on such perfect 
designs.-Yours faithfully, 

EowrN 0. WrGGINs. 
Smethwick, Staffs. 

SIGNAL STRENGTH 
STANDARDS 

SrR.-J have observed lately 
several letters on the subject of 

.loud-speaker strength, and venture 
to suggest that the question_ of 
phone strength requires equal. ven· 
tilation and revision. While aprre
ciating that individual tastes dif{er 
and also that freedom from distor
tion and interference and the
" background of pure silence " have 
a not inconsiderable bearing, I feel 
that something ,better than the 
present vague generalisation is pos
sible. It may make my -[deas 
clearer if I take the case of a single
valve receiver in constant use here 
some 35 miles south of London. 
Now, at various times I have r~
ceived most of the B.B.O. station's, 
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including some of the relays, four, 
iFrench, three German, Madrid, 
Brussels and Hilversum, so that the 
set may be regarded as reasonably 
efficient, but I am not going to pre
tend that I would take an armchair 
and sit down for the evening with 
any of those stations other than 
sXX and occasionally 2LO, except 
under except,ional conditions. I am 
going to suggest a numerical scale 
on the fol!_clwing lines. (This may 
be a hardy annual, but I am com
paratively fresh to radio.) 

Strength o.-Very weak; music 
just audible. 

Strength 1.-\Veak; music and 
speech audible, but latter not dis
tinguishable. 

Strength 2.-Moderate; speech 
distinguishable, but not loud enough 
for continuous enjoyment. 

Strength 3.-Comfortable strength . 
. Strength 4.-Loud-" the gramo

phone in the small room " effert. 
Strength s.-Too loud \Vithout 

detuning. 
Applying this to my own set 

results as Jollows under normal 
conditions of reception :-

sXX ... 4 
2LO ... 3 
Radio-Paris 2-3 
Madrid, Petit Parisien, 

Hilversum, Bourne-
mouth, Newcastle 2 

The rest o-r 
{The position of Bournemouth 

above is peculia,-, due possibly to 
local conditions, but it always 

•comes in badly, and usually distorted 
in addition.) -

I certainly feel that some such 
scale as the above would gi,·e il 
better idea of performance than the 
phrases '·'The local station was 
received at excellent strength," 
while " XYZ a~d ABC \vere quite 
audible in the- phones." Would the 

A back of panel view of Mr. 
Wiggins' receiver. 

tester have liked a whole e\·ening, or 
even half an hour, of XYZ? 

The average listener wants afl 
evening's entertainment, not a DX 
.hunt in the " Forest of Morse," 
though the latter is· occasionally 
entertaining as a diversion, and I 
feel that some such scale as that 
indicated would give a better idea. of 
the capabilities of a set than the 
usual remarks in test reports about 
the " local station being received at 
fair strength " or merely that 
" several of the B.B.C. stations 
werj:\ received without difficultY:" 
The conservatism of Radio Press test reports is excellent, but cannot 



we get a more quantitative basis for 
estimating performance?-Yours 
faithfully, 

G. 1\I. PART. 

Tunbridge Wells. 

APPRECIATION 
Sm,-Having been a regular 

reader of The Wireless Constructor, 
and having made up two sets 
described- therein I thought I should 
like to express ~y appredation of 
l\fr. Percv W. Harris's receivers. I 
built up ~first his " Singl-e Valve," 
as described in the December num
ber. I did this while waiting for 
some parts for a larger set, and 
found it wry efficient, and since 
then I have built his '' Three 
Valve " as given in the April Con
structor, and I am exceedingly 
pleased with the results. I can pick 
up all the B.B.C. stations on the 
loud-speaker without touching 
'phones for tuning in, and many 
foreign stations as well. Hilversum 
came in beautifully on Sunday, 
March 29, on the loud-speaker, and 
Cardiff also was very good in the 
evening. The set is extremely 
simple to operate, and English 
stations come in so easily that it is 
no trouble to pick out the one you 
want. 

Thanking you.-Yours faithfully, 
P. J. jACKSON. 

Lowestoft. 

A CANADIAN READER'S VIEWS 
ON EUROPEAN CHAOS (?) 

Sm,-I am pleased to find 
Wireless Weeklv, Modem Wireless 
and The Wirefess Constructor on 
sale in bookstores in this city, and 
I bought a copy of Wireless H' cekly 
recently and was a good deal in
terested in the article, " The Inter
national Aspect · of Broadcasting." 
It seems to me that in order to save 
broadcasting_ in Europe from chaos 
it .is absolutely necessary to call an 
International Conference to settle 
the matter of \Va\·elengths and of 
international brt>adcasting difficul
ties, and I haye understood from 
the American Press that such a con
ference is . to meet next autumn 
sometime. Such a conference ought 
to find no more difficulty in settling 
the question of wavelength interfer
ence in Europe than we have on this 
side in the U.S. and Canada with 
our 200 and more broadcasting 
stations. It •is just a case of har
monious agreement for the benefit 
of all. 

H. ROBERTS. 
Kingston, Ont. 

6HC. 

SIR,-1 \Vould be very much 
obliged if you could .give publicity 
to ·the following short paragraph :~ 

Wireless Weekl7 

The name and address of 6HC is 
as follows : H. Cooper, " Morning 
Dawn," Burnt Ash Lane, Bromley, 
Kent. 

Apparently my address is un
known to many amateurs, and I 
understand that several have reports 
for me, but do no·t know where to 
send them.-Yours faithfully, 

H. CooPER. 
Bromley. 

AERIAL CURRENT VARIATIONS 
· Sm.,-\Vith reference to one or 

hvo of your articles, " Random 
Technicalities," and particularly 
to your remarks regarding aerial 
peculiarities and apparent increases 
in transmitter aerial cu"rrent when a 
second aerial in the ne1g!ibourhood 
is in sympathetic tune, I may add 
that Mr. W. Bakewell and myself 
eo-jointly run a wireless station in 
a common room, as we both have 
all •the necessary permits. We have 
several aerials, earths and other 
ornamentations. 

On Sunday mornings when work
ing on the 400 metre band on tele
phony we not only found all you 
state (to be our experience), but also 
that when a 95 ft. single L receiv
ing aerial is · ~n use for reception 
that if this aerial is switched 
through to the set whilst we hail 

Some change their value 
many times in a few hours 

MAXIMUM MINIMUM 

lloulull .......... 11 lh' 
JrimarJ ua maol -Ual 
leolare o! a ..na••• P4 
Jeat. Troly, eome types 
chanre their value many 
tllf,ea fn a few hoU1'8. The 

Efflclencu Capacltu 
Dam111na Effects 

Strength Resistance 
Pricu bfl01.11 WATERPROOF 

. 

CoU 
Wa-ve Length ualng '001 Variable Con· 

denser In Parallel PRICE. 
MAXIMUM IIUNIMUM 

18 - - 11-
26 805 190 1/4 
80 ~ 240 t/4 
85 615 860 1/8 

:8 680 870 1/8 
835 486 1/- . 

75 1260 600 11:. 100 1820. 815 
160 21100 l~g 478 
200 8100 .,. 
;sg 8750 2200 .,. 

4600 2300 1/-
400 495() 2600 .,. 

Sold by all Wireless Dealen 

So/8 ManujacturBf's t 

The Hawk C·OII CO., ST. MARY'S JIOAD, 
SORBITOl, . SURREY. 
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:.:.:ant ~·c::ta le&: 
falrly critical a.nd the com.· 
Jl(lllltlon of the material pro· 
vtd!Dg the realst&oce ahould 
not be subjeet to cha.nge by 
any ya.ry!ng eondftlons of 
the atmosphere or by the 

=:=-tot, ~~!:fueef 
In buy!Dg any variable 

grid le&k you build endless 
trouble Into your ee!AI. But 

Van..V.,r."~ le:a~~ 
Incorporate Detector Valve 
Control ol the hlgheot efflcl· 
ency. Ita ree1sta.nce value 
11 coll8tant. 

All goods of our manufacturs bear 
this mark, It is your only guarantee. 

D I'Oa an lroa1>1ocl wllh 1100r -~~ 11111 
)l&rlloalu allolllion to lhe woNln!r o! IIIo 
Jleltelor '{aln. 11e4aoe IIIo IU. tvllap 
COIIIIIIolll wllh 1004 Yolame 111111 baoor
poale a WA'I'IQL VariUie Clrl4 Loot. 

Bend P.C. for DescrlpUYe Folder, 

The WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD. 
33la, Goswell Road, LONDON, E.C.l 

TeujJhoiU CLERK 
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someone on the transmitter, and 
that on its own aerial (a 45-ft. -twin), 
the transmitter does nut reach at all, 
although, as you say, the current 
in the aeria1 increases. We took this 
matter up with a local amateur; he 
is not three miles from us, and we 
found that when the receiving aerial 
was in sympathetic tune with our 
transmitting aerial, he could not 
pick us up on a 6 H.F. Marconi 
receiver. On cutting out the re
ceiving aerial and not touching the 
transmitter, our telephony range 
was 70 miles. Hence we always use 
a cut-out D.P. switch on the receiv· 
ing :;terials and earths. This is in· 
deed a nasty knock for any enthu
siastk transmitter, particularly he 
who worships '' aerial amps." 

Regarding Exide wet H.T. bat
tery, type BK, such as you describe, 
we have some 400 volts of this make, 
and 300 volts are not of the type 
where the single plates at the end of 
each row simply sit on the top of 
the container, but are fastened down 
with a lead nut on to ,a pin that is 
fitted right through the top ring of 
the container into the container 
proper. 

This method has certain disad· 
'vantages, but the later type is much 

better, and the oil supplied by
'' Exides " for floating on the cells 
[s excellent, saves all acid spraying 
and creeping, and is worth recom-

1ff\un:litu DUPLEX 
\:Cl RADIO -~BASKET 

COILS.· 
The most 

:.efficient in
ductaneeeoU 
ma·de for 
short waves, 
mounted on 
standard 
plugs. No 
wax or var
nish used. 

mending. Once havring got the con· 
tainers dead clean and dry and filled 
with new acid with Mn. layer of 

-their oil, all worry disappears. The 
type BK stands up well even to 
tmnsmitting; regularly we discharge 
at 6o and 70 milliamps, and they 
are in excellent condition after 18 
months' use, and that is covering 
two wireless winters. We have also 
got 12o-volt Hart wet H.T. battery, 
very excellent, too.-Yours faith
fully, 

c. w. AimTON, sCW. 
Ste~ke-on-Trent, Staffs. 

MR. HADDICK'S CLAIM 

SIR,-I should esteem it a favour 
if you would grant me a little space 
in your valuable columns to inform 
Mr. Houston and others that I have 
received no communicatrion whatever 
from Mr. Haddick in regard to the 
challenge I made him through the 
columns of Wireless Weekly dated 
February 25, 1925. Due to this 
fact I am now thoroughly convinced 
of the inaccuracy of Mr. Haddick's 
claim, viz., to get any station with
out interference from 2BE on the 
circuit mentioned. 

Thanking you in anticipation.
Yours faithfully, 

SAMUEL A. BooTH. 
Belfast. 

.................... 
Number Mounted Mounted with Re· 

action Reverse Switch Unmounted. Number 
Retail Prices of : 
the new CLIX: : 25 1 6 3 0 0 9 25 

35 1 9 3 3 1 0 35 
50 2 0 3 6 1 3 50 
75 2 3 3 9 1 9 75 

100 2 9· 4 •3 2 3 lOO 
150 3 0 4 6 2: 6 150 
175 3 6 5 0 2 9 175 

.200 3 9 5 3 3 0 . 200 
Postage : 3d. each. Set of eight coils post free. 

1/ ...... - _,., ,..pplg ... -d poll"'" if- "'""'lot! ~~~~-""" •lllH ... 

CLIX ! 
with Locknut, : 

3d. i 
CLIX Adapter l 
with Locknut, I 

: 2d. : 
CLIX Insula• i 
tors, 6 colours, : 

ld. each. : 
CLIX Bushes, i 

6 colours, : 
ld. pair. ! 

April 29, 1925. 

A LONG-RANGE TWO-VALVE 
RECEIVER 

Sm,-I have been a subscriber to 
The Wireless Constructor since 
No. r came out, and admire the 
parer and its " get-up," etc., very 
much. 

Graduating through several 
crystal receivers and a one-valve 
reaction set (with which, by the 
way, I once tuned in America), I 
have achieved mv desire to date, 
i.e., a long-range 'two-valve set. 

I suppose you are continually 
being overwhelmed by congratula
tions on Radio Press sets, but I 
thought I would like to add mv little 
quota of thanks. The lVireless 
Constructor has not yet published a 
straight H.F. and Detector circuit, 
has it? I wanted one, and a chum 
lent me Wireless Weekly, dated Sep
tember 17, 1924. Therein was a 
long-range receiver, described by Mr. 
John Underdown. 

I built this set, using the best 
mater·ials I could afford, Cossor 
valves, Sterling square law conden
sers, Polar coil-holder and Igranic 
coils, etc. The results have 
astonished me. 

My aerial is 70 ft. long, and aver
ages about 20 ft. high. 

During the two months I have 
been using this set I could get any 

• 
The square peg 

in the round hole 
Everywhere you ftnd them, these unhappy 
square pegs. Often, Indeed, you must have 
been conscious of occupying their uneasy 
situation yourself. And oftener still their 
rank incompetence must have harassed and 
perplexed you. 
In one thing at least in this life they need have no 
place. You can banish them for ever from your 
radio set (where <:ommonly their name is legion) 
by using the CI,IX Plugsocket and Adapter. · 
The plug of one CI,IX smoothly slips Into the 
socket of the ne:rt CI,IX or CI,IX Adapter-an <;I 
tllere is firmly held, with full surface cont'!Ct• 
That's the CI,1X secret. Simple ? But· ~·s 
withl_leld from every kind of switch, plus< or 
ternunal but CI,IX. : 

The. 
Electro-Link 

with 
159 Uses 

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO;., LTD. 
12a, PENTO~VILLE ROAD, LON'DON, N.1. AUTOVEYORS LID., 84 Victoria St., LONDON, S.W. 

Liberal Trade Terms. I,IST FREE. 'Phone: North so5r. 

126 



B.B.C. station at will, on almost 
any evening, and on most evenings 
they all came in ·well. Aberdeen is 
inclined to be rather indistinct at 
times, and usually is accompanied by 
lots of Morse. German and French 
stations come in more strongly than 
our own! 

Last Sunday morning, early 
(2 a.m.) I tuned in three American 
stations-two unidentified and the 
other was Springfield, Mass. 

I should verv much like to know 
why it is that the " J erry " sta
tions and Bournemouth and Man
chester and sometimes Newcastle are 
quite as loud as London. 

In spite of very careful tuning I 
cannot get London any louder than 
J\Ianchester or Bournemouth, and 
not nearly so clear! 

[A receiver embodying such a cir
cuit was descdbed in The Wireless 
Constructor for May.-Eo.] 

THE TWIN-VALVE RECEIVER 
IN SOUTH AFRICA. 

Sm,-You will, no doubt, be 
pleased to learn of the following re
sults obtained with the Twin-valve 
set made by myself from instruc
tions given in The Wireless Con
structor for January, 19251 by Mr. 
John Sc9tt- Taggart, F.Inst.P., 
A.M.I.E.E. As you are probably 
aware, our chief trouble out_here is 
the prevalence of X's, but neverthe
less, the results obtained are really 
remarkable. 

Station and Aerial 

Wireless Weekly 

sen's fairy tales, but they can be 
verified by several ·independent 
witnesses. · 

Your interesting paper is a boon 
to us out on the backveldt, and I 
look forward to its receipt every 
month. With best wishes for the 
success of Radio Press.-Yours 
faithfully, 

Bethlehem, O.F.S., 
South Africa. · 

H. G. H. 

A NEW SOCIETY. 
Srn,-You may probably think the 

following information of interest to 
a few of your readers, if so, will 
you kindly have same inserted in 
Wireless Weekly. 

Condenser 
H.F. Chelmsford, of course, comes in 

loud, but Chelmsford will come 
in on anything. 

Wavelength. Distance. Condenser. Trans- Reaction. Result. 

By the way, I hung an ordinary 
galvanised washing bath up in the 
room and soldered a lead to it which 
',I carried to aerial terminal of set. 
Both Chelmsford and London came 
in on this, sXX being quite loud. 'I 
can also get sXX without any aerial 
or earth at all. 

Next vear I intend to build an 
" All Concert " set-at present funds 
do not permit.-Yours faithfully, 

J .. J. MARKWELL. 
Framlingham. 

Miles. 
Capetown 375 695 98 
Durban 400 200 IIO 

Johannesburg 450 165 125 

Within five minutes of connect
ing up the set for the first time I 
was successful in picking up JB, and 
:the other two stations came very 
easily. The results read as though 
they emanated from Hans Ander-

STOP! this is the Coil 
you' re looking for I 

The Self-Capacity of 

The "Tangent" 
P.C. brings 

copy of 
N.P.L. Report 

is extraordinary low (see figures below)-RESUL T -Closest Selectivity 

All good dealer• otock them
: any di11iculty write w. : 

GENT&.CoLTn(.:;2.) 
Manufacturing Electrical Engineers 

FARADAY WORKS. 
LEICESTER 

London : 25, Victoria St.,. S.W.l 
Newcastle/Tyne : Tangent House, Blackett St; 

127, 

• 

former. 

Reversed. 
46 35 Fair L.S. 
54 35 Good L.S. 

results. 
68 35 Good L.S. 

results 

A society has been formed fot: 
wireless enthusiasts in the Eastern 
District of London named the 
Tower Hamlets Radio Society. All 
interested are requested to call or 
write to the Hon. Secretary, F. 
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Goodman, 47, St. Paul's Road, 
Bow, E.J. 

This society has been. formed, 
further, to a suggestion of the 
Radio Society of Great Britain, to 
whom we are applying for affilia~ 
tion. 

Thanking you in antlcipation.
Yours faithfully, 

F. GOODMAN. 
London, E. 

20-METRE TRANSMISSIONS. 
SIR,-We would be very grateful 

if you would announce to your 
readers that the Radiog•iornale 
transmitting station in Betlagio; 
Lake Como, Italy, sends out every 
Sunday, at 3 p.m. G.M.T. on 20 

metres and at 4 p.m. G.M.T. on 
40 metres. Input power 30 .watts 
approx. QSL will be welcomed. 

·with best regards.-Yours faith~ 
fully, 
. IL RADIOGlORNALE. 

Milano, Viale Maino 9· 

CORRODED ACCUMULATOR 
TERMINALS 

SIR,-1 am sending you the most 
valuable hint I know of in connec
tion with accumulators and trust 
it will be useful to vou; readers. 

For many years f have been at a 
loss to discover how to free corroded 
battery tei1minals, and found this 

out by accident. Wishing to make 
a connection to a badly corroded 
terminal, I decided . to solder the 
wire to the terminal, Imagine my 
sur.prise when the terminal came 
absolutely loose as soon as the iron 
made it hot. The ease with which 
tetminals can be freed in this 
manner has <to be !ilten to be 
believed.-Yours faithfully, 

c. BAXTER. 
Birmingham. 

THE J.B. STATION. 
Sm,-I have pleasure in sending 

vou herewith a few details of ot~r 
} ohannesburg broadcasting station, 
JB, for the benefit of your reade1's. 

JB was officially opened o-n 
July I, I924, after two weeks' ex
perimenting. The complete station 
·is housed on Messrs. Stuttaford's 
buildings in the centre of the town, 
this building being the highest an.d 
most convenient. The studio is on 
the third floor and the transmitting 
instruments on the top (ninth floor). 

JB is equipped with a soo-watt 
Western Electric installation, which 
has proved to be very efficient. 
The wavelength in use is 450 metres, 
makin.g it possible for standard 
B.B.C. sets to be used. 

The studio is well equipped and 
laid out, and it has been said by 
several visitors that it is one of the 
best studios to be seen anywhere. 

Very good results have been 
obtained at long distances on JB, 
though, owing to the climate, 
atmospherics are troublesome. Nor..: 
mally JB is received in Cape To\\"Tl 
(Soo miles) on four valves, i.e., 
1 H.F .• D., 2 L.F., and Durban 
(3so miles). on three valves, i.e.; 
1 H.F., D., I L.F. However, at 
times Cape Town amateurs have 
received JB using a detector valve 
with reaction. An amateur ill' 
Nairobi, British East Africa (about .: 
1,700 miles), bas heard JB on his 
four-valve set (Family Four-Valve; 
Rad~o Press Envel-ope No. 2). 
. Of the three So-uth African broad- , 
casting stations (JB, Johannesburg;·; 
Durban and Cape Town), Johannes
burg is by far the most popular, 
h9th in quality of transmission and . 
programmes. 'The latter include· 
market reports, stock and share 
market, weather reports, time sig
nal at 9 ·p.ni., and each week-day 
JB works for seven hours with 
v:otried programmes. On Saturdays 
until I I p.m. dance music, and 
Sundays from 8.45 p.m. to 10.30 
p.m. Sunday evening concert. 

· JB's Station Orchestra has the 
pick o.f the South Af11ican musical 
talent, and the combination would 
be hard to beat.-,-Yours faithfully, 

R. N. LENNARD. 

Johannesburg, South Africa. 

COLVERN Tuning Cende...-. BRING IN DISTANT STATIONS 

For .the TROPADYNE 
Bulldera of this nry efficient 
type of B_.,.Ketorodyne Re· 
celver mUBt l'IICOIDiH that they 
eannot hope fer aaeceasful work 
without tbe CcdYerD General 
l'urpooe Vemlor &ttecUn parallel 
with the Oao1llator Condenser. 
Tunlog lloo <Wl8edlngly oharp 
tb&t one oaa ... onr a station. 
A peculla.r plop lnd!c&teco the 
reception of a carder wan • the 
aotua.l telephoJIY lleo In • the 
centre. 

The theoretlo&l O&paaity o! &n 
Integral vemler la COIII!derably 
Increased bythe.aautaai""P''!'ty 
botwoen tile mala- aad lhe 
vemler~ The vemler 1o - de
prived of pormlttfnt a comparao 
tlnly l&rger pbyllcal movement 
tor & mlnute T&rlatloa Jn 
o&paclty. 

QUALITY ANll» EFFICIENCY.· 
THE ONLY PERFECT , HAVING RELIABLE . 

INSULATED L• • CONTACTS. 

ASK YOUR DEALER I . LOOK FOR THE NAME 
FOR THEM. AND PATENT NO. 

PRICE 

UnleSI a Cohvn Low Maximum 
la fttted In parallel with the 
OscUlator Coa.deuer your 
Tropadyne C&BD.ot fwtQtion 
anywhere apt:roaoldng eflicieney 

2/6 

Tunlni on tho osclll&tor la so 
exceptlooaJ!y oharp that 16 
opera.teco moot etllcleatly by 
ua1.,. tho Colorern Genem1 
~ Iadependent 
Vemior, It la obtaln&ble 
from all dealers. 

from your 
Dealer. 

Tile """""'te tuning which the 
COLVII:BN ~!Too pel'81lAdeo tha 
"tmoat raap,power a.ndselectlvlty 
from )'QUI' 1'e0eiver. 
The acmo.utap of ol1'clllto -..,.d 
to live razor oherp tuning are 
thetefore wtWn tha re&eh Ill every 
eat btdlder. 

' . . . .Macdowo,ld Rocwl, Waltham• 

COLLINSON S PRECISION SCREW Go., Ltd. Tel.~-wr..=:;:.;;7 ~32 

• 

GIBSON PATENT TERMINALS 
SUPPLIED WITH RED 
OR BLACK SLEEVES. 

PERFECT 

Sockeh 4d, each. SLIDING CONTACT. 

THE G/BSON TERMINAL COMPANY, 
Denmark Road, Ealing, London, W.13. 

SEVEN OTHER 
TYPES. 

'Pboae :
EALING 65. 

BROKEN VALVES MADE EQUAl. 
TO NEW IN FIVE DAYS. 

Guaranteed to give Satisfacti,Jn or Money Returned. 

· Bright Emitters 6/6 ·each (Money should 
be enclosed 

Four Electrode 8/- each w it h valves.) 

Send to .~ECLAT ELECTRIC MANFG. Co. Lm.., 
Spencer Works, 

SPENCER HILL RoAD, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19 • 
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Apparatus 
we have l=esled 

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor, 

Anti-Vibro Valve-Holder On actually mounting a holder, as The insulation-resistance from 
From ~Iessrs. Phipps & Read described, on a small panel, it was grid to anode and from grid to fila-

come samples of an anti-vibration found that this was quite a simple ment was satisfactorily high in the 
valve-holder, made actually of fairly operation; with a D.E. valve of case of two out of three sockets 
soft rubber, for which, in addition, a notorious microphonic nature in- examined; the third showed wo 
lowered casual capacity ·is claimed.. sertecl in this and included ,in an megohms from grid to filament 
The vah·e-leg sockets are mounted ordinary reception circuit, a greatly sockets, and 200 elsewhere. This is 
in a disc of rubber I! in. in dia· diminished sensitiveness to ordinary not low enough to cause much 
meter and about ! in. thick, one jars and ,·ibration was immediately trouble in practice,. though it l•;ere 
socket (the plate socket) being noticed, quite a sharp rap on the preferably somewhat higher. The 
enamelled bright red as a precaution panel m· table giving but a slight capacities from grid to both filament-
against accidental short-circuits. ;·!ng in the" 'phones in place of the sockets connected together, and from 
Fout· Nu. 4 B.A. holes are required usual booming sound. The valve. grid to plate-socket, after eliminat· 
in the panel, through which the oscillated with ease. AlthPugh the ing leads, etc., came out at 3.1 and 
back-studs of the sockets pass; the legs were a fairly tight fit in the I.J Jlp.F respectively, as compared 
disc itself acts as a drilling jig for holes in the panel, the whole mount· with similar figures for a conven-
this orerat·ion. Small soft rubber ing was so flexible that considerable tional solid ebonite socket of 3·5 and 
sleeves are then placed on the legs care had to be taken not to insert 1.4 Jl!'F respectively, showing a 
and ebonite back-nuts over them; the vah·e in the \\Tong orientation; small, but generally inarpre.ciable 
connections to the studs are to be the red colour of the anode socket is diminution in casual capacities in the 
made by soldering. a wise precaut·ion here. favour of these sockets. 

" Kumfi" de Luxe Ear Pad is a 
veritable boon to listeners. Instead of 
the hard surface of the headphone ear
pieces pressing continuously on your ears, 
you have instead a soft, luxurious pad 
that relieves pressure and prevents all 
discomfort. 
The " Kumfi" de Luxe Ear Pad is the 
only scientifically prepared pad. It is 
hygienic and absorbent, and shuts out 
exterior noises. Try a pair and add 
greatly to your comfort; they are easy 
to fix and easy to remove. 

•KUMFI' 
:De.Cu:xe 

EAR PAD 
.~ d <1>2 
Ji'8~ Patent applied for. 

Sold by Wireless Dealers, 
or post free from the 
tnakas, on receipt of rs. 3d. 

A. De ST. DALMAS &: CO., 
Limited, 

LEICESTER. 

ICRANIC 
RADIO DEVICES 

ittdude 
Honeycomb Duola
teral Coils, Fixed and 
Variable Condensers, 
Filament Rheostats, 
lntervalve Trans
formers, Variometers, 
Variocouplers, Bi· 
plug Coil Holders, 
Tri-plugCoil Holders, 
Battery Potentia· 
meters, Vernier Fric· 
tion Pencils, Electric 
Soldering Irons, ·etc.,· 
etc. . All carry th• 
IGRANIC guarantee. 

Protect your 
set from 
static charges 

Ut It is only natUTal for your aerial to 
accumulate a heavy static charge
especially when lightning is about-and 
for the safety of your set when not in use 
you should fit the Igranic Earthing 
Switch. You will thus protect the more 
delicate component parts by preventing 
the accumulated charge from discharging 
through the receiver. At the same time 
you will protect your home from fire, as 
it is possible for sparks due to the dis-' 
charge, to ignite inflammable material if 
near at hand. The. Igranic Earthing 
Switch is of an improved type having 
spring switch contacts ensuring perfect 
electrical conductivity. Price, mounted 
on solid ebonite base. 3{• 

Ask your dealer about it. 

Write for List Y54. 

149, QUEEN ·VICTORIA ST., LONDON; 
· :Works : BEDFORD, 

lliRMINGliAlll 
LEEDS 

Branches: 
CARDIFF 
Jd'ANCBESTI!R 

GLAllGOW 
NEWCASTLJI 
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Aeria~ Masts 
\Ve have had an ·opportunity of 

trying in a practical manner the · 
tyre ,of tubular steel aerial masts 
'i_upphed by Messrs. John & James 
Laker Co. These arc made up of 
handy sections of very light, large 
diameter steel tubing, ·the sections 
being connected together . by a 
strong wooden. plug inserted in the 
ends, and by bolts. ·Rings for stays 
at proper intervals are provided and 
a cap for the pulley. The base 
rests in a metal fitting to •be secured 
on a substantial wood base-board; 
but no special foundations, cement. 
pillm·s or " tabernacle " are needed, . 
beyi:mc\ a ·firmly-rammed pa.tch ·of 
ground. The stays are properly 
relied tlpon · for'. withstandin~ the 
strains, and for ~ecuring them long 
iron stakes, equipped with split 
rings, are provided for driving into 
the ground. The whole mast, ewn 
if of considerable height, takes down 
and {lacks into a comparatively 
small · bundle for transport, the 
smaller parts being sent packed in
side the hollow spars. Insulators 
for the stay-wires, the wires them
selves, and a " non-jam " pulley . 
are provided with the mast, but not 
halliards, ·nor aerial insulators, 

Two 4o-ft. masts of this type, on 
trial, were unpacked and put to-· 
gether, and the twelve stays, each 
cut to length, affixed, and the 

.<:takes, etc., arranged, by one man 
in just over a dav's work. The 
whole 4o-ft. mast; when lying on 
the ground, could be lifted by one 
hand. Actual erection of the two 
masts took four men and tw~ intel
ligent helpers (to stand by the guy
ropes. etc.) just two hours. A 25-ft. 
ladder was used, as suggested by 
the makers, roped to the one mast 
for this purPQse ; the other mast 
was hauled up by the stays from 
first-floor windows, as it happened 
to be . near the house. The opera
tion was pe~formed with consider
able ease, although there was a high 
wind blowing at the time. The 
finished masts had a very graceful, 

·efHcient arpearance, with the 
slender centre pole' and symmetrical 
stay-wires, and were, ·if anything, 
an ·ornament to the garden rather 
than the reverse. 

We can strongly recommend 
these businesslike but graceful 
masts. A variety of sizes are sup
plied, up to the lofty type fm·oured 
by the amateur transmitter. 

· Re!lal Variable Condensers 

Messrs. Regal Radio Components 
Co. have submitted samples of their 

. 32-plate and 16-plate variable con
densers, of the snail-cam or "square
law" type. These have metal 
frames, with large insulating bushes 

TH ~ccf[}·ncc BATTERY 
E ~ l!dJ CHARGER 

(111, A. CODD'B PATEI!ITB.) 

Char~es your Batteries from 
the Alternating Current ·Malns. 

This Is the economy Tl'IUillfonner 
whida reduces maJns' pre.ure to 
that of the cella «0 be cbaried, 
wtthout the use of wasteful 1-ps 
and reeJatonces. Clllls are IDsUiated 
from the DlMns ; theftlore there Is 
no risk of shock, Gives i·C)'cle 
Rectification 3 Amps. 

For 6-Volt Cells 

but ! in. thick and owr 1 in. dia
meter, giving accordingh- much 
lower losses than the ci:Jstomary 
absurdly small, thick bushes fitted 
.in many types of metal-fram€' 
variable condenset·s, when in 
use on the shOJ·.ter waves. The 
u sua! one-hole fixing de\·.ice is 
provided, and substantial, easily 
accessible terminals. Spring washers 
give good electriral contact to the 
moving plates, and render the action 
of the condenser smooth and cer
tain. On test, the maximum capa
city of the larger instrument was 
about .ooo65 1•F, minimum 25 ''t'F; 
the smaller had .ooo17 I'F maximum 
and no less than 18 PI'F minimum. 
The relatively high minimum capa
city is exrlained by the slight en
gagement of the plates even ~n the 
zero position, and rould readily be 
avoided by a slight change in design. 
The insulation-resistance was excel-· 
lent \Vhen the instrument was kept 
dry; on breathing on the condenser 
it sank to only 10 megohms, slowly 
recovering to 200 megohms. Natur
ally, any insulation will suffer with 
moisture; the experiment indicates 
the necessity of maintaining the re
latively small surfaces of the insulat
•ing bushes at their best, by keeping 
the whole verv dry. Free oscillation 
was obtain-:.d ··in \·ery high frequen
cies with these instruments when in 
normal condition. 

£4-10 lmproYe Your Loud Speaker 
For 12-Volt Cella 

£4 .. 15 .. 0 

This Is the patented 
Electrcllytic Cell con-
talnlnll a carboa and 

aluminium plate whlcb ..ectlftea the 
current. There are no bulbs, com
mutators or bnaers to ·ao wroua ; 
lt will not let you ®WII. It olily 
requires occasionally a u:ew alum I· 
ulum plate atthecostofafewpence. 

Write /or Lm to.-

THE SOLUS ELECTRICAL CO., 
Tei.':MUSEUM2829; 100, Judd St;, W.C.t. 

hr_~'a "SCIENTIFIC" NON-METAU.IC LOUD 
SPEAKER HORN. BeiDa ...... ..-..t aud dim>r· 
tioalen ~- Jli1te perhet r!Pfodaetiou aad full 
amPlification_ of volame. F'1111sh - 8ll attractive 
dull bronze. 

Ht. 
SMALL SWAN-NECK W 
SWAN-NECK with~tal&are 18' 
SMALL WESTERN pattern 19' 
MEDIUM WESTERN pattern 22' 

do. wJ!.h. petal flare 22" 
LARGE WESTERN. pattern 24' 
CURVEP HORN ipecially 

deu-d l<>r A.;;Jro.. Juniors 
LARC'E SWAN-NECK, ,.. 

Flare 
8l' 
10' 
11' 
12' 
12' 
IS' 

15' 

PRICE 
&/9 
7/8 
7/8 
8/9 .,. 

11/9 

11/1 

illustrated,exc:optioMll:v loud 24' IS' 14/1 
do. witfl petal &re 24' 15' 15/9 

Pest, pacU., and crate-I /9 eztra. 
SCIENT I F I.C SUPPLY S T 0 R E S • 
SO, M:&WlJHhll* IIAUIIIW'A1', QJIDJOII, 1.•.1. 'PithM: Hop 4177, 
lltaaollll : 1.18, •llllaf>L._ CJ~a~onr, .... 1; 7, 11. _,... Cirou, .8.111.1 I 
u, ......,. a; ~-a, -:;,.":·iJ....!f·a~ u, w.e; et. 
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SUPPUED BY RADIO PRESS SERVICE DEPT., LTD. 

N. T. C. (SOUTHAMPTON) tension battery, since it is now posed, but w to 15 milliamps is to 
has been told that he is liable possible to obtain really satisfac- be regarded as the absolute maxi-
to injure his high tension battery tory batteries of this nature at quite mum in most cases. In the case 
bJ ·the use of a voltmeter for reasonable prices. Assuming a of an accumulator battery, reference 
testing purposes which does not high tension pressure of wo volts, should be made to the makers, but 
provide a sufllciently high resist- it will be seen that if the voltmeter it will generally be found that a 
ance, and asks our opinion as has a resistance of only I,ooo ohms somewhat larger: current may be 
to the minimum safe resistance it will draw a current of wo milli- drawn for purposes of test. 
for such a voltmeter, stating amps from the battery, which, of P.L.C. (BORDEAUX) has con-
that he uses this instrument a course, is much too heavy a load structed the Anglo-American Six 
good deal in carrying out certain for the ordinary dry cell type. Bear- receiver described by Mr. Harris and 
experimental work which de- ing this relation in mind, it is an wishes to try this set on a frame 

d th t h I easy matter to decide upon the re- rial 
man s a e requently checks sistance of the voltmeter for any ae . He wishes to use a four-foot 
his anode voltage. given high tension battery. Thus, frame for the B.B.C. stations, and 

The answer to such a question if it is decided that the maximum also for Chelmsford and Radio-Paris. 
must depend to a considerable ex- current permissible is 10 milliamps, He also desires to know how to 
tent upon the nature of the high the voltmeter must have a resist- introduce reaction when using a 
tension battery, and if our corre- ance of Io,ooo ohms. The maxi- frame aetiaJ. 
spondent is aiming at extreme con- mum permissible load for a dry cell For the rec~ption of the B.B.C. 
stancy we think he will be well ad- battery will depend upon the actual stations, and also for that of Radio-
vised to instal an accumulator high size of the cells of which it is corn- Paris, etc., it will be necessary to 

ARE YOU SAFE? 
Can you lea\•e your set with the ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY that no 
lightning, however bad, can possibly injure it ? 
Do not rely on any device which does not entirely isolate apparatn~, and 
which makes a direct clrc:uit from aerial to earth. 

Prov. 
Patent 
No. 

4326. a THE "AVON" SWITCH 

-4) 
AND COMBINED .LEAD .. JN 

satisfies all these requirements-it is neat and unobtrusive, and so 
easily fitted. 

SWITCH IS OUTSIDE-Where lt ouaaht to be. 
OPERATES FROM INSIDE-where· YC!U oullbt to be, 

.Just a turn of the knob and " SAFETY." 
Made in three sues, 8#-~/6; xo'-4/9; 12'-5/

At all flj>utable deal.,s. If any diffieuky pt>al fref from 
H. C. DAVIS, Victoria Rd.,BIDFORD-ON-AVON, Warwickshire. 

RADIO MEN,ATIENTION!! 
Have you ever considered the importance of perfect 
soldered joints? Half of your troubles are·due to 
these bad joints I If you want perfection ~ey 

ZENITH SUPERFLUX 
You will be amazed how easy efficient soldering is 
with "Superfiux." 
ZENITH SUPERFLUX guarantees perfection. 
Sold by all wireless retailers and ironmongers at ]j ... 

Manujactufld by 

THE ZENITH SUPERFLUX CO. 
78, Commercial Road Southampton. 

~JI 

THE LUX E 

A RADION PANEL-with its sleek pol· 
ished surface-is a joy to behold. But the 

wireless enthusiast knows that its advantages 
are more than " skin deep." Its superior 
insulation qualities are even more important 
than its handsome appearance. In every way 
it proves itself the "panel de luxe." 

t] 
Rdd·..on j$ atltlilable i71 u dif(ereffl ........ 
bladlt~oul mAho/ll<niU. RtUlW.. .,..,. also b• 
suppiietl m _., .p..W. me. B!Mif. rd. per 
$1/ua,.ifo&h, ""'hog,.nite rld.Per $1[uaru:..e•• 

RADI·ON~~· 
American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd. 
Heaii Office: t3a. Fore Street, Df/HIIt: uo WelliJiat<>B Sme~, Glasgow, ·1' 

- u6 sa- Rill, Binnin~ 
LomJ.,n, E.C. z Irislo A4ertts( s,.Coz:poratton Street, Belfast,; 
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construct two ft·ames, one fm· the 
300 to soo-metre bandand the other 
for Radio-Paris. For the B.B.C. 
band the Rumber -of· tttrns necessary 
will be eight, whilst ~ in. spacing 
sho.uld be used between these. For 
sXX and Radio-Paris we \Yould 
adv,ise tliat "25 turns be used, and 
that the spacing betw·een these 
should be rp.ade 3-r6th of an inch. 
The gauge of wire is not critical, 
but we would advise that 18 gauge 
or- above be used. A parallel tlming 
condenser of .coos ,uF will be satis
factory with these two frames. 

It is seldom necessary to intra
duce reaction when using a set of 
the type our correspondent men
tions. All the reaction effects 
necessary can quite well be obtained 
~y sJ,ighcty upsetting the adjustment 
of the Neutrodvne. condensers. In 
some cases, however, where- it is 
desired to introduce magnetic 
reaction into the frame circuit this 
may conveniently be done by placing 
a small coil in series with the grid 
side of the frame, and between the 
end of this and the upper end of 
the rarallel tuning condenser, which 
goes to the grid of the first ·Valve. 
Coupled to this a coil in thE!' plate 
circuit of the detector va!Ye mav be 
used to obtain the necessary reaction 
effects. 

J.U. (RAYNES PARK) has a de
tector and . one low-frequency set 
using reaction, but finds it extremely 

difficult to make the set oscillate, 
and cannot get rid of London all 
over the condenser scale of the aerial 
tuning condenser. He states that 
his earth connection is 20 feet .away 
from the set and is made to a buried 
bath m· very dry soil. To -make the 
set oscillate he finds it necessary to 
use a much larger size of coil than 
is normally used. Reaction control 
is then far from smooth and easy. 

From the particulars our corre- · 
spondent gives we should be inclined 
to at once suspect his earth connec
tion, since it ·is a considerable dis
tance awav from· the set and would 
seem ~o be buried in dry soil, \vhich 
often makes but a poor earth con" 
nection. As an experiment to locate 
definitelv the cause of the trouble 
we wou-ld advise our correspondent 
to remove his normal earth connec
tion, and in place of this connect to 
the eal'th terminal of the set a length 
of insulated wire which mav be 
stretched under the aerial to act as 
a counterpoise. This should be 
taken the full length of the aerial · 
if possible, and preferably 6 ft. from 
the ground. and well insul'lted. If 
with this arrangement tuning is 
found to be sharpened, selectivity 
very much improved and reaction 
demands very much less great, 
it ·is . certainly the earth which 
is the cause of the trouble, and we 
would advise that means be taken 

.to remedy this or a counterpoise be 
used permanently. Where it is 
impossible to carry a counterpoise 
underneath the aerial a satisfactory 
arrangement is often to connect a 
l<mgth of insulated wire from the 
earth terminal of the set and take 
this through the house on the floor. 
Although not nearly so good, of 
course, as the outdoor counterpoise, 
in manv cases this will be found a 
great improvement on the ordinary 
earth where it is difficult to get a 
good one. This arrangement can be 
made quite inconsricuous by taking 
it round the skirting of the room 
or under the carpet. A second ex
periment which should be tried to 
decide the point is to dig down to 
the buried bath and pour several 
buckets of wate1· round it, until the 
soil is thoroughly soaked. A great 
improvement in results would then 
confirm that the cause of the trouble 
had been diagnosed correctly. 

:········································! 
: "A Basket-Weave Coil : 
: Former" : 
: : . . .......................................... 

\\'ith reference to the article unde~ 
this heading in our last issue, we 
are gh·en to understand that Mr. 
J. P, Pragnall holds a patent cover
ing coils wound on the particular 
type of former described. 

WHEN YOU BUY A VALVE HOLDER 
BE SURE IT'S AN 

"APEX" 

ANTI-CAPACITY VALVE HOLDER 
(Patent pending) 

Specially designed /or back of Panel Mounting. 

1/6 t/6 
each each 

Note the rigid construction and. the unique air space 
which gives a very low capacity ~etween the valve legs. 

BASEBOARD TYPE NOW READY. 

APEX ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO. 
59, Old Hall Street, . UVERPOOL. 

"Phone : BANK 5295. 

There is 
no doubt-
It is a proven fact that the C. & S. 
DULL EMITTER does give IN
CREASED AMPLIFICATION, 
CLEAR MUSICAL RECEPTION, 
ilas a LONG LIFE and a LOW 
CURRENT CONSUMPTION. 

It is rite 11ttl11e you are looltintr for I Ask your d114ler for one to-day, arttl 
proDe for yourself its capabilities. Refuse imilations. Look for our 

· trade mark on tlte orantre box. . • · . . , 

The C. & S. Dull Emitter 2 v. o·2 amp. (227) which 
received New Zealand on a single valve 

(Also made o·o6a (227L) 15/-) 
Special dry batteries for these valves :-
227 .• 7/8 each. 227L .. 5/...; each 

12/-

Wrt'te direct if you cannot obtain locally, and we will mail you per return. 

CRAIK & SMITH (Desk D)' 
Alien Street, Goswell Road, London, £.0.1. 
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N every field of life. in every branch of 
industry, there is almost always one indi
vidual or one firm standing out above the 
rest . In the wireless publishing business 
v;e have no exception-the words " RADIO 
Pus!' " spring to the lips of novice and 

e>..-pert alike, as the obvious source to go to for wireless 
literature, whether books or periodicals. 

The three great British p:pers, "Modem Wireless," 
"Wireless Weekly" and ' The \Vireless Constructor," 
nave the words" Radio Press Ltd." indelibly stamped 
on every copy because these words mean more than an 
indication that these periodicals are owned and issued 
by that great publishing house-they stand for relia
bility, confidence. accuracy, enterprise, sound technique, 
fearless criticism where necessary, brilliant editorsbip, 
keenness, a whole-hearted love for the work which 
turns out week by week and month by month the 
papers which reach almost every corner of the earth. 

Is it any wonder, then, the Radio Press announce a 
more than doubling of th<>ir rent ? In oth<>r worcic;, 
that they have taken anotJlcr huge floor area in Bush 
House, that loftiest and finest c.xample of business 
architecture standing at the foot of King<;way, and 
between that thoroughfare and the Strand. 

fhe great new editorial and managerial offices will 
leave aboul s,ooo square feet entirely to the vastly 
dcvrloping sales and publishing departments. 

This new step is a proof that" A Radio Prrss parer 
is a Ra<.lio Press success." 11 a periodical is i:.sued by 
the Radio Press, it is a brilliant success in its own 
field. That is why everyone mterested looks to tbc 
Radio Press for the best in wireless literature. 

http://www.cvisiontech.com
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Get the right set- tlzatS the point 
Never try to 1et more out of your receivia1 aet than the 
manufacturera alate it will perform. So many radioiata hu1 
vain hope.a of " 1etting the world on one valve" and ao lay 
up for themaelves a store of diaappointment. 

All Sterlin1 Receivera will p erform exactly what ia claimed 
for them. Under favourable condition• often more than 
ia claimed, but, given a 100d aerial, never leaa than ia alated. 

Sterling Receiver .. whetherone,two, three or four valve, have 
the wideat pouible range, maximum efficiency, and a cer
tainty of performance. If you want long distance, plua aelec• 
tivity, plua volume, plua appearance-then thialateat model 
Sterling ·• 4•valve " will eive you yeara of unfailin1 aervice. 
The detaila of thia high powered aet are 1iven oppoeite. 

T ~re IDCU once o 
man who built unto 
Jnmu/f 0 onc·lla/l)e 
wonde r o/ man11 
w.ra. Holutr:n.J /or 
the IDOrlJ and hurJ 
..., li/llt 

At .)OUr radio dealer'• 

T laere Ulas onu a 
mDtt who built unto 
ltim•el/ a one·ualoe 
ut. Contmt with 
lDaJl broadc.ast, hr 
hcarJ/ 

The most efficient a ll-purpose receiver 
extant-the arnnaement of the circuit 
rivea t he utmost efficiency and results in 
telecrivity, nnre. volume and quality. 

Normally it will reuive transmiuions on 
wave·lenrtha from 300-500 metres. but is 
adaptable up to 5.000 metrea. or may be 
tuned to wave-lengths of 40-275 metra
an excluaive Sterlinr feature. 

Under favourable conditione t he majority 
of the tranami11iona from the main B.B.C. 
S tations, as well aa tome Continental on<'S. 
can be received on a loud speaker. ata 
loud apeaker reproduction of the local 
•tat ion ta aheer perfection. £26 
PRICE(excluaive of accessories) 
Rou•llle~ , ulro. £2: 10:0 AU o<<.,Jorla •<~••· 

T laere UIOI once a 
man who bo~ht unto 
ltimul/ a Stu/iJII 
"4-uo!ue" u t, Je-
$1rint to heor otlra 
cOIJ11fria and the 
B.B.C. Ho &D<U 

eucrl a •lintlll 
ha~~ll · 

Advertisement of STE RLING T E LE PH ONE & E L ECT RI C C O .• LTD. 
Manor/adurw o/ To&~honCJ cS- Radio A~paratw. etc. 

210-212 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. LONDON. W. l Worlu: DACENHAM, ESSEX 

Prlul.ed for tbe Proprletoni llADIO Pana, Lro., Busb B ou.&e, Aldwycb., W.C.a:~, oy tn AVIN O& Pasu (L. Upcoll GUI • Son, LW.), ~.Dr&l7 
Lane, London W.C.a. Publ1bed on Wedn~y of eacb week at 3, Bolt Court, l'ltet Slreet, London, B.C.4 Addreaa for 8obacripll01111 and AOJtwtaJ 
CommunlcAttona :-Bush Houee. Strand, London, W.C. Advertisement lllanutn :-Butruva ADVI &TIItNO Lto . Buab Rouae. Strand, LoadOJ , 
tl' .c.a Ht~ lotered aa a ntw&p&per and for tranrmlsalon by Canadian Haaazlne Poet . lla btcrlpt!on ratee :-J2/6 per annum 16'3 for •h 
• outba P<* tree. Sole Aaenta ror Australaala :-Goaoo~ .t Gon:u (Autrala&111. LTD t'or Canada :-JIIrnuL N1wa LTo. i'o.r So11to .t.fru.a 
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